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w PELICAN PRESS
The Lighthearted Publishing Program!

TM

Now, for the first time on the Amiga, an easy-to-use printing program the whole family will enjoy!

Banners you con customize with clip artPoster art thai will make your ipine tingle Combine clip art creatively

Congi-atulations on your

Annual Company Dance

May 15th

Painting program lets you enhance your design A detail of the amusing alien poster Signs that will keep you "rockin' and a-reelin'"

PRINT IN COLOR OR

BLACK AND WHITE!

Pelican Press lets you:

Create giant posters, colorful

banners, flyers, newsletters, cards,

calendars, wrapping paper,

and more.

Print in a variety of sizes, from

miniature to monumental!

Import graphics from other programs.
Decorate with your choice of

hundreds of sensational

graphics.

View clip art easily.. .just

press the space bar!

Combine & edit clip art

creatively to generate

new screens.

Includes a full featured paint

program allowing you to

create your own art or

customize ours!

Design your own wrapping paper

Reposition and change text!

Create banners and place clip arl on

each letter!

PEL1299G, Amiga

Consumer Version

Amiga 500,1000,

2000 Series, 3000

Requires 512K

(1 Mb recommended)

Hard disk installable

To Order:

Call (800)232-2224

(203) 335-0906

Dealer Inquiries invited

Circle 129 on Readtr Service card.
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There is an old saying, "Give a man a

fish and you have fed him for a day. Teach

a man to fish and you have fed him for a

lifetime." Although this is a great saying,

there is one thing missing. It is the same

quantity that we cannot place in our

magazines. Let me explain.

Amazing Computing has long been in

the business of teaching Amiga users how

to "fish". The editorial philosophy of this

publication has always been to provide a

variety of topics and directions of Amiga

interest to our readers. Many of you have

responded by telling us that we maintain

a good editorial "mix".

We then went a bit further by provid

ing AC's Guide To The Commodore Amiga.

By listing and describing in some detail

every available product and service we

could find in the Amiga market, we en

abled our readers to discover the multi

tude of different avenues the Amiga has

opened for them. The acceptance of this

publication continues to be phenomenal.

AC'S GUIDE has grown such that the lat

est issue (released at the same time as this

issue of AC) is now 320 pages long, and

weighs almost a pound and a half. It has

become the single authoritative source for

Amiga dealers, users and developers.

In January, we are launching AC's

TECHFor The Commodore Amiga. Modeled

closely after AC itself, AC's TECH will

concentrate on technical issues and pro

gramming. Each issue of AC's TECH will

come complete with a disk to ease the

drudgery of typing in long lists of code.

This periodical, which we consider to be

the only worthy complement to AC, will

allow readers to explore their Amigas to

an extent heretofore only dreamed of.

Yet, all of our products require one

extra component to be completely effec

tive. It is an intangible—something that

no one can print or otherwise place into a

publication. Rather, it is something our

readers must bring with them to each

issue. It is the desire and willingness to

learn and use the tools we present in the

pages of our "Amazing" family of Amiga

publications. It is the determination we

implore our readers to use to make their

Amigas do what they want to do.

Few of us will ever become experts

on every aspect of the Commodore Amiga.

Although the applications and tools for

the Amiga have grown extremely sophis

ticated, while the interfaces and tools have

become easier to use, only a few ofus have

either the skill or time to exercise these

products to their full potential. And the

few who do will need to dedicate a great

deal of time and effort into the cause.

Does that mean we cannot enjoy the

Amiga without sacrificing friends, family

and our jobs? No, it means that we will be

able to do a great many exciting things

more easily, but, in order to go farther, we

must sacrifice some time and energy. It is

a fair trade. The more we learn, the more

we will be able to do.

And why should we sacrifice our

families, our friends, or our jobs when

there is a great way to incorporate the

Amiga into our lives. The opportunity to

use the Amiga as a common tool for the

family is too great to ignore. The Amiga is

a creative medium as well as an instruc

tive one. There is little stopping the aver

age Amiga user from involving a family

member in the Amiga. No matter what

their interest, the Amiga is a tool that will

help them succeed in it.

So what about the fishing lesson?

Well, this is the part of the lesson where

we talk about the depth of water you are

fishing in, the need to check your lines, the

care that should be taken with the equip

ment, and the expectations any good fish

erman has. It is the part of the lesson that

requires you to say, "I know it can be

done. I know I can do it."

It is never easy, but the one great

thing the Amiga has given us, a creative

medium, makes our tasks so much more

enjoyable. AC's readers are the most in

volved Amiga users anywhere. We thank

you for your support and promise to dis

cover even more ways to expand your

knowledge of the Amiga.

Happy Holidays,

From All The Amazing Staff

and Don Hicks
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Capture gray-scale images
with a singletaid

Capturing gray-scale images for your favorite

Amiga" video applications can be expensive,

complicated, and tedious — but it doesn't have

to be. Let Migraph lend a hand with the Migraph

Hand Scanner and Touch-Up.

With our affordable hardware-software team

you can scan, edit, and manipulate any image

and then save it — or any portion of it — as an

optimized gray-scale IFF file.

In just minutes you can single-handedly

digitize color or black-and-white photographs,
logos, and line art for export to Deluxepaint III,

Digi-Paint 3.0, and other popular programs. And

it won't cost you an arm and a leg to do it.

Quality hardware for a quick capture.

The Migraph Hand Scanner makes quick

work of digitizing any flat artwork (up to 4x14

inches) in a single pass.

Fine-tune each scan with custom settings and

you're ready to go. Our scanner features four

scanning resolutions —100,200, true 300, or

true 400 dots per inch. Adjustable contrast.

Three dither settings for halftones. And a

special setting for line art.

Seconds after passing the Migraph Hand

Scanner over your artwork, a bit-mapped

monochrome image appears on your screen,

ready for editing.

Smart software with an artist's touch.

Migraph Touch-Up is the complete image

editor and design tool for monochrome images.

Editing features like Rotate-by-degree give images that

professional touch.

Its versatile editing functions include all the

standard commands — plus powerhouse extras

like Rotate-by-degree, Change-center-of-

rotation. and Scan-to-clip area (perfect for

combining multiple images on one screen).

And Touch-Up's flexible editing tools work at

all four zoom levels. So it's easy to edit the

full-view image.

Compatibility is Touch-Up's specialty. It saves

a wide variety of file formats, including true

16-level and apparent 31-level gray scale IFF —
ideal for export to color paint programs and other

video applications. Touch-Up even optimizes the
full-screen image height for NTSC video

displays.

The Migraph Hand Scanner and Touch-Up.

Powerful tools for professional images.

Gray-scale and high-contrast images — from

desktop to disk in minutes. And you can do it all

with one hand behind your back.
Ask your deaier for a demonstration today.

m<m

Circle 148 on Reader Service card.

Migraph. Inc. 200 S. 333rd. Suite 220 Federal Way, WA 98003 (800) 223-3729 (10 to 5 PST) (206) 838-4677
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Dear AC:

TheTableofContentsoftheAC#5.11,

November 1990 issue of Amazing Com

puting for theCommodore Amiga has the

following entry:

QUOTE:

"Bug Bytes 70

by John Steiner

... And there is a bogus version of VirusX

on People/Link."

This statement is entirely and cat

egorically UNTRUE. There is not now,

never has been and never will be any

"bogus" version of Steve Tibbett's VirusX

program on People/Link. If one goes on

to actually read John Steiner's column in

that issue, and read what he wrote about

VirusX, one will learn that what was actu

allyonPeople/Linkwasa warning, posted

by Steve Tibbett, about a bogus version of

VirusX existing, and that people should

not use it nor pass it around. (This is the

third time someone has hacked into a

copy of VirusX and passed it offas the real

thing, much to the consternation of Mr.

Tibbett).

Steve is STEVEX on Plink, and he is

an Assistant Chairman/Sysop of the

Amiga Zone Clubs. New versions of

VirusX are always uploaded by Tibbett

himself, both to the Zone and to his own

BBS in Ottawa. We (the Amiga Zone staff)

absolutely never approve for public con

sumption any VirusX uploaded by any

one else for two reasons:

1. Steve always uploads new versions

himself, since he's one of our staff, is

VirusX's author, and is on-line constantly

and

2. This assures Plink's Amiga-own

ing membership that they can ALWAYS

trust any VirusX they download from the

Zone to be the real thing, since the author

himself uploads it, and his Plink ID is

attached to each of his uploads.

What happened in your Table of

Contents in the Nov. 1990 issue is, I can

only assume, an unfortunate lapse in edit- j

ing which led to that untrue statement

being printed. I hope your readers actu

ally went on to read what John Steiner

wrote in his column, lest they be left with

the wrong impression. If they didn't, well

then this letter will serve as the correction.

As you know, national commercial

computer networks like Plink operate in a

highly competitive environment. Things

like new versions of widely-used pro

grams must be carefully checked out be

fore being released, and we go to great

pains to do this. With Steve Tibbett on our

staff, the LAST thing the public needs to

worry about is getting a phony version of

VirusX from People/Link.

I've been running the Amiga Zone

for five years now and take utmost pride

in the quality of service we provide to our

subscribers. Thank you for giving me the

page space to bring this error to your

readers' attention.

Best Regards,

Harv Laser

Torrance, CA.

Plink: CBM'HARV

Senior Chairman/Sysop,

American People/Link's Amiga Zone.

—Thank you for the prompt information. We

need to knoiv when something hasgone wrong

immediately in order to provide our readers

with the correct information in the next avail

able issue. We apologizefor any confusion the

misquote in the Table of Contents may have

caused.

As always, ifanyonefinds an error in our

ivork, we need to know. AC is very proud of

both the quality and quantity ofAmiga infor

mation that we have been able to present. Yet,

by providing so much material, we must re

main twice as vigilant in keeping all the mate

rial accurate.—Ed.

WHERE ARE THEY?

In your AC's Guide To The Commo

dore Amiga I was just reading about a

printer driver for the HP DeskJet called

Super DJ DeskJet Printer. Unfortunately

there's only the name of the company

mentioned: Creative Focus. I couldn't find

its address in your guide and so I would

like to ask you to give me the address.

Sincerely yours,

Theo Notzli

Switzerland

—You can contact Creative Focus via the

following address and phone number:

P.O. Box 580

Chenango Bridge, NY 13745-0580

(607) 648-4082

IN ANOTHER EPISODE OF

WHERE ARE THEY?

On page 62 of the August issue (V5.8)

The Bandito mentions a PostScript printer

driver (Postdriver) released by Soft Ser

vice of Finland. Would you please tell me

who publishes this package in the United

States, or how I can get in touch with

either Soft Service or a European pub

lisher who handles this software product?

Thank you for your attention.

Sincerely,

George Davison

Palos Verdes Estates, CA

—We don't know of any United States

distribution, but anyone can contact Soft

Service through the following address :

Soft Service, Inc.

ElectroCity 4th Floor

SF-20520ABO Finland
FAX 011-358-21-637-2729

Amazixg Computing



NowAvailable with 50Mhz 68030 Acceleration
Create the fastest Amiga in the World with an A2000 and ourA3001 Kit

Up to 8MB of 32-Bit
Wide DRAM

Hard Disk Drive

Interface

Optional 68030 Boot

EPROMS (UNIX , etc.)

Autoboot EPROMS

for Hard Disk

40MB or 80MB Hard
Disk Drive

32-Bit 68030 Bus
Interface

68030 CPU with
28,33 or 50Mhz Oscillator

68882 FPU running

at 28,33 or 50Mhz

Choose the IMPACTv A3001 Upgrade
Kit from GVP to put the speedand
power of leading-edge technology

into your Amiga™.

Enhance your productivity and create
more powerful results when you

choose these key features:

• Factory installed 68030 CPU running

at 28 Mhz, 33 Mhz or 50 Mhz.
• Factory installed 68S82 Floating Point

Processor running at 28,33 or 50

Mhz.

• 4 or 8MB of 32-bit wide high
performance DRAM.

• Built-in Autobooting High

Performance Hard Disk Controller
with data transfer rates well over
700KB/sec.

• Quantum 40MB or 80MB hard disk
drive with an average read access time

of 11ms (I9ms on write) and 64KB

read-ahead cache. If you already own a
hard disk, this item can be optional.

• Asynchronous design allowing the

68030 to run ASYNCRONOUS to the
rest of the A2000
improving GENLOCK

compatibility.
• ZERO SLOT SOLUTION!

With the A3001 Configura

tion along with the
bundled 40Q or 80Q Hard

Disk Drive ALL A2000

EXPANSION SLOTS ARE

LEFT FREE FOR FUTURE

UNLIMITED

EXPANSION!

en you compare, the choice becomes clear.

GVP is unbeatable for price and performance.

AIIA2000
Expansion

Slots Free!

A30D1

Upgrade Kit

Installed

COMPARE:

68030 CPU

Maximum CPU Clock Speed

available & shipping Today.

Factory installed 6B682 Floating Point

Processor Clock Speed.

Hard Dish Controller on 68030

Processor Board.

Number of Open Amiga expansion

slots with hard disk drive and
8MB Fast memory installed.

Allows user to start with low-cost

A2000 Amiga system and grow all

the way to 50Mhz 6803D performance

without sacrificing anything.

Brand name vendor with solid reputation.

Typical flay Tracing speed relative
to a standard A20QD (23Mhz Impact)

Fully implements 6B030 Bursl Mode
upto33Mhz.

A2000

+ GVP

A3001

Y

50Mhz

28-5GMIU

Y

5

Y

Y

22X

Y

CBM

A2500/3Q

Y

25Mhz

25Mhz

H

3

N

Y

13X

H

CBM

A3000"

Y

25Mhz

25Mhz

Y

4

N

Y

13X

H

IMPACT aralGVP are trademarks oi Great Valley Products, Inc.

Amiga. A2000 and A3000 are registered Irademarks of

Commodore-Amiga. Inc.

UNIX is a registered trademark o! AT&T. Inc.

GREAT VALLEY PRODUCTS INC.

Mew Address: 600 Clark Ave., King of Prussia, PA 19406

For more information, or for nearest dealer, call today. Dealer inquiries welcome.

Tel. (215) 337-8770 • FAX (215) 337-9922

Circle 123 on Reader Service card.



CHICAGOLAND'S ONLY DEALER

CARRYING AMIGA EXCLUSIVELY

Specialists in Multimedia, Video, Graphics, MIDI/

Music, Desktop Publishing & Business Productivity.

Providing Amiga Hardware, Software, Training,

& Consultation. Call to

ED find out what classes

we're teaching this month!

444 N. Orleans, (312) 245-0066 Voice

Suite 250 (312) 245-9408 BBS

Chicago, II 60610 (312)321-0013 FAX

Circle 145 on Reader Service card.

A FIX FOR MODULA-2

I was rather disappointed in the ar

ticle in the October '90 (V5.10) issue about

adding Assembly language to Modula-2

and BASIC. It suggests a very poor and
unnecessarily complicated way of adding

Assembly to' Modula-2. All thafs really
needed is something like this:

PROCEDURE name;

BEGIN

CODE [xxxxK, xxxxKi..! ;

or, wish parameters:

PROCEDURE nameldrO, drl:LONGCAKD; ar0:ADDRESS)

LONGCARD;

3EGIN

SETREG(0,cir0); 5ETREG(l,drl);

SETREGlB.arO) ;

CODEIxxxxH, xx

RETURN REGISTERS) ;

END name;

I use the M2Sprint compiler but it

should be exactly the same for most any

Modula-2 compiler.

It's also a simple matter to write an

ARexx program to convert a A68kAssem

bly listing to the 'CODEC)' statements re

quired by Modula-2.

Another important consideration, to

keep in mind, is to preserve the A4 regis

ter which is used to point to global data in

Modula-2 and 'C. If you do alter the A4

register in your assembly program you

will need to add these statements to the

beginning and end:

AMIGA CHIPS. PARTS & UPGRADES

Fatter (Super) AGNUS 8372-A - $99.50 ttith simple lOminmc slep by Slep instructions.
and FREE Chip/Exnacior (valued al S9.95) at no charge.

SS20A CIA

256 > 4/100 ns

1 megx 1/100 ns

A500 Keyboard

A500 Service Manual

A1000 Service Manual

S17 95

S9.30

S9.40

5109.50

S36 00

S29.95

■8373 Super Denise

- 2.0 K>clislart ROM

•A501 S12K Upgrade

■ Keyboaidior A1000

CALL

CALL

J74.95

1129.95

■ AND MANY OTHERS •

■1»4meq'S0S/CZip(A3000l S57 35

■ 8362 Dense Ifl brigN S39 95

■ A2000 Keyboard %\ 14 95

■ A500 Hv/Dly Put. Supply $69.95

■ A2000 HviDty Pwr. Suppfy 1147.00

■ A2000 Service Manual $39.00

• AMIGA 1000 REJUVENATOR PACKAGE •

New Product - 'Hie Amiga 1000 Expansion Board is now available with ihc

following fcalures:Utilizes ihc Falter Agnus Chip,l .3/1-4 Kidman ROM and New

Dcnisc • One Meg of Chip RAM • Clock-Baucry Backup * Simple Soldcrlcss Installation • 10WS

Compatibility with all Produm/Sofware * $479.00 complete.

Send for New Free 27 page catalog of upgrades, diagnostics, pans, memories,

Amiga tutorial \"HS tapes, and pages and pages of items jou won't find elsewhere.

Price subject lo dinrige

The Grapevine Group, Inc.

3 Chestnut Street

Suffern.NY 10901

1-800-292-7445

(914)357-2-124

FAX (914) 357-6243

We ship «orliiuide.

move.l a*,-(a*J)

raave.i {a7)+,afl

I have been a certified electronic tech

nician and programmer for about twelve

years and regularly use Assembly in

Modula-2 to control custom hardware I

design for my A2000.

Thank you,

Michael Walters

Tustin, CA

VALUE ADDED RESELLER

Your October issue was full of good

news. It looks like Commodore is finally

getting their act in gear! The Commodore

ValueAdded Reseller (VAR) program is a

great idea, and, apparently, it is off to a

great start. Licensing CDTV technology

offers additional possibilities, as The

Bandito reported in October. The home

computer market is looking good, too, as

Amigas fill the shelves of high-end retail

ers. Finally, targeting the Amiga at busi

ness sectors will help our favorite ma

chine establish professional credibility

—something that is long overdue, consid

ering the Amiga's superiority over its

competitors in several areas.

One thing, however, is worrisome.

Whyare Apple, IBM, and other compu ter-

maker commercials and advertisements

so prevalent, while the Amiga is scarcely

heard from? I hope Commodore has

something up its sleeve come Christmas.

It is time to turn up the heat on mediocre

Tandy's, over-priced Apples, and staid

IBM-compatibles!

Cordially,

Joe Vidueira

Miami, FL

All letters are subject to editing. Questions

or comments should be sent to:

Amazing Computing

P.O. Box 869

Fall River, MA 02722-0869

Attn.: Feedback

Readers whose letters are published will

receive five public domain disks free of

charge.

Circle 147 on Header Service card.
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THE RISING STAR IN SOFTWARE

AD OFFICE: 410 Maple Avenue • Westbury, New York • 11590 • USA • Tel: (516) 997-6903 • Fax (516) 334-3091

Palette Printer

o you own a color printer? Are you

nhappy with its output? Now you can

oseiy match your RGB monitor colors to
3ur hard copy output! Palette Printer is a
3lor match system lor any color printer. If

du are a Professional. Illustrator. Painter,

raphic Designer or anyone who wants the

Bst color possible, Palette Printer will

ptimize your color printing by producing

3lor charts with 850 colors (as an IFF
ivicel to represent your printers potential

Jtput. Works with any paint program.

MSRP $39.95

Have you ever worried about not being
able to make back ups of your

software? CHILL OUT DUDES. We

have a totally radical device....

SUPERCARDII. Foolproof and easy,

you will never sweat about a disk crash

again. Like most Supercard II users,

you will have a back up ol all of your

disks in the cookie jar. Supercard II for

A500 and A1000 are used external.

NEW!

SuperCard II for A2000 for 2 Drives,

now internal.

MSRP $99.95

This revolutionary autotracing package will
convert complex, color or B&W bit-maps

into Sculpt 4D, VideoScape 3D, Turbo

Silver, and DXF (autocad) structured-object
formats. Totally automatic. WE DO NOT
INCLUDE AN EDITOR BECAUSE ONE IS

NOT NEEDED. Ideal for Video production

houses and those who do extensive work in

rendering and 3D modelling/animations.

Fast and slick conversions with extrusion

options and controls for superior results.

Logos and IFF pictures are now easy using

Pixel 3D. Supports superbilmaps and
overscan.

1 Meg Ram required. MSRP $89.95

Painter 3D is a powerful, rapid 3D design

program which you create scenes, objects,

and models of extreme complexiiy with the

same ease as 2D artistic drawing software.

The objects which you use to compose your
scenes, are designed simply by drawing an

outline, which you will then extrude or rotate

about an axis to produce a

three-dimensional shape or scene. Objects

created can be saved in many various

formats, and can be used to construct

complex scenes, which in turn can be used

as objects in other scenes, allowing the

assembly of unlimited numbers of objects.

MSRPS149.95

Pic-Magic Creativity Series Joe sTemplatesffor PageSlream)Mega-Midget 68030

THIS COULD BE

YOUR PRODUCT!

;lip art msrp

lic-Magic One - Original $99.95
'ic-Magic One - EPS $99.95

'ic-Magic Fantasy $29.95

•ic-Magic Business $29.95

'ic-Magic Weddings $29.95
IEW STUFF

;inseth Anim Brushes, vol. 1 $39.95

oe's Pro-Borders $39.95

Mega Midget - 68030 Accelerator
Board for A500, A1000 & A2000 from
20 to 33 Mhz - Optional 68881 or
68882 ■ We also have 2 Ram options:

Highspeed 32 Bit 512 Kb Static Ram &
2 to 8 Mb of 32 bit Ram board all

above 9 meg system limit, allowing the

possibility oT 19 Megs of Ram on your
Amiga!

MM/R 68030 (20 Mhz, Ok)...MSRP $795

This package is 3 must-have for the beginner in the

mosl advanced Desk Top Publisher who use

PagcSueam iSofl-Logikl. Jam-packed uilh over 75

Templates, this package is a goixi sorting point fmm
which lo fill >.mf publishing luyi'ui requirement

■Select a page design from ihe calalog of Busirn
Forms. Design Forms, and General De<.L 1

Publishing forms. Load a design a> a Page>lre,

Document and you will be well un your way

producing quality DTP in a greatly reduced amount of

production time.

MSRPS39JI3

PULSAR Power PC Board

Phone or write for your free Catalog. A
Dealer and Distributor Inquiries Invited. )

Circle 124 on Reader Service card.

• Fits into expansion slot

• Includes Cross Dos
• On the Amiga side it gives you:

512k ram, plus 512k ram disk.

Clock/Calendar, totally transparent.

■ On PC side it gives you 704k ram,

plus 192k EMS. A NEC V30 8MHZ.
Phoenix Bios. CGA/Hercules video,

Dos 4.01, makes use of Amiga's ports:

serial, parallel, joystick, mouse and

clock/calendar. Uses Amiga's disk

drives. Includes a spreadsheet,

Database and word processor. 1 year

guarantee. MSRP $525.00

Now you can be part of "The Winning

Team". We at PULSAR are always looking

for developers with new products for the

Amiga. Have you tried to market your

products and were unhappy with the results.

Wilh our knowledge of the worldwide Amiga

market we can make it happen lor you. Let

us help you improve and market your

product. Give us a call, and find ou! why we

are one of the fastest growing companies in

Amiga today.

Pulsar Power PC Board for the A500

ULSAR Canada

ULSAR Canada Inc.

.0. Box 579, Station Z

oronto, Ontario

I5N 2Z6 Canada

el: (416) 322-6119

ax (416) 489-1620

PULSAR Germany PULSAR Switzerland PULSAR Belgium/France

PULSAR Computer PULSAR Schweiz

Vertriebs GmbH Obere Fambuhlstr. 19

Erlanger Str 8-10 5010 Wohlen

5 Koln 91 Germany Schweiz

Tel: (0221)87 33 59

Fax: (0221) 87 41 89

Tel: (41) 41 62 48

PULSAR Belgium/France
K.V. Overmeirelaan, 20

2100 Antwerp

Belgium

Tel: (33)26 01 44

Fax: (33) 26 01 94

L PULSAR OFFICES SPEAK ENGLISH AS WELL AS THE MAIN MATIVE LANGUAGES OF THE COUNTRY III WHICH THE OFFICE IS LOCATED,



Pro Video Post
Produces dazzling "post-production

digital video effects

by Frank McMahon

DEDICATED CHARACTER CENERA-

tors are pretty much standard at most

television and cable stations these days.

It's hard to imagine running one without

some machine to render text over broad

cast images. Two problems with most

character generators, is that once you buy

them, unlike software, they cannot be

upgraded with new features or improve

ments and they are often very expensive.

Pro Video by ShereffSystems isa character

generator program that has gone through

many updates through the years (Pro

Video Plus, Pro Video Gold) and the latest

version is entitled Pro Video Post. The

"Post" meaning "post-production", a

video term for altering and manipulating

your work after you have created it. This

program produces some dazzling "post-

production" digital video effects (DVE),

butwe'll get to those in a little bit. Forright

now let's just start off with the basics.

TEXT MANIPULATION

It should first be noted that Pro Video

Post only operates in the hi-res mode

(720x480) and it does not multi-task. These

are both smart moves rather than pro

gram limitations. It is easily moved to a

hard drive and the only copy protection is

a requestor asking to type in the 4 digit

serial number. The program requires that

your Amiga have one megabyte of chip

memory and 2 megabytes offast memory.

90% of all functions are accessed through

the function keys. In fact a laminated tem

plate is included which fits neatly on the

Amiga keyboard (over the function keys),

it comes in very handy. Hitting Fl brings

up the line size requestor. There are a

choice of 4 line sizes: 32, 48, 64, or 80.

Those numbers represent the amount of

vertical hi-res lines. One nice feature is

that for most operations you can hit the

"p" key to assign attributes to the entire

page, rather than doing it on a line-by-line

basis. After setting up the size of the lines,

the next step is to choose which font is to

be used. One drawback to this program is

that it only supports ifs ownsystem fonts,

four of which are included with the pro

gram.

Just some of the

various font styles

and textures that

come supplied

with Pro Video

Post.

Additional font sets are available, 4

fonts for 599.95. The price is kind of high,

however these are just not any fonts. All of

them have been designed to be resized

and manipulated as well as look great on

video or duringmultimedia presentations.

The fonts even have built in anti-aliasing.

But it's debatable if all 16 fonts available

are worth $400.

Choosing fonts is easy, by using the

cursor keys (which are used for almost all

of the program selections) you can choose

the type and color of the font. The four

included are pretty basic and work great

for most purposes. Colorfonts are not

supported but multi-color textures are

available. Some of the choices (7 in all) are

swirl, cobblestone, and metal. These tex

tures lack the 3-D feel of some Colorfonts

(like the KaraFont collection) because

rather than being built from the ground

up, they are only filling in a texture of an

existing font. They are also limited to 2

and 4 colors, rather than the usual 8 colors

associated with Colorfonts. However, the

included textures certainly add a lot of life

to the existing fonts and I've transferred

several to 3/4 inch video tape with anti

aliasing and they look fantastic.

You can simply begin typing after

choosing the font you want to use. A wel

come feature is that you are allowed dif

ferent size and style fonts on the same text

line. An Italic font is available on a line or

global basis. Kerning is also available (a

method usually seen in high end systems

which automatically adjusts spacing be

tween letters and gives a clean symmetri

cal look to all text). Smaller fonts can also
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be moved to 5 different points on the line

which allows creation of effects like su

perscript and subscript. The underline

feature can be turned on or off with the

ability of being able to assign it a different

color other than the text and you can move

the line into anyone of six positions from

the top of the line to the bottom. Other

options are included for adding shadows

and edges to the text. The shadows are

adjustable (8 preset locations) and can be

filled to create a 3-D feel or casted to form

a standard shadow. The shadow size and

edge size can be easily adjusted. And an

edge can be formed around just the text

itself or around the text with the shadow.

Both shadows and edges can be any of the

sixteen colors but it usually works best to

set the shadow color to half the intensity

of the current background color via the

palette options menu.

Standards such as clear line or page

and justify line or page are included as

well. Lines can bemoved up or down or to

and from memory. Lines can also be rilled

with 2 strips of background color and

positioned and sized as needed. In addi

tion to text, a set of graphic characters are

also available (similar to some of the old

Commodore 64/128 characters) which let

you create limited designs. The set also

includes various copyright and trademark

characters. These essential additions are

almost always overlooked by other Amiga

character generator programs.

GRAPHIC SCREEN CREATION

All the text manipulation features and

extras would be enough to carry a pro

gram, but with Pro Video Post it is just

merely the tipof the iceberg. Inaddition to

the text, graphics can be added to create

impressive backgrounds quickly and eas

ily. TheGrid Attributes menu allows quick

creation of various patterns such as hori

zontal lines, vertical lines, squares, diago

nal left lines, and diagonal right lines. The

lines can be positioned, resized, and col

ored to hundreds of variables. And by

using a text line the Quick Background

menu also allows you to create back

grounds. Options such as position, justify,

center, tile, copy, and wallpaper are in

cluded.

What Pro Video Post lacks in palette

options, it more than makes up for with

extensive color cycle control. There are

four independent channels of color cycle

and color flashing per page. Colors can be

set to cycle by high colors or low colors.

And there is even an option to adjust the

cycle/ flash by video fields. However, the

program only supports the Electronic Arts

Deluxe Paint color cycle format and does

not allow reverse cycling.

The best thing about creating back

grounds is that any hi-res IFF picture can

be loaded and used. Other resolutions can

be loaded in provided that they are not

more than 4 bit planes (16 colors). HAM

pictures obviously won't work but can be

converted easily with a program such as

ASDG's Art Department. Pictures can be

loaded into memory and grabbed for use

via the "Get" command. One new feature

of this latest version is the "Manipula

tion" menu. "Size" lets you resize your

picture (enlarge or reduce) to a variety of

sizes. You can then easily moveyour newly

converted pic to any position around the

screen with the cursor keys. "Angle" let's

you tilt, slant, or rotate the current screen.

This is similar to the perspective feature

found in Deluxe Paint III but it is a lot

easier to use. With "Move" you can repo

sition the entire screen. "Wall" lets you

create a wallpaper of the current screen

with vertical and horizontal repeats.

"Mirror" is for creating reflections of the

other side of the page. "Color" allows

remapping and "freeing-up" of your cur

rent palette. With any of the "manipula

tion" commands you can easily hit "reset"

and go back to what you started with. The

original image is saved in ram so you can't

accidentally alter it beyond repair (unless

you want to!). Your original image always

stays intact. All of these "manipulation"

features are powerful and work fast.

Combining three or four effects with dif

ferent graphic screens creates some stun

ning new designs. You can even paste two

images together automatically (each pic

ture occupies every other scan line) for

more dazzling effects.

CREATING PRESENTATIONS

Thepower ofany character generator

is not only judged by how well it creates

pages but howit displays them. Pro Video

Post excels at creating smooth presenta

tions as well as different transitional ef

fects. Pages are saved in "Banks" of 100,

numbered 00 through 99. They are saved

in files called "Jobs" which is a bank of 100

pages. The high compression routine

stores the files as ascii text and data rather

than by regular hi-res screens. This allows

100 pages to use less memory than dis

playing one hi-res screen! It's easy to ac

cess any page and there is also a command

for automatic duplication ofpages. Where

Pro Video Post really shines is it's wealth

of transitional effects. Close to one hun

dred effects are included, everything from

slide to reveal to bang to random squares

to push. Some affect the whole screen

while others work on a line by line basis.

This means you can select different transi

tions for different lines!

Thanks to the 1 meg chip RAM, tran

sitions are smooth and images are flaw

lessly pushed or pulled offscreen as a new

one comes on. Earlier versions of the pro

gram had to clear the screen before a new

one appeared. The transition speed as well

as the amount of time each page is dis

played can be set. While 99% of Pro Video

Post is keyboard controlled, the mouse

can be used to advance (or move back)

through the pages. Which makes it handy

for presentations. Automatic controlled

presentations are perfect for cable station

on-air character generators which rotate

24 hours a day.

EVEN MORE FEATURES

Pro Video Post packs in even more

features than those listed above. "Snap"

will take a snapshot of the current screen

and store it in memory for later use. Pro

Video Post is always checking the systems

memory and provides ample warning
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font NEW Collections '" H|s Bonchmaik Font series
Irom Ilio PnOGRAFix SOURCE. Porloct In Holiday

Season projects and lor use yo.ir 'round use wlioiever an
elegant, mating nppeaiancu is roquired Each collection

gives you twelve distinct Ion! lamitios. each containing:

CotoiFonls in 4 sizes: B/W typelaces in 12 sizes [irom

about 24 pt to ISO ptj; lull upper/lower cases, numerals,
puncualion. and international chaiacleis Now you can
maintain a consistenl oulpul imago by using matched

lonls in dcsklop multimedia, video, presentations, and
publishing.

Colcbmlo wild ornalo elog.nnco Unusual, DUllienlc, yel
very legible ■1th to 1GIh conliiry stylos

■a%6

Giacoluly (lowing exquisite formal script. Essential lor

[o'rii.it invitations .mil announcements

Exciting casual scripts add warmth to coirespondance
and are Ilia HOI trend lor adding uigonr.y to advertising

Ctnr.sio Ail Doco louts and complnrnonlary Doco ported

fonts aro novor out ol data

Benchmark Fouls a/a only available diroctly lioni The

S0UF1CE. To Irisuro dolWoiy in time lory

your holiday use. ordBr toelnyl SPECIAL HOLIDAY

('MICE OF $39.95 PER COLLECTION unlit December
15th. thereafter the usual piice o' 147 95 is In etlect.
Orders paid by Money Order oi CO D. shipped snme

day. paid by cfieck sonl as soon as cliock cloars. Add
S2 00 por order for poslng.0 and handling - C/O D. add

additional $3 00. 11 you'd 1'ke lo see jnsi liow gronl those
liiiilr. looK on youi monitor and piinlnr boloro you oidai. a

samplo disk is availablo [or $5 00, postage paid.

relundablo on puiciinso,

but ya' better huny 'cause Snnlo Clous don'l walll

PROCRAFIX SOURCE

3827 Soulli 58lli Court

Cicoio Illinois 60050 4212

Circle 119 on Header Service card.

status lines if there is not enough memory

to perform a certain task. The system is

extremely stable since I've yet to crash it

with the extensive use given it over the

past few weeks. Horizontal and vertical

page positioning is also available for ad

justing, centering, and genlocking over

live video.

Speaking of genlocks, Digital Cre

ations' SuperGen, SuperGen 2000S, and

Magni's 4004 genlock are all supported

and keyboard commands offer "limited"

control. While the manual says "limited",

the included commands for key, reverse

key, fade, and fade speed (by field) sound

pretty complete to me.

Cue tones let you know when the

program is ready, when you have can

celed, or when it is warning you. GPI

trigger support is though game port 2,

which allows control of an edit controller.

Crawl and Roll, all too often left out of

some Amiga character generators pro

grams are available. Roll produces super

smooth credits for endings of shows or

presentations and crawl will crawl a text

message across the top or the bottom of

the screen. An extensive tutorial section

gently guides you through most aspects

of the program and is an excellent way to

get started quickly. Sections are also de

voted to picture palette management and

reducing system memory needed for

graphic screens.

DIGITAL VIDEO EFFECTS

Pro Video Post is capable of produc

ing DVEs on any screen quickly and eas

ily. 12 basic DVEs are included with vari

ous alterations to create a total of 82 ef

fects. The manual does a nice job of illus

trating what each effect will look like. To

create a spin, zoom, flip, or any of the

other effects, all you need to do is simply

choose the DVE number. A requester ap

pears allowing you to input the amount of

fields (frames/seconds) the animation will

last. Since the DVEs are already predeter

mined, calculation is as expected surpris

ingly quick. I've tried most on a stock 2000

and it usually takes from 30 seconds to 1

minute to render each. When I tested it on

a 2500, the renderings blazed in at around

10-15 seconds with some almost instanta

neous. Now I've tried page manipula

tions with everything from DeluxePaint

III to AnimMagic, and these are without a

doubt the smoothest moving, quickest

rendering, and most professionalise seen.

Hitting the return button brings the DVEs

animation in and hitting it again brings it

back out. You can try different combina

tions instantly without repeatedly load

ing the picture in again or having to dump

the animation out to free up RAM...it's all

automatic. Some packages claim to have

DVEs , but these really look like Digital

Video Effects!

SUGGESTIONS

I wish there wasan easyway to resize

a line of text without having a requestor

force you to erase it. These fonts should be

capable of resizing when a line is resized.

The color selection could also use some

improvement, using RGB numbers with

the arrow keys is tedious. Overall perfor

mance is a tad sluggish on a 68000. Al

though it's unclear if the program takes

direct advantage of a 68030, it clips along

great on a 2500. The manual is set up very

clearly except that it has no real index.

This omission is a surprise considering

theattention to detail the rest ofthe manual

sections contain. The (ESC) key is sup

posed to stop crawls and rolls but some

times you must wait for the entire text

message to go by before it activates.

CONCLUSIONS

Except for these minor and very cor

rectable problems, the latest version of

Pro Video is a first class character genera

tor. It combines loadsof features as well as

being fun and easy to use. It also provides

truly professional output. Also worth

mentioning again are the DVEs. In addi

tion to the smooth and varied page transi

tions, steady crawls and roils, fast page

manipulation and special effects, and

sharp anti-aliased multi-colored fonts, the

DVEs animation is the icing on the cake.

They make any graphic/text screen leap

out of the screen and grab the viewer. This

is one program that will get a lot of use in

our cable television studio. This program

has come a long way in the past few years,

being constantly worked on and improved

dramatically. I wonder what Shereff Sys

tems has in store for us next?

•AC-

Pro Video Post

Shereff Systems

15075 SW Koll Parkway Suite G

Beaverton, OR 97006

(503) 626-2022

Price S349.95

Inquire #215
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IT MAKES A LOT OF SENSE TO BUY A MAST PRODUCT

• INTERNATIONAL AMIGA PERIPHERAL SUPPLIER • USA • GERMANY • AUSTRALIA • SWEDEN • UK • AUSTRIA

• TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE - Professionally driven, 60% of our senior executives are ENGINEERS.

• PERFORMANCE QUALITY PRODUCTS - We use PREMIUM COMPONENTS (FUJITSU Drives for example), INNOVATIVE DESIGNS (who else

has a SCSI INTERFACE with its own 68000 AND UP TO 2 MEG OF RAM), and some ot the most ELEGANT, not to mention smallest, external cases that

you will see in the industry. Cost effective designs, efficient mass production , and our worldwide resources, bring you high performance products at budget

prices. As our President answered to one customer who asked how we do it - "we're clever and we are not greedy"

BLITZ BASIC

GIVES YOU CONTROL OVER YOUR

AMIGA HARDWARE

CREATE YOUR OWN GAMES, GRAPHICS

PRESENTATIONS, AND EDUCATIONAL

PROGRAMS WITH MINIMAL

PROGRAMMING EXPERIENCE

ITS NEW, ITS ULTRAFAST, IT'S EASY TO USE

Blitz Basic puts you in control of the Amigas custom sound and

graphics chips. Now you can write sophisticated programs

that previously needed 'C or Assembler. Blitz is a fully integrated

programming language that puts you in control of your Amiga.

Unlike s-l-o-w interpreters, Blitz is a true compiler that generates

native object code.

Spectacular graphics can be generated with a minimum of

commands using the custom chip specific commands included

with Blitz. This Basic language enables you to produce QUAL

ITY COMMERCIAL CODE.

FEATURES:

• Lightning Fast Compiler • Fast Optimised Object Code

• Rewrite of Amiga Graphics Libraries

• Integrated Editor/Compiler

• Special Effects such as FADE IN/ FADE OUT

• Basic Commands to handle IFF Brushes, Anim Brushes and

Sound Files

• Direct access to and control of Sprites. Blitter and Audio

Hardware

• Supports Dual Playfield, HAM & EHB

• Queue system makes blits easy to use

• Number of screens only limited by memory

■ Vertical Interupt command allows smooth animation

• Double Buttering, Page Flipping are easily achieved

• Sound Sequencer included

• Machine Language Subroutines can be added

IMPORTANT NOTE - When you see the demo of VECTOR

BALLS, remember that the images are being CALCULATED IN

REAL TIME. This program alone should convince you of the

POWER OF BLITZ. The source listing will convince you of its

SIMPLICITY

Demo disks are available for S5. You may also load them off

the MAST BBS (702)359 0132 or (702) 359 0137

FIREBALL - True DMA SCSI interface

for the A2000, for sustained perform

ance in a multitasking computer $149

OCTOPLUS - 8 MB RAM for A2000

With 2Mb $269 Extra 2mb $119

GREAT VALUE!.

FANTASTICALLY FANTABULOUS

What else could describe a produduct that amazed

visitors to our booth at the LA Ami Expo

$495 COLORBURST $495
TRUE 24 BIT COLOR FOR ANY AMIGA

YES! Every Single pixel on your amiga screen can be any of 16.8 million

colors. The color is equal to or better than a Mac. Colorburst supports

many video modes and allows digital fade in/out. Dynamic white

balance correction is possible. Real time image processing is a reality.

It can be configured as a third hardware playfield allowing Amiga graph

ics to be overlaid - great for animation. We do not use HAM or

Composite Y-C mixing, this is pure 24 bit RGB - there is no blurring of

colors or loss of definition with colorburst. This product generates

BROADCAST QUALITY IMAGES for both PAL & NTSC systems.

FURTHER INFORMATION ON THIS EXCITING PRODUCT IS A

!!!! MUST MAST MUST MAST MUST MAST MUST !!!!

WE CHALLENGE COMPETITORS TO MATCH OUR CLARITY, COLOR & PRICE

STARBLAZER

8 MB RAM & SCSI INTERFACE

FORA500ANDA1000

While many vendors want you to buy a hard

drive before memory (because their memory

expansions are inside the drive unit), we be

lieve that many customers need memory first.

Additionally many people don't want a bulky

hard drive right beside the computer, our cus

tomers prefer the flexibility offered by an inde-

pendant external drive that can be placed at a

convenient location and even plugged into a

different SCSI interface on anothercomputer.

Starblazer is an 8 MB memory and SCSI

interface in a miniscule case only slightly

larger than our very popular Minimegs. It is

available populated to 2,4,6,8 megabytes,

with orwithout the SCSI interface installed.

STARBLAZER Is real zero wait state ram

that lets your Amiga run at full speed. Don't be

misled into buying memory that plugs into the

A501 slot and is advertised as "fast ram", it is

always slow old chip memory. Starblazer

includes the MAST Bytemachine SCSI Inter

face. Starblazer Plus includes WordMASTer

- a SCSI interface that uses a 16 bit interface

for high performance. When you need a hard

drive, just plug Tiny Tiger into the Bytemach

ine or WordMASTer interface - it autoboots,

automounts and is very fast. Starblazer

with 2 MB included from $299. Call for

pricing options.

YOU HAVE TO SEE THIS TO BELIEVE

THAT THERE IS SO MUCH POWER IN

SUCH A SMALL PACKAGE

ENHANCED UNIDRIVE

The only Amiga external floppy drive in

the world that includes digital track dis

play, hardware write protect switch

and inbuilt hardware virus detection

system - for only $149 why would you

want to buy any other. PS. The box looks

great.

UNIDRIVE

For those on a budget who still want a

great looking, reliable and quiet drive,

how about the good o'l Unidrlve. At a

list price of $119, this is a very attractive

deal.

A2000 Internal Floppy $83

Fujitsu Quality Hard Drives

45 meg $339 90 meg $539

136 meg $669 182 meg $770

410 meg $1795 672 meg $2295

1.2 GIG $3900

SYQUEST INTERNAL$519

SYQUEST EXTERNALS625

CARTRIDGES $95

EXTERNAL HARD DRIVES:

Tiny Tiger Deluxe - add $189 to

internal drive prices

Tiny Tiger Budget - add $129 to

internal drive prices

MAST MIDI INTERFACE with inte

grated SMPTE to MIDI TIME CODE

CONVERTER. $199

Bytemachine S89 WordMASTer $119

DEALERS WELCOME

Send for our color catalogue-

there is more than you see here!!

MEMORY AND STORAGE TECHNOLOGY 1395 GREG ST. SPARKS NV 89431 (702) 359 0444

Australia (02) 281 7411 Germany (0221) 771 0918 Sweden (40) 190710 Austria (0)3 16-373763

Circle 160 on Reader Service card.



Gold Disk Office

Gold Disk Inc. has released Gold

Disk Office, an impresive package of five

fully integrated programs that turn an

Amiga into the center of operations of a

highly productive office.

Word process multiple text docu

ments of any size in Office Write, which

offers high-performance features requi

site of any fast-paced data input facility,

like fast text editing, automatic hyphen

ation, spell checking, index creation, mail

merge, keyboard macro functions and on

screen page preview.

To get high-quality typeset page lay

outs for newsletters, flyers and the like,

move your text documents into the desk

top publishing program Office Page. There

is another full-featured text editor built in

here, too, so you can create documents in

layout without having to import text from

somewhere else. Set and manipulate text

in different fonts, sizes, styles and spacing

alignments; integrate graphics, boxes and

line drawings for truly professional-

looking and visually stimulating pages.

Office Calc lets you design and con

struct customized spreadsheets for busi

ness and home accounting and financial

management applications. A number of

professionally-prepared spreadsheet

templates are also supplied with the pro

gram for your immediate modification

and use; they also serve as good studies as

you learn how to build your own tem

plates from scratch.

Besides having built-in math, time,

index, trigonometric,statistical and finan

cial functions of spreadsheet programs

costing far more, Calc also provides a

macro facility plus an Arexx interface and

special command language—all of which

extend the program's capabilities by al

lowing you to build and access complex

operations not directly available in Gold

Disk Office.

Office File is a database program—

here you create, modify, store, manage

and print mailing and telephone lists, in

ventories and similar collections of in

dexed data. Office File sorts and orders

these lists by any individual bit of infor

mation (field) you define—first name, last

name, zip code, area code, etc. The

program's flat-file format allows you to

display the entries (records) in a database

on screen and scroll through them both

vertically (to see the next record) and hori

zontally (to view fields within a record

that extend off the screen to the right).

Records are displayed on screen and

are also stored on disk at all times; each

time you modify the database the new

information is recorded in the database

file stored on disk. Disk storage permits

the use of very large databases and pre

vents loss of entire databases in the event

of power or other system failure.

Office Graph lets you turn spread

sheet and any other data (including that

imported from other formats) into a wide

variety of charts and graphs, which can

themselves be imported into and incorpo

rated within Office Page layouts.

Gold Disk Office can run on any

Amiga—even an Amiga with just 512K of

memory. With less than one megabyte

available, the user must accept certain

limitations, but the manual states that Of

fice Page remains fully capable of turning

out professional desktop publishing work

with just the 512K. The manual explains

exactly what restrictions are imposed on a

user running Gold Disk Office on a512K
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with just the 512K. The manual explains

exactly what restrictions are imposed on a

user running Gold Disk Office on a512K

system, and provides a number of helpful

memory-saving tips.

The package consists of four non-

copy protected disks plus the 347-page

manual. Gold Disk Office, price: $295.00,

Gold Disk Inc., 5155 Spectrum Way Unit 5,

Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L4W5A1, (416)

602-4000. Inquiry #224.

Music-X Jr.

Microillusions has trimmed some of

the "complicated extras" from its profes

sionally oriented Music-X MIDI sequencer

package to come up with Music-X Jr.

Music X Jr. has all the power and

many ofthe features of the original Music-

X package (the two are fully compatible),

only now, anyone can create and edit MIDI

sequences.

Jr. provides 250 empty sequences for

recording in the program's primary page,

Sequencer. Play as many as 20 sequences

simultaneously, and save entire perfor

mances or just portions of them to create

templates, drum solos, standard keymaps

and more.

The Bar Editor displays music

graphically, permitting intuitive compo

sition editing via common functions such

as add, cut or copy and paste, cut, and

insert. This page is used to correct existing

sequences, as well as to create new ones.

The Keyboard MappingModule puts

Music-X Jr.: MIDI sequencer for the masses.

real-time control of all MIDI hardware

and software atyourfingertips.ltlets you

quickly change the configuration of your

synthesizer keyboard with up to 128 splits,

one for each possible MIDI note.

Process incoming MIDI

data in the Filters Page before it

goes on to the Sequencer; load

as many as 16 IFF or Sonix mu

sic samples in the Amiga

Samples Page for internal voices

playback. Music-X Jr. can use

the Amiga's internal voices

without MIDI.

System expandability is fa

cilitated in that third-party soft

ware modules can be called di

rectly from Jr.'s menus; file con

version utilities are included.

A minimum 512K RAM

(and an audio monitor) is required to run

(and hear!) Jr. using only the Amiga's

internal voices, but 1MB is recommended.

In addition to the non-copy protected

program disk, Microillusions includes an

Examples disk to get the program up and

running immediately, and a highly de

tailed 200+-page manual. Music-XJr., price:

$149.95. Microillusions, P.O. Box 3475, Gra

nada Hills, CA 91394, (818) 785-7345, In

quiry #225.

Ducktales: The Quest For The

Gold

Walt DisneyComputer Software has

released Ducktales: The Quest For The

Gold, an action-packed contest/adven

ture based on the popular children's ani

mated TV series and feature film that stars

Alan Young (a/k/a "Mr. Ed's" Wilbur

Post) among its lead voices.

The contest begins when Scrooge

McDuck is challenged by Flintheart

Glomgold to see who can collect the most

money in thirty days to become Dime

Magazine's Duck of the Year. Thus begins

a treasure-seeking jaunt that takes players

around the world in a highly interactive

adventure.

Play begins in Scrooge's office, where

contestants vie to earn a fortune in the

Gold Disk Office means business.

stock market, compete for a chance to

search Scrooge's Money Bin in hopes of

discovering rare coins, and work to enter

the Control Center to travel to exotic loca

tions on faraway continents looking for

more riches.

Ducktales is separated into six differ

ent games played at three ability levels. A

cleverprotection against copyinghas been

designed to also fascinate younger play

ers: a map of Scrooge's worldwide opera

tions can only be deciphered using a Se

cret Code Sheet.

An electronic atlas built into the same

map provides background information

on humorously twisted destinations like

Duckburg Island, Okeefadokie Swamp,

and Whatsamatterhorn, and also tells

players how long it it takes to get to each—

and what treasures they will find there.

Players get to perform wild, acro

batic airplane stunts, do their best to side

step coconut-wielding monkeys, and en

counter other similar thrills during the

course of this entirely non-violent globe

trot. Ducktales:The Quest ForThe Gold, price

$44.95. Walt Disney Computer Software,Inc.,

500S.BuejiaVistaStreet/Burbank,CA95121,

(81S) 567-5360. Inquiry #226.
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The complete Amazing Computing library is now available at

incredible savings of over 50%!

Volume 1 is now available for just $19.95*1
(A $45.00 cover price value, the first year of AC includes 9 info-packed issues.)

Volumes 2, 3, & 4 are now priced at just $29.95* each!

(Volumes 2, 3 & 4 include 12 issues each, and are cover priced at $60.00 per volume set.)

Subscribers can purchase freely redistributable disks

bulk rate discount prices!

at

This unbeatable offer includes all Fred Fish, AMICUS, and AC disks

(see the back of this issue for recent Fred Fish additions,

and the Spring/Summer '90 AC'S Guide for a complete index

of all current freely redistributable disks).

Pricing for subscribers is as follows:

1 to 9 disks: $6.00 each

10 to 49 disks: $5.00 each

50 to 99 disks: $4.00 each
100 disks or more: $3.00 each

(Disks are priced at $7.00 each and are not discounted for non-subscribers)

To gel FAST SERVICE on

volume set orders, freely redistributable disks, or single back issues, use your

Visa or MasterCard and

call 1 -800-345-3360.
Or, just fill out the order form insert in this issue.

Postage & handling fa-each volume is Sd.00 in The U.S.. S7.50 for surface in Canada and Mexico, and S 10.00 for all other foreign surface.

AC warranties all disks for 90 days, No additional charge for postage and hcndCng on disk orders. AC issues Mr. Fred Fish c royally on cti disk sales to encourage Tne leading

Amiga program anthologist to continue his outstanding work.



Barney Bear Meets Santa Claus

Free Spirit Software has published another title in the early

education Barney Bear game series.

Justin time for the holidays, Barney Bear Meets Santa Claus.

Travel with Barney to the North Pole on Christmas Eve to visit

Santa's Toy Factory, which is chock full of active items like elves

buttons, switches, a clock, a toy chute—and more.

Throughout the story there are many active items in each

picture, so tell the little ones not to rush! Each time they select an

item, the game makes a sound or tells them something about the

object. Santa's beard, eyes, and belly are also active.

In addition toagreatsleigh ride and visit to the Toy Factory,

Barney Bear can participate in six other activities, each of which

can be entered into by selecting objects in the Toy Factory. They

are: Find the Elf Game, in which children must find the elf by

choosing the package the computer asks for; Which One is

Different Game, in which they must click on the one of the four

pictures that is different; Missing Letter Game, which tests kids

on their ability to choose the correct missing letter in a dispalyed

sequence of letters; Mixed Up Words Game, in which all the

letters of a word are jumbled along the bottom of the screen and

jump into place on a line abovewhenchosen in their correct order;

The Toy Maker, which lets players join Santa's elves in the

stimulating, creative art of toy-making (different heads, arms,

legs, etc. are provided); and Coloring Book, in which the package's

painting program draws a picture with no color and players get

to fill it in with various colors.

Ten buttons below the picturecan be clicked on, and each has

a different function. The Right Arrow moves forward to the next

picture, Left Arrow takes kids back to the previous picture, Color

Squares cycles the colors in the picture, Square erases the current

picture, Squiggly Line turns on freehand drawing, Straight Line

turns on line drawing, Box turns on box drawing, Circle turns on

circle drawing, White Circle turns on the eraser, and Stop Sign

quits the painting program and goes back to the living room.

Barney Bear Meets Santa Claus is the fourth in a series of

learning games built around entertaining storylines that are

loaded with funand surprises; even very young children can play

for hours without adult supervision. Barney Bear runson Amigas

with 1 MB of RAM or more. Barney Bear Meets Santa Claus, price:

$34.95. Free Spirit Software, P.O. Box 128,58 Noble Street, Kuiztown,

PA 19530, (215) 683-5609. Inquiry #227. -AC-

Get more work done
in less time. Add a Vidia!n quick reference

to your workspace or studio.

■■»■"■ "i Professional Page ■ -■■■■ ■

miniiiimi

i
in
i

The Vidia Guide to Professional Page is

like having a preview mode for your

ideas. See what [ype and graphics look

like primed at 300 and 1270 dpi. Shows

common design elements; foni alphabets

for Adobe typefaces: samples of Compu-

graphic typefaces: halftone fills: pattern

fills; pattern fills and halftones combined:

combinations of line patterns, weights,

and halftones: text sizes from 1 to 120

points; line spacing (relative and leaded!;

reverse type: baseline shifts; halftoned

text; tracking shifts: text passages in vari

ous type sizes; and keyboard codes for

Symbols and ZapfDingBats. Also in

cludes keyboard commands and text for

matting codes for Professional Page.

Vidia Guide to Professional Page
12 pages ■ S6.95

Why should any Amiga programmer

have to sift through hundreds of pages of

books and manuals to find simple infor

mation, like prinlf codes, or ihe syntax

for bitfield declarations, or ihe ANSI se

quence to turn on boldface'.' You use this

stuff constantly: having lo look it up

slows you down. That's why we de

signed the Amiga Programmer's Quick

Reference. It contains a complete C

guide: 68IKX) assembly instruction list;

Guru meditations: ANSI screen codes;

Console device codes; Raukey codes:

options flags for SAS/Laltice C and

Aztec C: a 256-byte ASCI! table, with bi

nary and the Amiga character set: and

Double's Do's •& Doit'IS, chunks of wis

dom for Amiga programming.

AMIGA
PROGRAMMER'S

OIM> REFERENCE

Amiga Programmer's Quick Reference
16 pages • $7.95

There is nothing else like it. The Amiga

Graphic Reference Card — now in its

second printing - is an Amiga original.

Inspired by the power and depth of the

Amiga's graphics, it combines an eclectic

mix of information for u.sers working

with graphics on the Amiga. Screen pixel

rulers let you measure the size of objects

on screen. Diagrams show the structure

of KGB and HSV models, additive and

SIlbtnCtiVG color mixing, and the electro-

magentic spectrum. Tables list display

memory required for every graphics

tnode; IFF file compression ratios; RGB

numbers for colors: pixel shapes; key

combinations for special characters; max

imum page sizes in paint programs; and

more. It's great!

Amiga Graphics Reference Card
4 pages • $2.95

All Vidia quick references are 8.5" x 11" and printed on glossy cardstock.

See your dealer, or order from: Vidia.

P.O. Box II HO. Manhattan Beach. C-\

°.(>266. Please add S0.45 per copy for

postage: CA res. add stale sales tax.

VIDIA

Circle 157 on Reader Service card.
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Keeping up to date on the latest news, sports, weather, and stock market info-

via hardware, software and cable TV

Information X-Change
by Rick Broida

X-CHANGE HAS TO BE ONE OF THE

best-kept secrets in the personal computer in

dustry. Although it's been around since 1985,

no one seems to know it exists. Perhaps that's

understandable, since X-Change is not exactly

messianic for all users. In fact, determining

how X- Change may best be put to productive

use is something of a challenge.

Bom of the Colorado-based company X-

Press, X-Change has helped realize a once-

futuristic vision of computer services: infor

mation at your fingertips. Through a combina

tion of hardware and software, X-Change pro

vides 24-hour news, sports, weather, stock

market reports, and other information. What's

unique about the approach is that X-Change

does not transmit data through phone lines; it

uses cable.

THROW ME A LINE

Yes, it uses the same "cable" that brings

HBO and MTV into your home. The basic X-

Change package costs $99.95, and includes the

InfoCipher Receiver (which is a textbook-sized

box that plugs into your serial port), a special

serial cable, and the X-Change software.

One "hitch" is that you do need to be a

cable subscriber to use this service. There are

no additional payments beyond the cost of

your regional provider's basic cable television

package, but if you're not already paying for

cable, it begets that monthly fee.

Current cable subscribers might pursue

the option of buying a cable splitter and some

coaxial cable {available at any Radio Shack) to

run from the wall jack to the InfoCipher. Doing

so should cost no more than SI 0-20, which is

money well spent when you consider you're

doubling the use you get from your cable

service. If it's impractical to go that route, ask

your cable company to install an extra jack

near your computer. This will add an extra

three to five dollars to your monthly cable bill.

Installation is simple since none of the

hardware involves going inside your com

puter. Just plug in the serial cable, plug in the

Receiver, install the software, and you're ready

to fly.

AROUND THE WORLD IN A BLIP

X-Press transmits data from more than

twenty different information sources, includ

ing Associated Press, Copley, Knight-Ridder,

and Moscow's TASS. This data is electroni

cally broken down into different categories,

including Headline News, Business & Finance,

Soviet Union, and many more. And those are

just the subheadings that fall under the News

category. Other main areas include Sports,

Weather, Lifestyles, Entertainment, and Tech

Talk, all of which have numerous subcatego-

ries within. Lifestyles, for instance, is broken

down into Food, Fitness & Fun, Moneywise,

and Careers, to name a few. The variety of

available information is wonderfully vast, and

ifs all right at your fingertips. Let's not forget

the stock reports either. More than 2,000 stock
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quotes (preselected by X-Press) are supplied

through X-Change.

The X-Change software is available in

numerous formats, not the least of which is for

the Amiga. Having used the IBM software

quite extensively, it is important to note that

the Amiga version is not simply a direct port;

it was written specifically for the Amiga, in

order to take advantage of the Amiga's abili

ties.

It is the software that's in charge ofsorting

through all the material and making it readily

accessible. The program is not difficult to use,

relying on simple menus to access the stories

and articles as they come in. Very simply,

when a certain type of story has been transmit

ted, a plus sign will appear next to the category

name. Using the software is part of whatmakes

X-Change such a pleasure; after doing the ini

tial setup, you can easily run the program

without the instruction manual. If you need

detailed help, however, information is quickly

found in the brief guide.

PICK AND CHOOSE YOUR NEWS

All of the data transmitted from X-Press

goes through the X-Change system, but not all

of it is necessarily kept. You may configure the

software so that it retains only certain types of

stories. If you're not interested in, say, news

fromGermany or anything sports-related, you

may deselect those categories and X-Change

will not retain them. All other stories are buff

ered in the computer's RAM.

Theoretically, the morememoryyou have,

the more stories you should be able to retain.

The Amiga version doesn't seem to work that

way, however. On a one-megabyte Amiga the

software wouldn't cross the 512K line; the

program's buffer filled up with more than

500K of system memory left.

The rate at which data is received is sur

prisingly quick: 9,600 bits-per-second (bps).

Considering that 9,600 bps modems still cost

upwards of $500, this is an impressive speed,

and it's also a testament to the use of cable for

data transfer. A future feasibility is to have

such information become available directly on

a TV screen, without needing a computer con

duit.

UNIVERSAL HANDSHAKE

Because X-Change is an external device

requiring only a standard RS-232 (serial) port,

its usability is limited only by the availability

of the software for a computer system. Accord

ing to an X-Press representative, the software

is available for "practically all computers."

Customer support is another noteworthy

feature of the X-Press company. Two 800 num

bers operate 9 a.m. to 9 p.m., Monday through

Friday, to handle orders, answer any ques

tions about the service and offer technical sup

port.

Yet another impressive feature is X-

Change's ability to capture software down

loads. At three or four in the morning during

certain days of the week, X-Press transmits a

few shareware/public domain software pro

grams, again free of charge. You need to sim

ply run the included capture program and

leave the computer on through the night, and

in the morning you'll have a checkbook bal

ancer, coin collection manager, game, or the

like. I tried the program once, and in the morn

ing found it had run without a hitch.

If you don't mind paying monthly fees,

other X-Press services are available. At a base

price of $149.95 and SI 9.95 per month, you can

buy X-Change Executive. This business-ori

ented upgrade provides a full 30,000 stock

quotes, which are updated every fifteen min

utes instead of thrice a day, plus additional

business and financial news.

Finally, the question of your cable com

pany arises. If it does not offer the X-Change

service, you're out of luck unless you own a

satellite dish. If so, an add-on is available to

allow you to run X-Change. To determine

whether or not your cable company supports

X-Press (according to the representative, most

do), X-Press' 800 number, give the operator

your zip code and you will receive an immedi

ate answer.

THUMBS UP

All in all, X-Change is a superb product. It

is quick, varied, well-supported, and inexpen

sive if you already subscribe to cable. Never

theless, as previously mentioned, finding an

ideal use for X-Change in the home is not easy.

It can certainly keep a stock portfolio, and

continually bring world events straight to your

computer, among many other tasks.

Perhaps its most practical place is in

schools, where teachers can use the output for

studying current events. In addition, because

the software is so easy to use, studentswho are

computer-new have in X-Change a good op

portunity for their first hands-on experience.

If you can't come up with a totally justifi

able use for X-Change, but are into the "just

plain neat", X-Change is a five-star product

and well worth the investment. 'AC*

X-Change

X-Press Information Services,

Regency Plaza One

4643 S. Uister St.

Suite 340

Denver. CO 80237

(800) 7PC-NEWS

Inquiry #207

Ltd.
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Stepper Motors

by John Iovine

HIS IS PART ONE OFA THREE-PART SERIES. NEXT MONTH, WE WILL

build an ultrasonic ranging device for the Amiga. Then, the following month,

we'll tie the two projects together and create a rudimentary sonar system.

The interfacing project for this month involves hooking up a

stepper motor to the Amiga. Stepper motors are commonly used

in robotics, automation and positioning control in commercial

and industrial equipment. These motors are as close to you as

your disk drive and printer.

Stepper motors are used in these applications because they

are easily controlled by digital circuits, and most important,

capable of precise positioning. We will build a simple stepper

motor interface for the Amiga and also examine the basic operat

ing principals of stepper motors.

Stepper motors are different from "normal" electric motors.

When you apply power to an ordinary motor, the rotor turns

smoothly. A stepper motor, however, runs on a sequence of

electric pulses to the windings (or phases) of the motor. Each

pulse to the winding turns the rotor a precise amount. These

pulses to the motor are often called steps. Stepper motors are

manufactured with different amounts of rotation per step (or

pulse), depending upon the application each is designed and

built for. The specifications of the stepper motor will state the

degree of rotation per step. The range of rotation per step can vary

from a fraction of a degree (i.e., .72 degree) to many degrees (i.e.,

22.5 degrees).

BASIC OPERATIONS

Figure 1 is of a stepper motor stepping through one rotation.

Stepper motors are constructed of strong permanent magnets

and electromagnets. The permanent magnets are located on the

rotating shaft, called the rotor. The electromagnets, or windings,

are located on the stationary portion of the motor, called the

stator. The stator, or stationary portion of the motor, surrounds

the rotor.

In Figure 1, position I, we start with the rotor facing the upper

electromagnet that is on. Moving in a CW (clockwise) rotation,

the upper electromagnet is switched off, as the electromagnet on

the right is switched on. This moves the rotor 90 degrees in a CW

rotation, shown in position II. Continuing in the same manner,

the rotor is stepped through a full rotation, till we end up in the

same position as we started in (shown in position V).

RESOLUTION

The degree of rotation per pulse determines the resolution of

the stepper motor. In the illustrated example, the rotor turned 90

degrees per pulse: not very practical. A real-world stepper mo

tor—one that steps 1 degree per pulse, for instance—would

require 360 pulses to achieve one revolution. Another motor with

less resolution (greater degree per step) that steps, say 3.75

degrees per pulse, would only require 96 pulses for one full

rotation.

Without getting into gearing or gear ratios, let's assume that

the stepper motor is used for positioning in a linear motion table,

and further, that each revolution of the motor is equal to one inch

of linear travel on the table. It becomes apparent that each step of

the motor defines a precise increment of movement.

In making a comparison between the two stepper motors,

that with the higher resolution (one that requires the most steps

per revolution) has the ability to locate and position more pre

cisely on the table. For the motor that steps 3.75 degrees per step,

the increment of movement is approximately .01 inch per step. If

Please Note: Ti)is project may void your warranty and is offeredfor the enjoyment

of the technically inclined. P.i.M. Publications, Inc. is not responsiblefor any

damages incurred while attempting this hardware project.
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this resolution is sufficient for your table, use this stepper motor.

If you require greater resolution, the 1-degree-per-step motor

will give approximately .0027 inch per step. So, the increment of

movement is in proportion to the degrees per step.

HALF STEP

It is possible to double the resolution ofsome stepper motors

by half stepping. This is illustrated in Figure 2. In position I, the

motor starts with the upper electromagnet switched on, as before.

In position II, the electromagnet to the right is switched on, while

power to theupper coil is kept on. Sinceboth coils are on, the rotor

is equally attracted to both electromagnets, and positions itself in

between both positions (a half step). In position III, the upper

electromagnet is switched off, and the rotor completes one step.

Although I am only showing one half step, the motor can be half

stepped through the entire rotation.

OTHER TYPES OF STEPPER MOTORS

You may run across 4-wire stepper motors. These stepper

motors have two coils, with a pair of leads to each coil. Although

the circuitry of this stepper motor is simpler than the one we are

using, it requires a more complex driving circuit. The circuit must

be able to reverse the current flow in the coils after it steps.

REAL-WORLD STEPPER MOTORS

As stated, the stepper motors diagrammed here wouldn't be

of much use in the real world, rotating 90 degrees per step. Real-

world stepper motors employ a series of mini-poles on the stator

Fig. 3

and rotor which improves the resolution of the stepper motor.

Although Figure 3 may appear more complex than the previous

figures, it is not really so. Its operation is identical, and to prove

that point, we'll "step" through the illustration.

In Figure 3, the rotor is turning in a counter-clockwise (CCW)

rotation. In position I, the north pole of the permanent magnet on

the rotor is aligned with the south pole ofthe electromagnet on the

stator. Notice there are multiple positions that are all lined up. In

position II, the electromagnet is switched off, and the coil to its

immediate left is switched on. This causes the rotor to rotateCCW

by a precise amount. It continues in this same manner for all the

steps. Examine the pole relationship between IV and V. The rotor

is still moving CCW, and in position V, the stator poles are

oriented the same as in position I. This is where the sequence of

electric pulses would begin to repeat itself to keep the rotor

turning CCW.

Figure 4 illustrates the half step with the multi-pole position.

It is identical to the half step described before.

TEST CIRCUIT

Although we are going to connect a stepper motor to the

Amiga, I feel it would be a good idea to build a manual controller

first. With this manual circuit, you can check and verify your

wiring of the stepper motor before building the Amiga interface.

In addition, it's an excellent tool to use if you are checking out a

different stepper motor from the one used in this article.

Look at Figure 5. This circuit is the epitome of simplicity.

Switches SI thru S4 are normally open, subminiature push

button switches (see parts list). The four switches allow you to

BED

WHITE

BROWN

BLUE

BLACK

YELLOW

p*

Fig. 5
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drive the stepper motor manually. By changing the sequence of

the steps, we can do full-step and half-step increments in either

direction (CW or CCW). The diodes Dl thru D4 are used to

prevent sparking, and protect the balance of the circuit. These

diodes become more important when the motor is interfaced to

the Amiga. The batteries used in this circuit are two smalll2-volt

batteries in series, to generate the 24 volts required by this model

stepper motor. The rectangular box at the top of the diagram with

six head screws are six PC Board Terminals interlocked together

(see parts list). This simplifies connecting the wiring from the

motor to the circuit.

STEPPER MOTOR

Figure 6 is an electric equivalent circuit of the stepper motor

we are using. The stepper motor has 6 wires coming out

from its casing. We can see from this figure that 3 leads go

to each halfof the coil windings, and that the coil windings

are connected in pairs. If you just picked this stepper

motor and didn't know anything about it, the simplest

way to analyze it is to check the electrical resistance

between the leads. By making a table of the resistances

measured between the leads, you'll quickly find which

wires are connected to which coils.

On the motor we are using there is a 60 ohm resistance

between the center tap wire and each end lead, and 120

ohms between the two end leads. A wire from each of the

separate coils will show an infinitely high resistance (no

connection) between them. Armed with this information,

you can tackle just about any 6-wire stepper motor you

came across. The stepper motor we are using rotates 3.75

degrees per step.

Full

SI S2

on -

- on

- -

- -

Step

S3 S4

- -

- -

on -

- on

Half Step

SI S2 S3 S4

on - - -

on on - -

- on - -

- on on -

- - on -

- - on on

- - - on

on - - on

When you reach the end of the table the sequence repeats,

starting back at the top.

If you want to reverse the direction of travel, just reverse the

sequence ofthe table, starting from the bottom and working to the top.

ENTER THEAMIGA

Figure 7 is the schematic for the Amiga interface. It is similar

to the demo test circuit. In this circuit the push-button switches

have been replaced with 2N2222 transistors. We could connect

the base of the transistor directly to the parallel port. But to add

a measure of safety, I placed a 4049 inverting buffer between the

parallel portand the transistors. Aside from adding protection for

our Amiga port, the inverting buffer provides the right logic

when you power up the computer.

To Stepper Motor

Fig. 7

DS-S5 Pin Male Connexto'

id Amiga Parallel Port

-T

TEST CIRCUIT DEMO

Afteryou are finished wiring the test circuitand connecting the

stepper motor, use the following table to step or halfstep the motor:

If you remember back to the beginning of this series, I

explained that on power-up, the parallel port leads are output-

ting a binary 1 through a pull-up resistor. This would normally

turn on all four transistors. While it is doubtful that this would

damage anything, it would drain the batteries. With the inverting

(continued on page 87)
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Trumpcard Professional...
tf*e Frontrunner in SCSI disk controllers

V|Jb

State ofthe art users deserve

state ofthe art hardware

Trumpcard Professional is a new generation SCSI control

card for the new generation of 20 Megabit per second

drives. While Trumpcard Professional is incredibly fast

with drives of any speed, its performance is

unmatched with the new generation drives, up to an

DPERF2! Trumpcard Professional is state of

the art. From its surface mounted custom gate array

for swift, smooth and seamless data transfers to

its new TCUTILS 2.0 utilities with the look and

feel of the new WB 2.0, Trumpcard Professional

sets a level of performance and functionality oth

ers can only aspire to attain.

• Auto mounts all partitions up to 1 minute after

RESET, slow partitions don't hold up autoboot.

• Full support for removable media built into auto

boot ROM. No need for DISKCHANGE.

• Full implementation of RDB's and standard -.-'

Direct SCSI interface. \
• User selectable Trumpcard SCSI ID for

SCSI bus arbitration allows multiple

computers to share hard drives.

• Supports all drives at 1:1 interleave for

fastest data transfers possible.

• Full Mac emulator support.

• 1 year warranty on parts and ^v-

labor.

Naturally, Trumpcar1

and Trumpcard 500

owners can

upgrade

with IVS1

Trumpcard

plus $100

upgrade

policy. Call IVS

for details.

Upgrade available

from manufacturer only.

Trumpcard Professional

■Bfe*.:

List Price: $279.95

TRUMPCARD
PROFESSIONAL

INTERACTIVE VIDEO SYSTEMS • 7245 Garden Grove Blvd.. Suite E • Garden Grove. CA 92641 • Voice: (714)890-7040 • Fax:(714)898-0858

Circle 140 on Reader Service card.



Making A Name For Yourself:

Creating Logos On The Amiga

by Frank McMahon

IF YOU'RE JUST STARTING OUT IN

your own business, there is one matter

you need to address—something that is of

utmost import, yetoften overlooked. More

vital than a genlock, framebuffer, extra

memory, or hard drive—you need an

identity. A name and an image. A recog

nizable stamp that signifies quality. Yes,

you need a logo.

comes over and gently reminds you (his

temples throbbing), 'This is not a library."

When shopping, say, for an Amiga

paint program, you might be more as

sured of quality or value if you spot the

logo of a reputable company on the box.

You are more apt to buy a program be

cause of the company's track record; and

you are reminded of that track record

that spark your interest the most and set

them aside. When you create your own

logo, use these as guidelines.

NOW THAT WE KNOW HOW IMPOR-

tant logos are, where do we go from here?

An identity starts with a name—prefer

ably a name that itself conveys a positive

image of the company, even before a logo

Figure 2:

Logo created for

talk show using

16-color, high-

resolution mode.

Even if you're not creating Amiga

video for funand/or profit, or doing wed

dings with Amiga graphics, or creating

animations for local companies. Maybe

you are selling Amiga programs commer

cially, or distributing your work via the

channels of public domain. Putting to

gether art disks. Creating your own disk

magazine. Doing graphics for cable, tele

vision or public access TV. Whatever you

are doing with the Amiga—commercially

or through the public—you need a logo.

If you bought this magazine at a

newsstand, the first thing you looked for

was the familiar "Amazing Computing"

logo. It's familiar and it prompts you to

pick up the magazine and flip through it.

You might even purchase it as a clerk

simply by seeing the logo (this theory is a

two-way street, of course).

Further, you might be leery of a plain

typeface logo that says "DAVE'S GOTTA

COMPANY!", while a nice, clean, high-

tech, colorful rainbow logo that says "IN

DUSTRIALVISIONS" might promote you

to investigate further. With software you

often have to "judge a book by its cover"

until you purchase it and get it home.

Look at some of the software on your

shelf, notice some of the different logos.

(Yes, I'll wait.) Get a feel for the various

styles. Look at company logos, as well as

the titles of programs. Look at magazine

covers. CDs or albums. You'll notice that

someof the best ones are those that are the

simplest. Try to grab a few of the logos

is created. If you just work now and then

and really don't think of yourself as a

company, create a name and start chang

ing the way you think. Work will increase

beyond "now and then".

Try to avoid using your last name

and "Video". I know it's hard, but "Net

work Associates" will probably get a lot

more work than "Anderson Video". Try

also to avoid letters like "D S W". These

might be the first initials ofyour three cats,

which is almost as clever as it is cute, but

it tells nothing about what the company

does for those unfamiliar with it.

If you do choose letters, always fol

low them with what they stand for like:

MTV - Music Television, or HBO - Home

Box Office. Once people recognize what

(continued on page 28)
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Trumpcard 500 ...
The Only A500 Expansion System That Offers Free

Hardware Upgradesfor the A2000 and A3000!

for the A2000 and the A3000. The ultra reliable Trumpcard

SCSI disk controller, Trumpcard Professional, the

ultimate high performance SCSI disk controller,

and Meta4, a 512k - 4M fast RAM expansion card, -

all work flaw lessh in the Trumpcard 500 expan

sion chassis. So when you upgrade to an

A2000,2500, or 3000, just pull the cards

from the Trumpcard 500 chassis and plug

them into the new computer. No

problems, no sweat, no charge.

It's that simple.

• Trumpcard 500 can house a

Trumpcard or Trumpcard

Professional SCSI disk

controller, Meta4 RAM

hoard, and a 3.5" *

SCSI hard disk

drive

• Totallj flexi

ble, Tnunp-

card 500 allows

you to add up to

4Mbytesoffast

RAM first

then add

SCSI

drive

and

Trumpcard

controller later.

Or arid hard drive

and controller first, (hen

arid up to 4Mbytes last

RAM later.

INTERACTIVE VIDEO SYSTEMS

power last KAM. Metal is available populated or Uk am

expandable in increments of 512k, IM, 2M,or4Mbytes

using 256k x 8 or IM x 8 SIMM memory modules.

Trumpcard 500 autohoots into IIS and in

cludes lull support of removable

media drives at no

extra cost. ..',

7245 Garden Grove Blvd., Suite E • Garden Grove, CA 92641 • Phone: (714) 890-7040 • Fax: (714) 898-0858

Circle 114 on Reader Service card.



Feeding The

Memory Monster
The ICD AdRAM 540 and

AdRAM 560D memory expansion boards for the Amiga 500

YOU NEVER THINK IT WILL HAPPEN

to you, but inevitably it does: You become

yet another victim of the dreaded not

enough memory error. As the applications

which you so aggressively exercise be

come increasingly complex, their Fast

RAM (and Chip RAM) requirements be

come increasingly greater. Concurrently,

as your Amiga skills develop, you begin

tapping the power of multitasking, video,

graphics—you become a power user. You

try to get around your RAM limitations

but, soon enough, you find you need that

Fast RAM fix.

After admitting to yourself, and your

wallet, that you must purchase a RAM

upgrade, it's time to go shopping. It's easy

to get lost in the sea of memory expansion

peripherals available for the Amiga 500.

However, in this heavily populated sea, a

few pearls stand out. Among theseare the

AdRAM540 and AdRAM 560D from ICD,

Incorporated.

Using the ICD AdRAM 540, you can

add up to 4 MB of RAM to an Amiga 500.

The AdRAM 540 plugs into the A501 ex

pansion connector and the 48-pin socket of

the Gary chip on the Amiga 500

motherboard. The AdRAM also contains

a battery-backed clock/calendar, which is

fully compatible with the AmigaDOS

setclock command. The optional AdRAM

560D daughterboard adds an additional 2

MB to the AdRAM 540, bringing the sys

tem total to 6.5 MB—enough to satisfy

even the most aggressive RAM monsters!

by Ernest P. Viveiros, Jr.

Installation Caveats

Now, first things first. The basic in

stallation of the AdRAM 540 is simple,

beyond a doubt, and does not require any

soldering. The AdRAM 540 includes an

easy-to-follow manual to guide you step

by step through the installation process.

However, since you do have to open your

Amiga, and move the GARY chip (a very

delicate task for the weary), you very may

well void your warranty (I bet you will).

Also, if you choose the advanced installa

tion (to upgrade ChipRAM to a full mega

byte), you will be required to cut a trace on

the motherboard, as well as solder two

small connections.

Did I mention the anti-static precau

tions you'll have to take while working

with the electronics? Static electricity can

damage RAM chips, the AdRAM boards,

and your Amiga. It happens! It would be

wise to use a grounded anti-static work-

stationmatand grounded wristband when

working with static-sensitive equipment

(available from your favorite electronics

supplier, or maybe a friend). In any case,

if you have any doubts at all about per

forming the installation, have it done by

an authorized dealer. Ifs worth the few

bucks to have it done right—that is,

without destroying any expensive elec

tronics. As an added service, ICD will

install your AdRAM 540 for $40.00. Con

tact them directly for authorization and

details.

Using the ICD AdRAM 540, you can add up to 4 MB of RAM to an Amiga 500.

The optional AdRAM 560D daughterboard adds an additional 2 MB to the AdRAM 540.
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DRAM And More DRAM

Although you can purchase the

AdRAM 540 fully populated with 4 MB

RAM, you may opt to purchase the

AdRAM 540 with 0 MB and populate the

board yourself. Sometimes the savings

canbe considerable! Onceagain, be aware

that DRAM chips are static-sensitive, and

delicate (the pins bend easily). The

AdRAM 540 takes up to 32 (256K x 4 120

ns) DRAMS in groups of 4 (512K incre

ments). Since the board is upgradeable in

512K increments, it's a good choice for

those who want to upgrade slowly at first,

yet build on a solid upgrade path. Com

patible DRAM chips include the Intel

21014, TI TMS44C256, and Siemens

HYB514256.Acompletelistof compatible

DRAM chips is included in the manual.

Power Hungry

For most power users, the AdRAM

540 fully populated with 4 MB will be

enough. But for those RAM-discriminat

ing powerusers—those veritable memory

monsters—there is the AdRAM 560 2 MB

daughterboard for the AdRAM 540. The

AdRAM560 comes fully populated with2

MB DRAM and easily installs piggyback

on the AdRAM 540. Even if you don't

choose the AdRAM 560 option, you can

always get that extra 2 MB fix in the future.

Installation is literally a snap.

Getting The Most From Super

Agnus—More Chip RAM!

As previously stated, the basic instal

lation of theAdRAM540 is relatively easy.

The most difficult (or delicate) part of the

procedure is the removal and replace

ment of the Gary chip. This basic installa

tion is used if all the added RAM is to be

used as Fast RAM. However, ifyour Amiga

500 is equipped with a Super "fatter"

Agnus, there is an advanced installation

which will allow you to get a full mega

byte of Chip RAM (graphics RAM) in

stead of the usual 512K.

To determine whether or not your

Agnus chip is a Super Agnus chip, locate

the Agnus chip on the Amiga 500's

motherboard. It is to the left of the Gary

chip and should be marked "Fat Agnus".

Check the first set of numbers on it. If the

numbers are 8370 or 8371, then you do not

have a Super Agnus. If the number is 8372

or higher, it is a Super Agnus chip.

The advanced installation is a little

too tricky to be performed by a novice.

The procedure requires cutting a trace on

the motherboard as well as soldering a

few minor connections. It's very easy to

damage the computer with a hot solder

ing iron. Understandably, this is not the

kind of procedure to learn by trial and

error. Rather, it is best left to qualified

individuals.

ible with the AmigaDOS SetClock com

mand . A nice feature of the AdRAM 540 is

that the clock battery is socketed, and can

be easily replaced at the end of its 3 to 5-

year life.

Compatibility?

The AdRAM 540 and AdRAM 560D

are fully compatible with any revision

Amiga 500, and fully support all KickStart

versions 1.2 and greater There should be

no software compatibility problems.

However you should be aware that the

AdRAM 540 (with or without the AdRAM

560D) reduces the total system auto-config

address space from 8 MB down to 4 MB,

You try to get around your RAM limitations but,

soon enough, you find you need that Fast RAMfix.

Enter: ICD's AdRAM expansion.

Software Installation

Once the hardware is installed, boot

it! The first 4 banks of the expansion

memory (2 MB) are automatically recog

nized by the Amiga. The remaining 2 MB

(or 4 MB with the AdRAM 560) is recog

nized by the system by using the supplied

AdRAM program. Just copy the AdRAM

program to the SYS:C directory, and add

the AdRAM command to your startup-

sequence. The AdRAM program can also

be run from the CLI. The AdRAM 540

boasts 100% software compatibility, un

like some other boards...

ICD also supplies an extensive

memory tester, MemTest. When run,

MemTest will test all memory in your

system and report on any errors found.

The unlikely event of a memory failure is

usually caused by defective or improper

installation of DRAM chips. ICD states

that all AdRAM 540 and 560D units are

thoroughly tested before leaving their fa

cility.

Don't forgetabouttheclock! The clock

on the AdRAM 540 is completely compat-

regardless ofthe amountofRAMinsta lied.

This means that you can add a maximum

of4 MB ofauto-configdevices (RAMcards,

or hard drives with RAM cards) on the

expansion port.

Conclusions

I can only say good things about the

AdRAMexpansion. It's a good, solid (built

like a brick!) product, that's easy to install,

and backed by a 1-year warranty. Most

important, it works flawlessly, likea RAM

board should. The workmanship and

quality of ICD's Amiga products is most

impressive, and it would appear that ICD

will be a key player in the Amiga hard

ware market. Overall, the ICD AdRAM

540 and AdRAM 560D combination is an

excellent choice for anyAmiga 500's RAM

upgrade path. 'AC*

AdRAM 540: S159.95 (OK), S275.95 (2MB),

$391.95 (4MB)

AdRAM 560D: S243.95 (2 MB)

ICD, Inc.

1220 Rock Street

Rockford,IL61101

{815)968-2228

inquiry #208
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(Logos, continued from page 24)

the company does, you can drop the ex

planation (as did those two networks).

Working at a cable television studio, I deal

with network logos ail the time. We create

logos on the Amiga as well as digitize

existing logos to create ads. We also use

logos in producing local shows. Look at

the logos in Figure One. In the lower left is

a logo for the Financial News Network.

FNN presently carries the full title of the

network following its letters/logo. In the

upper right, see that HBO does not be

cause HBO has been around long enough

that if you don't know what it is, you

probably can't get it anyway.

The next thing to decide is which

paint program to create your logo in. The

best bet would be a standard IFF paint

program that lets you draw in hi-res (640

x 400) mode.

This is definitely the best platform for

logo creation because it gives you the

added resolution and sharpness needed

for a classy look, It is possible to use a

HAM paint program to create, but try to

stick to using the first 16 colors in the

palette. Using colors beyond the first 16

may create fringing, which would be

unappropriate for the clean look we're

trying to achieve.

An IFF hi-res paint program is also

easier to animate. You can bring your logo

into DeluxePaint III and animate it, or

create Digital Video Effects (DVE) with a

program such as Pro Video Post or

Animagic. In fact, if you get real adventur

ous, you can process your logo through a

conversion program such as DigiWorks

3D and create a 3-D logo for animating in

dedicated 3-D programs such as 3-D Pro

fessional, Sculpt-Animate 4D, or Turbo

Silver/Imagine. Or, render the 3-D object

to a framebuffer board like NewTek's

Video Toaster, Impulse's Firecracker 24,

or the Mimerics Framebuffer for full 24-

bit, 16-million color accuracy.

OK, SO WE'RE GETTING AHEAD OF

ourselves. The point is, if you are going to

create a logo, do it first in hi-res 16 color.

For the following examples I'll use

DeluxePaint III.

Another major advantage you'll dis

cover in hi-res is that you can change the

size of the logo and not suffer too much

loss of detail. If you create a logo that is

about full screen, using DeluxePaint III

you can stretch as well as halve it without

losing very much.

Look at the logo in Figure Two. This

logo was created in DeluxePaint III using

hi-res with the 16 colors pictured. In the

lower right of the screen is the same logo

reduced (to about 1 /16th the original size);

it still retains almost all of the detail. We

were starting up a new talk show and

needed a logo to promote it. Since the title

of the show was "Cafe West" and the set

resembled a corner restaurant, I thought

the logo should look somewhat like a

neon sign you would see swinging over

head the door of a real cafe.

The first step involved creating the

blue background circle. This was pretty

easy, using the Draw Circle commands (in

outline mode). To get the designs on the

side, I created one on myswap screen, and

then attached it in three places on the side

of the circle. After that, I picked up the left

side of the circle as a brush, flipped it, and

then stamped it down on the right side. I

created a spread of blue using 6 colors,

and drew the circle and designs using the

brightest blue. I made sure the inside of

the circle was the same color as the back

ground color so when I picked it up as a

brush all I got was just the blue outline,

designs on the side and rods in the center.

Once it was a brush, I chose the next

darkest blue in the palette and used the

Outline command in DeluxePaint III (hit

lowercase "o" on the keyboard) to add a

darkerblue edge to it. I repeated this again

4 times, each time giving it a darker blue

edge, going through the blue spread until

I was at black. The end result was a

rounded tube neon effect. I also kept the

volume of the colors high (they should

normally never be above 12 when going

onto video) so they would glow brightly

when we went to use it for the show. The

glints of light were drawn in after. I chose

blue as a background color because blue

tends to give a feeling of solidity and

doesn't overpower the foreground. Color

research will tell you that different colors

create different moods. For example, red

usually alerts the viewer, blue sometimes

prompts trust, and red and yellow are

famous for promoting hunger. There are

many books on the subject worth looking

into. I chose the blue and green for a kind

of foreign, tropical feel.

NEXTUPWASTHE TEXT PART OFTHE

logo. The easiest way to create the text is to

take an existing font from the hundreds

available in the Amiga commercial and

public domain libraries. Don't immedi

ately go for a Kara Font, or pick a font

included with an existing paint program,

and please promise to stay away from the

Amiga fonts like topaz. These fonts are all

widely used and too recognizable. Pick a

font more obscure. Something off the

beaten path. I chose an existing font that

was pretty basic and thick enough to be

important looking. To create the text logo

I used the same technic outlining with the

color spread of green to give the same

neon look. I then filled the letters in with

the color black so the bright green edges

would be even more noticeable. The next

step was the important one. I used the

"rotate" command in DeluxePaint III to

shift it about 20 degrees. Using "rotate"

and "shear" in DeluxePaint III will greatly

enhance the effectiveness of your end re

sult.

How? Well, in the viewer's mind, the

background is nice and symmetrical, and

the same is expected of the foreground.

When it isn't, it grabs their attention. It's

an old trick that still works, and much of

the reason why "Italic" letters have be

come the legends they are today.

Even though I used a basic font un

changed, it is still a good idea to alter a

certain font when you can for a more

unique look. Basically, whenyou type out

your logo, sit down and play around with

the letters for a while. Change them. Alter

them. You'll be surprised what you can

create with a little experimentation.

WHILE THIS ISN'T MEANT TO BE A

crash course in font design, it is meant to

stimulate some ideas and get you think

ing. The important thing is to figure out

what kind of mood or feeling you want

the logo to bring about when the viewer

spots it. Keep it simple but eye-catching,

classy but humble. Use it on everything.

Print it out and include it on your station

ary. Genlock it over the beginning and

end of all your video productions. Your

symbol is going to represent you when

you can't be there in person—so make

sure it works for you.

•AC-
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The Best Assembler

IVI l3l \# I \^ \Jf \J Suggested retail price: US$150

Macro68 is a powerful new assembler for the entire line of Amiga personal computers.

ReSourco

N the powerful
disassembler fo&

the Amiga that; has ■

received rave reviews,

now has a big brother,;Macro68 supports the entire Motorola M68000 Family including the MC68030, MC68882 FPU,

and MC68851 MMU. The Amiga Copper is supported also.

Uke the origlna
This fast, multi-pass assembler uses the new Motorola M68000 Family assembly ReSou^ce'bSO will tear apart
language syntax, and comes with a utility to convert old-style syntax source code your cdde like no other program:
painlessly. The new syntax was developed by Motorola specifically to support

the addressing capabilities of the new generation of CPUs.

; And K'Wijj dp so even faster now,-

because ReSource'030 is written in

native UQ68Q30 cpde. This means that

it won't run on a vanilla"68000, but will fl^;
on an A3000, or another machine with a

68020/030 board. v

Macro68 boasts macro power unparalleled in products of this class.

There are many new and innovative assembler directives. For instance,

a special structure offset directive assures maximum compatibility

with the Amiga's interface conventions. A user-accessible file

provides the ability to customize directives and run-time ReSqurce'030 supports the new Motorola M68Q00

messages from the assembler. An AREXX(tm) interface Family assemblylanguage syntax, and is af perfeci
provides "real-time" communication with the editor of companlanto Macro68.

your choice. A number of directives enable Macro68

to communicate with AmigaDos(tm).

Possibly the most unique feature of Macro68 is

the use of a shared-library, which allows resident

preassembled include files for incredibly

fast assemblies. j\ i-

(f you'reneyvto ReSojur<jer here are a lew facts:

,■:'" Resource is an irjteiligerit interactive disassembler for the Amiga
programmer. Resource wiil enable you ti explore the Amiga. ■Find'

out how your favorite program works. Examine your own compiled code.

Macro68 is compatible with the

directives used by most popular

assemblers. Output file formats

include executable object,

linkable object, binary image, *

and Motorola S records.

^ will ipa$save gpyffo, read disk tracts, or disassemble directly;
' from rnemcsy. Symbols are created automatical^, and virtualy a!!Anii^ syrnbbl '

bases are supported. Additionally, you rnay create your own symbol basest

"M you're serious about disassembling code, look no further!1'

4

The ordinal Resource continues to be available for owners of 68000 based machines.
Both versions of Resource require at feast 1 meg of ranv

Suggested retail prices: Original Resource, US$95, ReSource'030, US$150

Requires at least

1 meg of memory. *

Source
The Best Disassembler

The Puzzle Factory, Inc.

P.O. Box 986

Veneta, OR 97487

Orders: (800) 828-9952

Customer Service: (503) 935-3709

Distributors for the U.S. and Canada Dealer Inquires Invited

"Quality software tools for the Amiga"

^^^^i hh VISA, MasterCard, check or money order accepted - no CODs.

^JWlFJ IfiMHJWnwl Amiga and AmigaDOS are trademarks of Coiiimodore-Amiga. Inc.

Circle 168 on Reader Service card.



McGee &

McGee Visits Katie's Farm
Two graphically potent programs, designed for early learning,
enter the Amiga educational arena

by Jeff James

AT FIRST GLANCE, THE AMIGA APPEARS

to be the ultimate educational computer. With

colorful 4096-color graphics, 4-channel stereo

sound, easy-to-use operating (icon-based)

system, and built-in speech synthesis capabil

ity. There is no doubt the Amiga is indeed

something special. Throw in the fact that the

Amiga has the best price-to-performance ratio

on the market and you've got a powerful argu

ment for America's schools switching over to

the Amiga.

Still, the Amiga has yet to attain its de

served recognition in the educational market.

Thankfully, the times, they are a changing.

Commodore has recently madesome progress

in pushing the Amiga into the educational

sector, and major educational software devel

opers like Davidson and Broderbund have

recently begun supporting the Amiga. A new

affiliated label of Broderbund, Lawrence Pro

ductions, has two new offerings that begin to

fill the void for early learning (ages 2-6) soft

ware on the Amiga.

McGeeand McGee Visits Katie's Farm are

two colorful packages geared towards very

young children. In the former, the user operat

ing the program essentially plays out the daily

activities of the main character, a small child

named McGee (the character is asexual). After

the game has loaded, the user is presented

with the initial playing screen, which shows

McGee in his bedroom right after sunrise.

The upper three-quarters of the screen

consists of a beautifully drawn picture of

McGee and his present location. The lower

quarter consists of smaller pictures of four

objects in that location.

For example, in the first screen of the

program (McGee's bedroom at sunrise), a pa-

jama-clad McGee is shown looking at the toys

in his room. In this screen, McGee can play

with his rabbit puppet, ride his stick horse,

bounce his ball, or leave the room. All of these

options are indicated by the four pictures dis

played at the bottom of the screen. When the

picture of the stick horse is selected, McGee is

shown riding the toy around the room while

the digitized voice ofa child giggles and shouts

"Giddy Up!" If the picture of the door is se

lected, McGee next appears in the hallway,

with four new options confronting him.

McGeemoves from room to room, and the

child can direct him to give a puppy a biscuit,

turn on the TV, crawl under a rug, swing in the

tire-swing in the front yard, and even peek

through a hole in a fence. All of this is being

done while his mother is fast asieep upstairs.

In the second program, Katie's Farm,

McGee is shown visiting his cousin Katie. This

encounter takes place a t her farm in thecountry.

The format for this game is the same, but Katie

accompanies McGee as they explore the farm,

gathering eggs, catching fish, milking cows,

etc.

The graphics and animation of both pro

grams are first-rate, and the digitized voices of

real children and animal noises add immensely

to the fun ofboth games. The game is not copy

protected, and is fully hard-disk installable.

Although the playing interface is amaz

ingly simple to operate, the graphics, anima

tion, and sound of both games are excellent.

However these two programs fall short in two

regards: slow gameplay and the effectiveness

of holding children's attention.

On a single-drive Amiga with only 1MBof

RAM, loading either of these programs takes

an agonizingly long time. While these long
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loading times are undoubtedlydue to the large

amount of storage and memory space that the

colorful graphics and digitized sounds require,

practically every action of the program after

loading still takes a lengthy disk load. When

tested on an Amiga equipped with extra RAM

and a hard disk, both programs were appre

ciably faster, but still not very snappy.

Down on the lam: McGee vitits Cousin Katie In Katie's Farm

Slay In, gel things done: McGee at home In McGee

My niece had fun making McGee do vari

ous things, but there simply weren't enough

actions or locations to keep her interested in

the entire game for long. In McGee, there are

only 16 different activities to undertake. Katie's

Farm seems to have more locations and more

variability with the sounds, but not enough to

keepmyNintendo-weaned nephew interested

for very long.

Yet even with these understandable

shortcomings, McGee and Katie's Farm are

both welcome additions to the Amiga market.

They fill the glaring gap in the low end of

Amiga educational software nicely, and the

entrance of Lawrence Productions into the

Amiga educational market serves as a sign that

the Amiga is making some headway there.

I recommend either of these programs to

Amiga owners with patient children, hard

disks, and more than 1MB of RAM. But trying

to boot these programs ona single floppy, 1MB

machine is an exercise guaranteed to makeyou

rush out and buy that hard disk. The best

solution is to see if your local Amiga dealer will

let you try the program in the store, then gather

up the little ones that will be the target audi

ence of the program and try it out on them

before making the purchase.

These programs would be excellent can

didates for use on Commodore's hot new

CDTV, where the immense storage space of

CD-ROM technology would allowbothofthese

programs to live up to their full potential.

•AC*

I tested these programs on my 2-year-old

niece and my 5-year-old nephew, and both

were drawn to the excellent graphics and

sound. But, as any person who is around small

children for even a few minutes realizes, the

attention span of any human under the age of

ten is remarkably short. So trying to keep

Samantha's eyes glued on the screen and

Nathan interested in making Katie and McGee

gather eggs in the henhouse between disk

loads was an ordeal.

McGee

Inquiry #209

McGee Visits Katie's Farm

Inquiry #210

Price: S39.95 each

Requirements:

512K RAM (1MB for Katie's Farm)

by Lawrence Productions

distributed by Broderbund Software

17 Paul Drive

San Rafael, CA 94903

(415) 492-3500
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MathVision 2.0
by R. Shamms Mortier

Xhere are two ways that computer graphics can be approached,

and each way has its defending camp of supporters. The first method is that anyone can

"do" computer graphics, and is limited only by the software at their disposal. The Amiga

community is well acclimated to this road, as any of the drawing/painting/animation

competitions will show. To enter these contests, one has only to purchase this or that

piece of software for the Amiga, then launch on a standard artistic exploration until the

above: A perspective plot of the formula,"XA2/4'sin(Y-2)*cos(X-5)".

be/ow.-The formula "XA2/4*sin(Y-2)'cos(X-5)"X-YA2" executed in Interlace/Half-Brites in MathVision's

Contour plotting mode, ported to NewTek's DlglPaint 3.0, and wrapped (texture mapped) around a

pseudo-sphericai shape. It makes for a nice simulated planetary body.

final results are achieved. Allof the Amiga

computer magazines are filled with su

perlative samples of computer paintings

and animations executed in this manner.

There is a second opinion, however,

concerning the "validity" of the final com-

putergraphic results, whichis represented

by a very entrenched and vocal commu

nity of individuals. In this entourage, it is

expected that the computer "artist" be in

possession of some pretty intense pro

gramming skills as well as visualization

abilities. Folks who use second party soft

ware, instead of writing their own, are not

considered "computer artists", but just

traditional artists not really capable of

tapping into the revolutionary aspects of

this new medium. Commensurate with

these views, it is not so much the "result"

ofcomputerartthatcounts(thatis,notthe

actual beauty of the picture as such) but is

more the beauty and novelty of the pro

gramming method and its use. This es

trangement and division has gotten so

strong in recent years, that it has caused a

real and elitist rift in those who would

seek to define "computer art".

You can understand the validity of

eachside with a little reflection. The tradi

tional artist that finds her or his way to the

Amiga (or any other computer) wants

very little to do with "programming" as

such. For that person, programming is for

programmers. After all, that same artist

would not be expected to know how to

manufacture a paintbrush in order to use

it. On the other side of the argument are

those who feel that computer art cannot

be understood as a new medium, or val

ued in its proper framework, until some

level of programming skill is learned. To

those individuals, the real art in computer

art is the transformation of data into vi

sual perception. In that camp, the real core

of artistic expression is the power behind

the visual, the thought process that actu

ally creates the transformation in the mind

long before it reaches the screen. For the

second group, there is a feeling that the

artist cumprogrammerrepresents the best

of the renaissance person, the scientist/

artist of the coming millennium, and this

person represents the leading edge of the

new artist/scientist model.
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I'm not only unsure about who is

"right" in this debate, I'm not even sure

where I stand. For the past several years,

I could identify myself mainly with the

artist of the first encounter, a person who

uses Amiga visual software to focus upon

certain aspects of a planned end pruduct,

whether in music, graphic design, elec

tronic painting, or video animation. But

my grounding (the beginnings ofmyedu

cation as with many other Amiga

obsessives) contained some pretty heavy

programming courses. I'm sure they have

at least strengthened my awareness for

what I appreciate in Amigaville. Recently,

the distinction between the two seem

ingly opposing camps (to program or not

to have to) has been blurred with the

introduction of a host of icon based pro

gramming tools that cause a person to

wonder if they are indeed programming

or just using another second party soft

ware tool (all of the Amiga multimedia

programs are included in this category, as

well as a group of icon based computer

"languages" that substitute macro-level

commands for distinct action modules).

In a sense, MathVision and many of the

other fractal generation tools that Amiga

artists might use fall into this new cat

egory, With them, one can claim to be

primarily "programming", especially

those who have some background in

mathematics and geometry. They are all

clever pieces of software,

however,designed to appeal and be use

ful to both the camp of traditional artists

newlybecomecomputer artists, and those

to whom mathematical algorithms are fa

miliar and understandable.

MathVision
MathVision is based upon an earlier

Seven Seas Software release called "Doug's

Math Aquarium". Aquarium was a very

nice work that allowed users to create a

range of visuals based upon selected

mathematical formulas. Aquarium was

definitely meant as an artist's tool, and not

so much a programmer's. With some ex

perimenting and manipulation, you could

produce amazing and visually pleasing

IFFvisuals in this somewhatlimited realm

(all of the pictures and formulas created

with Aquarium can be imported into

MathVision). With the release of

MathVision, the software definitely

reaches into the newvague programming/

non-programming ground. In other

words, the software can allow anyone to

create astounding visions of math and

geometry, but it allows those with math

ematical skills to push the limits beyond

the edge. MathVision is accompanied by a

thicker and more complex manual than

Aquarium, befitting its new expanded

openness to internal manipulation.

Conventions

MathVision can be described as an

infinite contour mapping program. Con

tour maps show horizontal/vertical coor

dinates on a two-dimensional plane as X/

Y data. "Z" data, that pertaining to

"height" or intensity is shown as varia

tions of color. We've all seen these maps.

Elevation is depicted in shades of colors in

increments of measurement, perhaps

changing the color of a mountain with

every hundred feet of elevation.

MathVision allows you to see the multi-

dimensionality of a specific mathematical

formula in three ways: inscribing it on a

simple 2D plot, a contour plot, or a 3D

perspective plot. The first method might

be useful for XY associated data and busi

ness graphics, the second for IFF paint

ings and standard 2D contour mapping

results (whichcan color cycle for animated

uses). The third method for needs that

would make use of 3D visualizations of

the data (either for scientific purposes or

aesthetics).

There are two screens that MathVision

uses, a data screen where formulas are

added and manipulated, and a picture

screen that shows the visual results that

the formula creates. Users familiar with

Aquarium will get a jump start on the use

of MathVision since many of its functions

and its general "look" remain unchanged.

Like its progenitor, it also contains a spe

cial color menu whichwas also released as

a separate product: Doug's Color Com

mander. This is a superlative color palette

device unlike any other Amiga palette

requester in both scope and option. It is

laid out like a variable histogram and

gives you all of the palette controls you

would ever want or need, including sepa

rate sliders for adjusting the RGB and

HSV of any palette color, individually or

in unison. Spread and Cycle Ranges can

be set interactively with the mouse.

The Sampling Delta

and Other Tools

The "Sampling Delta" in MathVision

can be compared to the sampling rate in a

sound sampling device. The higher the

sampling rate ofsound, the more nuances

and harmonics are captured. In

MathVision, the lower the sampling delta

number (in a 0 to 7 range), the finer the

pixel display of the graphic. A sampling

delta of 7 gives a very blocky and coarse

look to the visual. "Sampling Delta" set

tings can be set in any of the three

MathVision viewingmodes: Simple, Con

tour, and Perspective. Lower sampling

delta numbers produce apparent increases

in the resolution of the visuals, but at a

somewhat longer rendering time.

One of the nicest features of this pro

gram is the ability to zoom in and out of

the visuals. If you do this selectively and

save each of the IFF frames, you could use

the sequence of results as animation

frames. There are two separate zooming

modes. The first is a percentage setting in

global references, meaning that a setting

here of 50% will produce a visual that fills

the screen with twice the information that

your last picture contained. It will seem

that your picture has been zoomed out of,

and that you are "farther" to it. Setting a

series of 90% (or other settings from 99%

to about 85%) settings in this requester

and saving each of the generated visuals

will give you frames just right for anima

tion sequences. To zoom in closer, one

would set the requester number at a larger

then 100% setting. Zooming globally of

ten produces amazing and unexpected

results, especially when the percentage

jumps are relatively large (10% or 200%

for instance). All changes in the zoom

settings are reflected in real time in the

data listings on the Edit (data) screen, and

each time the percentage is rest, it effects

the last rendered frame. The second

method of changing zoom settings resides

in both the "simple" and "contour" set

tings, effecting each as you use them to

create visuals. These are both "Zoom In"

changes, and with each, a quarter size

screen box appears and is controlled in the

XY dimension by mouse movements.

Clicking freezes the box in place, and the

next time you render the formula, it is that

screen area framed by the box that will be

painted in. This is good for incremental

jumps and experiments, and not necessar

ily for animated sequences. In the Per

spective mode, there is a similar setting

called "Magnification".
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Announcing a bold step forward

in learning technology...

AUDIO
GALLERY
Visual/audio

foreign language

picture dictionaries,

featuring full-color graphics

and digitized voices of

native speakers.

Now available in:

CHINESE ENGLISH

GERMAN SPANISH

Coming soon in:

JAPANESE ITALIAN

RUSSIAN KOREAN

FRENCH SIGNING

How Audio Gallery works:

SEARCH for the picture you wont. Word

pictures are grouped by topic, such as

Transportation, Supermarket, etc.

POINT and click on the picture.

LOOK in the lower window to see the

correct spelling in English and the foreign

language.

LISTEN" as the word is pronounced by a

native speaker.

Each Audio Gallery includes:

18-25 general topics such as Restaurant,

Weather, Clothes, etc. Each topic illustrates

15-30 words, compounds and short phrases.

• Dictionaries in both languages

• Pronunciation Guide - teach yourself

new words.

• Quizzes - test your new knowledge.

• For the student, businessman, traveler,

etc.

• Medium-res 16-color graphics.

Manual and five-disk set: $89.95.

Special Introductory Price
Order before December 1

and save 33% --only $59.95!

To order, send check or money order to:

Fairbrothers

5054 S. 22nd Street, Arlington, VA 22206

(703)820-1954

Please specify language when ordering. (English Audio

Gallery comes with English manual, Spanish translation.)

Free bnx'hurv available. St'nd $5 for demo (Usk (n.'b.iltil on

regular purchase).

All Orttel shipped UPS Ground. Add 55 for COD or UPS

Second D.iy Air.

The ThreeMafhVision VisualModes
1. The "Simple" Mode

"Simple" plots are basic XY plots of

the screen data, allowing you to see at

what points along a curve of the data the

X and Y values are set at. This can be a

great analytical tool for statisticians wish

ing to get readings on various points of the

XY curve. It can be made very complex by
the depth of the formula and your under

standing of the math involved. Setting

"analyze" on the Edit screen under the

Simplemenu choices changes yourmouse

movements into displayable data points

along the bottom of the graphics screen.

You set the Xmin and Xmax data after

inputtinga formula, and then select "Guess

Ymin Ymax" to automatically set the Y

parameters for the curve and the other

data settings displayed. Obviously, the
more complex your formula, the more

interesting and detailed your data curve.

2. Contour Mode

Contour mode uses the general for

mula 2=f(X,Y) to generate visuals. "Z" is

plotted as a color value, and its position is

related to the relationship of the X and Y

coordinates at every plotted point on the

screen. Other options not mentioned thus

far under the Contour menu include:

Center (centers the screen over the point

selected for the next plot, and is a great

way to pan several frames for an animated

sequence); Stipple (allows primitive

drawingon the visual); Scaling (normally

toggled ON, this allows plotting in a nice

range of system selected colors. It can be

toggled OFF, making colorization more

random and chancy); Calibrate (provides

a scale for the colors); Clipping (selects

how the color map is to be applied to the
rendering).

3. The Perspective Mode

Not discussed so far are several set

tings and functions of this mode. The first

is that the perspective data can be ana

lyzed, but getting used to movement and

the respective data in 3D is not as easy as

in the other modes. "Viewpoint" allows

you to adjust the visual settings of a 3D

box in real time which shows you the

orientations in 3D space of the plot. You

can also Scale the Height of the plot, maxi

mizing the perception of the data display.

Magnification can be adjusted to fill the

screen with the plot if desired. Several

settings under "Switches" effect the na
ture of the plot:

Perspective canbe toggled todisplay either
a true perspective of the data, or an iso

metric plot.

Hidden lines toggles between a wireframe
plot and a full color plot.

Clip To Box either forces the plot into the

viewbox or allows it to spill over.

Draw Box toggles the box frame off or on.

Color Top allows the top of the Perspective
Plot to be colored as is the Contour Plot,

while Color Bottom does the same for the
underside of the Perspective Plot.

Hooks

"Hooks" are auxiliary programs to

MathVision, and are not easy to learn to

use correctly. The manual claims that they

are easy for C programmers to write, and

their creation is encouraged for future

revisions and upgrades. An additional

"Read Me" file on the release disk con

tains a series of operations which allows

you to translate data in a text file format to

an "MTRX" file for constructing "Hooks".
In my experimentation, I have had prob

lems learning to use the Hooks effectively,
and wish that they were implemented in

the programs Editscreen so that they could
be loaded and deleted easier. Perhaps

those users leaning more heavily upon
their mathematical background then their
artistic experience will have more success

in this area then I have had. Although

each of the separate Hooks are explained

in the manual, 1 think a separate tutorial
regarding the extensive use and idea be

hind Hooks is needed for novice users.

And again, I would like to see Hooks

loaded directly in the editingscreen, which

should make their application a lot clearer.

Conclusion

No matter at what level your artistic

and/or mathematical skills reside at,

MathVision will provide hours of fun and

wonder. ARexx users will be happy to

know that MathVision is ARexx compat
ible. The disks are not copy protected, and

a module exists for copying the program
to your hard disk. There is both a standard

and an accelerator version included for
68020 and 68030 users. The manual is

professionally executed and extensive. The

program is only limited by your imagina

tion and experimentation, and you may

indeed consideryourselfa "programmer"
as well as an artist whenyou search out its

depths. With MathVision, you can create

an unlimited number of unique graphics

and animation frames, while achieving a
first hand look into the visual realms of

chaotic math and the fractal dimension.

You may even learn to accomplish the

heretofore impossible, "seeing" how

mathematics works. Enjoy! See you in
ROMulan space. . „

•AC-

MathVision version 2.0

Price: $197.00

Seven Seas Software

P.O. Box 1451

Port Townsend, WA 9fl36a

206-385-1956

Inquiry! 216

Circle 109 on Reader Service card.



FINALLY, AFTER MONTHS OF SCRIMPING, SAVING,

planning, and maybe even telling a few white lies to your

spouse, you're about to get a hard disk for your Amiga. This

article is intended to make the transition from floppies to hard

disk a little easier.

First of all, some basics (feel free to

skip this part ifyou find yourselfthinking,

"Everybody knows that!"). We've all had

the experience of showing off our com

puter to someone who picks up a floppy

and says, "Is this what they call a hard

disk?" You have to explain that it is still a

floppy disk, even though it is encased in a

hard plastic shell.

There are, of course, similarities. Both

floppy and hard disks record data as

changes in magnetic polarity and both

spin a disk coated with a thin film of fine

metal particles. The terms "floppy" and

"hard" disk refer to the substrate to which

this film is applied. Floppies typically use

Mylar, which is flexible, while hard disks

coat a metal platter. They both use a de

vice called a read/write head to detect or

alter the magnetic patterns on the disk as

it passes underneath.

With floppy disks, this head actually

touches the disk as it rotates, much as the

heads in a cassette player touch the tape as

it passes by. You need to clean the heads

periodically to remove theinevitable build

up of metal particles rubbed off the media

as it passes.

Hard disks, on the other hand, use a

head design that actually "flies" above the

surface of the disk. This eliminates the

rubbing off of metal particles, but intro

duces another potential problem. Since

the platter spins at about 3000 rpm (flop

pies spin at 300 rpm), and the delicate

heads fly a few ten-millionths of an inch

above the surface, any particles of dirt,

dust, hairs, etc. that get onto the disk will

destroy the head when the two collide.

This is why hard disks are assembled or

repaired in immaculate, NASA-style

rooms, and sealed in a box you should

never even consider trying to open.

Another major difference is the num

ber of surfaces with which you can work.

Modern floppies have two sides. Hard

disks also have two sides per platter, but

usually several platters per drive, which is

why large amounts of storage are avail

able in physically small packages. For in

stance, the drive I bought (a Seagate

ST157N-1) has three 3.5-inch platters with

six surfaces and heads, and a formatted

capacity of 48 megabytes.

OK. THAT COVERS THE BASIC

physical differences between floppy and

hard disks, but you use them the same

way, don't you? Just copy all of your

floppies onto the hard drive and take off,

right? Well, yes and no.

If you bought your hard drive and

controller already assembled and format

ted, it probably has a slew of utilities and

other programs already on it. You've al

ready had some experience with how fast

the icons appear when you open a win

dow. If you got a "naked" drive, then it

isn't usable immediately.

Before you can use the hard drive,

you have to format it, just like a floppy.

With floppy disks there is only one kind of

formatting to perform, while hard disks

require two types. During the first, or low

level, format, the drive controller is basi

cally mapping the surfaces of the platters.

No matterhow perfect the manufacturing

process, there will besections ofthe platters

that are unusable foronereasonoranother.

During this phase, the controller is build

ing a list of sectors to avoid in the future.

After completing the low-level for

mat, you have to decide about partitions.

Simply put, partitioning a hard disk makes

AmigaDOS believe you have five 10-

megabyte hard disks instead of one 50-

megabyte disk.

A Hard

Disk

Primer

for

Floppy

Users

by Rob Hays
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There are several reasons why you

should partition your drive, and only one

reason you might not want to. One reason

to partition is speed. AmigaDOS can dis

play directories and files faster if it doesn't

have to wadethrough an entire 50MBdisk

lookingfor them. Another reason is safety.

If something happens and you have to

reformat a partition, the most you can lose

is whatever was added to that partition

since your last backup.

The only negative to multiple parti

tions is that each partition must be

MOUNTed before it canbe used. Each one

will take between!3K and 28KofRAM for

use as buffers, that can only be returned to

the system by rebooting.

By the way, if you have Kickstart 1.3

or later, and if your hard drive/controller

allows it (check the documentation), you

can boot directly from the hard disk with

out using a floppy at all. This requires a

small partition using the standard (or old)

file system. The other partitions should all

use the newer FastFileSystem handler.

So, you've decided multiple parti

tions are for you. Now what? Decide how

many and what size partitions you need.

My disk has seven partitions; you may

decide three is enough. You can name

them John, Paul, and George if you want,

just like floppies, but you probably should

have one called dhO:. The reason? Most

programs that include a hard drive instal

lation program want to install themselves

on dhO:. It's much easier to let them do

that, then move the program where you

want it, than to change the installation

program.

If your disk came already formatted

and with programs on it, be sure and back

it up before you attempt any kind of for

matting or partitioning. If you don't, ev

erything on the disk will be irretrievably

lost.

ALRIGHT. YOU'VE HOOKED UP THE

drive and followed all the low-level for

matting instructions. You've decided on

partitions and done the high-level format

ting, which allows AmigaDOS to use the

disk. Now you can start dragging icons

from the floppies to the hard disk, right?

Well, you can, but they may not work

when you double click on them later. Or,

if they do work properly, you may have

unnecessarily duplicated files already on

the drive.

A very handy utility at this point is

one of the many directory utilities avail

able either commercially, like Climate or

Diskmaster, or shareware like Browser.

These allow you to manipulate files

graphically by dragging the filename from

onewindow (directory) to another. Work

bench 2.0 has this same capability.

With one of these programs, it is ex

tremely easy to see which files are already

where. Who needs two copies of Prefs on

their hard disk? Just because every pro

gram package assumes it will be the only

thing you want on your hard disk, and

therefore proceeds to copy every possible

file and directory it may want, doesn't

mean you have to put up with that non

sense!

A word of caution here: if you drag

Filename into a partition, be sure to drag

Filename.info along (if it exists), or no icon

will appear later when you open the disk

icon for that partition.

Most programs that install themselves

onto a hard disk will create a directory

(drawer) and put all of the files they think

they'll need into this drawer. After they

have done their thing, use your file utility

to look at what's in that directory. If you

see Prefs in there it's a pretty sure bet you

can delete it with no problem. If you see

subdirectories that seem to duplicate

Workbench directories, open each one in

turn as well as the corresponding direc

tory in your main hard disk partition.

Compare all of the files you see in each. If

everything is duplicated, you can delete

that subdirectory from the newly created

directory and go on to the next. If the new

one has some different files, the program

you want to use will need these files and

you should copy them into the appropri

ate directory in your Workbench parti

tion.

After you've finished pruning the

duplicate files from the directory, open

the icon of the desired partition and drag

the directory into it. Since you've copied

the directory to a different device as far as

DOS is concerned, the original will still be

there in dhO:. Make sure no other icons are

selected, then choose Discard from the

Workbench menu to get rid of the un

wanted directory in dhO:.

If you double click on the icon in its

new home and you get a screen flash and

error message, select the icon, then choose

Info from the Workbench menu. Look at

the line marked "Default Tool". If what

you see there is a path designation, does it

match the actual path? If not, change this

line so the system isn't looking for the

floppy the program used to reside on.

Check the AmigaDOS manual for infor

mation on how to do this if you're not

sure.

If the program still doesn't work cor

rectly, try looking at the startup-sequence

on the original disk. Often things other

than getting the computer operating and

running the program are done there. For

instance, Balance of Power wouldn't run

on my hard drive. I had to add a line to the

startup-sequence to ASSIGN BOP to the

proper partition and directory.

ONCE YOU'VE PUT ALL THE

software you can beg orbuy (don't steal it)

on the hard disk,andeverythingis running

smoothly, you can sit back and enjoy the

fruits of your labors, right? Well, perhaps

you can, but you're still not quite through.

Remember my earlier description of

the heads on the hard disk? Want to guess

what happens to something that's flying

when you finally rum the power off and

go to bed? Yes, they land, and while a

problem may not arise, it's also not a good

idea to let the heads just land randomlyon

the platter.

Some hard drives have a feature re

ferred to as "autoparking", which means

they move the heads to an unused portion

ofthe platter beforeallowing them to settle.

The formatting and setup software you

got with the drive probably has a utility

program to accomplish the same thing.

This is an exception to the "Don't dupli

cate files" rule. Put a copy of this on every

partition so that it's easily accessible, no

matter which partition you're working in

last. Then, definitely get in the habit of

running this utility whenever you shut

down. This will prevent any possibility of

landing heads causing a media defect. It

will also force you to wait long enough to

assure AmigaDOS has written all of the

disk buffers to the disk, eliminating the

possibility of a trashed disk partition.

I know from experience that you can't

be sure in advance how big to make each

partition. When you've gotten everything

established, you'll probably realize you

didn't need such a large partition for one

activity, while the games partition is al

ready full!

At this point, the thing to do is write

down all of the partition sizes, decide
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which ones you want larger, and which

ones could be smaller. Then, back up the

hard disk to floppies. Do a low-level for

mat to completely erase the disk,

repartition using the figures you decided

on, and then high-level format the parti

tions. Now you can restore the programs

from the floppies.

This again brings up the painful sub

ject of backups. Painful because they take

time, and if you fail to perform one and

later have a problem, you have to redo all

of the work you've done up to that point.

Plus, you will have lost any files you

downloaded directly to your hard disk,

even assumingyou still have all theothers

on floppies somewhere.

Backup programs are included with

your hard drive controller software, and

are available commercially. They come in

two types: those that use standard Amiga-

DOS format on the floppies, and those

that use a custom format. Each has its

advantages and disadvantages.

Standard-format backups are avail

able even if your hard drive suddenly

transforms itself into a paperweight. You

Circle 126 on Reader Service card.

don't have to restore them to get at your

files. The downside is it takes longer to do

a backup in the first place, and it takes

more blank floppies to do the job.

Custom-format backups cannot be

directly accessed by AmigaDOS. They

have to be restored first, like an Arced file

you'd download. All of the files are there,

but you have to do some processing to put

them into a form that DOS can use. If the

backup program allows it, you canrestore

the files to floppies. Custom-format pro

grams will usually do the backup quicker

and on fewer floppies.

NOW, REMEMBER WHEN WE

checked the contents of different directo

ries? Remember all those files that ended

up in the c: directory for lack of a better

place? Let's give them a better place. Fol

lowing a semi-standard, make a subdirec

tory in c: called "Bin" (short for binary).

Move everything that is not a standard

AmigaDOS or ARP command, like your

picture viewers, file readers, etc., into Bin.

Then add the line:

Path dh0:c/Bin Add

to your startup-sequence. This will allow

DOS to find the extra commands. By put

ting these less-frequently-needed com

mands into a separate subdirectory, DOS

can find the commands it needs, most

often much faster.

While you're at it, make another di

rectory to hold all of the Read.Me and Doc

files you've collected with the programs.

A good name for this would be "Man"

(short for manual). As you move files into

this directory, change the names to reflect

the file they refer to. Ever notice how

many Read.Me files you have? A good

procedure to follow is to rename all of the

Doc files as "Filename.Man". Now you'll

know which file this is for, and that this is

the manual for the file, not the file itself.

I hope these hints and tips will make

your transition to the world of hard disks

a little easier and more enjoyable. With a

little thought and planning, it need not be

traumatic.

•AC-
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top: Prince of Persia

bottom: Street Rod

PRINCE OF PERSIA

Prince of Persia from Broderbund is a running and jumping

arcade-adventure platform game set in the Middle East many

years ago. Some villain has taken over the kingdom and only you

can eliminate him, free the land, and save the princess from a

horrible marriage. Initially, I was turned off by the game because

the controls were a bit difficult to work. But after talking to

someone else who has had some experience playing it, 1 gave it

another shot and was quite pleased.

You begin the game disarmed in the castle's dungeon. You

must first find your sword and then fight your way up the castle

tower through the game's many levels. The princess is being held

at the top, and that is also where the villain is waiting for a final

showdown. Guards are posted along the way to hinder your

progress. Early on, they are relative pushovers, but as you make

your way up, their skills get better and better.

Fortunately, most of the castle is uninhabited, and your

success is mostly dependentuponyour quick reflexes and timing.

The first two levels are fairly easy, but from there on things get

tricky. An untimely death takes you all the way back to the start

of the game, so you have to fight through the same early sections

just to get back to the point where the tricky maneuvering is

required.

And, as the saying goes, your patience will (finally) be

rewarded. While I did not make it to the end, I did have a good

time. The graphics are simple, fit the theme, and look nice. Prince

of Persia is worth playing if you are reasonably adept with a

joystick and like a little strategy with your action.

STREET ROD

California Dreams seeks to recreate some of the muscle-car

excitement of the 1960s in Street Rod.

As the game begins, classes have ended and summer recess

has begun. You have decided to spend your vacation time pur

suing the most important goal of all: winning the heart of Becky

Sue. This can only be accomplished by out-racing everyone else

in town.

You begin with a small amount of cash to invest in a clunker

from the local newspaper's classifieds. After a bit ofwork, you are

ready to actually hit the street and begin your racing summer.
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Outfit and upgrade your cars in your own garage, then tool on

over to Bob's Drive—the site of the real action.

Challenge the other hot rodders in your town to show you

what they are made of. Do this by participating in either drag or

road races. Drag races focus on acceleration and brute speed,

while road races test overall car control. Races can be just for fun,

for money (which you need to improve your vehicle), or for pink

slips (where the winner gets to keep both cars).

For a racing game, the graphics in Street Rod are not bad.

Just like in most games, you must begin at the bottom, going up

against the lowest caliber speedsters first. Gradually work your

way up, all the while raising enough money to buy your ultimate

racing machine—and win the love of Becky Sue.

THE FOOL'S ERRAND

The Fool's Errand is in a category all its own. It is set in a far-

off land that has been thoroughly "messed up" by evil forces. You

are a naive traveler who must learn how to bring order back to the

world. You do this by solving a whole series of puzzles, one for

each of the different characters in the land. Only then can you

restore the map of the world to its original state, while freeing its

peoples.

The different entities in the game appear to be characters

fromTarot cards, while the puzzles themselves are very interesting

and enjoyable. They range from moving puzzle tiles into the

proper order to solving cryptograms that require moderate levels

of manual dexterity.

All in all, it is a very challenging game, and big enough to

take several evenings before the entire puzzle can be solved. No

rules are provided for most of the puzzles, so you'd better wear

your guessing shoes.

The graphics, conversely, are crisp and clear, and the story

of the traveleris well-crafted and interesting to follow. The mouse

is used for most control actions, except when the keyboard is used

to enter letters. If you like word games, you are sure to enjoy this

game.

THE FUTURE CLASSICS COLLECTION

A new company, Live Studios, has released a group of five

different games known together as The Future Classics Collec

tion.

While each of the games is based on a hit game from the

past, they are all unique in their own way, and thus provide an

interesting challenge to players. In fact, Future Classics is really

fourteen games in one, since four of the five games can be played

in three different modes: solitaire, against a computer opponent,

or against another human opponent. The other game can be

played in either solitaire or two-player mode.

Two of the included games are based on the Pac-Man

model: you run around gathering things up while avoiding the

bad guys. First, in Diet Riot, you must gather up the supply crates

of evil fast-food restaurants and throw them into the dumpster,

thereby putting the stores out of business. But since they don't

want this to happen, they have released hordes of fast food which

lop to bottom: The Fool's Errand, Blockalanche

from The Future Classics Collection, The Plague

force feed you to make you fat! Eating three pieces of junk food

will kill your on-screen character, but several bench presses are

available on each level to allow you to work off your excess

weight. You must also be careful here, since working out too hard

will also do you in.

The second game is Diskman, which is set in some weird

computer-controlled world. Here, you must gather up the floppy

disks from each level and insert them into the disk drive on that

same level. Along the way, you also have to collect various color-
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Globulus

coded keys which help you get through locked doors. If there is

time, you can also gather up some of the gems lying around to

increase your score.

Of course, there are also "down" sides to Diskman. What

would a computer game be without hazzards? No fun—that's

what! In Diskman, nasty creatures with fatal touches patrol the

levels. Plus, you must also move around rocks, and keep an eye

out for bombs.

The third game in this series is entitled Lost 'N Maze. Here

you must race against time and find the correct way out of

different mazes. Each maze takes upan entire floor, and you must

quickly find your way through the many paths and corridors to

find the finish. Bonus points and several other useful items have

been placed in cul-de-sacs along your way. These can help speed

up your progress by showing you a temporary overhead view of

the maze or by providing a visible arrow which shows the proper

direction to the exit. Others effect your opponent by possibly

stopping him in his tracks for a short time.

The fourth game, Tank Battle, is primarily based on tank

combat games which have been popular since early computer

gaming times. There are two variations to this game: solitaire and

two-player mode. In the solitaire mode, the goal is to capture and

return a flag that's located somewhere on the battlefield before

yourammo and fuel run out. There are computer-controlled guns

scattered about each level to hinder your progress, most of which

must be destroyed to accomplish your mission. The two-player

modecan be against either a human or computer opponent. Once

again, the goal is to bring back the enemy flag, but instead of fixed

guns, you now have an opposing tank to contend with. Destroy

ing all of the enemy's tanks also brings victory in that level, as

does depleting his ammo supply.

The final game in this group is called Blockalanche. Here,

you must drop three-dimensional geometric pieces into a three-

dimensional pit. Once pieces have been placed they cannot be

moved, so placement and proper orientation are vital if you hope

to effectively fill the required volume of each level. The size of

eachpitcan range from the spacious four deep-by-ten wide, to the

tiny two deep-by-four wide.

Either the keyboard or joystick can be used to control the

action in any of these five games. The graphics are all well done,

and the games include some interesting touches, although none

of them are really new or truly innovative. But since you get five

different games for the same price of many single games in the

Amiga market, I think this is a very good value.

THE PLAGUE, WORLD OF TURRICAN & GLOBULUS

The Plague is one of three recent releases from Innerprise

Software. It seems Man has pushed the frontiers of genetic

research to the point of producing custom-designed humans. But

a totally new plague has developed out of the experiments, and

now, must go destroy everything to do with this genetic research

project if the human race is to have any chance of survival.

The focus is on action: shoot anything that moves, and go as

quickly through the levels as possible. Things happen extremely

fast in The Plague and, as with most of this genre, the real keys to

the game are quick reactions and the ability to memore what

response is required in each area of the map.

World of Turrican is another new Innerprise release, and is

both similar to and different than The Plague. The focus is still on

action and quickly working to the goal, but this time your

character is much smaller, and movement in all four screen

directions is required to make it through each level. It's the best

example of its own particular sub-genre ofplatform games for the

Amiga. Both The Plague and Turrican have the usual power-up

options along the way to increase your character's firepower, and

the graphics are absolutely fabulous.

The animation is extremely smooth and seamless, and disk

accesses are very minimal. The audio soundtrack and sound

effects fit right into both games and either program could easily

be used to show off what the Amiga is capable of doing.

Innerprise Software's other new release puts less strain on

the reflexes, but requires a bit more thinking, Globulus is very

similar to Clown-O-Rama from Starbyte, which I covered a few
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months back. You must find the proper route through many

levels of an obstacle-strewn grid. Many different squares make

up each level. Some, such as spiked squares, kill your character if

he is foolish enough to step on them, while others propel your

character through the air over intervening tiles. As usual, all

moving creatures are hostile, and touching them kills your char

acter. There are three tools to help in your task. "Flip" turns the

screen vertically, changing the layout of the board as well and

making new areas accessible. "Bombs" are used to eliminate

particularly obnoxious obstacles and "smart bombs" destroy all

creatures on the screen.

Each game begins with a limited number of tools, but more

can be gained by either finding them on the map or by buying

them at the end of each round with bonus points earned during

that round. Once again, the graphics and scrolling are very sharp

and enjoyable to watch. The key to many sections is precise

timing, leading to many deaths in the trickier parts. Dying on a

level makes you restart at the beginning of that level, and while

the game does furnish a continue feature, it is only available to

you every few levels.
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Shotgun Approach To

Programming With AmigaBASIC

by Mike Morrison

YOU'RE AN INTELLIGENT PERSON. YOU HAVE A BA IN

English, play the piano as a hobby, are a member of the PTA, and

even drive a stick shift. Yet, you keep insisting that you could

never program a computer. You don't even have a clue as to how

a computer works. You just put the disk in and it seems to work.

Well the problem might stem from a lack of effort or maybe just

not having the proper training. This article, however, will attempt

to bring the fundamentals about programming in AmigaBASIC

out into the light, so we can get a foundation to build on.

Remember the whole idea (as in life) is to have fun, so relax and

try to concentrate onunderstanding theconcepts which are really

not that hard to comprehend. I will go step by step and try to give

examples as we proceed through the jargon but you must be

willing to learn and have an open frame of mind. Well, now that

the introduction is over, let's get the ball rolling.

FUNDAMENTALS

Most programs can be broken down into three basic parts:

1) Input, 2) Process input, and 3) Output. A good example of this

would be a word processor. You type in a letter (input); then you

format it, move it around, spell check it, and add some fancy

footers, (process); and finally print the letter on your printer

(output). You'll find that other programs can be broken down in

this manner.

UNDERSTANDING VARIABLES

Variables store the data when you want to change, print, or

manipulate it in many different ways. I like to think of variables

as mailboxes. An example of this would be writing a program to

calculate a person's pay. We'll pretend you have your own

company and that you are tired of calculating your employees

paychecks each week. You'll need three variables or mailboxes to

complete the task. The first mailbox will hold the RATE, the

second mailbox will hold the HOURS, and the third will hold the

actual PAY that will be calculated.

The mailboxes are ready for some mail (data). The RATE is

4.75 and the HOURS will be 75.

The next step is to calculate the PAY. This is a simple

multiplication (RATE x HOURS = PAY). PAY would then have

356.25 in it.

Variables are nothingbut "space" in the computer's memory

with names associated to them. This allows us to give variables

names that make sense. So we call the rate variable RATE. We

could have called it anything we wanted, but using meaningful

variables will help solve problems with your programs.

The above example in actual AmigaBASIC would be:

rate=4.75

hours~75

pay=rate ' hours

PRINT pay

If you want to try this program double-click on the

AmigaBASIC (AB) icon. AB always starts out with two windows.

One is the Output window (the one on the left), and the other is

the Listing window (theoneon the right). Click themouse pointer

into the Listing window. A red/orange cursor will appear (the

AB cursor is a vertical line. It shows where text will be put if you

type on the keyboard). Type in the above code, hitting the return

key after each line.

When you have the example typed in click, in the output

window with the mouse pointer. Type RUN and press the return

key. RUN is an AB command that tells the computer to execute

the program in the Listing window. 356.25 should appear in the

Output window. Congratulations, you have just written your

first AB program.

OTHER VARIABLES

There are several different types of variables. The ones that

we have used thus far are for numbers but there are also variables

for characters. The example for this will use a character variable

called WORDS. Notice that character variables have a $ suffixed
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(even if you can't spell BASIC)

to them. This is how AB knows that it is dealing with characters

and not numbers. The value 'How about that.' will be put into the

variable called WORDS- Then we will use the AB command

PRINT to show what is in the variable WORDS. The code looks

like this:

word$='How about that.'

PRINT wordS

Once you have typed this into the Listing window you can type

RUN into the Output window. You will see in the Output

window:

How about that.

Most programs can be broken down into

three basic parts: 1) Input, 2) Process

input, and 3) Output.

CLARIFICATION

AB will capitalize all AB commands once you save a

program and load itback in orclose and open the Listing window.

SAVING AND LOADING

If you spend a lot of time typing in a program you may want

to save it to disk. Type SAVE myprogramname in the Output

window. Your program will be saved to the floppy that AB is on.

This may not be the best place for your programs. I suggest that

you formatablankdiskand name it something like BASIC_PROGS

(you will have to leave AB to do this. See your owners manual for

more information on how to format a disk). Then you would type

SAVE "BASIC_PROGS:myprogramname" in the Output win

dow. This will save myprogramname onto your BASIC_PROGS

disk. Even if you have a one drive system or don't have the

diskette in a disk drive the system would ask you to "Please insert

BASIC_PROGS into any drive."

When you want to RUN this program at another time type

LOAD "BASIC_PROGS:myprogramname" in the Output win

dow. Aftera few seconds, your program will appear in the Listing

window. Then just type RUN.

The AB commands SAVE, LOAD, and RUN can be ex

ecuted by selecting them from the pull-down menus when you

are in AB. Hold down the right mouse button and look through

the menus. Notice that there are many different options available.

Selecting RUN from the menu is the same as typing RUN and

pressing the return key in the Output window. So is holding

down the right-Amiga key (the one to the right of the spacebar)

and pressing the R key. There are many different ways to accom

plish the same thing. After a while you'll develop a preference.

LAST EXAMPLE

I want to give one more example to help clarify variables.

Type in the following program and save it if you wish. I have not

covered the INPUTand PRINTcommands yet, but I will at a later

time. For now type them in as they appear.

Run the program and observe the results. Run it several

times using different data and look how the variables keep track

of the information. The idea here is to understand variables.

INPUT "What is your name";yourname$

INPUT "What is your hourly rate";rate

INPUT "How many hours did you work";hours

pay=rate * hours

PRINT "You worked "hours" at 5"rate" per hour,"yourname$

PRINT "Your pay is S"pay

I hope that this article helped you understand variables a

little bit better. The more practice you can get working with them

the easier it will be.

•AC-
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"Twin Peeks" Amiga Show Report

ONE WEEKEND. TWO SHOWS. What s a magazine to do? October 5-7,1990 saw the

simultaneous occurance (some might say clash) of two Amiga shows. Having housed

over 60 exhibitors and approximately 7000 attendees during the three-day event,

AmiEXPO in Anaheim, CA might have seemed to some the heavyweight. World of

Amiga, held just outside of Chicago, IL, had considerably fewer exhibitors—a total of

24—and a fraction of the number of AmiEXPO attendees. Still, a no less earnest effort

came underway there. Thankfully, unlike many, we had the chance to attend both.

A N A H E

AT AMIEXPO, ANAHEIM, Applied

EngineeringdisplayedthcAESend-Faxoption

for AE's Datalink modems. With Scnd-Fax, an

Amiga can now be used to /ax messages

containing text and graphics to any Group 3 fax

machine. AE stated that they plan to announce

receiver-tax capability optionsin the near future.

A new 2-D multi-curve plotting package,

APLOT2D, became the first release of a brand

new company, Amiga Tech Scientific Appli

cations. APLOT2D is a complete scientific and

two-dimensional color data plotting package

wifll over 20 features including on-line help,

PAL compatibility, automatic plot type and

scale formatting, and more. APLOT2D is avail

able directly through Amiga Tech for S79.95.

In a diner-style booth California Access

served up their first entries into the Amiga

hardware market. These include Bodega Bay

(S349.95), an expansion console for the A500

with four 100-pin A2000-compatible card slots,

Rodeo Drive (price unavailable), a 3.5-inch ex

ternal floppy that's only .75-inches tall, and the

Malibu Board (S229.95) a SCSI controller de

signed to hold a 3.5-inch hard card equipped

with a slot for the company's Catalina Card

(S99.95), a 2MB to SMB expansion card.

MegageM released three new products:

CellPro,NeuroPro,andBarPro.Cc!lPro(S89.95)
is a "Cellular Automata Art and Animation

System" with built-in programmable CAs and

a designer mode to create your own CAs .

NeuroPro (S89.95) is a Neural Network artifi

cial intelligence system for development of in

telligent applications. NeuroPro supports a 3-

layer back propagation network architecture

with up to 192 network elements. BarPro is an

industrial-quality RS-232 serial bar code wand

reader and software. It will read and print bar

code labels with UPC support (software only:

SS9.95).

Jim Bayless of New Horizons Software

announced a new drawing package, Graphic

Designer. Graphic Designer is a structured

drawing program for people who require a

detailed, precise drawing package without us

ing a CAD program. The structured drawing

technique allows users to work with objects

that can be modified. Carrying with it the

promise of ARcxx support, Graphic Designer

should be available the first quarter of 1991 for

SI 25.00.

By the looks of their new Jim Sachs calen

dar (S9.95),OXXI/Aegis appears eager to strike

1991 with as much fervor as they did 1990. In

keeping with this zealous spirit was the

company's announcement of Aegis

SpectraColor as the first HAM paint program

for the Amiga to support full Brush Animation

and Key Frame Animation. With programming

features, 4096 colors, and special paint tech

niques, Aegis SpectraColor promises to be a

very worthy package. The package is due out

by the end of this year (price for the product

was unavailable).

The Aegis AudioMaster in (S99.95) digi

tal sampling and editing software was released.

Its features include interactive visual wave

form editing, zoom mode, multi-loop sequenc

ing, and more. And TurboText, OXXI's new

text editor promised by OXX1 representatives

to be fast, powerful, and extremely flexible, will

be available by the end of 1990.

From tools to pool, OXXI rounded out

their announcements with a new piece of enter

tainment software, Fast Eddie's Pool and Bil

liards Parlor, a collection of 14 computer simu

lated billiard games for the Amiga.

A NEW AMIGA DEVELOPER from Queue,

Inc., Pelican, introduced their first program for

the Amiga—a highly colorful "lighthearted"

publishing packagecalled Pelican Press (S99.95).

This package is perfect for the adventurous

adult or serious child. The art and graphics

tools allow users to mix text and graphics in any

creative combination. Banners, calendars, invi

tations, and even Fax messages can now be a

little brighter with the witty characters that

have been included. There are different pack

ages for home and/or school use.

Progressive Peripherals & Software in

troduced their newest tool for the Amiga, Video

Blender, a video switching system featuring

video switching, luma-keying, genlocking, 16

million coior generation, video fading and wip

ing, and stereo audio mixing. It sports a com

posite video with pass-through, external syn

chronized NTSC RGB in, Amiga RGB in, and an

internal 16 million color generator. With more

features than we have room for here, the Video

Blender appears to be the solution to a lot of

video needs. Video Blender is due by the end of

1990, with a price of S1295.00.

In the same arena, Progressive introduced

VideoMaster 32, a 32-bit dual frame buffer

board with 24-bit painting and 24-bit digitizing

capabilities. VideoMaster 32 comes with

VideoCanvas 24, a real-time 16 million color

paint system. Both products are scheduled for

release the first quarter of 1991 (no price was

available).

Progressive also announced their own

accelerator card, the Progressive 040-DC, a 68040

with data compression ability for all Amiga

3000s. The 040-DC will retail for S1295.00

(S995.00 without data compression). Progres

sive has also neared completion of their

AppleTalk network, DoubleTalk, due by the

end of this year.

V id Tech International announced

VideoMaster, a new broadcast-qualitv multi

media genlock for the Amiga. VideoMaster

includes special effects and other features at a

suggested retail price of S1295.00. The external

system is available in both PAL and NTSC

models.

JIM GOODNOW INTRODUCED his new

company, Zardoz. Goodnow was central in the

developement of the Manx C compiler and he

has used his experience to produce a scries of

Amiga utility programs. Zardoz's ImageFindcr

(S65.OO), it appears, will be a tremendous asset

to anyone who must deal with a variety of

graphic formats or a multitude of graphics.

ImageFinder consists of two parts, the

image analyzer and the index browser. The

image analyzer will scan one or more volumes

on a disk to analyze any image files discovered.

This analysis is then added to the index file

with a reduced version of the image. The image

analyzer can be activated automatically when

ever a new image file is created. The index

browser is a background process that can be

accessed at any time by a hot-key combination.

The browser displays a screen with the minia

ture images created by the image analyzer.

With ImageFinder, images can be scrolled

through and examined. If an image is selected,

its file director)-and name can be automatically

inserted into the file requester of an applica

tion. An index can be sorted, defined, and re

duced by specific criteria.

CSA (Computer System Associates)

demonstrated their 33MHz 030 accelerator for

the A500, A1000, and A2000 under the name

Mega-Midget Racer. They aiso displayed their

SMB, 32-bit memory expansion board, Mega-

Memory, which will expand to 19MB of memory

(10MB of which can be 32-bit wide).
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LOOK OUT NeXT—X WINDOWS for the

Amiga is here! GfxBase, headed by Dale Luck

of original Amiga fame, has announced the

release of X Window System Version 11 Re

lease 3 (XI1) for the Amiga (Release 3.1 D). Xll

for the Amiga is an implementation ofXI1 from

the MIT X Window Consortium. The X Win

dows philosophy is to provide a network-

transparent and operating-system-independent

environment for running applications (clients).

X Windows is an international standard (and

still growing), and is supported on nearly every

workstation platform.

The X Window System is based on client/

server technology, meaning applications can

be used on the user's computer, while actually

executing on a remote host computer via

Ethernet or serial connection. DECnet capabil

ity is available using TSSnet from Syndesis.

Xll for the Amiga can run on any Amiga

with at least 1MB RAM and 7 MB hard disk

space (14 MB hard disk space is required for

complete system, and extra RAM is needed to

run local clients). As for OS compatibility, the

Xll System coexists with AmigaDOS 1.3 and

later, and works under Intuition.

GfxBase also released the X Window Sys

tem Programmer's Toolkit for the Amiga (Re

lease 4.0C). The Toolkit provides programmers

with the tools necessary to develop applica

tions that take advantage of XI1 for the Amiga.

The Toolkit consists of the MIT Xlib interface

libraries, including the higher level MIT Xt

intrinsic library, adapted to compile under the

Lattice 5.0 C Compiler for the Amiga. The

Toolkit provides the libraries, includes, and

sample source code needed to get on the Xll

programming wagon. With this library and

some good design and imagination, some re

ally cool things can be done. This could be the

gadget to break the Amiga 3000 into the work

station arena. GfxBase, 1 SSI Ethveli Dr.,Milpitas,

CA 95035, (408) 262-1469. Inquiry #313

Digital Creations once again displayed

their video display and digitizing system,

DCTV—this time with the assistance of DCTV

Paint, a new 24-bit paint program designed for

use with DCTV.

Memory And Storage Technology

(M.A.S.T.) demonstrated Blitz Basic, as well as

their newest special item, ColorBurst Accord

ing to a M.A.S.T. representative, the ColorBurst

unit supplies true 24-bit color through a small

unit that plugs into the Amiga's RGB port. The

unit will sell for S495.00, but has yet to receive

FCC approval. Also demonstrated at the

M.A.S.T booth was the Colortease 256 color

module that also plugs into the RGB port and

will let your Amiga display 256 colors at once

out of a palette of 16.8 million. To be priced at

S195.00, Colortease also has yet to receive final

FCC approval.

ICD, INC. ANNOUNCED Flicker Free

Video as the first flicker-free video card to work

with A500, A1000, or A2000 computers. Flicker

Free Video (S499.95) does not occupy the video

slot on the A2000 and is designed to work with

VGA or multi-frequency monitors. ICD also

announced AdSpeed, an accelerator for any

68000-based Amiga. AdSpeed (S349.95) replaces

your current 68000 CPU to create a 14.3 MHz

68000 accelerator. The speed is also software-

controllable between the 14.3 MHz and a

true 7.16 MHz mode for 100% compatibil

ity.

Trumpcard Professional (S279.00)

received a major upgrade in the form of

SCSI Share. A new feature of the IVS

(Interactive Video Systems) controller,

SCSI Share allows up to 7 A500, A2000, or

A3000 computers to share one or more

SCSI hard drives. New Trumpcard utili

ties allow partitions to be read and write-

protected for controlled access to thedrive.

SCSI Share has been tested with up to 80

feet of cable.

Konyo International blasted onto

the Amiga scene with no less than eight

products for the Amiga (including two

different types ofAmiga mouses). Konyo's

RC2OO0 is a 2 to 8 MB RAM board for the

A2000. Suggested retailfor theboard starts

at S249.00. For Amiga 500 owners, Konyo

has produced the RC500 512K memory-

card with real-time clock (S89.00). Konyo

has developed a standard floppy drive for

the Amiga called the Master 3A-1

(S169.00). A second drive under their

GoIdenlMAGE logo which includes an

LED readout of the track position is the

Master 3A-1D (S189.00).

top fight;

GVP's new

600MB

Magneto-

Optical Drive,

right: WOA

attendees

were eager

for a glimpse

of Gold Disk's

Showmaker.

Konyo's GoIdenlMAGE JS-105-1M is a

100,200, 300,400-dot-per-inch selectable hand

scannerwith three different halftone modes, 64

halftone levels, and a letter mode. The package

comes complete with touch-up software and is

only S299.00. There is an optical bus mouse (GI-

1000 at S119.00 and the GI-500 at S69.00) which

uses a Lens & Led configuration with no mov

ing parts and anoptical pad. TheGoIdenlMAGE

logo is also on the GI-500C (S69.00), which is an

optical mechanical replacement mouse for the

Amiga.

Golem Computeris a American company

from German hardware developers, Kupke.

Golem first demonstrated their product line at

the AmiEXPO '90 in Chicago; their involve

ment in the American market has definitely

increased since that time. Golem is offering a

series of SCSI hard drives, floppy drives, RAM

expansions, a sound digitizer, and a light gun

device. For the A500 user. Golem has a SCSI II

hard drive with 16-bit SCSI Interface, RAM

expansion up to 4 MB, Kickstart 2.0 option,

pass-through Amiga bus and SCSI connections,

and a transfer rate of 1.4 MB/sec. Golem's

floppy drives include quiet operation, LED

track display, and a pass-through connector.

The 8 Meg RAM Expansion has a Zero Wait

state, 100% asynchronous bus timing and is

compatible with 68010, 68020, and 68030. The

Sound Mashine is a stereo sound digitizer with

up to 56 KHz sampling-rate, LED mute control,

and sampler software. The SCSI II Filecard

works in the Amiga 2000 providing a 16-bit

SCSI interface, a DMA-free data transfer, a

transfer rate up to 1.4MB/sec, an external SCSI

connector, and an autoboot, FastFileSystem.

All of the above products are manufactured in

Golem's German facilities.

IN OTHER AMIEXPO NEWS, SAS Institute

was on hand to demonstrate the flexibility and

new features of their SAS/C Compiler Version
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5.10, an upgrade to the Lattice C Compiler

Version 5.x. SunRize Industries announced a

"near completion" on their "Audio for Video

Post Production." NewTek did not exhibit, but

Alan Hastings did give a talk on the Video

Toaster and reports were made that the Toaster

was shipping (these reports have been verified,

the Toaster is in the hands of several develop

ers).

In the bark of the exhibit hall, AmiEXPO

designated an entertainment area called the

AmiEXPO Amiga Arcade. Here Avatar Con

sulting, Broderbund Software, Cinemaware,

Hemisphere, Karmasoft, MicroProse, Spec

trum Holobyte, and Virgin Masteronic dis

played the newest games and simulations for

the Amiga.

C H I C AG

ALTHOUGH COMMODORE DID not intro

duce any new items at World of Amiga, the

spiffy newCBM booth, positioned right smack

at the front of the show floor, was a must-visit

for the majority of attendees. Although CDTV

will reportedly not be available until the be

ginning of next year, Commodore reps sought

to provide showgoers with information per

taining to the Amiga's use in music, multime

dia, and business. CBM President Harold

Copperman, in his keynote address, projected

an image ofCommodore as a company focused

on change. IntheimpromptuspecchandQ&A

session which replaced his staff-written speech

(in light of the small audience), Copperman

revealed elements of a "five-point plan" which

would focus on, among other things, enhanc

ing the company's image, addressing distri

bution and customersatisfaction problems, and

mastering new markets—mainly those of

education and government. In the way of ad

vertising—an area in which Commodore has

been sharply criticized—Copperman promised

"something different this Christmas."

Attracting all would-be videographers

were demonstrations of Gold Disk's

Showmaker, the desktop video program that

will reportedly allow even the most novice

video enthusiast to combine live video, anima

tion, graphics, music, and titling to produce

professional-quality videos. Among its features,

Showmaker will provide animation playback

synchronized to music in frames-per-beat,

background music looping for easy creation of

sampled soundtracks, complete control over

genlock functions, MIDI sound effect support,

and the ability to run Showmaker productions

from Commodore's AmigaVision. Price for the

package will be S395.00; a release date has not

been announced. Other new Gold Disk pro

grams include the recently released Gold Disk

Office [see "New Products", page 14} and Pro

fessional Draw 2.0 ($199.95), as well as the

soon-to-be-released Professional Page 2.0.

Xetec's latest was served up on a silver

platter in the form of the company's new CD-

ROM drive systems. Talkaboutvolume savings!

Xetec's CDx-650 SCSI drive systems provide

access to vast amounts of information with

removable, non-volatile CD-ROM discs boast

ing capacities to 650 meg—equivalent to 750

floppiest!). The CD-ROM drive systems are

available in two models—the external, self-

contained CDx-650e (S699.00) with built-in

power supply and dual SCSI connectors for

daisy-chaining, and the internal CDx-650i

($599.00). The systems use industry-standard

ISO 9660/High Sierra disks (the same format

used in Commodore's CDTV). Xetec is cur

rently offering, tree with the purchase of either

system, their Fish & More Vol. 1 CD-ROM that

includes the Fred Fish library (up to #370) as

well as additional public domain software for a

total of over 400 megabytes of data. Of course,

Fred Fish and CDTV aside, you can always toss

your favorite Elvis Costello CD into the drive

for a veritable swingin' time.

Garnering a good deal of the attention at

Great Valley Products' booth was the

company's new SII-MO9200E/600-Ricoh

600MB Magneto-Optical Drive. The drive fea

tures 600MB formatted capacity per cartridge

(300 MB per side), ISO format'compatibility,
state-of-the-art Magneto-Optical technology

that enables cartridges to be over-written many

times, and 66.7 ms average access time. The

new drive lists for S4299.00; each additional

cartridge lists for S349.00.

Lake Forest Logicintroduced Macro Paint,

a newgraphics package that takes advantage of

the Amiga's graphics co-processor to allow

users to draw withall 4096 colors in the Amiga's

high-resolution graphics mode, thereby pro

viding users with a screaming array of colors

without sacrificing resolution. Macro Paint

($139.95) records the true 12-bit color of each

pixel in fast memory and is able to read and

modify 32, 64, and 4096 color pictures once

limited to low resolution. Users can read in

standard 24-bit scanned or digitized IFF im

ages and convert them to Macro Paint's 12-bit

high-resolution format. And ARexx compat

ibility, you ask? The Lake Forest Logic package

fully supports ARexx and is able to receive

commands from an external ARexx program as

well as launch user-created macro programs

from within.

For the business user, Precision Software

promoted their line of productivity tools in

cluding the Superbnse Professional V3.0x

($349.95) designed for form design, application

development, and relational database manage

ment systems. Version 4.0 of Superbase Profes

sional will reportedly be released in January

with a price of S499.95.

above: Commodore's booth

was the first stop for many at

the WOA show,

right: The "Away Team" from

Moebius Computer Systems,

Ltd. in Victoria, B.C. (left to

right: Ewan Edwards, Brad

DuTemple, Mike Biddlecomb,

and Will Murphy) break lor a

literary interlude at AmiEXPO.
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EXPLORE!
Mons Olympus - Mars • Yosemite

Crater Lake • Mt. St. Helens

4 Billion Fractal Landscapes

Explore

the Universe!

Recreate

Real Places!
YOU CONTROL "CAMERA" VIEWPOINT

PUT AN OBSERVATORY ANYWHERE ON EARTH — ANYTIME FROM

8000 BC TO 12000 AD! A PLANETARIUM YOU CONTROL!

"...it's really beautiful, especially when the tights are off.

Vm totally awed by u'Jwt you have done.1"

Arthur C. Clarke Author of 2001: A Space Odyssey

Virtual Ktaliti\ Laboratories, Inc. 2.341 ganadorct. • sanluisobispo.ca93401* sos 545-3515
Circle 131 on Reader Service card.

Free Spirit Software exhibited the "Barney

Bear" educational series, including the two most

recent additions, Barney Bear Goes To Space

(S34.95) and Barney Bear Meets Santa Claus

(S34.95) /set- "New Products", page 17}. Does this

Grizzly get around, or what? Also new at the

Free Spirit booth was Sterling Service BBS

(S149.95), a bulletin board system equipped

with an intuitive, graphically-oriented inter

face that allows users to create up to six BBS

clubs with up to eight sections each, and pro

vides ANSI and ANSI extended color graphics

for on-line menus and help text, Sysop remote

CLI access, and an optional on-line screen edi

tor.

Making the trek all the way from the U.K.

was a relatively new face on the Amiga market.

Representing Database Educational Software

and Mandarin Software, Christopher Payne

introduced to show attendees the Fun School 3

series of educational programs available in three

levels: for children under 5 years of age, for

those between the ages of 5 and 7, and for those

over the age of 7. The programs are designed to

develop skills in a number of areas including

spelling, grammar, and numbers.

THERE WAS NO SHORTAGE OF amuse

ment for game devotees at WOA as developers

unveiled their latest in strategy, sports, and sci-

fi. At Data East's booth, attendees got a glimpse

of the second title in thecompany's "Draconian"

series, Chamber Of The Sci-Mutant Priestess.

(S49.95). With telepaths, mutants, and a damsel

in distress, this game has something for every

one. Other new releases from Data East include

Full Metal Planet (S49.95), and ABC's Monday

Night Football (S49.95), a simulation that re

portedly has everything but the bonding and

beer commercials built in.

For an equally challenging, though per

haps more refined approach, Merit Software

had news of their latest release. Classic Board

Games (S39.95). Depending on the amount of

starch in their collars on any given day, players

can choose from agameofchess, backgammon,

or checkers.

Broderbund's Carmen Sandiego, having

travelled to just about every conceivable loca

tion, has now taken to time travel. In the latest

installment of the company's popular "Carmen

Sandiego" series, Where In Time Is Carmen

Sandiego? (S49.95), everyone's favorite looting

lady and her cohorts have gained access to a

time machine and are threatening to do dam

age in the Middle Ages, the Renaissance, the

Industrial Revolution, and the Modern Age.

Some of the more recent releases from

MicroProseincluded Red Storm Rising (S54.95)

andMidwinter($39.95)[seereoiewpage56ofthis
issue}.

New releases from Sierra place the player

on an underwater mission to a hostile Middle-

East nation in the year 2000 in Codename:

ICEMAN (S59.95), at a decrepit plantation in

1926 to unravel a murder mystery in The

Colonel's Bequest (S59.95), or in a whirlwind of

chivalry and round tables in Conquests Of

Camelot (S59.95). And in the third installment

of the "Leisure Suit Larry" adventures, Leisure

Suit Larry III: In Pursuit Of Passionate Patti

(S59.95), players are treated to a bit of role

reversal. As Larry pursues Patti, players can

choose between the perspective of the pursuer

or the pursuee.

New titles were in abundance at the Ac

colade booth, including Gunboat (S49.95), Jack

Nicklaus(S29.95) and Altered Destiny CS59.95).

Also on the new release list is the strategy game

Ishido(S54.95),andSearchForTheKing(S59.95)

which sends the player on a hunt for America's

favorite bloated rock 'n' roll icon. The

Actionware booth was busy as children and

adults alike exorcised latent violent tendencies

via the company's Light Phaser Gun, designed

for use with Actionware'sCapone,P.O.W., and

Creature releases.

For folks who wanted a bit more realism

in their exercises in aggressive behavior there

was Mad DogMcCree, 1 iKDevelopment'sIive

video laser game in which players take aim at

videotaped images of actors in an oP West

scenario. Currently in a few test areas, the game

[which runs on a 500 hooked up to a laser disc

system) is slated for full-fledged arcade release

in the next few months. TTR also exhibited their

Sapphire 6S020/6S881 accelerator board

(S399.00), as well as MRBackup Professional

(S54.95), a fully featured hard drive backup

program with built-in tape capability. >AC*

A list of exhibitors from both shows follows.
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World

of Amiga '90

Chicago/ IL

Abacus

5370 52nd Street S.E.
Grand Rapids, Ml 49552

{616)698-0330

Inquiry #297

Accolade

550 S. Winchester Blvd.

San Jose, CA 95128

(£08) 985-1700

Inquirv =288

Actionware

33 W 255 Deerpath Road

Batavia.lL 60510

{312)879-8998
Inquiry #289

American Software Distributors

R.R.#I Box 290 BldQ #3
Urbana.lL61801

{217)643-2050

Inquiry '290

Broderbund Software

2889 Bluff, #546

Boulder. CO 80301
(303) 499-3266

Inquiry *291

California Freeware

1747 E. Ave. Q
Fqlmdale.CA 93550

(805) 273-0300

Inquiry *292

Commodore Business

Machines, Inc.

1200 Wilson Drive

West Chester, PA 19390

(215)431-9263
Inquiry #293

Data East USA

1850 Little Orchard Drive
Eon Jose, CA 95125
(408) 286-7074

inquiry #295

Database Software

Europe House. Adi ngton Park

Adlington, Macctesfteid

Cheshire, England SKI I6EW
(01144) (625) 85° 444

Inquiry #287

Disks & Labels To Go, Inc.

Rt. 206
Eastampton Business Park

Mf. Holly, NJ 08060
(609)265-1500

Inquiry -296

Free Spirit Software

P.O.Box 128

58 Noble Street
Kutztown.PA 19530

(215)683-5609

Inquiry *297

Gold Disk
2175Dunwin Drive. #6

Mississauga. Ontario

Canada L5L1X2
(416)828-0913

Inquiry =298

Greal Volley Products

225 Plank Ave.

Paoli.PA 19301

(215)889-9411

Inquiry #299

Lake Forest Logic

28101 E. Bollard Road

Lake Forest, IL 60045
(708) 680-0832

inquiry #300

Merit Software

13635 Gamma Road

Dallas. TX 75244

(214)385-2353

Inquiry #301

MIcroEd Enterprises

444 N. Orleans, Suite #250

Chicago, IL 60610
(312)245-0066

Inquiry #302

MlcroProse

180 Lake Front Drive
Hunt Valley, MD21030

{301)771-1151

Inquiry #303

Migraph, Inc.

200 S. 333rd Street. Suite 220

Federal Way, WA 98003
(206) 838-4677

Inquiry #304

Precision Incorporated

8404 Sterling Street

Irving. TX 75063

(214)929-4886

Inquiry #305

Ring Software

726 E. State Street
Geneva. IL 60134

(708) 232-0009

Inquiry *306

Sierra On-Llne, Inc.

P.O. Box 485

Coarsegold, CA 93644
(209) 683-3472

Inquiry #307

TTR Development

1120 Gammon Lcne

Madison. Wl 53719

(608)277-8071

Inquiry #308

Wart Disney Computer

Software, Inc.

500 S. Buena Vista

Burbank.CA 91521

(818)567-5360
Inquiry #309

Xerec

2804 Arnold Road
Salina. KA 67401

(913)827-0685

Inquiry ^310

AmiEXFO '90

Anaheim, CA

American People/Unk

165 N. Canal Street, Suite 950

Chicago. IL 60606
(800)524-0100

Inquiry #228

Amiga User Group

of Long Beach

5115 Via Veranoda

Long Beach. CA 90805-6525

(213)422-8226

Inquiry #229

Amiga Video Graphics Guild

1649 Arcane

Simi Valley, CA 93065

(805) 584-0863

Inquiry #230

Amiga Video Magazine

200 W. 72 Street Suite 53

New York. NY 10023

(212) 724-0288
Inquiry #231

AMuse, New York Amiga Users

151 1 st Avenue. Suite 182

New York. NY 10003

(212)460-8067

Inquiry #232

Amy Today

640 Willow Glen Rood
Santa Barbara. CA 93105

(805) 687-5643

inquiry #233

Applied Engineering

P.O. Box 5100
Carrollton. TX 75011

(214)241-6060
Inquiry #234

Avatar Consulting

9733 Roe Drive
Santee.CA 92071

(619)260-1100

Inquiry #235

Block Belt Systems

398 Johnson

Glasgow. MT 59230
(800) TK-AMIGA

Inquiry #236

Broderbund Software, Inc.

5777 West Century Blvd.,

Suite 367
Los Angeles, CA 90045
(213)568-8545

Inquiry #237

California Access

130AKnowlesDrive

Los Gatos. CA 95030
(408) 378-0347

Inquiry #238

California Shareware

42263 50th Street, West

Suite 422C
Quartz Hills. CA 93536

(805) 273-0550
Inquiry #239

Cenlaur Software

P.O. Box 4400

Redondo Beach. CA 90278
(213)542-2226

Inquiry #240

Cinemaware

4165 Thousand Oaks Blvd.

Suite 180
Westlake Village, CA 91362

(805)495-6515
Inquiry #241

Commodore Business

Machines

1200 Wilson Drive
West Chester. PA 19380

(215)431-9100
Inquiry #242

Computer Systems Associates

7564 Trade Street

San Diego, CA 92121

(619) 566-3911

Inquiry #243

Creative Computers

4453 Redondo Beach Blvd.
Lawndale. CA 90260

(213)542-2292
Inquiry #244

Creative Concepts
28 Alan Way

Martinez, CA 94553
(415)372-7278

Inquiry #245

Dakota Corporation

55 Heritage Ave.

Portsmouth. NH 038001
(800) 325-6825

Inquiry #246

Digital Creations

2865 Sunrise 8tvd. Suite 103

Rancho Cordova, CA 95670

{916)344-4825
inquiry #247

Dr. Ts Musk; Software

100 Crescent Road Suite 1A
Needham. MA 02192

(617)455-1451

Inquiry #248

Expansion Systems
44862 Osgood Road
Fremont. CA 94539

(415)656-2890
Inquiry #249

Fuller Computer Systems

P.O. Box 9222

Mesa, AZ 85204-0430

(602) 497-6070

Inquiry #250

Gold Disk, Inc.

20675 South Western Avenue,

Suite 120
Torrance, CA 90501

(213)320-5080

Inquiry #251

Golem, Inc.
421 Hudson Street M12

New York, NY 10014

Inquiry #250

Great Valley Products, Inc.

600 Clark Avenue

King of Prussia, PA 19406

(215)337-8770

Inquiry #252

Hemisphere
North 1825 Ash Street

Spokane, WA 99205
Inquiry #253

H olosoft Tec hnologies

701 Paul
Escondido.CA 92027

(619)743-0069

Inquiry #254

ICD, Inc.

1220 Rock
Rockford.lL61101
£815)968-2228

Inquiry #255

Impulse, Inc.

6870 Shingle Creek Porkway,

Suite 112

Minneapolis. MN 55430
(612)566-0221

Inquiry #256

Interactive Video Systems

7245 Garden Grove Blvd..

Surte#E
Garden Grove, CA 92641

{714)850-7040
Inquiry #257

International Technologies

2302 D Avenue. Suite 203
National City. CA 92050
(619)477-2024

Inquiry *258

Interplay Production!

3710 S.Susan, Suite 100

Santa Ana. CA 92704

(714) 545-9001
Inquiry #259

Kids Computers

414 Maple Avenue

Westbury.NY11590
Inquiry #260

Konyo International

1073 North Batavia Street.

Suite B
Orange, CA 92667
(800)356-5178

inquiry #261

KarmaSoft

P.O. Box 1034
Golden. CO 80402
(303)277-1241

Inquiry #262

Memory and Storage

Technology

1395 Greg St. Ste. 106
Sparks.NV 89431

(702) 359-0444

Inquiry *263

MegageM

1903 Adria
Santa Maria. CA 93454

(805) 349-1104

Inquiry #264

Memory World

2476 Croydon C1.

Bensalem.PA 19020
(215)741-6225

Inquiry #265

Micro-Pace Distributors

Commercial Park West, Ste. C

604 N. County Fair

Champaign, IL

Inquiry #266

MicroPros© Software

180Lakefront Drive.

Hunt Valley. MD 21030
(301)771-1151

Inquiry #267

New Horizons Software, Inc.

P.O. Box 43167
Austin. TX 78745

(512)328^650
Inquiry #268

OXXI/Aegls Inc.

1339 E. 28th Avenue

Long Beach. CA 90806

(213)427-1227

Inquiry #269

Pelican Software

768 Farmington Ave.

Farmington.CT 06032

(203)674-3221

Inquiry #270

Progressive Peripherals and

Software
464Ko!amathSt.

Denver, CO
(303)825-4144

Inquiry #271

Psygnosls

29 St. Mary Court

Brookline.MAC2146

(617)731-3553

Inquiry #272

Pulsar International

414 Maple Ave.

Westbury. NY 11590
(516)997-6707

Inquiry #273

Right Answers Group, The

P.O. Box 3699

Torrance, CA 90510

{213)325-1311

Inquiry #274

Rossmoller Handshake GMBH.

Nueuer Markt 21

5309 Mekenhem

West Germany

01149-2225-2061

Inquiry -275

SAS Institute

SAS Campus Drive
Cary.NC 27513-2414

(919)677-8000

Inquiry #276

Soft-Loglk Publishing

11131 F South Towne Square

St. Louis, MO 63123

(314)894-8603

Inquiry =277

Spectrum HoioByte

2061 Challenger Drive

Alameda. CA 94501
(415)522-0197

Inquiry =278

Spirit Tech

220 W. 2950 South
Soft Lake City. UT 84115

(801) 945-4233

inquiry #279

Supra Corp.,

1133 Commercial Way

Albany. OR 97321

(503) 967-9075

Inquiry #280

TDA The Desktop Advantage

560N.E.'F'St..#4

Grants Pass. CR 97526

(503)476-8254

Inquiry #281

Vidtech International

2822 Northwest 79th Ave.

Miami.FL 33122

(305) 477-2228
Inquiry ^282

Virgin Mastertronic Inc

18001 Cowan Suites =A & B
Irvine. CA 92714

(714)833-871C

Inquiry #283

Virtual Reality

Laboratories, Inc.

2341 Ganodo: Court

San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

(805) 545-8515

Inquiry #284

WordPerfect Corporation

1555 North Technology Way
Orem. UT 84057

(801)222-2003

Inquiry #285

Zardoz Software

6114 LaSalle Avenue. Ste. 304

Oakland. CA 94611

(415)339-6280

Inquiry #286
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by John Steiner

A NUMBER OF UPGRADES HAVE RE-

cently become available. Workbench 2.0

for the Amiga 3000 was upgraded to

Workbench2.01 with the shipment ofnew

2.01 Kickstart diskettes to A3000 dealers

in September. A letter accompanying the

diskette advised dealers that their A3000

customers can upgrade their Kickstart at

no charge (other than a nominal fee for a

diskette if customers do not supply their

own).

The new Kickstart seems to be much

more stable than the previous version,

though it appears there arestill a few bugs

remaining. Many programs that did not

run properly under 2.0 now seem to oper

ate correctly. This version appears to be so

stable that the final release version might

not be far away. However, I have been

told by a reliable source that beta testers

are now using Kickstart 2.02, and even

that version still has a few problems. So,

you won't be hearing any predictions from

me about a final release date for Work

bench 2.0 at this point.

ONE PROGRAM THAT I ORIGINALLY

expected to work with Workbench 2.0

was AmigaVision, the multimedia au

thoring system designed by Commodore.

So, I was surprised to encounter several

problems with the program when used

under Workbench 2.0. The latest version

Kickstart 2.01 did fix a couple ofproblems

that affected AmigaVision's Database

functions. The one conspicuous bug re

maining involves the incorrect display of

overscanned images. When running an

AmigaVision flow that uses overscanned

images, Workbench 2.0 (or maybe

AmigaVision) consistently fails to display

overscanned areas of the screen. This hap

pens whether or not there are any buttons

located in the overscanned areas. I discov

ered this problem when I designed an

interactive application on my A2000 that

used overscanned images. When played

under Workbench 2.0 on the A3000, I

couldn't get at the "Continue" button,

which was not in the visible screen dis

play area. Even the new Workbench 2.01

exhibits this overscanned image problem.

In late September, authorized

AmigaVision dealers received new ver

sions of the authoring system. The new

program disk is identified with a sticker

that reads in part "V1.53G". This latest

version came with a letter announcing

several improvements, the major one be

ing that the program operates much more

reliably under Workbench 2.0, and a

couple of items were corrected. The so-

called Runtime options have been

relabeled as Create Diskettes and Install/

Relocate. This is not exactly fixing a bug;

it's more like renaming the operation cor

rectly. Runtime implies that the applica

tion is "stand-alone" and doesn't require

that the AmigaVision program itself be

available. But AmigaVision mustbe avail

able to the system on which the applica

tion is running, so there has never really

been a Runtime capability built into

AmigaVision. By naming the menu choice

"Create Diskettes", Commodore has at

least eliminated this inconsistency of

terms.

The one irritating source of problems

that has been improved on is the Install

function. Formerly, troubles arose with

Install during relocation of an

AmigaVision flow of information from

multiple floppy disks onto a hard disk.

The earlier version requested diskettes in

a seemingly haphazard manner, forcing

the end user to make many unnecessary

disk swaps. As you might imagine, this

was especially difficult on systems with

only one floppy drive. This problem has

been eliminated by reorganizing the or

der of files written to floppy. Now, each

diskette is accessed only twice in the pro

cess. A single-disk access would have been

better still.

You can identify from within the pro

gram which version you have by choos

ing "About" from the Project menu. The

latest version's requester states

"AmigaVision Version 1.53 Revision G".

If you did not receive an upgrade directly

fromCommodore, contact the dealer from
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SO YA WANNA WORK

WITH VIDEO...
YOU CAN DO IT!

YOU'VE RF.AI) ABOUT IT MONTH

AITER MONTH, HUT WHAT IKIES IT

REALLY TAKE TO GET INTO THE

VIDEO FIELD WITH YOUR AMIGA?

WHAT EQUIPMENT WILL YOU NEED?

WHAT WILL YOUR INITIAL

INVESTMENT COST?

ALL OF THESE QUESTIONS ARE

ANSWERED SO YOU KNOW

ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING YOU

NEED TO KNOW TO GET STARTED.

AND GET JOBS!

THIS LENGTHY VIDEOTAPE LETS YOU

KNOW WHICH SOFTWARE WORKS

THE BEST, WHAT HARDWARE IS

NESCESSARY, AM) HOW TO USE IT.

COMPILES BY A WORKING

HOLLYWOOD VIDEO TEAM, THIS

TAPE SHOWS YOU THE HEST

TECHNIQUES TOR ALL ASPECTS OF

VIDEO.

MOST IMPORTANTLY, WE SHOW YOU

IIOWTO MARKET YOUR SERVICES SO

YOU CAN BE PROFITABLE!

INFO-PACKED VIDEOTAPE

FOR WORKING IN
PROFESSIONAL VIDEO

ATTENTION:
DIGITIZERS!

IMPROVE YOUR

IMAGES!!
FINALLY A LOW COST INSTRUCTIONAL

VIDEO FOR YOUR DIGITIZER:

THIS TAPE COVERS EVERYTHING

FROM CAMERA & LIGHTING
PLACEMENT. TO USING YOUR FINISHED
DIG] IIZA1 IONS WITH YOUR FAVORITE

PAINT PROGRAM.

LEARN TO IMPORT YOUR
DIGITIZATIONS INTO 2-D AND 3-D

ANIMATION PROGRAMS AND REALIZE
THE FULL POTENTIAL OF YOUR

AMIGA!

ACHIEVE PROFESSIONAL RESULTS

USING THE KEY TECHNIQUES NOT
EVEN COVERED IN THE MANUAL!

SECRET SOFTWARE TIPS PREVIOUSLY
UNMENTIONED WILL BRING YOUR

DIGITIZATIONS LIGHT YEARS AHEAD!

USE YOUR DIGITIZER TO MAKE

MONEY! ALL METHODS ARE
DISCUSSED IN DETAIL SO YOU CAN GET

STARTED!

MAKE THE MOST OUT OF YOUR

DIGI1IZING INVESTMENT!

INFO PACKED VIDEOTAPE

FOR PROFESSIONAL
DIGITIZING

ONLY $19.95 EACH434.95 FOR BOTH
PLEASE ADI) S2.50 PER VIDEO FOR SHIPPING & HANDLING

20 DISKS PACKED FULL OF

VIDEO EFFECTS FOR
UNDER $90!

20 DISKS OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL
ANIMATIONS AND BORDERS EVER

CREATED FOR VIDEO. ALL UTILIZING
COLOR ZERO SO YOU CAN ACHIEVE

BROADCAST QUALITY VIDEO KFt-T.CTS.
UAIUH'KOI'LKSKXI'UKSSIONS AS TMKV SKIC

YOUR NEW VIDEO CAPABILITIES!
TURN HORINC SEGMENTS INTO THE MOST

EXCITING VIDEOS YOU HAVE EVER
PRODUCED]

20 DISKS TO CHOOSE FROM, SO YOU WILL
NEVER HAVE A HARD TIME FINDING AN

EFFECT THAT IS PERFECT FOR YOUR SCENE.
INCLUDES IMPORTANT VIDEO UTILITIES, AND
REFERENCE CHARTS. THERE IS ALSO AN IN-
DEPTH MANUAL COVERING THE ASPECTS OF

EACH AND EVERY EFFECT!

PLUS:A VIDEOTAPE COVERING
ALL OF THE VIDEO EFFECTS, FREE

WITH YOUR ORDER.
"IF YOU USE YOUR AMIGA WITH VIDEO,
YOU CAN'T DO WITHOUT THIS SET OF

SOFTWARE! "
(1 MEG VERSION OR 2+ MEG VERSION)

ONLY $89.95
PLEASE ADD S(..0(l I OR SHIPPING & HANDLING

VISA/MC
CHECK

M.O.-C.O.D.

FOR ORDERS & INFORMATION CALL:

(213) 874-7404
YOU CAN FAX US AT - (213) 874-9460

OR YOU CAN SEND YOUR ORDERS TO:

MICHAELANGELO PRODUCTIONS
1755 EL CERRITO PLACE #403

LOS ANGELES, CA. 90028

Circle 127 on Header Service card.

whomyou purchased AmigaVision. Bring

youroriginalAmigaVisiondiskettesdown

to him, and he will upgrade them for your

system. Contact: Commodore Business Ma

chines, Inc., 1200 Wilson Drive, WestChester,

PA 19380 (215) 431-9100. Inquiry #200.

MICROILLUSIONSHASANNOUNCED

A version 1.1 upgrade to Music-X, their

MIDI sequencer for the Amiga. New fea

tures of the program include the ability to

communicate with up to 8 serial ports in

both directions simultaneously, for a total

of 12SMIDI channels. Other new features

mentioned in the notice are event sculpt

ing, the ability to view one or all control

lers, and a velocity flattener module. In

addition to these changes, they have also

made several performance enhancements.

To receive the upgrade, send your origi

nal Music-X program, utilities disk, and

$25.00 to the company offices. Contact:

MicroiUusions,P.O. Box3475, GranadaHills,

CA 91394, (81S) 785-7345. Inquiry #201.

UNTIL ABOUT TWO MONTHS AGO, I

had been using PD or shareware terminal

software to communicate with others on

People Link and CompuServe. I had not

been impressed with what was available

in commercial terminal software, since

what I was using only cost downloading

time and a small shareware fee. Once I'd

taken a look at Baud Bandit from Progres

sive Peripherals, I bought my first com

mercial terminal program. It's very full

featured, and has an ARexx port for exter

nal control should you desire to operate

the software from within another applica

tion. Baud Bandit multitasks very nicely,

allowing me to work on my other projects

while downloading. The program even

pops its screen to the front when the

download is complete so you don't waste

on-line time, should you happen to forget

you are downloading.

I mention this program here because

an upgrade from version 1.0 to version 1.5

is now available. Registered owners of

Baud Bandit 1.00 who desire the upgrade

should return their original Baud Bandit

1.00 disk along with payment of 510.00 in

U.S. funds to: Atin: Baud Bandit Upgrade,

Progressive Peripherals & Software, 464

Kalamath Street, Denver, CO 80204, (303)

825-4144. Inquiry #202.

AS THIS IS BEING WRITTEN, IUNDER-

stand that AMax II, Readysoft's Macin

tosh emulator, is just about ready for ship

ment. It is a software upgrade that adds

hard-disk support and sound capabilities

to the original Mac emulator. The hard

disk support is not universal, however, so

you will have to check with Readysoft to

determine whether or not your hard disk
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is being supported in the latest version.

No upgrade details were available at this

early date. Contact: ReadySoft, Inc., 30

Werthetm Court, Unit 2, Richmond Hill,

Ontario, Canada L4B1B9 (416) 731-4175.

Inquiry #203.

EXPRESS-WAY SOFTWARE, INC. IS

now shipping Express Copy V1.5. Major

improvements include support for the

AEHD 1.52MB floppy drive, extensive

ARexx support, and verified AmigaDOS

2.0 compatibility. Express Copy is a hard

disk backup utility that can perform back

ups at up to 1MB per minute, and creates

standard DOS disks that can be used nor

mally from both the CLI and Workbench.

Registered Express Copy users and Supra

Hard Drive owners who received Express

Copy with their drive can contact the

manufacturer for details on the update.

Contact: Express-Way Software, Inc., P.O.

Box 1029, Columbia, MO 65205-4005, (314)

474-2984. Inquiry #204.

ACCORDING TO A POSTING ON

People Link, Aztec C for the Amiga has

been upgraded to Version 5.0d. Version

5.0d is a minor update of the Aztec C

system which fixes problems in versions

5.0b and 5.0c. The major improvement to

the software is Workbench 2.0 compat

ibility. Workbench 2.0 Include F iles are

supplied. Contact Manx for complete in

formation on the update. Contact: Manx

Software Systems, P.O. Box 55, Shreivsbury,

NJ 07702, (800) 221-0440. Inquiry #205.

INTERACTIVE VIDEO SYSTEMS HAS

recently released TCUtils 2.0 and an en

hanced driver ROM (V4.0) for the

Trumpcard Professional. The upgrade in

cludes a fix for Amax-1 compatibility, en

hanced SyQuest removable media sup

port, and improved performance with

read/write caching. The upgrade also in

cludes SCSIShare, a shared access net

work implemented with the SCSI bus.

Registered owners are being upgraded

automatically at no charge. Unregistered

Trumpcard Professional owners should

contact IVS for the free upgrade. Contact:

Interactive Video Systems, 7245 Garden Grove

Boulevard, Ste. E, Garden Grove, CA 92641,

(714) 890-7040. Inquiry #206.

That's all for this month. If you have any

workarounds or bugs to report, or if you

know of any upgrades to commercial soft

ware, you may notify me by writing to:

John Steiner

c/o Amazing Computing

P.O. Box 869

Fall River, MA 02722

...or leave EMail to

Publisher on People Link

or 73075,1735 on CompuServe

•AC-

,N

For friendly sales and

service of ALL Amigas

and the greatest

selection of software

and peripherals in

Canada, call the

specialists.

We seil AMIGA only!

WE ARE:

Commodore Authorized Dealer

Commodore Authorized Service Center

Commodore Authorized Educational Dealer

Commodore Corporate And Business Center

Dedicated to the Amiga computers and after sale

WE OFFER:

* All Amigas sold by us, will be serviced within 72hrs

in shop.

" Warranty extension plans and Service contracts are

also available.

' We also provide on site service (Part of service

contract) and offer replacement, units.

" We offer training on site. In 1991 we will have a

dedicated class room for training (15 to 25 people).

■ We will also have our own editing suit with VTRs,

TBCs, and the famous NEW TEK Toaster for

presentation purposes.

MAISON DU LOGICIEL

SOFTWAREHOUSE

2466 Jean-Talon Est. Montreal, Quebec H2E 1 W2

IN STORE SERVICES:

Laser postscript ouput

Color printing (Hp PaintJet)

Color Slides

Color Scanner (Jx-300)

Digitizing Service (Digi-View)

We rent genlocks, frame grabbers.

And more...

FOR INFORMATION CALL

(514) 374-3614

Circle 154 on Reader Service card.
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♦ Games ♦

WINGS - On A Wing And A Player

The list of good things that can be

said to come from war is decidedly small:

a stimulated economy,high patriotism,

and the occasional great computer game.

World War I, for instance, has allowed

Cinemaware to bring us Wings, and while

we can't alter the past, we can use the

Amiga to relive whatever glories may have

existed.

Wings is an extremely well-rounded,

enjoyable game to play- As the title would

suggest, it's all about flying. Your pilot

takes to the skies as a member of the elite

56th Aerosquadron; a rather ambiguous

role in that you are neither American,

English, or French. One thing is clear,

however: the Germans are your enemy.

Two factors set Wings apart from the

current multitude of air combat simula

tors. First, the simple fact that it is set

during World War I. Second, that it comes

by Rick Broida

from Cinemaware, a company not known

for creating arcade games.

Yes, you heard right. Wings is all

combat, all action. The game is actually

divided into three arcade-style missions:

aerial combat, strafing, and bombing. Al

though the variety herein may seem lim

ited, the repetition doldrums are com

pletely absent. There are more than 230

total missions to complete, each with its

own subtle distinctions. During aerial

combat, for instance, your objective might

be to shoot down enemy reconnaissance

balloons or simply patrol for enemy air

craft. Strafing missions, on the other hand,

test your shooting and maneuvering skills

as you try to destroy supply posts and

enemy troops.

Before you can grapple with your

enemies in the skies, you must enter flight

school to earn your wings. This task is

actually a toned-down example of what

you'll encounter during actual missions.

To earn your wings and join the squadron

you must either shoot down a balloon,

strafe some barrels, or bomb two targets.

None of these training missions are very

difficult, and they do help in acclimating

you to the combat to come. In fact, with

this simple practice you could practically

skip the game manual and jump right into

The Great War.

Nevertheless, the game manual is

worth reading. It has the distinction of

being extremely well written and concise,

something not many air combat games

have been able to manage. Also included

in the Wings package is the Aviator's

Briefing Manual, a 76-page history of the

pilots, planes, and battles of World War I.

This is truly fascinating reading and ap

pealing because it is not integrated into

IMPERIUM -The Subtle Empire!

by Tony Preston

1 like strategy games and Imperiumis

a good one! It is a game where you have

been elected leader of Earth's empire and

must lead that empire on to greatness.

You must use a careful combination of

economics, diplomacy and military might

to either conquer your enemies or out live

them! As any good leader, you are safe in

your headquarters reading reports, and

giving orders to your subordinates. You

have to expand your empire by colonizing

other planets, defend your empire against

the other computer run players, and fi

nally since you are elected, you must keep

your population happy by keeping down

inflation and ensuring a regular supply of

commodities. Of course, you are not alone

in the universe. As you check your infor

mation, you find that you have four other

empires to trade, make alliance, treaties,

and war. Nobody wants war(at least that

is what they say!), but you have to be

ready to defend yourself! You need cash

to finance the colonization of those new

planets, that may mean raising taxes. You

also have to train troops and build up the

defenses ofthose newlywon planets! Most

importantistofindacontinuingsupplyof

Nostrum, the life preserving drug found

only in certain places. Keeping a good

supply of Nostrum will save your life

fromdrainingawayintooldageand death!

Quite alot to do, managing planets, fleets,

and an empire! You have subordinates to

help run things. If they are good, you

might want to share some of the precious

Nostrum so they don't die off and be

replaced withsome stupid idiot thatruins

that planets economy or gets a fleet in

trouble. Of course, you have to be careful!

You can't let those subordinates live that

are not loyal! If one should become popu

lar enough, they might get elected to re

place you! You have to control those sub

ordinates with bribes, and promotions. I

found that one particularly disloyal sub

ordinate was even trying to start his own

empire, I got rid of him quickly by cutting

off his supply of Nostrum! This is sort of

like having a hit squad because once you

have received the life giving drug, you

must have it in at least small amounts or

you die! You do have some help, the com

puter will automatically act as a loyal

subordinate, allowing you to delegate

temporary control over the military, di

plomacy, and/or economics. This help

can get you started or ease your task at

anytime during the game. This can leave

you to deal with the areas that need your

special attention. Can you survive for the

thousand years? Can you conquer all the

j other empires? These are questions only

you can answer, if you don't succeed, the

cost of failure is death!

Imperium has a window interface.
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the instruction manual, an annoying habit

of so many manual writers. It is also the

source of the game's copy protection

(game-manual protection is becoming

something of a standard).

Wings requires one megabyte ofRAM

to run and is hard drive installable. Run

ning it from a two-drive Amiga isn't too

painful; disk access is relatively quick, all

things considered. The graphics and sound

in Wings are, as to be expected from a

Cinemaware title, stunning. The aerial

combat is as smooth as any flight simula

tor I've flown, with solid shapes and en

joyable crashes, along with the strafing

and bombing missions looking as sharp as

any game you'd find in any arcade. The

music and sound effects, like in any good

movie (Cinemaware bills its games as "in

teractive movies"), add beautifully to the

realism of the adventure, which is the

highest compliment 1 can give.

Wings is simply superb. The

gameplay, graphics, sound, and instruc

tion manuals all rate the highest marks. In

fact, if you're out there, Cinemaware, I'd

Wings, by Cinemaware

give your interactive movie a 10. And for

those gamers keeping score, Wingscomes

from the same designers who gave us

Rocket Ranger, a personal all-time favor

ite.

So while we can thank World War I

for unwittingly bringing us the phenom

enal Wings, we can hope that years down

the road we're not a!I playing The Iraqi

Conflict. Wings is realistic enough to make

us remember that war is hell.

•AC-

Wings

Cinemaware

4165 Thousand Oaks Blvd.

Westlake Village, CA 91362

805-495-6515

FAX 805-379-9401

Inquiry #211

Each window has a title(such as planet

reports for example) and will contain gad

gets to select from the lists available(such

as the list ofplanets). Each list is a scrolling

menu, scrolling menus are similar to file

requesters. When you select a list, it might

have more items than can appear at once.

To get to the items not visible, you can

scroll either up or down the list, or type in

a partial name and the item that matches

will scroll up to the top of the list. Typing

in "sa" made "saturn" appear at the top of

the planet list in my game.

Clicking on the desired item with the

mouse selects your item. You can hit es

cape to reset the search. After you have

played for a while, you might have 30 or

40 planet which makes this type of opera

tions really helpful. The Computer help

ers will aid you in the game running the

military, economics, and diplomacy. I rec

ommend that you start out with all these

options on. Most game players will want

some actions fast. Invading a planet owned

by another empire is a sure way to gener

ate some action. Unfortunately it is also a

way to make enemies quickly! This game

requires you to think about your options.

You can plan to wipe out all the other

Imperium, by Electronic Arts

empires or just attempt to live for 1000

years! It takes along time to play to live

1000years.Ihavemygameupto300years

and it has taken me a week or two! This

game has a lot of surprises. You have total

control over your empire, but if you do

not keep you planets happy, come elec

tion time, it is out the door you go! Living

to be 1000 yrs in office requires you to win

at least 20 elections. I find myself running

elections whenever my populatity looks

high enough and itstarts gettingclose(ten

years or so). Everything is so quick, you

will find yourself issuing order after or

der. I spent a couple of hours before I

realized it!

(continued on page 59)
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Explore the world of LOOM

The world is near apocalypse. Man

has evolved new abilities in his never-

ending quest for power over each other,

and even over Nature itself. Mankind has

also broken up into small groups, or

Guilds, which work toward enhancing

their own powers. These guilds include

the Blacksmiths, the Shepherds, the Glass-

Blowers, and the Weavers.

The Weavers are special in that they

canweave patterns into theircloths, which

give the cloths the ability to heal and bring

wealth, or other special powers. But, the

Guild of Weavers has become isolated

because they only allow marriage to other

guild members, and they soon retire to

their own island of LOOM. The Weavers

began to die off, and in the patterns they

wove they foresee the coming of the

Apocalypse. There is only one personwho

can either save the Guild of Weavers—or

destroy them. That person is you, Bobbin

Threadbare. Can you prevent the apoca

lypse?

by Miguel Mulet

LOOM is a fantasy adventure re

leased by Lucasfilm. In it you assume the

roleofBobbinThreadbare, a youngweaver

of special, and until now, hidden talents.

At the start of your adventure you learn

that all the members of the guild have

vanished and you find yourself alone on

the island of LOOM. If your search is

successful, you will not only rejoin your

people, you will save the world!

To begin your adventure, listen to the

audio drama presented on a full30-minute

cassette (if you have trouble hearing one

side, flip it over and listen to the other

side; they are identical except for the type

of Dolby recording, and your equipment

may play one better than the other). This

tape is produced by Sprocket Systems, a

division of Lucasfilm which also does

audio work for motion pictures. The dia

logue, music, and sound effects are excel

lent. All three features set the stage espe

cially well for this game.

MIDWINTER

by Miguel Mulet

There is a pencil and Book of Patterns

which come with the game. The pencil is

used to record the "spells" or "drafts" that

you learn while on your journey. These

spells are the magic that allow you to open

and close doors, change straw to gold, and

even tame a tomado or two. The Book of

Patterns gives descriptions of the spells

you may come across, but not how to cast

them. They change from game to game, so

be sure to use a pencil so that you can erase

them. The Book of Patterns also acts as

your copy protection device. At the start

of the game, you are asked to spin a draft

in order to gain entry as a member of the

Guild of Weavers. All you need to do is

look up the draft on the front or back of the

manual, using the red filter provided.

Bobbin starts on the island of Loom

high atop a mountain. The only thing

present on the screen is the main window,

in which all the action and animation takes

place. There are no pull down menus, nor

Captain Stark is utterly alone, and

under fire. He has just skied down to a

hidden bunker, and pauses to catch his

breath. The events ofthe last 50 years flash

quickly before his eyes. There had been

the collision with a colossal meteor in 2039

(which plunged Earth into a new ice age);

the continents had shifted; new glaciers

formed and moved across Earth (displac

ing billions of people who went in search

of warmer climates); and in the warmer

lands, wars ensued over who would live

in certain areas.

Eventually, the entire Earth was cov

ered in ice and snow. Fortunately, Cap

tain Stark's ancestors had discovered this

island many years ago, and escaped to it

to avoid the horrors that mankind was

committing on the old continents. They

had lived in peace for many years ... until

now. A new refugee from the mainland

has brought with him the aggression of

the rest of the world, and now, he wants to

make this island his own. This fiend is

General Masters, and he has amassed an

army of thousands!

"How can my 32 man force defeat

him?" is Stark's only thought. It is then

that inspiration hits him ... he realizes he

can win! But... is there enough time?

"Midwinter" is a complex action/

strategy game, with heavy emphasis on

the strategy. You are in control of the Free

Village Police Force (FVPF), a group of 32

men and women who were enough to

police the island of Midwinter prior to the

rise of General Masters.

Stopping General Masters is much

easier said than done. First, you must

contact the rest of your force and recruit

them to join your cause. Next, you must

find a way to slow down the advancing

forces of the General; and lastly, you must

find and destroy General Masters's head

quarters. Complicatingmattersevenmore

is the fact that the ice age continues, and all

the fighting must be done in guerrilla

fashion on the snow-covered land of Mid

winter.

As the game begins you are in control

of Captain John Stark. He is armed with

grenades and a rifle, and his only mode of

transportation is skis. The island is pow

ered by 16 Heat Stations, which arepump

ing heat from Earth's core in order to

provide energy to the villages on the is

land. If General Masters obtains control of

these Heat Stations, all is lost. This is where

the strategy comes in because Captain

Stark must assemble his forces and de

stroy the enemy headquarters. The strate

gic part of the game is choosing the best

way to accomplish this task in this diffi

cult, snow-blown terrain. In Midwinter,

the land is as much your enemy as the evil

General.

All movements are accomplished via

the mouse or joystick, although joystick

movements are the most difficult. Skis are
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a dialogue box. You just move the mouse,

point to where you want to go, and click.

Onceyou find the "distaff", you can weave

drafts by pointing at the object you would

like the draft to effect, and then click on

sectionsofthe distaff. (The distaffappears

at the lower left of the screen. See Figure

2.) If you play in the lower two levels (two

out of three), the drafts are played out on

the distaff as they are discovered, so that

you can record the notes. On the upper,

expert level, you must play the game "by

ear". Drafts are played on the speakers as

they are discovered, but not played on the

distaff. Your reward in the expert level is

some extra animation not seen in the stan

dard game.

That's all you need to know to play

the game, and explore the world ofLOOM.

The programmers didn't forget the neces

sities, such as a pause feature, sound on/

off, save/load game, or quit/restart the

game. These functions are available by

hitting the appropriate function keys. As

you are exploring, the game will often

begin an animated scene by itself. During

these scenes you sit back and watch what

is going on, as the computer takes the

character through the events which tran-

Bobbin

is ready

to search

new worlds,

distaff

in hand!

spire. If you're replaying the game, the

ESC key will bypass the scene. This inter

face works well, and eliminates typing.

The other advantage is that it is easy to

play for children and adults alike, making

this an excellent family adventure.

Spread over three copyable disks,

LOOM creates an incredible world in

which the player becomes absorbed. The

animations, graphics, and sound effects

are all well done, and the plot is mysteri

ous and inviting. Advanced adventurers

can complete the game in about 8 hours,

while beginners will probably take 14 or

more hours to complete the game on its

easiest level. To see all the animations,

you must complete the game in its expert

mode.

If you get an Amiga in your Christ

mas stocking, LOOM would make an ex

cellent addition to your new software li

brary.
LOOM

Price: $59.95

Lucasfilm Gomes

P.O. Box 10307

San Rafael, CA 94912

(BOO) 782-7927

Inquiry #212

■AC-

available to all characters, but they can

also find other forms of transportation,

such as hang-gliders, snowmobiles, and

cable cars if they visit the appropriate

places (snowmobiles are found in garages,

cable cars are in the mountains, and hang-

gliders are found at cable car stations).

Learning how to ski is an acquired trait, as

is driving a snowmobile, or hang gliding.

If the character tries to navigate on too

slippery a slope, he causes an avalanche,

which leads to damaged body parts or

broken equipment.

Although the gamecomes with a pre

printed map, the most useful map is the

one provided on the computer screen. It is

here you can find out where your other

police force members are located, as well

as the locations of other areas of strategic

significance. The relief view of the map

gives you a good idea of how rough the

terrain is. Whether your VFPF characters

are destroying enemy installations or re-

cruitingofher members they will use these

maps as a guide to their objectives.

To make the program realistic, the

characters need food and rest to survive.

Enemy

vehicle

spotted.

You can blow

him away

with bullets,

or hand

grenades!

Both items may be acquired at many

different locations, including huts,

churches, and homes. Failing to acquire

enough of either leads to fatigue and

blackouts, which depletes your overall

strength. Supplies such as dynamite, bul-

lets,and grenades canbeobtained atstores.

The dynamite is used to destroy factories,

warehouses, and other locations from

which the enemy is getting restocked.

Police stations are where most other

members of the FVPF can be found.

As in real life, recruiting fellow offic

ers can be complex. Each character has

certain attributes that make him liked or

disliked by other characters. This means

that if you send one character to recruit

another that doesn't like him, he may not

join the force. Your clues to these interper-

(continued on page 59)
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* BOSTON, MA *

January 4-5

* SEATTLE, WA *

January 11-12

* RALEIGH, NC *

January 18-19

* SAN DIEGO, CA t*

January 25-26

* DETROIT, MI *

February 8-9

• TORONTO, ON :

February 22-23 I

AMIGA
WORLD

PRESENTS
WINTER SEMESTER

1991

(VICE CLASSES

* YOUR FIRST AMIGA •

* USING THE CLI *

STER CLASSES

* AMIGA ANIMATION *

* AMIGA GRAPHICS *

t^ AMIGA VIDEO *

AMIGA NOVICE CLASSES - THE PERFECT INTRODUCTIONAMIUA fliUVILIS LLASS&b - Ttit I'LKtELI IISiKUUULHUN

AmigaWorld Expo offers Novice classes for Amiga users just starting out. Both classes arc designed to give you basic introductory

information. Each class is 3 hours, costs $30 a person and is limited to 40 students.

AMIGA MASTER CLASSES - GET THE MOST FROM YOUR AMIGA!

Amiga Master Classes are designed to provide in-depth information on several professional topics of Amiga use. Each subject is offered in

the morning in an introductory format and in the afternoon for more advanced users. We encourage you to attend both. Each 3 hour class

costs $60.00 a person and is limited to 40 students.

AMIGA CLASS INSTRUCTORS- YOUR KEY TO SUCCESS

The quickest way to master your Amiga is to learn from a Master. Our instructors include Arnica luminaries such as: STEVE SEGAL,

ORAN J. SANDS III, BRADLEY SCHENCK and GENE BRAWN.

REGISTER TODAY! CALL 800-32-AMIGA or 914-741-6500

Basil Amiga Concepts
NOVICE I is an total introduction for the Amiga user, covering ihc Amiga

software and hardware configurations. Expanding your Amiga with

memory, hard drives, printers, modems and other peripherals is discussed.

NOVICE CLASSES

Understanding the CLI
iNOVICE II gives Ihe Command Line Interface (CLI) an in-depth look. Your

Amiga is at its most flexible when you understand use of the CLI. A special

look at the world of Amiga public domain software will also be included.

The Amiga Animation Station

ANIMATION I will cover the basics of anima

tion in general and Amiga animation specifically.

Different animation options will be discussed

with an emphasis on two dimensional animation.

ANIMATION II is a continuation of Animation I

and delves more specifically into artist's tech

nique. Three dimensional animation is the pri

mary topic for this course.

INSTRVCTORSTEYE SEGAL

MASTER CLASSES

Working with Amiga Graphics

GRAPHICS I covers all aspects of the current

state of the Amiga art of illustration. The advan

tages and disadvantages of different Amiga reso

lutions will also be covered.

GRAPHICS II will cover specific techniques on

computer illustration. These topics include

palettes, anti-aliasing, landscapes, and color-

cycling.

INSTRUCTOR: BRADLEY SCHENCK

Circle 1E5 on Reader Service card.

The Amiga as a Pro Video Tool

VIDEO I covers basic technical video concepts

that concern Amiga users. Amiga graphic tech

niques for video and informal questions and an

swer sections form the basis for this class.

VIDEO II is a continuation of Video I. This

class will take an effect-oriented approach.

demonstrating the usage and combination of var

ious Amiga programs.

INSTRUCTOR: ORAN J. SANDS li

GENE BRAWN
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(Midwinter, continued from page 57)

acter synopses presented in the 192-page

manual.

The characters are controlled entirely

through a well-done icon interface. If you

want a character to rest, click on the icon

with the sleeping figure. Thus, manipu

lating each character is a snap. It has to be,

because you have to control a number of

different characters in order to win the

game. Wisely, the programmers makeyou

take turns with each character, control

ling their actions individually, instead of
making you control all characters at once.

If desired, however, you can put several

members onto one "team".

The graphics are 3-dimensional, and

can be viewed from all angles. Scrolling is

a little choppy in all of the transportation

modes, regardless of speed. Most of the

animation sequences are abit limited, and

the sound effects are adequate, though

not astounding. They do put the Amiga's

stereo ability to good use in that enemy

vehicles on your left emit sounds from the

left speaker, and so with vehicles ap

proaching from the right. The point-and-

click interface is well done, leaving the

keyboard to be used for various com

mands such as firing weapons and saving

the game.

Where "Midwinter" really shines is

in the actual gameplay. This is a hard

game to play strategically, yet I found

myself spending hours trying to get my

forces in position to overcome the opposi

tion. Even though the graphics and sound

weren't "great", I found myself coming

back for more of this exciting challenge.

An interesting game scenario is pre

sented in the manual. It gives a full histori

cal account of the events leading up to the

current situation; however, it is a bit long.

Although the story is interesting, the most

important parts of the manual to read are

on maneuvering the different transporta

tion devices, and the strategic tips on win

ning the game.

If you prefer pure action-arcade

games, I would stay away from this one.

If, however, you would like to become

fully enveloped in a strategic guerrilla

war that needs to be fought with both

brains and brawn, definitely takea look at

"Midwinter". 'AC-
Midwinter

Price: $39.95
Microplay Software

Masters of Strategy Series
180 Lakelront Drive

HuntValley,MD21030

(301)771-1151

Inquiry #213

(Imperium, continued from page 55)

Another helpful feature is the clip

board. You use the clipboard to keep track

of things to do. By using the clipboard,

you can send an item from the clipboard

to another window. This allows you to

issue a command to a fleet for instance.

You use the clipboard in conjunction with

the map. The map is a computerized pic

ture of the known universe. With it you

can get a wealth of information. You find

out where different solar systems and

planets are located. You can also find out

which are owned by you and the other

empires.

One of the gadgets on themap allows

you to send names of selected fleets and

planets to the clipboard. My only com

plaintwith this feature is that it is not large

enough! The clipboard does not scroll like

other lists. By sending a planet and a fleet

name to the clipboard you can use it to

issue orders to a fleet to move to that

planet. I just wish it was largerand scrolled.

There isn't alot of graphics or sound

with this game. The only sounds are some

music at the startup and before news items

are displayed. 1 found that the news item

music slowed down the gameCyou get

alot of news each turn with a large em

pire!) so I mostly ran with it turned off.

You get news pictures when viewing a

news message. The whole game is done

using black on gray. It would have been a

little nicer to have some real graphics or

even some simple animated sequences to

liven up combat reports! The windows

and graphics while simple allow you to

move any window to the front by just

clicking the mouse in the window.

The game is fast, even from a floppy.

There is only a small amount of disk ac

cesses during a game. The play is fast, it

just takes time to decide what you want to

do! Tons of reports to look at each turn

and many orders to issue! The game takes

alot of planning, you have to design your

ships, create fleets, build ships for those

fleets. All this takes time, money, and

natural resources. An empire might be

able to build a small fleet with the avail

able money and resources, or it might go

into debttyou pay interest on those loans)

and try to create a large one. There is a

limit of 10 fleets and 80 ships in the game.

This forces you to plan you fleets and

balances the play.

The disk is not copy protected, the

game uses a simple manual protection

that only occurs on the first turn after the

r A o,re»1 gill ld«. only M9.9S I

An Iliusiraicd math sludy COURSE...

the

«*■ Mat.h

Hdvrntrge
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■ ID Levels thiouah simple division

■ Problems solved jusl Mff "" p*T>"
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Circle 108 on Reader Service card.

game is started. You are asked to enterone

of the eight items listed in the manual for

the subordinate shown on the screen. My

biggest complaints are that there are no

instructions for installing this gameon my

hard drive and that it does not multi-task.

It was pretty simple to install on my hard

drive, I just copied the disk to a directory

and assigned "Imperium:" to the direc

tory. I changed the startup-sequence file

to do this and shut down some of my

utilities prior to the Imperium startup.

Unfortunately, since the game will not

multi-task, I had to dedicate time to play

it. The game forces a re-boot when you

want to quit, since the quit option in the

menu will just allow you to start a new

game. It would have been nice to be able to

play while my programs are compiling, or

a download was occuring!

If you like strategy games like Bal

ance of Power, or Empire, you will defi

nitely like Imperium. I have only been

around in my game for about 300 years

and Matthew Stibbe, the author told me

on B1X that there are many surprises still

await my empire! Imperium was written

in Great Britain by Matthew Stibbe and

Nick Wilson. It is distributed by Elec

tronic Arts. I definitely recommend it!

Now.... How can I stop Saturn from re

volting? Send in the DropTroops! Charge!

•AC-
Imperium

Price: $39.95

Electronic Arts

San Mateo, CA 94404
800-245-4525

415-571-7171

FAX415-571-7995
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AC Disks
Source code and executable programs included for all articles printed in Amazing Computing.

1

2

3

4

5

6

AC V3.8 and V3.9
Gels In MultlForth Parts I & II; Learn taw to use Gels in MultForth, Auihor: John Bushak/a

FFP k IEEE: An Example of using FFP S IEEE math routines m Modula-2. Author: Steve Faiwiszewski

CAI: A Computer Aided Instruction program with editor written in AmigaBASIC, Auihor: Paul Caslonguay

Tumblln" Tots: A complete game written in Assembly language. Save the falling babies in thisgame.

Author1 David Ashley

VGad: A gadget ed tor that allows you to easily create gadgets. The program then generates C code that you
can use in your own programs. Author: Stephen Vermeulen

MenuEd: A menu editor that allows you to easily create menus. The program then generates C code that you

can use in you own programs. Author: David Pehrson

Bspread: A powerf.il spread sheet program written in AmigaBASIC. Author: Bryan Catery

AC V4.3 and V4.4
Fractals Part I: An introduction to the basics of fractals with examples in AmigaBASIC, True BASIC, and C.
Author: Paul Castonguay

Shared Libraries: C source and executable coda that shows the use of shared libraries. Auihor: John Baez

MultiSort: Sorisrg and intertask communication n Modula-2. Auihor Steve Fanwszewski

Double PlayfieM: Shows how to use dual piaySeldS in AmigaBASIC. Author: Robert D'Asto

*8S1 Main Part I: Pio$rarr:m,ng the 68381 math coptoassor chp in C Author- Read Predmora

Args; Pasarg arguments to an AmigaBASIC program from the CU. Author: Brian Zupke

AC V4.5 and V4.6
Digitized Sound: Using the Auaio.device to play digitized sour-ids in Modula-2. Author: Len A. White

'881 Math Part 11: Part II of programming the E3381 math coprocessor ch.p using a fractal sample.

Author: Read Prednore

At Your Request: Jsing the system-suppled requestors from AmigaBASIC. Au!hor: John F. Weiderrum

Insla Sound: Tappng sound from AmigaBASIC u&ng the Wave command. Author: Greg Stnngfeilow

MIDI Out: A MIDI program that you can expand upon. Written in C. Autnor: Br. Serapnim Winsto*

Diskless Compiler: Seisng up a compiler environment that Ooesnl need floppies. Author; Chuck Raudonis

AC V4.7 and V4.8
Fractals Part II: Pan II on fracials and graphics on the Amiga in AmigaBASIC and True BASIC.

Author; Paul Castonguay

Analog Joysticks: The code for using analog joysticks on the Amga. Written in C. Author: David Kinzer

C Noles: A small program to search a file for a speolic siring in C. Auihor: Stephen Kemp

Better String Gadgets: How to tap the power o'- string gadgets b C. Author: John Bushakra

On Your Alert: Usng me sys:em's alerts from AmigaBASIC. Aitfior: John F, Wiederhim

Batch Files: Executing batch f.les from ArrigaBASIC. Auihor; Mark AydelloUe

C Noles: The beginning of a utility program in C. Author: Stephen Kemp

AC V4.9
Memory Squares: Test your memory with tits AmgaBASlC game. Author: Mike Morrison

High Octane Colors: Use aihering in AmigaBASIC to get the appeararce of many more colors.

Mac Rcoerj D'As»

Cell Animation: Usng cell animation in Modula-2. Author: Nicholas Oaselia

Improving Graphics: Improve the way you: program looks no maaer what screen it opens on. In C.

Autfar: Rchard Martin

Gels in MuHi-Forth-Part 3: The third and final part on using Gels in Forth. Author; John Bushakra

C Notes V4.9: Look at a simple utility program in C. Author: Stephen Kemp

iD_Cells: A program that simulates a one-Oimens.onal cellular automata. Author: flussell Wallace

Colourscope: A shareware program that shows different graphic designs. Author: Russeil Wallace

ShowlLBM: A program that displays lo-res. hi-res, interlace and HAM IFF rxtures. Author. Russell Wallace

Labyrinth_tl: Roll paying text adventure game. Author: Russell Walace

Most: Text file reader that will display one or mora files. The program will automatically format the text for you.
Author: Russeil Walace

Terminator: A virus protection program. Author: flussell Wallace

ACV4.10andV4.11
Typing Tutor: A program wrinen in AmigaBASIC thai will help you improve your typing, Auirior: Mike Morrison

Glatt's Gadgets: Using gadgets in Assembly language. Author: Jeff Glatt

Function Evaluator: A prograr. thai accepts mat-amatcal functions and evaluates them. Written in C.

Au"Jxir: Randy Finch

Fractals: Part III: AmigaBASIC code that shows you how to saveioad pictures to disk. Auto: Paul Caslonguay

More Requestors: Usng sys:em calls in AmigaBASIC to buW requestors. Author: John Wiederrwn

Multl-Forlh; Implementing the ARP library Irom Forth. Author: Lonnie A. Walson

Search Utility: A file search utility wntten in C, Author; Stephen Kemp

Fast Pics: fle-wm;ng the pixel drawing rautne in Assembly language for speed. Author Scot! Steinman

W Colors: Using eJtra-haJf-briie mcce in AmgaBASlC. Autnor Bryan Catey
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Fast Fractals: A fast fractal program wnten m C with Assembly language aiQroutr^s. AuJicn Hugo M. H. Lyppens

Multitasking in Fotiran: All the hard work is done here so you can multitask in Fortran. Author: Jim Locket

ACV4.12andV5.1
Arexx Part It Information on how to set up your own ARe« programs with examples. Auihor: Steve Gilmor

Leggo My LOGO: A Logo program that generates a Christmas tree with decorations. Auihor: Mike Morrison

Trees and flecurslon: An introduction to binary trees and how to use recursion. Written ft] C. Auihor: Forest Amok)

C Notes: A look at two data compressing techniques in C. Author: Stiphen Kemp

Animation? BASICally: Using cell animation with AmigaBASIC. Author: Mi*e Morrison

Menu Builder: A utility to help build menus in your own programs. Written in C. Autnor: Tony Preston.

Dual Demo: How to use dual playfields to make your own arcade games. Wntten in C. Author: Thomas Eshelman

Scanning the Screen: Part lour in the tracais seres. This article covers drawing to the screen. In AmigaBASIC and

True BASIC. Autnor: Paul Castonguay,

C Notes: Recuisve functions in C. Author: Stephen Kemp.

AC V5.2 and V5.3
Dynamic Memory!: Ftenblfl stnrvj gadget requester us.-ng dynamic memory aitocaaon. Author: Randy Finch.

Call Assembly language Item BASIC: Add speed to your programs vrth Assembly. Author: Mann F. Combs

Conundrum: An AmigaBASIC program Jiat s a ouzie-like (jams, simter to the game &mon. Author Dave Senger

Husk: THler: Generates a tiler display to accompany (Me audio on a VCR recording. AuJidt Brian Zupke

C Notes From the C Group: Wrong functions that accept a variable number of arguments. Author: Sieohen Kemp

Screen Saver: A quick remedy to prolong the life of your monitor. Author Bryan CaBey

AC V5.4 and V5.5
Bridging The 33" Cfiasm: Making Amiga 3.5" drives compatible with IBM 3.5" drives. Author: Karl D. Belsom.

Ham Bone: A neat program that illustrates programming in HAM mode. Author: Robert D'Asto.

Handling Gadget and Mouse IntuiEvents: More gadgets in Assembly language. Author: Jeff Glatt.

Super Bitmaps in BASIC: Holding a graphics display larger thai the monitor screen. Author: Jason Cahill

Rounding Off Your Numbers: Programming routines to make rounding your numbers a littie easier.

Author: Sedgwict Simons

Mouse Gadgets; Faster BASIC mouse input, Author; Michael Fahrion

Print Utility: A homemade print uutity, with some extra added leatures. Auihor: Brian Zupke

Bk>feed back/Lie detector Device: Build your own lie detector device. Author John lovine.

Do It By Remote: BuikJ an Amiga-operaied remole controller for your home. Author: Andre Theberge

ID
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AC V5.6 and V5.7
Convergence: Pal frve of the Fractal series. Auihor: Paul Castonguay

Amiga Turtle Graphics: Computer graphics and programming with a LOGO-like graphics system.

Auihor: Dylan MnNamee

C Notes: Doing inked list and doubly lin-ad lists in C. Author: Stephen Kemp

Tree Traversal & Tree Search: Two common methods for raversing trees. Author: Forest W. Arnold

Exceptional Conduct: A qjck response to user requests. cCh.eved through effoen; program logic.

Author Mark Casnman.

Getting to We Point: Custom Ir.tuflon powers in Am-gaBASC Autfior. Robert D'As:o

Crunchy Frog II: ACd.rg. windows and ctner odds and ends. Aulwr: Jim Rore

Synchronicity; Roht and left bran laieraSzalion. Author: John lovine

C Notes From the C Group: Doutxy linked lists revisited. Autho" Stephen Kemp

Poor Man's Spreadsheet: A simple spreadsheet program that demonstrates manipulating arrays.

Author: Geny L. Penrose.

AC V5.8, V5.9 and AC V5.10
ully Utilizing We 68881 Math Coprocessor Part HI: Timrgs and Turrxi_Pnel Function. Author: Read Predmcre.

C Noles From iheC Group 5.8 4 5.10: Functions supcmng doubly linked lists, and a program that wil examine an

ichrve file and remove any files that have been extracted. Author: Stephen Kemp

Time Out!: Accessing the Amiga's system timer device via Modula-2. Author; Mark Cashnan

Slock-Porttotio: A program to oiganize and track investments, music libraries, mailing lists, eic. in AmigaBASIC.

Auihor: G. L. Penrose.

CygCC: An AReix progmmmmg tutorial Author: Duncan Thomson.

Programming \n C on a Floppy System: Begin lo develop programs in C with just one megabyte of HAM

Author: Paul Miller.

Koch Flakes: Using the preprocessor to organize your programming. Author: Pad Castonguay

Audiollluslon: Experience an amai.ng audio illusion genera:ed on trie Amiga in Benchmark Modula-2.

Author: Craig Zupke

Pictures: IFF pictures Irom past Amazing Computing issues

ACV5.11 &V5.12

Keyboard Input In Assembly: Founh ir a series of Assemtfy 63000 programming tutorials. Author: Jeff Giatt.

A Shared Library lor Matrix Manipulations: Creating a shared lixary can be easy. Author; Randy Firch.

C Noles From The C Group: A dscusson on Cryptography. Auhor: Stephen Karnp

For PDS orders, please use form on page 95. Visa and MasterCard available.



R O E R S

by The Bandito

[Thestatements and projectionspresented

in "Roomers" are rumors in the purest sense.

The bits ofinformation aregathered by a third-

party source from whispers inside the indus

try. At press time, they remain unconfirmed

and are printed for entertainment value only.

Accordingly, the staff and associates of

Amazing Computing"' cannot be held re

sponsible for the reports made in this column.]

The news from West Chester contin

ues to be interesting. Despite attempts to

clamp down onsecurity leaks, The Bandito

continues to find tasty tidbits seeping out

through the cracks. There is nothing like a

fast rummage through a dumpster to find

some revealing memos or technical draw

ings, but the hard part is driving away at

high speeds over those mountains in the

parking lot (euphemistically referred to as

"speed bumps"). It's just another day in

the life of a gossip columnist braving dan

ger to bring you your monthly diet of

information.

From a memo found buried under a

pizza box, The Bandito has discovered

more information about the much-touted

CDTV system. You know, the one that

Nolan Bushnell is hawking. Did anyone

happen to ask what year that "fall" ship

ping date was supposed to be in? Well,

according to the latest data, it looks like

CDTV may not ship until spring of 1991.

The Bandito has found out there are sev

eral reasons for this delay.

For starters, there's no real develop

ment system yet. According to one devel

oper, Commodore's advice was to "put

the software on a hard disk and we'll

master it for you." So how does this help

the developer put high-quality audio and

full-motion video into hisproducts?That's

treating a CD-ROM just like a big floppy

disk, and that is a big mistake. For one

thing, it means a lot of developers won't

take you seriously.

Another thing that's delaying CDTV

is an attempt to be competitive with CD-I,

which now offers full-motion video and

CD-quality sound. Commodore thinks

that CDTV needs support for real-time

HAM mode movies, which is mostly a

software problem. After all, anybody who

saw NewTek's Demo Reel II (which was

only shown and never released) knows

that it's possible. Maybe Commodore

could buysome technology from NewTek

and put it all together. Another possibility

being considered is to include circuitry to

create a video-quality mode with millions

of colors, possibly even fast enough for

animation.

Commodore has announced that

CDTV will be "upgradable" to CD-I when

that chip set is available. This means the

hardware has to be redesigned to allow

for that possibility, and the software must

also take that into account. It's a tall order,

and filling that order takes time.

Thus, there are quite a few issues that

remain unresolved forCDTV: exactly what

the hardware and software capabilities

will be, what the software support will be,

and what the market will be. Is it educa

tion? Corporate training? Games? The

mythical "home computer"? The Bandito

will be watching closely to see how this

turns out. Stay tuned, sports fans. It prom

ises to be an exciting game.

Speaking of games, Apple has been

making some aggressive moves lately.

They finally woke up to the fact that their

computers were too expensive, and started

releasing cheaper ones, although they are

still not cheap enough to beat the Amiga.

In Europe, where the price difference was

even more amazing, The Bandito hears

that the new Mac Classic may be priced

the same as the A500 in the UK—about

400 pounds. System prices will be compa

rable to an Amiga 500, though of course

there's no color, the screen has lower reso

lution, and there's no animation support.

And, unless Commodore finally decides

to lower the A500 price, the U.S. market

value will also be fairly close. The Bandito

knows that they've been toying with the

idea, but this move by Apple may be just

the jolt Commodore needed to stir up

some action. Look for a price cut before

Christmas, and perhaps a significant cut

early next year.

The Bandito thinks that the Mac Clas

sic is not so much of a threat, but the

Macintosh LC is more competitive. Espe

cially in the business marketplace, it's

priced and equipped comparably to an

Amiga 2500. The Bandito fully expects

that Commodore will engage in another

round of price reductions to meet this

challenge head-on. The emphasis will be

on desktop video, since the Video Toaster

is powerful ammunition for that fight.

The Macintosh market is now awash

with 3-D animation software. It seems like

they noticed how well that material does

on the Amiga, and the prices are incred

ible! The least expensive is S500; many are

$700 or S800, and there are several SI 500

packages. One of the more complete pack

ages is priced at a low, low, $7995! And

most of this software isn't complete! You

have to go and buy a modeling package

separate from the animation and render

ing package.

Well, OK, but does this Mac software

work better? Hah! The Amiga's 3-D soft-
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Amiga* Digest Video Series
Tape I • Mastering Workbench' and CLT
Tape 2 - DeskTop Publishing with PageStream"
Tape 3 • The Power of AmigaVision*

Tape 4 ■ Advanced DIP with PageStream 2.0"

$30 each Two 550 Three $70 Four $90
includesUPSsMppng(US<xtt\ V*ik.add 4V*In

Orders Only: 1-800-992-GRVP
Grass Roots Video Productions

P.O. Box 10B89

Burke. VA 22015

Inquiries: (703)569-2652

MasterCard. VISA, Check. MO, COD

Active Duty Military Personnel Receive IK't Discount

Ctfloiht d>Kc«rt coupon
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ware, besides being remarkably less ex

pensive, has had years to acquire the pol

ish that you just can't find on the Mac.

Now if only Commodore can get the word

out, they should be able to do very well in

this market. That's why their Siggraph

appearance was so important.

It seems that the bad news has finally

arrived for A-Max. As of September 15,

Apple has allegedly stopped selling Mac

ROMs to dealers unless they are in ex

change for a "broken" set. Previously,

Apple dealers could buy as many ROMS

as they liked, forS120 a set. But Apple has

finally noticed just how many ROMswere

ending up in emulators like A-Max, and

has decided to clamp down, particularly

since Apple will now be selling a low-cost

Macintosh. The Bandito doesn't know if

this prohibition will be permanent, but

you'd better make sure you can get Mac

ROMs before you buy your A-Max.

Gold Disk has finally succumbed to

the lure of other software platforms. They

are currently working on a version of

ShowMaker for the Macintosh. In fact,

The Bandito hears they are working on

both a low- and a high-end version. Of

course, the low-end is a measly $195 and

the high-end is $495. The Bandito hopes

that Gold Disk is ready for a fight, since

that Macintosh market is very expensive

to compete in, and the boys from Canada

don't know their way around the terri

tory. Just lookhow well Byte-By-Byte has

done with Sculpt for the Macintosh—

that is, not well at all. But since that is

where they make most of their money,

this won't mean less support for their line

of Amiga products.

The VideoToasterwas finally shipped

out before the end of September, as

promised, which is cause for cries of re

joicing. Unfortunately, the quantities sent

out were very limited at first. A few lucky

people are very happy to have received

their wonder hardware, while the rest of

the world awaits the volume shipments

still to come. The Bandito predicts that

Ham It Up! <v. 1.02)
ASixleen 256-color charts

wllhRSB.'CMY values
lake ihe guesswork
our of color selection

AExpanded "Blender
blends & saves more

AWorks wilh DigjPainl''-'
ond DeluxePaint"'*

^■Introducing... New!

HamltUp! Clip Art
Backgrounds, gradients,
textures crealed wilh
HomltUpl's smooth blends.

Displays and prints

a!! 4096 Amiga colors!
S29.91"' tor HamllUp! Clip Art. Vol. 1 (3-cJlsk set)
$39.96" for HamllUp! (both Include U.S. shpg.)

Call or send a check or money order to:

A Delta Graphics A 48 Dighton St.

Brighton. MA 02135 A (617)254-1506

Mass residents add: ■Si.SOor "$2 00 sales tax

Deatei Inquiries welcome

It's been a long wait for those who

have been seeing the Video Toaster

demo'ed for years. Why did it take so long

before they shipped it? The Bandito hears

that it's because they stuffed many more

features into the Toaster than originally

planned. Among other things, the Video

Toaster now includes ToasterPaint, a 24-

bit paint program which is based on Digi-

Paint 3 technology, and Allen Hastings'

LightWave 3D animation and rendering

software. The hardware can now do a

whole range of coloring effects, including

some that can be found on no other piece

of video equipment. Also add in lumi

nance keying, genlock, and switching be

tween seven possible sources andyou end

up getting a mixture that's quite explo

sive. It's no wonder it took such a long

time to put the Video Toaster package

together.

The Toaster has been attracting atten

tion from the mainstream computer press

and even the national media, including

coverage by CNN and Preview. And the

venture capitalists have, of course, been

waving their money around, but NewTek

isn't taking any, preferring to maintain

control ofthesituation.The Bandito thinks

that's the smart move. Why some of these

vultures would want the Toaster to be put

into a Macintosh or a PC is anyone's guess.

But not to worry, TimJenison would never

allow that to happen to NewTek's prized

possession.
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while NewTek will ramp up as fast as

they can, the demand will grow even

faster. It'll probably be months before

NewTekcan keep pace with the demand.

But now that the Video Toaster is finally

out, The Bandito expects a bevy of videos

to be created using this new technology.

Of course, when a home user begins to

create videos, they'll probably be just as

graphically appealingas the first desktop

published documents ... that is, really

ugly.

The Bandito also expects to see new

records set for the number of digital video

effects per second in rock videos once the

Toaster gets around.

Memory

Management, Inc.

Amiga Service

Specialists
Over four years experience!

Commodore authorized full service

center. Low flat rate plus parts.

Complete in-shop inventory.

Memory Management, Inc.

396 Washington Street

Wellesley, MA 02181

(617)237 6846.
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In other video news, NEC is intro

ducing the PC-VCR, an S-VHS deck de

signed to be controlled by PCs. It offers

single-frame accuracy for about $2,000.

You may ask, "What's so important about

that?" Well, it's just what you need to

make those incredible animations you've

seen from Allen Hastings. Lower-cost

models are in the works, along with an

inexpensive TBC built into the high-end

model. PC and Mac controller software is

also in the works; could the Amiga be far

behind? Just think—ifyoucombineitwith

a Video Toaster, you could have a com

plete homemade TV studio.

Commodore has upgraded the base

A3000 hard drive from 40 to 50 megabytes

with no price change. That's a nice little

added bonus, don't you think? The Bandito

hears that the A3000 has been selling well,

although a number of third-party cards

don't work in it yet. The reason is purely

mechanical; the space available changed

between the A2000 and the A3000. So a

number of products will have to be re

vised, but it shouldn't take too long. Chief

among the products to be changed is the

Video Toaster. Commodore is especially

eager to get that working with the A3000

series as soon as possible.

The 68040 has been delayed again by

Motorola; it's not expected in quantity

until Christmas. That means the '040

Amiga won't be out until then, either. Do

Learn the Alphabet and Have Fun
Animation, Pictures, Letters, and Song

Buy Now For The Holidays - $30.00

Check or COD - Maryland Residents Add 5%

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

PARTH GALEN

6281 Trotter Road, Clarksville, Maryland 21029

301 -531- 3527

expect, however, an introduction at the

CeBit show in March. The 68040 delays

arealsoholdingup those accelerator card

manufacturers. The first few cards prob

ably won't be out until early 1991. But

those babies should really scream, espe

cially for things like ray-tracing. Now

let's see... who wants to do the first flight

simulator with real-time, ray-traced, 3-D

graphics? The Bandito will surely try his

hand at one.

Commodore is working hard to push

the Amiga, primarily because their other

computer lines aren't doing particularly

well anymore. They have allegedly shut

down production of Cl28s due to lack of

COLOR RIBBONS & PAPER
Colors: Black, fled, Blue, Green, Brown, Purple, Yellow

Ribbons:

pries each

Brother 1109

Clllien 2QO/GSX 140

Cltlzon QSX 140, 4-Coloi

Epson MX/FX/RX80/65

Okldala 1B2/192

Panasonic 119011121

Commodore MPS

Star NX1000

Star NX1000, 4-Color

S4.95

1.50

3.75
5.50

5.75

Cull

3.75

S5.95

5.50

4.50

7.50

7.75

For

4.75

6.75

T-ShM

Ribbons

J 7.00

7.50

6.75

6.00

Price

6.75

10.00

T-Shlrt (Heat Transler) Ribbons

Colors Black, fled. Blue. Giecn. Blown. Purple. Yellow

COLOR PAPER

Color Paper 200 sheets assorted

Bilght Pack: 9V4 x 11 J1O.90lpk
Pastel Pack: 9'^xii S 8.90/pk

Color Certificate Paper; 100 sheets S 9.95'pk

Color Banner Paper: 45 It./roll S B.95/pk

Mm oide'5 $25 00 Minimum SSH 14 00 Ca» 10' Oine> tibbon* and

supplies Price and spec fl'e subject lo etiange w/o roiice

RAMCO COMPUTER SUPPLIES

P 0. Box 475. Manteno. IL 60950 U S.A.

(USA) 800-522-6922 or

(Canada) 800-621-5444
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sales, while sales of the C64 and the Colt

(CBM's low-cost PC clone) are also down

considerably. So, more effort is being put

behind the Amiga product line, particu

larly in the sales and marketing areas.

Commodore is now looking to the desk

top video market to be the flagship appli

cation that sells the Amiga to businesses.

In line with their emphasis on desk

top video, Commodore is said to be ex

ploring a strategic relationship with a

major manufacturer of video equipment.

It's possible that we may see versions of

professional-quality video recorders de

signed to work specifically with the

Amiga—including special software to

CRITICAL

MASS
SOFTWARE

CRITICAL MASS SOFI"WARE

presents

VIRTUAL REALITY 3D
Professionally designed 3-0

objecls lor use in the mosl popular

Amiga 3-D modeling programs.

Silicon World - Packed w.ih 3D objecls based on common eleclronic

components' transistors, resistors, diodes. LEDs. chips, etc

Landscapes I - Common man made roadside objects Street lamps.

maiboxes, fire hydrants, Iralfic lighls, telephone poles and much

more All you need lo creale a super raalislic suburban landscape

Landscape II - This colleclion locuses on natural!andscape features.

Trees, shrubs, bushes. Hewers, hills and more Even a moon and sun

Wien you order please lee I Iree to make suggestions on subjeci

mailer (or lulure Vilua' Reality disks. The best is yet lo cornel

Available in the following formats: 3D Prolessional. Imagine.

Amiga Sculpt 3D 4D. Mac Sculpt 4D. Turbo Silver 203 0.

Vfdeoscape 30. Modeler 3D and Interchange.

Please specify format when ordering

S 24.95 Sendcheck or money order to'

includes shipping S Crilical Mass Soliware
handling in the USA. P.O. Box 23

NJ residents add Si 75sa'esla. Short Hills, NJ 07078
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control those devices. There might also be

a co-marketing agreement to help move

the Amiga into professional video equip

ment stores. The goal is simple: low-cost,

along with easy-to-use video editing ca

pability. Add a Video Toaster to that and

(again) you have a complete video studio.

Speaking of studios, more and more

movies are using Amigas to prototype

their effects and graphics. It's much

cheaper to look at some titles done on ab

Amiga to decide if they are the right style,

rather than getting them done by tradi

tional methods. It saves a lot of time, too,

which is often more precious than money

in the movie business. And it's not just

prototyping, either. Many productions—

particularly science fiction movies—are

using the Amiga for on-screen graphics.

Ironically, the artists often are told to make

the graphics look worse than the best pos

sible on the Amiga—otherwise, they

wouldn't look like the computer graphics

producers want!

Of course, with all this video, anima

tion, digitized sounds, and 24-bit graph

ics, data storage is becoming a problem.

The Bandito has somegood news for those

of you who just can't fit everything on

your hard disk. A rewritable optical stor

age is coming for the Amiga, and from

more than one company, too. This mag

neto-optical drive resembles a CD-ROM,

but it's fully erasable and rewritable, just

Circle 115 an Reader Service card.
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Introducing GTCO SketchMaster™

graphics tablets for Amigas?

combine the simplicity of a mouse with the power

of a graphics tablet for accurate design, tracing and pointing.

The tablet is easy to install, works with all mouse-driven software

and is compatible with all Amiga and IBM® PC's. We're confident

you won't find a better value in a tablet for your Amiga.

£dPen-shaped stylus. Graphic artists appreciate SketchMaster's

thin, lightweight stylus that does not require pressure to operate.

/: Four button cursor. The only Amiga tablet that includes

a cursor and stylus for one low price.

/::No power supply required. SketchMaster plugs into your serial

port so it's easy to install and eliminates cable tangles.

accurate. Very reliable. SketchMasXets have 1000 dots

per inch and no active components.

^Interchangeable with Amiga* and IBMs. You can configure

SketchMaster quickly to perform equally well on either platform.

/-- Five year limited warranty.

>& 12x12' Size:$449; 12x18' Size: $699

Order Today!

Same Day Shipment

Distributed Exclusively By:

DAKOTA
800/DAKOTA-5 corporation
OUU/UHI\UIH 3 PORTSMOUTH, NH

All product names and logos are trademarks or registered trademarks o( their respective companies.

like a floppy. And it stores 650 megabytes

of data on one disk (some models can

handle over 1 gigabyte). The access times

are slower than hard drives, but still quite

fast. Expect the first models early in 1991,

though you should be prepared for some

"sticker shock". The drives won'tbemuch

less than 55,000 to start with, although

prices should come down significantly in

the next few years.

If 650 megabytes isn't enough, there's

new technology on the horizon that may

be just the ticket. There's a company that

is experimenting with holographic stor

age techniques using crystals. We're talk

ing terabytes of storage (that's 1,000

gigabytes) with access times measured in

microseconds, which is faster than most

RAM chips. Lasers are used to scan for

changes in the crystalline structure. And

the crystal is entirely solid state with no

moving parts, so it should be extremely

reliable. The cost? Well, by the time it gets

to market in 1995 or thereabouts, prob

ably under S10,000—and dropping fast.
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The Bandito hears that Commodore

has finally dragged one of its top-secret

projects out of the lab and into the market

place. The big C has announced the debut

of the C64 Games System, which is essen

tially a C64 with a cartridge port and a

joystick included. They expect to compete

against the Nintendo and similar game

machines, except that the C64GS has an

upgrade path.

For those of you who really want to

expand your A500, there's the new Bodega

Bay expansion chassis from California

Access. It sports room for 4 Zorro slots,

three drive bays, and a built-in 200 watt

power supply. Yeah, throw that old

powerbrick away. The price? Expect to

see it for around $300, which is a real deal

for turning your A500 into a reasonable

facsimile of an A2000.

Will Egghead begin carrying Amiga

software? It may well happen in 1991.

Egghead has been a staunch supporter of

Includes

Stylus pen

Interface cabl
Four Button Cursoi

Clear Overlay for Menu:
and Dakota Software Drive

Apple II software, but with the market for

that falling fast, it seems unlikely they'll

continue to stock it. Amiga software is

already selling far better than Apple II

software, and Egghead is gradually be

ginning to recognize that fact. Of course,

it's going to require a drastic change in

attitudes at the head office, but money

talks very loudly.

Workbench 2.0 looks like a New

Year's baby, from the tea leaves that The

Bandito has seen. Well, The Bandito can

wait... barely. It'll be worth it if the bugs

are kept to a minimum, which is the whole

idea. The big question is: who will have

the first 1280 x 400 resolution game?

Next time, The Bandito will once

again present some fearless predictions

for the New Year, attempt to make last

year's predictions look like they came true,

and throw in a few surprises for everyone

to sink their teeth into!

•AC-
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New for 1991!

From the Amiga
technical information publishing leader.

in the beginning,
there was just one
publication

to turn to

for the latest,

most detailed

technical information
available for the

Commodore Amiga,

Now, there are two.

The publishers of

Amazing Computing -
the first monthly

Amiga publication -

and AC's Guide -
the only Amiga

product guide -
proudly announce

AC's Tech For The

Commodore Amiga -

the first technical
Amiga publication -

available to you this

January.

First highlighted in June, 1989 as a "special edition" within Amazing Computing, AC's
Tech is now a separate magazine, designed to address all your technical needs.

AC's Tech is both disk- and print-based, presenting more complex programs, more
detailed studies of Amiga hardware, and more imaginative hardware projects than
any other Amiga publication on the market today. It is the perfect complement to

Amazing Computing.

The disk contains everything necessary to get the programs appearing in the issue up

and running on your Amiga, including all listings, libraries, includes, PD utilities - and

MORE!

AC's Tech takes you to a new level of Amiga computing, explaining more advanced

techniques and providing more stimulating insights and state-of-the-art information

than you ever thought possible in one Amiga publication!

Reserve

yourcopy

NOW.

for just

$11.95!

Hurry-

this

special

offer

expires

December 15,1990!

Use the attached card to order, or call toll free 1 -800-345-3360 for fast credit card service!

AC'S Tech For The Commodore Amiga available through authorized Commodore Amiga dealers, and by mail order only.



by Stephen Kemp

Pssst! Can I tell you a secret? Cryptography is the subject of

this month's column. Defined as the process of writing or deci

phering messages in code, the science of cryptography is usually

divided into two opposing areas of expertise: constructing codes

and breaking codes. One side's job is to create ciphers that cannot

be compromised and, conversely, the other side's job is to prove

that an unbreakable code cannot be created. Incredibly, thou

sands of people, employed by various governments, are devoted

to one side or the other in the science of cryptography.

On our side of the world, encoding of databases and files is

a common task that programs must support. Usually, the meth

ods used to encrypt files are not tremendously sophisticated since

the time required to encrypt and decrypt files and records must

be kept to a minimum. Primarily, file encoding in the business

world can be compared to installing an alarm system in your

home. It may not stop the expert criminal, but it will stop the

majority of thieves.

To make this discussion of cryptography a little easier to

understand, a couple of definitions are in order. There are four

primary items in a cipher system. First, "source" refers to normal

text information. The simplest source contains the space charac

ter ("_") followed by the letters of the alphabet—a total of 27

characters. Second, "cipher" refers to encoded text information.

Third, "method" is the algorithm used to create encoded informa

tion. Finally, a "key" is used by a method to encode and decode

information. Naturally, the method is at the heart of any cipher

system.

One of the simplest methods is named the "Caesar cipher",

and there are a couple of variations in this cipher system. The first

method takes each letter from the source and adds a number (the

key) to the letter before placing it into the cipher text. The letter for

a result that is greater than 26 can be found by subtracting 26. Here

is an example using this method with a key value of 2:

Source Method Cipher

H

E

L

L

O

HELLC

=

=

=

=

> = JGNNG

H+2

E+2

L+2

L+2

0+2

!

It should be obvious that this method is reversed by sub

tracting the key instead of adding. Also evident is the fact that this

method would not be very difficult to defeat since there are only

26 possible scrambled key combinations.

The Caesar cipher can be improved by using a substitute

alphabet as a key instead of a simple constant offset. In this

method, each letter from the source text is substituted with the

character found in the "true" alphabetic position of the key. For

instance, the letter 'A' would occupy the second alphabetic

position (the space usually occupies the first position). This

method would substitute every 'A' in the source with the letter in

the second position of the key alphabet. An example of this

method might look like this:

Alphabet: _A3CDEFGHIJKLMN0PQRSTUVWXYZ

Key: ZOBSAR_WGLHTEUIDPXCNYVFJMKQ

Source Method Cipher

H -

E

L

L -»

0

(H=G>

CE=R)

a=£>
CL=E)

CO=D)

HELLO = GREED

_,

-4

G

R

E

E

D

This method is safer than the firs t one and is still very simple

to implement. Unlike the first method, if you tried to break this

cipher sequentially, it would take millions of combinations to

find the key.

Acode breaker, however, would not start randomly assign

ing alphabets to the cipher. Instead, an examination would be

made of the cipher text and then the frequency of occurrence for

each letter would be applied to the frequency commonly found in

the language. For instance, most everyone knows that the letters

"E", "S", "T", "R", and "N" are very common in the English

language and, by using the knowledge of letter frequency, an

expert code breaker could make an educated guess as to where

each letter corresponds in the key alphabet. By applying the

common letters into the cipher text, breaking the code becomes

analogous to playing "Wheel of Fortune".
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Very seldom in programming will you find methods like

this in use because they are so simple. On the other hand, most file

systems today simply require you to define a password in order

to gain access. The password is the key, but the secret is in the

method used in "applying" the password to the source. I won't

claim inside knowledge of how other programs handle their

encryptions, but we'll be able to examine a method using a

password for protection.

Listing One contains a sample program named SECRET.C

which uses a method ofbit manipulation called "Exclusive ORing"

(XOR) which is applied between the characters in the password

and those found in the file. It is a code simple to implement, but

moredifficult to break than simple character substitution from an

alphabet. This is made possible because alt the characters in the

file (not just thealphabetic ones) can easily be encrypted and later

decrypted.

To discuss the method used in the program SECRET, as

sume that the password to be applied to a file is "SECRET" (pun

intended). The first character in the file would be XORed with the

first character in the password (S); the second character from the

file XORed with the second character (E); the third with the third

character (C), etc. When the end of the password is reached, the

process simply begins again with the first letter. This continues

until the entire file has been encrypted. Other than its size, the

resulting file will bear little resemblance to the original.

For those who are unfamiliar with the logical XOR opera

tion, here is a quick definition. Usually, a logic table is the easiest

way to explain the operation. Logically there are only two values,

TRUE and FALSE. Exclusive ORing each possible combination is

shown in this table:

TRUE xor TRUE = FALSE

TRUE xor FALSE = TRUE

FALSE xor TRUE = TRUE

FALSE xor FALSE = FALSE

In simple terms, an XOR operation can be explained as "one

or the other, but not both." A value XORed with itself results in

a FALSE condition, and any value XORed with FALSE equals

itself. Exclusive ORing is a clean method because the same

method is used to reverse the cipher. This can be demonstrated

best by examining the bitwise operation that occurs using binary

numbers. First we'll need to XOR two numbers and find the

result:

Source 10 10 0 1 10

XOR key 0 1110 0 11

Cipher 110 1010 1

This example demonstrates the important concepts intro

duced by the logic table. Each "1" represents a TRUE value,

likewise each "0" represents FALSE. Using the logic table pre

sented above to determine the operations involved between the

source and key, we can derive the cipher. To restore the source all

you have to do is apply the same key to the cipher. Here is an

example:

Cipher 110 10 10 1

XOR key 0 1110 011

Source 10100110

Now you know the secret of the program in Listing One. A

password is used to encrypt an input file using the method that

we just discussed. Once finished, the process can be easily re

versed by re-running the cipher text through the program using

the same password.

This method has a few flaws (like most ciphers), but they are

not as serious as those found in the Caesar cipher. The primary

flaw in the XOR operation can be found when the text file

periodically contains a series of the same character. For instance,

it is not unusual to find a series of spaces, or underlines, etc. If a

short password is used, the repetition can be easily identified.

Once XORed with the appropriate character, the key can be

discovered. Therefore longer passwords are much safer to use.

Listing One

/• SECRET.C is a program thac accepts a list of filenames or •/

/• wildcards and will read and rewrite each file altering the */

/* text by encrypting it using the letters found in the password */

/* — also supplied on the corrjnand line and distinguished from a */

/• filename by a leading hyphen (-). The same password is used "/

/• for all files. To restore a file to its original state the ■/

/* file muse be submitted to the prograir. again using the same */

/* password that was used during the encryption. Before actually •/

/" changing each file, the user is asked to confirm the changes. */

/" During encryption, this feature i3 net of much value. During */

/■ decryption, however, this will allow the user to determine "/

/• that the file is being restored with the original password. ■/

/* If a "standard" open fails on a file it is skipped. */

/* If compiling with LATTICE the LATTICE keyword is defined for ■/

/■ you. With MAHX, the alternate routes will supply the code */

/' necessary to make the program operate. •/

♦include <stdio.h>

(include <fcnel.h>

(ifdef LATTICE

tinclude <dos.h>

(else

char ■ scdlrO;

strupr(buf) /■ this function is not supplied with Manx library 'I

char "buf;

forl;*buf !- '\0';buf++

iendif

(define TRUE 1

(define FALSE 0

tifdef LATTICE

nainlshort argc,char *argv[J)

(else

nain large,argv)

short argc;

char *argv[];

(endi:

1
char "fptr;

unsigned int count,ct;

short cnt;

short ndx;

char "pword,*pw;

char first;

int ifp.ofp;

ch«r lbuf [256] ;

(ifdef LATTICE

struct FILE1NFO info;

Iendif

if (arge <- 2) (

*buf - toupper f"buf) ;

/■ program start */

/* pointer to filename area •/

/* counter for read/writes »/

/• counter for files •/

/* index for arguments ■/

/* Encryption word pointers •/

* first read indicator •/

/• file io (landless •/

/• line buffer •/

/• file info pointer */

/• if not enough arguments provided */

errout: /" exit point if error discovered •/

printf l"Encrypt the bytes of a file \n"); /■ announce •/

printf!" SECRET -password file [ file ] ...\n");/' example •/

printf{™ where password is the encryption

password\r\n");

printf(" first run encrypts, second run
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Insider II

7.5 Meg in the A1000
upAllows A100Q owners to add

1.5 Meg of Fast Ram

internally. User expandable in

512K increments. Includes
3attery backed clock calendar.

Simple installation, no soldering

required. The Insider II is compatible with
the KwikSlart Rom board. From the maker

of the first internal Ram board for the

A1000. Retail Price $249.95 w/0K

Ill LI
II

KwikStart A1000

VIJ or V2.0

CT3
Allow!

A1000

owners to

install V1.3

or 2.0

Kickstart in

Rom. Frees

up 256K of

memory to use aj Fast Ram under

V1.3. Upgrade to the latest operating

system and still be able to use

Kickstart from disk if needed.

Retail Price $ 99.95 w/o Romi

I

MultiStart II

A500 & A2000

Allows A500
and A2000

owners to

install Kickstart

VI.3andV2.0

Roms and
switch between

them with the

keyboard. Can also install a third

Rom. Lets you stay compatible

with your software. No external

wires or switches required.

Retail Price S 99.95 w/o Roms

0
D

D
D

[1
I

MegAChip 2000

2 Meg ofChip Ramfor the A2000
If you use your Amiga for Graphics,

Desktop Publishing, Desktop Video, 3D

Rendering & Animation, or Multimedia -

Then you need the MegAChip 2000.

Doubles the amount of memory accessable

to the custom chips. Allows you to have a

total of 10 Meg of Ram. Fully compatible
with System 2.0 and the ECS Denise chip. Rclflil price 5 299.95 w/Memory

J r w/o2Meg Agnus

The BattDisk
Battery Backed Static RamDisk

Super fast Static Ram Disk for the A2000 & A3000.AIIows you to have

up to a 2 Meg RamDisk and still have 2 Meg of Chip Ram and 8 Meg of

Fast Ram. Easily cxpandible in 64K. or 256K incremcnls to 2 Meg.

Excellent if you are working with Multimedia applications or animations

where you need fast access to files. Can be used to boot your system,

fully autobootable under 1.3 to FFS. Also can be hardware or software

write protected.

Programmers - Keep

your source code in fast

gum safe static ram.

All Products come with a

Full One Year Warranty.

Contact your local dealer or call for more information. 832 FirSt|*\ 3]
Retail Price J 269.95 w/0K

Circle 159 on Reader Service card.

pt\r\n");

/* exit Che program "/

Check for flags and switches here

pword = NULL;

for(ndx - 1; ndx < argc ;ndx*+)I

if (argv£nctxj [0) -- '-')

pword ■ iargvlndx][1J;

/■ indicate no flag*/

/• examine arguments*/

/* found an indicator*/

/* remember the pword*/

if (pword « NULL II •pword'—'\0') goto errout;/* no password so

exit*/

strupr(pwocd); /* alter case1/

printf("Applying password to filets) \n'); /■ Indicate raessage •/

tifdef LATTICE

fptr - info.fib_FlleName;

tendif

forlndx ■ 1; ndx < argc ; ndx**)(

if {argv[ndx] 10) — »-')

continue;

fifdaf LATTICE

if ldfind(Sinfo,argv[ndx] ,0)

/* simplify name */

/• examine arguments*/

/■ flags already found*/

/■ so skip to next */

01( no Hatches

printf("-No file matches %s-\r.",argv[ndx]) ;

continue;

look for wildcards ■/

tendif

forlcnt - 0; (cnt++K

iifdef LATTICE

if lent !- 0)

if (dnext(Sinfol !- 0) break;/" end of the chain "/

lelse

if (<fptr=scdir{argv[ndx])) »• NULL) break; /* end of chain

lendif

if (access{fptr,0) —• OH /• if file is round ■/

printf("*** %s ***\n",fptr>; /• display filename •/

closefile:

Utility program specific code goes here

first - TRUE;

pw = pword;

i£p - open{fptr,O_RDONLY,01;

ofp - open[fptr,O_WRONLi,Gl;

if (ifp <• 0 I I ofp <- 0)i

*/

password*/

/" first time flag •/

/* point to password */

/• open file for read*/

/• open file for write*/

/■ if opens fail*/

printfl" - skipped — \n")

if (ifp > 0) close(ifp);

if (ofp > 0) close (ofp);

continue;

close if open */

close if open */

continue looping-/

/■ loop through file

EOF ■/

for(;;) (

if ( (count-read!ifp,lbuf,256) ) <- 0) t /

closa(ifp); /• close file ■/

closelofp); /• close again"/

break; /• end loop ■/

for (ct-0; ct < count; ct++)( /" time to work ■/

if (*pw -- '\0') pw - pword; /"reset

lbuflet) *■ »pw++i /• XOR •/

if first line •/if (first)( /■

first - FALSE; /■ no longer fir3t •/

it (accepted(lbur,count) »- FALSE]I

goto ciosefile; /* not accepted ■/

1

prir.tfl* Accepted \n"); /• continue */

J
write lofp,lbuf,count); /• put the line back*/

#ifntief LATTICE

if (cnt == 0) I

printfl" - No files natch %s -\n",argv[adx]);

(continued on page 88)
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PD& dibitu

Insight

into the

World of

Public

Domain

Software

for the

Amiga

UTILITIES & SMALL PROGRAMS

Adapt (FFD #378)

Adapt is a CLI utility that will convert special German characters

while porting to an MS-DOS machine to the correct Amiga codes. This

version is set up to only handle the specific letters listed in the

documentation, but the program can easily be changed. Adapt can

also change a tab to a space or spaces if needed.

To change the code to convert your special characters, all you

need to do is find the code of the characters you want to convert. This

can be found in the documentation of your PC. Simply plug in the

character code in the correct line of the source code, and that's it. This

is explained fully in the documentation provided with the progTam.

This is version 2.2. and includes source. Author: Lars Eggert

Append (FFD #379)

Append is a CLI utility used to append or join two or more files

directly. It is similar to the AmigaDOS JOIN command, but shortens

the steps. Includes source. Author: Oliver Enseling

LLSort (FFD #379)

LLSort can replace the AmigaDOSSORT utility. It has its Pure bit

set and can be made resident. LLSort has more features than the SORT

command. It can sort files in ascending or descending order, lets you

sort with case sensitivity and has the ability to sort with numbers

placed after letters. Includes binary only. Author: Les Leist -*-

by Aim&e R Abren
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THE

Simulator
Now pby BLACKJACK on youi Amiga1" fust as If you were h Nevada. ~Deak up lo
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THE SOFTWARE FACTORY

4574 Unda Visla

Boise, ID B3704
(208) 378-0863

J
Circle 128 on Reader Service card.

TheGuru (FFD #378)

Heee's Baaack! and better than ever.

For those of you who miss the Guru, Nico

has brought him back in Kickstart 2.0.

Three programs are needed to make

the Guru work: TheGuru (the main pro

gram), GuruSettings, and GuruEd.

GuruSettings allows you to change the

speech settings of the Guru: change the

volume, rate, pitch, sex, and mode of the

speech. GuruEd is the phrase editor where

you can display, speak, change, delete

and add to all the phrases the Guru speaks.

As you might have guessed, this isn't

the Guru we came to know and love, but

it's sure a more humorous one. Once

loaded, TheGuru will appear after a set

time, speak one of the phrases found in the

GuruEd, then go away. One good thing

about this Guru is he is not an eminent

purveyor of bad news. Includes binary

only. Author: Nico Francis

UPDATES

PPShow V1.2 (FFD #371) shows normal

IFF ILBM files, as well as files crunched

with the shareware program PowerPacker.

PPShow can be run from both the CLI and

Workbench. Cycling routines have been

rewritten in Assembly so there is less

overhead when cycling. Memory wasn't

freed when an IFF error occured. This has

now been fixed. This isanupdate to VI .la.

Includes binary only.

Author: Nico Francis.

PPMore V1.7 (FFD #371), written to

complement the shareware program

PowerPacker, reads ASCII text files just

like More, plus read files crunched with

PowerPacker. Now system and screen

fonts are fully supported and auto

matically refresh when you resize the

window. You can access PPMore through

the CLI or Workbench. PPMore VI .7 is an

update to VI ,6a. Binary only.

Author: Nico Francis

Mat (FFD #374) is a comprehensive String

Search/Pattern matching program. It can

search for strings or patterns in text files,

and examine text files and directories to

produce output. Mat is said to be about

three times faster than the AmigaDOS

SEARCH command. Changes include the

fast string search mechanism, file

pathname resolution now generates full

pathnames, and Mat can be made resi

dent. This is an update to FFD #102. In

cludes binary only. Author: Pete Goodeve.

TextPlus V2.2E (FFD #375) is a simple

word processor. Includes all the neces

sary options to type letters and reports.

TextPlus has both German and English

versions. Changes from the previous

versions include a backup-mode for sav

ing files from overwriting them. Plus the

block-operations mark, copy, delete, and

delete mark can now be executed with the

mouse. This is an update to V2.0 on FFD

#339. Includes full source.

Author: Martin Stcppler.

BI V1.3 (FFD #375) is a brush-to-image C

code generator. BI loads ILBM or brush

files and converts them to C code. Loads

images in low and high resolutions, hi-res

interlaced, and overscan mode. This is an

update to VI.0. Includes binary only.

Author: Terry Gintz

CardMaker V2.1 (FFD #375) creates card

image data to be used in any card game.

This version now supports AmigaBASIC

programmers. Card Suits are created with

the Suit menu. An empty template is pro

vided for the user to draw his own images.

This is an update to Vl.O on FFD #184.

Includes binary only. Author: Terry Gintz

Multiplot V XLNc (FFD #373) is an intui

tive data plotting program with flexible

input options. Bug fixes include: 1) Plot

dimensions reset now if a plot is redrawn

without text; 2) The ZOOM option will no

longer crash; and 3) Multiplotnow handles

greater than 20 data sets. Some new fea

tures are that all error reports are dis

played with alerts or requesters, the num

ber ofX and Y axis tick marks or lines can

now be defined independently, and the

data file format is checked before loading.

This is an update to the original on FFD

#333. Includes source. Authors: Alan Baxter,

Tim Mooney, Rich Champeaux,and}im Miller.

MuchMore V2.7 (FFD #378) is like More

and Less in that it reads ASCII text files.

MuchMore opens a window and scrolls

the text. It does more than More and Less

by displaying four colors, and supporing

bold, italic, underline, and inverse.

MuchMore also has commands to search

for a string and print the text. This is an

update to V2.5 on FFD #253. Includes

source in Oberon and Assembly code.

•AC-

All programs listed are new additions

to the Fred Fish Collections and can

be found on disks #371 - #380.
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A Shared Library for

Matrix Manipulations

by Randy Finch

FOR SOME TIME NOW I HAVE WANTED TO LEARN HOW TO

create ashared libraryformy Amiga. Hooked overtheROMKernel Manual

(Ref. 1) and at public domain libraries, but to no avail. The problem

appeared to be twofold: not enough information, and lack of knowledge

of the Amiga's Assembly language. I have, in the past, programmed the

Commodore 64 quite a bit in Assembly language. However, 68000

Assembly language appeared to be much more complex than 6502

Assembly language. I was still in the process of learning C and was not

inclined to learn 68000 Assembly. Still, I couldn't help thinking that there

had to be a simple way to create a shared library—a way even I could

understand.

Then it happened. The April '89

(V4.4) issue of Amazing Computing con

tained an article by John Baez entitled

"Creating a Shared Library" (Ref. 2). Pe

rusing the article and program listings, I

began to realize that my suspicions were

right: creating a shared library could be

easy! As time permitted, I experimented

with the code in Baez's article. Once I had

it working, I was ready to begin creating

my own library.

I decided to first create a

Matrix.library which would contain rou

tines for manipulating matrices. There

were multiple reasons for this choice. My

profession requires me to solve simulta

neous equations and calculate least-

squares multiple regression coefficients.

Although I typically use commercial soft

ware for these tasks, I knew the calcula

tions were based on matrices and I wanted

to learn more about the math behind the

calculations. Also, I was personally work

ing on a three-dimensional function plot-

tingprogram. Two-and three-dimensional

vector translation, rotation, and scaling

are also based on matrix manipulation. A

shared library should only be created if a

variety of programs can use it.

Matrix.library meets this criterion.

As I began to create Matrix.library, I

realized that some improvements could

be made to Baez's code because I had

Lattice version 5.04, a great improvement

over the version 4 that Baez used in his

article. Therefore, this article has three

purposes altogether: 1) Present the source

code for Matrix.library as well as an ex

haustive test program, 2) Point out some

improvements over Baez's code due to

improvements in the Lattice development

system, and 3) Present several programs

that illustrate how the library can be put to

practical use.

REVEALING MY SOURCE

Unlike most newspaper reporters,

many software developers like to reveal

their source. That is exactly what I am

prepared to do. Matrix.library consists of

four files, shown in Listings One through

Four. Listing One is MatrixLib.a. The only

Assembly language file, it consists of the

standard shared library header data and

the interface routines for the standard and

user library functions that are written in

C. Listing Two is Matrix.c. It contains all

the code for both the standard and the

user functions. Listing Three is Matrix.fd.

This is the standard file description text

that provides information about which

microprocessor registers are to be used for

passing parameters to the library user

functions. Listing Four is MatrixProto.h, a

C header file containing the user function

prototypes.

Listing Five is Test.h, a header file

that #includes several other header files

and contains vector and matrix display

functions. It is used by several of the pro

grams presented in this article. Listing Six

shows a makefile that can be used with

LMK (Lattice Make Utility) to create

Matrix.library and other programs pre

sented later.

A COMPARISON

I do not intend to detail the inner

workings of MatrixLib.a. Other than the

XREF statements and jump vectors near

the beginning of the file and the interface

stub routines at the end of the file, it is

essentially the same as slibh.a in Baez's

article. I do wish to point out some changes

I made to Baez's code, so dig out your

April '89 issueofAmazing Computing, place

it alongside this article, and follow through

the upcoming discussion. I have num-
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bered the lines in MatrixLib.a to make the

discussion easier to follow.

Lines 27-53 are the user function

XREF statements that allow the C func

tions in Matrix.c to be visible during link

ing. There are 25 user functions in

Matrix.library. They will be discussed in

more detail later. As more functions are

added to the library, more XREF state

ments need to be added to this list. Also,

new jmp statements will need to be added

to the jump vector list in lines 94-120. It is

important to remember that the jump vec

tors must be in reverse order of the func

tion list in Matrix.fd. The jump table in

MatrixLib.a uses the jmp instruction,

whereas Baez used a hard coded $4EF9

(long jump) due to a bug in the assembler

he was using.

In lines 151 and 157, I describe the

size of the jump vector table and data

section in terms of the difference of two

labels rather than hard coding the sizes.

This allows additional functions (and thus

morejmp instructions) and new data to be

added without having to worry about

changing these numbers.

Lines 237-408 contain the interface

stub routines for all of the user functions

in Matrix.Hbrary. These routines simply

move the appropriate registers onto the

stack and call the C functions in Matrix.c.

One thing to keep in mind is that the

addq.I instruction can only be used for a

value of eight or less. Since each param

eter requires the stack to be adjusted by

four, addq.I can only be used when two or

fewer parameters are passed. For more

parameters, add.l must be used. It is very

important that the registers placed on the

stack match the registers declared in

Matrix.fd because the compiler will be

placing the parameters in the registers

according to the id file. Lattice version 4

only supported four parameters in the

#pragma statements (produced from the

id file using fd2pragma). However, Lat

tice version 5 supports six parameters.

This extra support came in the nick of time

as Matrix.library has two functions that

pass this many parameters.

Baez's comments near the end of

slibh.a state that Lattice is fuzzy (could he

mean fussy?) about not having its own

TABLE ONE: Summary of User Functions in Matrix.library

1. AllocLVector/AllocDVector (numels)

Allocates memory for a vector containing numels elements and returns a pointer to the

memory space.

2. AllocLMatrix/AilocDMatrix (numrows, numcols)

Allocates memory for a matrix with numrows rows and numcols columns and

returns a pointer to a vector of row pointers.

3. FreeLVector/FreeDVector (v, numels)

Frees the memory allocated by AllocLVector or AllocDVector where v is the pointer

returned by these functions, and numels is the number of elements in the vector. Returns

either TRUE or FALSE.

4. FreeLMatrix/FreeDMatrix {m, numrows, numcols)

Frees the memory allocated by AllocLMatrix of AllocDMatrix where m is the pointer

returned by these functions, numrows is the number ot rows in the matrix, and numcols is

the number of columns in the vector. Returns either TRUE or FALSE.

5. AddLVectors/AddDVectors (v1, v2, vr, numels)

Adds the numels elements of vectors v1 and v2 from v1 and puts the results in vector vr. If

vr is NULL, it is allocated. Returns vr.

6. SubLVectors/SubDVectors (v1, v2, vr, numels)

Subtracts the numels elements of vector v2 from v1 and puts the results in vector vr. If vr is

NULL, it is allocated. Returns vr.

7. AddLMatrices/AddDVectors (ml, m2, mr, numrows, numcols)

Adds the numrows*numcols elements of matrices ml and m2 and puts the results in matrix

mr. If mr is NULL, it is allocated. Returns mr.

startup code during linking, and provides

a piece of code starting with SECTION

__MERGED that contains some XREFs

and data labels. None of this is needed for

Lattice version 5.04 and beyond; blink

now behaves just fine.

LOOKING THROUGH

THE LIBRARY

Let's take a look at the functions that

are a part of Matrix.c. The standard library

functions CInitO, LibOpenO, LibCloseO,

and LibExpunge() are the same as Baez's

except CInitO. Some of the user functions

in Matrix.c use floating point calculations.

Mathieeedoubbas.Iibrary is used for these

calculations. Therefore, this library must

be opened in CInitO. If it fails to open, a

NULL is returned to inform Exec that

Matrix.library failed to initialize.

The user functions in Matrix.library

are divided into two categories: long inte

ger functions and double precision float

ing point functions. The former handle

the manipulation of matrices containing

integers, while the latter handle the ma

nipulation ofmatrices containing floating

point numbers. There are a total of 25 user

functions in Matrix.library: 12 for integer

matrices and 13 for floating point matri

ces. A matrix with only one row or column

is also known as a vector. Some functions
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8. SubLMatrices/SubDMatrices (ml, m2, mr, numrows, numcols)

Subtracts the numrows*numcols elements of matrix m2 from ml and puts the results in

matrix mr. It mr is NULL, it is allocated. Returns mr.

9. MuttLMatrices/MultDMatrices (ml, m2, mr, numrowsi, numcolsi, numcols2)

Multiplies matrix ml with numrowsi rows and numcolsi columns and matrix m2 with

numcols! rows and numcols2 columns (e.g., m1*m2). The result is placed in matrix mr

with numrowsi rows and numcols2 columns. If mr is NULL, it is allocated. Returns mr.

10. MultLVectorMatrix/MultDVectorMatrix

(v, m, vr, numels, numcols)

Multiplies vector v with numels elements and matrix m with numels rows and numcols

columns (e.g., v*m). The result is placed in vector vr with numcols elements. The order

of multiplication implies that v and vr are both row vectors. If vr is NULL, it is allocated.

Returns vr.

11. MultLMatrixVector/MultDMatrixVector

(m, v, vr, numrows, numels)

Multiplies matrix m with numrows rows and numels columns and vector v withnumels

elements (e.g., m*v). The result is placed in vector vr with numrows elements. The order

of multiplication implies that v and vr are both column vectors. If vr is NULL, it is

allocated. Returns vr.

12. TransposeLMatrix/TransposeDMatrix (m, mt, numrows, numcols)

Transposes matrix m with numrows rows and numcols columns. The result is placed in

mt with numcols rows and numrows columns. If mt is NULL, it is allocated. Returns mt.

13. InvertDMatrix (m, mcopy, mi, numrows)

Inverts a square matrix m with numrows rows and columns and puts the result inmatrix mi

with numrows rows and columns, mcopy is a duplicate of m. If it is passed to the function

as NULL, InvertDMatrix will allocate it, copy m to it, use it for the inverse calculations (it is

destroyed in the process), and then deallocate it. Also, if mi is passed to the function as

NULL, InvertDMatrix will allocate it. This function is not implemented for long integers

because it is highly unlikely that a long integer matrix will have an inverse that is

composed of all integers.

are written specifically with vectors in

mind, while other functions are written

for matrices in general. Table One shows

a list of the user functions and describes

the tasks performed by each. The letter

"L" in a function name indicates that it is

a long integer function; the letter "D" indi

cates a double precision floating point

function.

The code for the memory allocation

and deallocation functions and the matrix

inversion function were based on similar

functions included in the book Numerical

Recipes in C (Ref. 3). This book contains a

world of algorithms for mathematical

problems. I highly recommend it to any

one writing mathematical software.

Most of the code in Matrix.c is

straightforward and requires no explana

tion. However, there are a few items that

need to be mentioned. When a vector is

allocated, a pointer to the allocated

References

memory space is returned to the calling

program. This pointer can be used just

like a standard C array pointer. However,

when a matrix is allocated, the pointer

that is returned to the calling program

points to an array of pointers, each of

which points to an array of numbers that

represent the rows of the matrix. Thus, to

refer to an individual element of the ma

trix, the standard C notation for a two-

dimensional array, m[row] [column], can

not be used. Rather, the element must be

referred to as (m[row])[column]. In Nu

merical Recipes in C, Press, et.al. state that

the standard notation can be used; how

ever, it does not work with the Lattice

compiler.

The method used for inverting a

matrix in InvertDMatrixO is called LU

decomposition. The explanation ofhow it

works is rather lengthy so, ifyou are inter

ested in this method, I refer you to iVu-

merical Recipes in C.

TESTING THE LIBRARY

Listing Seven shows the C source of

a program entitled TestMatLib.c. This

program opens Matrix.library, allocates

several vectors and matrices, and assigns

random numbers to the elements. It then

calls every function in Matrix.library. The

input vectors and matrices, as well as the

result vectors and matrices, are printed to

the standard output each step of the way.

When the test is complete, all the vectors

and matrices are deallocated and

Matrix.library is closed. A sample output

of the program is shown in Listing Eight.

Well, let's call it quits for now. In the

second part of this article, we'll look at

how to make practical use of the

matrix,library.

Listings One through Eight follow.

1. Commodore-Amiga, Inc., Amiga ROM Kernel Reference Manual: Includes and Autodocs,

Addison-Wesley Publishing, 1989.

2. Baez, J., "Creating Shared Libraries", Amazing Computing for the Commodore Amiga, PiM

Publications, Inc., April 1989 (V4.4).

3. Press, W. H., Flannery, B.P., Teukolsky, S. A., and Vetterling, W. T., Numerical Recipes in C:

The Art of Scientific Computing, Cambridge University Press, 1988.
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LISTING 1 - Assembly Portion of Matrix.library

; This COde is FHEELY DISTRIBUTABLE but HOT PUBLIC DOKAIN

; (Written by Handy Finch)

VERSION

REVISION equ

CSECT t«xt

XDEF _LibHama,_LibID,_£yjBa5a,_MathrooeDouOB»3aaae

brary C functions to be accessed froa assembly

XREF _CInit

XREF _tibopen

XREF _LibClose

XREF '.ibExpunga

C fi ctio be slid from aaaeinbly

XREF _AllocLVector

XREF _AllocIJUtrlx

xsef _F;eeLVector

XREF _FreaLMatrii

xref _AddLVectoxa

XREF _SubLVe=tora

XREF ^AddLKat rices

XREF ~SjbLtu=Ei=es
XREF _MjltLMat rices

XREF _KjltLVectorMatri

XREF _Hul.tLMatrixvectc

XREF _TraTiapoaeLMatri)

XREF _AllocDVectoi

XREF __AllocDKatrix

XREF _FreaDVeCtOI

XREF _FreeDMatrix

XREF _AddDVectOES

46

48

49

SO

51

52

S3

■"

56

SS

59

CO

61

(2

t*

es

K

c»

70

71

72

7J

74

75

7«

XREF

XREF

XREF

XREF

XREF

Start:

; roBtag <

i

:«

Hu

_Mu

Tr

_In

c

dDMatricas

ltDMatrices

ltDVectOrMatr

onapoaoDKatri

vertDKatrlx

lc.1 DO

:ta

or Resident) atru

beginning of loa

dc

dc

dc

dc

dc

dc

dc

.¥ 54AFC

.1 EndCode

.b 0

.b VERSION

.b 9

,b 0

.1 LlbNas

.1 _LibID

ix

x

mo

cture

equivalent for LONG

-

a point.

>n

,-flass (MO RTF AOTOIKIT)

ivtiraion

.-NT LIBRARY

ipriority (doesn't, matter)

a :Ni

rn

use of library (given below)

string (note CR-LF at end belowl

_LibKi»e: dc.b

LibID: dc.b

Force word align

"Matrix.library',0

■Matrix.library I.00 (21 Jan 1990)",13,10,0

100

101

102

10]

10*

10S

; jump

Funca:

1 FiEJt

J»->
w>
iup

Jnp

•r-.

jap

)^>

im>

ATiansposeSKatrlx

AHu:tDHatrixVe=tfi

AKultDVectorMatri

AHultCMatrices

ASubEKatrices

AAddSKatrlcea

ASubDVactors

MddDVaeters

AfceeDKatrix

ioe

101

101

109

110

111

112

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120

121

112

123

124

125

126

121

121

129

130

131

132

133

134

MllocDKatrlx

AAllocDVactor

Jap AHu

)-p ASubUUt

jisp ASubLVec

jmp AAddLVee

Jap AFceeLHa

j:np AFreeLVt

;~r AAllocLMatrlx

jmp AAllocLVector

ALlbRaaecva

ALibExpunge

jcjp ALibCloaa

jo? AllbOpen

jffip

»l thla time

'ing library

.-Right again! :;«. the library

; aft»r the jump vectors. Thla ruat be lnitialiiad if not using

,- MakeLlbraiyU .

131

131

139

140

141

142

143

dc.l

dc.l

dc.b

dc.b

dc.l

;ln_5ucc (next node)

;ln_J>red (praviou* node)

iln_Typa (ST_LIBRAR!r)

lln_Prl (pttocltyl
i ltijunt ILlBrtry name)

145

14S

141

141

149

150

151

192

153

dc.b

dc.b

;lib_Flagu (LIBF_CHAKGED

:lib_pad

Lib-Tunca ;llb_HegSlie (site of Jump vectors!

: (6 bytes par vaster)

15B

159
160

1G1

1S2

163

164

dew VERSION ,-UbJ/eraion

dew REVISION ;lib_n«vljlon

dc.l _LiblD ;lib_Id5trlng

del 0 il[t)_3um [the checksum)

do 0 ;lib_OpenCnt Inunbar of opens

166

167

its

1 needed in assembly coda nseded here. Make sure all user data

_3«gUst: dc.l 0

_SylB*se: del 0

_HithIaaeDoubBasBase: del 0

I EndData label only used for data sire in Hb_PosSilB above

EndData:

180

161

1B2

163

IB*

IBS

166

167

168

IBS

190

191

192

193

194

195

19S

197

191

199

ZOO

2C1

202

203

204

20S

tot

307

2CB

209

; This is only called once * when the library is first loaded.

: Exac pasias the load point or segliat of tha library in A0.

.- Lib, busc be passed to C routine

noti

be called.

nove.l A0,_saglist Sava sagaant list

Put Ubr.ry b.« on stack

Call our C iT.it routine

i Open routine -

; This is called each tine an application opens the library.

ALibOpen: sove.l D0,-|apl ;Put version number on the Bt»O*

Jar _LibOpan ;Call out C toutine

addq.l IS.ap .-Adjust the stack

i Cloae routine -

.- This la called etch time an application closes the library.

Jar _Libclo>a

addq.l M.sp

tea

.-Call our C routin

.-Adjust the stack
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216

217

218

219

220

221

222

223

224

225

226

mova.l A6,-isp] .-Put I

jsr _LibExpunge iCall

addq.i #4,sp ;Adjua

229

231

i hi:

; The

led, the argum

stack will be adji

C - !

isted by 4

agio

r.ach argument

arguments

after

233

234

235

236

236

239

240

241

242

243

244

245

246

247

246

249

250

251

252

253

254

255

257

25B

259

260

261

262

263

264

26S

266

267

2GB

269

271

212

273

274

275

276

277

278

279

260

281

282

283

284

285

236

287

288

289

290

291

292

293

294

295

296

297

298

299

300

301

302

303

304

305

306

307

308

309

310

311

addq.i

rta

AAUOcLMatrij

Bovea.l

jsr

addq.i

rts

move. 1

move.1

addq.i

movem.1

movo.l

Jsr

fldd.l

rts

AAddLVectOrs:

move.l

movem. 1

jsr

add.l

rts

move.i

noven.l

jsr

add.l

rta

AAddu-iotrises

movem.1

mavex. 1

jsr

add.l

rts

ASubWatri^es

movem.1

movem. 1

add.l

rts

AMultLMattice

movem.1

novem.l

jsr

add.l

r^S

DO,-(SP)

a. sp

DO-Dl.-(ap)

AllocLKatrix

IB.ap

DO,-lap)

A0,-Op)

13,sp

D0-Dl,-Op)

A0,-Up)

_FraeLMal;rix

112,ap

□0,-(sp)

A0-A2,~(sp)

AddLVnccars

tl6,sp

DO,-Op)
A0-A2,-(Sp)

SubLVectors

iifi,ap

B0-Dl,-(Bp)

A0-A2,-(sp)

AddLHfltricos

?20,sp

D0-D1, - |sp)

A0-A2,-lap)

•20,sp

a:

nO-D2,-(sp)

A0-A2,-(sp)

KultLKatrices

t24,sp

AHultLVactocMstrix:

movom.1

mouem.l

i3t

idd.l

rts

D0-Dl,-(sp»

AO-AE.-(sp)

MultLVectorMacrlx

V20,sp

AMultLKatrixVeccor:

■oia.1

add.l

its

D0-Dl,-{sp)

A0-A2,-{sp|

•20,sp

313

314

3IS

316

317 tU

31B

319 ; Hem s[e the

320

321 AAUocDVectoi:

movem.l D0-Dl,-lap)

novem.l B0-Al,-{ap)

1st _Tran3po3eLMat:lx

add.l »16,ap

TeleGraphics International, creators of exceptional

instructional tapes is proud to present its latest training

Series on NewTek's remarkable Video Toaster.

Order Volume One from Amiga Dealers or contact

TeleGraphics International

605 Dock Street, Wilmington, NC 28401

(919)762-8028

Mastercard & Visa accepted. Suggested retail: $49.95

Circle 156 on Reader Service card.

322

323

324

32$

326

327

326

323

330

331

332

313

334

335

336

337

336

339

340

341

342

343

344

345

346

347

348

349

350

351

3S2

353

355

356

357

3SS

359

360

361

362

363

364

3(5

366

3«7

366

ooven.l

flddq.1

rts

AAllocDMatrix

Eovem.1

jsr

addq.i

rts

AFrefiUVecCOr:

movs.1

move.1

jsr

flddq.1

its

AFreeDMatzrix;

enven.1

move.1

jsr

add.l

rta

AAdOEVectors:

mova.l

nove^.l

3="

add.l

rts

mows.1

movein. 1

in

add.l

rts

AAddDMatrices

moro.l

movan.1

i«

add.l

cts

ASuMHa trices

DO,-tap)

H,«p

D0-Dl,-(3p)

_AllocDMatcix

#8,sp

DO,-lap)

A0,-<sp)

FtoonVector

18, sp

D0-Dl,-(sp)

AO.-Isp)

_FieoCKactix

112,sp

DO,-lap)

A0-A2,-(sp>

_flddOvectoia

116,sp

DO,-lap)

A0-A2, -<sp>

_SubDVectors

»16,sp

DO-nl.-lsp)

A0-A2,-fsp)

AdODMatrices

120,sp
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LISTING 2 - Matrix.library Functions in C

Spotlight on Software

A-IO Tank Killer 2B99

AMOS (Game Creator) 59.99

AmigaViston 89.00

Animation Studio.- 99.00

AudioMostet III 60.00

Blitz BASIC 106.00

CanDo Pro Pok 1 25.00

CheckMote 32.99

Corporation 30.99

Drokkhen 35.99

Duck Tales 26.99

Excellence! 125.00

Sold Disk Type Fonts Packoge! ....36.99

tshido - 3300

Killing Game Show 2B.50

Legend of Faerghoil 25.50

Ml Tank Platoon 35.00

Macro Paint (Lake Forest Logic).... 79.00

McGeeondKatysFarm 2J.99

Phantom SMPTE Interface 179.00

Pictionaty 25.00

Pirales 29.00

Prince or Persia 25.00

Printers Instdo/Out Book S Disk 28.00

ProFilS 20.99

QuarteiBack Tool* 53.00

Shadow ol the Beast tl 35.99

Spellbound (Psygnosis) 24.99

Vista 59.99
Wingj 36.69

Spolllghl on Hardware...

AMAX II Package 455.00

Accelerator. 020 Sapphire 315.00

CokxSpHrter 106.00

flickefflxef 369.00

Floppy Drive, SupraDrive 99.00

Floppy Drive. AE High Density 19500

FrameBufret With Capture 585.00

Genlock. SuperGen 200QS 1399.00

Hardcard. dOO Supra 455.00

Haidcard. 105Q Supra 699.00

Harddfive. Series II 500 40 Meg .. 599.00

Modem. Baud Bandit MNP 125.00

Modem. DataUnk 2000 MNP

With FREE Send FAX 165.00

Power Supply, App Eng 500 86.00

Printer. Tl PostScript PS 35 1899.00

SafeSkln Keyboard Protectors 21.00

SCSI Controller GVP Series II 205.00

SuproDrive 500XP 40/2 meg 729.00

SupraRAM 2000 2 megs 225.00

SupraRAM 2000 d megs 345.00

Trackball. AmFRAC 69.99

Orders Only Please:

800-544-6599
Visa/MC/CODs

Make Safe Harbor YOUR
Computer Portl

W255 N499 Grandvlew ■ #204 ■ Wmrkesha, Wl 53188 ■ 9 AM to 5 PM Mon.-Sat.

Circle 134 on Reader Service card.

36S nav.in.l D0-D!,-l3p>

370 naven.l A0-Aj,-(ap>

371 ]9r _Subn.1atrlc«s

372 add.l TzO.sp
373 its

31*

376 moven.l D0-32,-l3p)

377 movan.l A0-A2,-l3pl

378 Jar _MultDMatcices

379 »0i.l m,sp

IB) rts

381

382 AKultEVnctorMiitrix:

38) nwvom. 1 DO-Dl.-lap)

2SA movem.l A0-A2,-ljp|

385 Jar MultDVoctotKat

386 »dd.l 120,sp

381 eta

388

389 AKultDMatrixVectot:

393 naves.1 D0-Dl,-(spi

391 mouoo.l A0-A2,-(sp1

392 jsi _MultnMiittliiV«c

393 add.l *20,ap

394 KB

395

39« ATr.nspoonDM.triit:

39' movera.l B0-Dl,-(ap)

398 movem.l A0-M,-(sp)

399 jar _Tr«napo3eDMatr

400 add.l (16,sp

401 rts

401

403 MnvarcDtutrix;

404 movo.l D0,-(ap)

405 moven.l A0-A2,-(opl

406 Jsr _InvoctDM*tcix

4ob na

409

410 EndCDd*:

411 END

M*triii.c

toe rucrlx.library

Ihia code is FIIEELY DISTRIBUTABLE but SOT PUBLIC

IKiiccon by Rsndy Finch)

tinclude <e»c/libcariea.h>

(include <libi»rlOj/dos.h>

(includs <proto/exec.h>

/• useful definit

•define ChtLV(ctc

fdal

(del

UC(!vJ [ v - AllocLVector(»la) : lf(Iv) return NULL; 1 1

iiri!v) [ v - AllocDVactorHls); lfdvl r»turn KULL; ] |

iif{!n) I a - AllocDMat

Li ) j

L: } )

'.:.-- C or <3sanbly.Kaks sun U

Cyp«<MC i-.jlc; Libriry LIB;

LIB lib.'

/■ Ussr data can go here ■/

LONG seglisc;

LOKG SysBasa;

LIB *K*thIeaa3OLir>BaiB*3«.-

I;

typedel struct EitUbrary ELIB;

extern LIB ■MjttileeeDs^SaaBase;

(define VERSION 1

(define REVISION 0

ana :■■■..:-. tne library pa

for us during the call.

biary ourself

rbldl)

ELIB -Clnicllib]

ELIH -lib;

MathloeeDoubBasHaae - OpenLibrary|-Eithieeedou=taa.library',OL);

if i INathlaee^OLiaaasBase) return [EI.IB "J^JLL:

AddLibraryl (LIB «Uib); /" Add ourself because we ars not auto init"/
rBturn(lib);

Open is

ilag. OpenLibrary() will choct the version icr us; wa do not need

to chacJt■ Exbc haa forbid(t for us during the call.

ELIB -LiboponUib,version!

ELIB "lib;

long vocalon:

I

++ (lib->lib. Ub_OpenCnt) ;

/- Here is vlinra

is opened. ■/

atuinllibl;

Cloae is aivan clio library pointer. Be aurc

count la or bee

the library and

LibCloseUibl

ELIB -lib;
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I

if Uib->lib.lii_OpenCnt) 1

-[lib->lib.lifc_0pencnt] ;

r*eutn(N*JLLi I

)

It (lib->lirj.lib_Fl»ga t LIBFJSELEXP)

return[NULLI ;

Ma expunge the library «nd return the Seglist ONLY If tne open

count la zero. If tha open count is not ?aro he aet the DELAYES-

ExPUNGE flag and return HULL.

Exec has Forbld() for ua during tho call. NOTE ALSO ttiat Expunge

might be called from the memory allocator and thua we CANNOT DO A

Haiti) or otharwioo take a long time to complete (straight fro™
RKMI

Apparently ReisLibrary (lib) calls our expunge routine and would

LibExpungsdib) must remove th« library itaelf as shown bflle-w.

EL1B 'lib;

i

long »eg:

if (lib->lib.llb_op*nCnt) |

lib->lib.lib_Flags I- LIBF DELEXP;

return(HULL);

1

R«nave( (struct Node •)libl;

return Oej);

)

/ ./

/* And now it is time to put in the USER FUNCTIONS •/

/■- /

/■-

. ./

/ Allocate ■ long integar vector with niunels number of ele/nants ■/

LCHG *AllocI.Vec:or(nu!(«l3)

LONG nunela;

LONG "v:

if (nunals <- OL) return HULL:/- Number of oleaenta Hut be > zero •/

v ■• iL_":jj *) AllocM*ff (nuftnla'aiieof iLOHGI .MEj^F CLEAR);

return v; /• v will be HULL it allocation f»iled ■/

LONG •■AllocLKa-.rix (nxanrowj, nuncols)

LOHQ nunrowi, nuacolu

I

LOHO i, j;

LONG "m;

/ Number o- rows and colunma muat be > Eero ■/

if ( (numrows <- OL) I I (nuncols <- OL) ) retain NULL;

a- (LONG ■MAllOCMomfnuIsrowa'siieof (LONG •),MEMF_CL£AR).-

i( (!m) return NULLi /■ alloc.tion failsd •/

/■ Allocate row vactora and equate row pointers to them •/
for |i-0l ; i<numro«o ; i-tt) [

m|i] - [LONG *)MlocMom(nuncol3"alieoI (LCKG|,MEMF CLEABI ;
If (!m|i]l (

for ij-OL ; 3<1 ; j*+) (

F:eeMem( (void *)nlj! .nuncola'siieof ILCNG)) ;
I

FreeMeji( (void Mm, numrowa*jiieof (LONG •));

) /■ if -/

) /• for ■/

return m;

1 /• AllocLMatrix ■/

/• Free a long integer vector ■/

BOOL Fra*LVectoc(v, nuiMls)

LONG -v, nunlsi

I

if (v II numels) (

The first MS-DOS File System lor the AMIGA"
• Rood* nr writes any 36OK or 720K MS-DOS »r ATARI ST"1

disks iWrsioii 2.0 nr higher) «itli nUindnrd AmiRo-conneclod
floppy drives.

• Transparently accesses MS-DOS files from any utility nr
:i|)|iliciili(in lincludinj; file requester.':) because it fully
Intearalin into the Amicn operatirig system (Amicni)OS
Versions 1.2. I.I nnd now 2.01.

• Pravldw iin easy instnllalimi pmgram.

• Formol, dEskcopy ond check the Integrity <>f ;i" MS-DOS disk

Version 4 Enhancements
• Up tn 2 limes HisIit floppv data access on an Amiga 500.

1U00. ur 20(«J. Pol-mot a 720K MS-DOS disk [will] verify! in
1-1 i) seconds!

• Eveningand weakend BBS available for update inrormnUan
mi<) in trade uplondi for fill* converslnn pronnimft
BB8H31SI4BB.7271 - 'nun tn [Oom BST wookdayB, nil 'ins
weokenda

CONSUL77?0/V
11280 Parkview

PiymoLfih. MI4B170
Technical Support

{313)459-7271

Reviewed in many

popular Amiga

Magazines:

questionably ttu best
utility I haiv frrn fur

readingfront and writ

ing I,, :tr, inch ms nos

ilishs mi the AmiHtl."

Tilt. Wbhh

AntEgaWbrid

itlCronDOSItmrkM
.■en unobtrusively tlmi I

doni men notice H

anymore."
Donald Maxwell

A.X. Mngnzinc

'...noulMcnttpiaibari
and forth to and from

MM him! in a totally

transparent fa&hiim."

Jim Locker
Ainn7.ini; Computing

Circle 117 on Reader Service card.

=la'aiiao( (LCKG));

roturn TRUE;

ntutn FALSE;

I /■ FreBLVeccoi: ■/

/' Frea a long integor matrix •/

BOOL FcaeLMatrii In, ramon, Kus

LONG "n;

LONG nuTLrcws, nuncols;

or li-numroi.s-1 .- 1>-OL ; i-) 1

FreeMem( [void ")m[i], nuincols'slieof (LONG)) ;/• Free el«

sturn TRUEi

racurn FALSE;

I /* FraeLHatrix () •/

/• Add t»o leng inC8o«t

LONG "AddLVsctors ivl, vZ, vr, nuaels)

LONG -vl, "«Z, "TE;

LONG numsla;

LONG It

ChfcLVectorIvr, nuBels);

for (i-OL ; i<r.uciels I i-") (

vr[il - vlfij ♦ t2[1J;

I /• (or •/

) /■ AddLVeccc

LOMG •SuM.VKtsca [vl,

LONG *vl, -v2, «TTI
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We take a jSocit of the price!

ONE BYTE
P.O. Box 455

OuakerHHI.CT 06375

(800) 441-BYTE. In a (Z03) 443-4623

YOUR

fluthorlzed dealer for

Commodore-flmlga Computers,

Great Valley Products (GVP),

authorized tommodore-flmlga Service and Repair.
Authorized flmlga Graphics Dealer.

AMIGA 15 A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF COMMODORE AMIGA. INC.

Circle 121 an Reader Service card.

LONG

LONG

TV-M.3 ;

i;

ChitLVeetorlv

lor

v

1 /•

(1-OL ;

elll - v
(or •/

r.numels)1

I<nuaiela ; I*

Hi] - v2[l]f

) /• SubLVectocl II -/

/■ *dd two long integer matrices •/

LONG ••AddLM»tric«3 {ml. n2 , at, nu

LONG ""ml, '"m2, ••mrf

LGKG numrouli numcolsi

1

LONG 1, j;

Chit matrix (nr,numrows,nunieel3l .-

for 11-01. : i<numroiis j 1++) [

lor 13-01. i j<nu»cols : J*+> I

Inrlinil) - (ntllilliil ♦
} /• (or 1 •!

] /• (or i •/

| /■ RdQLMatricss (I ■/

LOMG •■SuhU(Btrio»« (a>l, m

LONG ••ml, "mZ. "mr;

LOMG nuarowg, numcals;

I

LOSS i, j;

tor 11-0L ; i<num^oiii I i**> I

for (j-OL i 3<rnnncolB I j++) i

lmr[i]l[J] - (nlllJUj) - (»![i]MJ)l
1 /• (or j •/

) /■ for i •/

rsturn mr;

I /• SubLHatilcas (1 •/

LONG *'Hul;LMfltricas(ml, mZ, rat, rvuntowsl, numcolsl, nuir.col32)

LONG "Hi. "m2, "mi

LONG nunrawnl, nuincol-Blr nuAcola2:

LOIIG

LONG

wsZ - naacolsl; /" This MUST be trao lot multiplication •/

/• Initlalll* In cans mi has non-iero ele-uants •/

ImiUowllJIcol!] - 0;

coil", row2+-| t

(mrlrowll)[col2] « (ml[io-IJ)[colll • In2[row2])[col2]r

1 /• for •/

) /■ for ■/

] /• tor •/

/• MultLM*ttlo»s •/

Ua -HultLV»ctorM»tiix(v, h, vt, r.iatala, nuacolal

LOHG "v, ■•», *vri

LONG niawlo, njmcols: /• Elareants in vector, columns in nattix •'

LOHG nrow, ncol, voolj

LOKG nuarows;

/- This lunction ctlculates Vt, thus v «3ST ts a BOM VECTOR •/

for (ncol-OL ; mcoKr.uacols i eeel"! i

) /• for ■/

I /• for -/

return vr:

| /• MultLV

LONG *KultL

LONG *v,

LONG r.u=

1

LOKG icro

LOSG nun

ela.

w, BC

cola;

nusiova: /■ El*-i£r.ts ir

ol, vro«.-

eia; /• Thia MUST be t

vector

■ is)

, rous in b»i.xix '/

■//' Initialize in case vr has non-ieto elei

vrlrorow] - 0;

for ivton-OI,, ocol-OL ; vron<ru:iiels ; vro«**,nc3l-'-) [

vrtnrov] *- (nloco-I)[mcol] • vlvrow];

) /• tot •/

1 /• (or •/

) /■ KultlMtrixVector ■/

LOMG "TransposeLKatrixlLC

mt is the tranapoaed matcix

numcols ia r.urJjvr of columns in ~

LOHG i, ];

/■ If as ia SULL, client wants ua to allocate.

foe (1-0 ; i<numrow» i L*+) I

for lj-0 i 5<nurscola ,- j") t

(mtlilllil -

I

)

return mt;

/• TransposeLMatcix •/

DOUBLE -AllocDV.

LONG nunela;

DOUBLE -V.-

i( (nunels <- 0L1 mum HULL;/" HumMr o( elements icuJt b« > lero ■/

V - (DOUBLE •lRllocMem(numol3*3lieo((DOUBLE),MEMF_CLEA»);
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return \ri /• v will bo NULL it allocation failed ■/

) /• UlocDVector •/

DOUBLE ""AllocDKttrix (numiows, numcola)

LONG numrowa, numcola;

I

LONG i. Ji

DOUBLE "m;

/* Nun&ar of rows and columns roust ha > zoro •/

i£ ( Inurarowa « OL) 1 I (numcolo -- 0L| ) ncun HVlLl

/■ Allocate row pointers ■/

B - IDOUBLE ■") AllocMeni(nu.Tro»3*a;i«o; (DOUBLE -),HE«r CLEAR!;

if (!m) nemo null.- /- AiioeHoo filled ■/

/' Allocate row voctcia And Bquaia row polnteis to than ■/

for (i-OL ; Knumrowa .- i+->} (

mti] - iDO'JBLE -I M locHeta I nuacola'aiieo? (DOUBLE) /MEMT CLEAH

if I!b[1}) {

lor (J-Ol, i )<1 , JIT) (

FreeMemUvoid *)n>ljl, numcols'alioof (DOUBLE)) ;

I

Fc««M«ti( (void *)m,nuniroiii*sijeof (DOUBLE •));

tttutn NULLi /■ AllocMaB filled ■/

] /• if •/

) /■ for •/

return n;

BOOL FraeDVocto

DOUBLE -V;

LCNG nun*l

/■ Hike aure pointer is not hull ind nuiala Is r.an-zero ■/

if (v 11 numela) (

Fre«Mem( [void •) v,nia»la'slioof IDOUBLE)) ;

return TRUE;

I

return FALSE;

I /• FreeDVactoc ■/

/• Free a doubla =atrl* •/

BOOL FreoBHutrlx (b, numrows, nuncola)

DOUBLE --si;

LOKG nunrous, numeola;

I

LO.1G i;

/■ Hiki nn pointer is not NULL .nd numro-« and nuooola ice non-iero •/

If (n II numrowa (4 nuncols) (

for (i-nuaro»a-l ; i>-0L ; i-1 (

FteeMBniKvald ")ia[i], numcola-siieat (DOUBLE) ).- /• Free alinnti

FrooH»m ((void -In, nunrowo'slieof (DOUBLE ■))( /• FreB row polnCBrs •/

return TRUE;

return FALSE;

) /" FreeDHatrix {) ■/

!• Md two double vectors */

DOUBLE •AddDVectoro ivl, v2, ifr, nuuls)

DOUBLE «vl, -V2, 'in

LONG nu=»ls;

i

LONG 1;

Cfi!tOVectot(VE,r.umels);

io: ll-OL ; i<num«l8 i I.**) (

vr[i] - vl[i] + v2(i].-

) /* far ■/

return vei

\ /• AddDVectors () ■/

/" Subtract two double vectors ■/

DOUBLE -SubDVectors tvl, v2, vr, aumtla)

DOUBLE «vl, -v2, *vrj

LONG nusiela;

I

LONG i;

ChW)Vectoc(vr,nuii«lB) ;

(01 ll-OL ; Knumsla ; !♦+] (

vr(i] - vl|ij - v2li.lt

1 /• for -/

raturn vr;

) I* SubDVectors () •/

/• Add two double matEioss ■/

DOUBLE •'AddDMatricBs (ml, m2 , bit, nmcrous, numcols)

DOUBLE ••mi, "mi, -'niri

LONG numraws, numcola;

I

LONG 1, ji

NOW F-BASIC 3.0 SHIPPING

The reviewers have labeled F-BASIC:

The FASTEST Growing

FASTEST Performing

AMIGA Language

BealsC And Other
Basics!

^A Beginner
Can Immediately Use

F-BASIC

* An Expert Con NEVER Outgrow F-BASIC

F-BASIC 10 Wi!h User's Manual & Sample Programs Disk-Only $9995

F-BASIC 30 With Complete Source Level DeBugger-Onfy$15995

F-BASIC Is Available Only From:
DELPHI NOETIC SYSTEMS, INC.

Post Office Box 7722

Rap«!Cily. SO 57709-7722

Send Checfc or y

Deoi Card ol C O O. Call (&I5) MB-0791

[BASIC >■ ■ pfj l'*ta I'Mtnii. & DNS. Inc

Circle 110 on Reader Service card.

for (1-0L ; i<nuBco»s ; i*+l |

tec (J-OL ; ]<nutteols i j+t|

I /• (or ] •/

I /• fot 1 •/

r«turn mi;

I /• AddEMatrices O -/

/■ Subtract two doubla matrices ■/

DOUBLE ••SubDK«tric83 (ml, m2 , mi, nunrows, nuncola)

DOUBLE ••Hi, ••m2, •■nei

LONC numrows, numcols;

I

LONG i, J>

for [i-01. ; l<nunrows ; i-t

for Ij-OL ; J<numcols .-

- Im3iljlij];
! /• for ) •/

I /• for i ■/

rtturn rr:

1 /• SubDH«tric«B I) ■/

DOUBLE ""MultDMatriceslHil, s2, xt, nunrowsl, nuacolsl, rumcols2)

DOUBLE "nl, "-a2, "or;

LOS'G nucirowsl, nuacslsl, nu.'rcola^;

I

LONG rowl, coll, row2, col2:

LONG nu£9rows2:

numrowsl - nuncolal; /* Thia MUST b« trua (or multiplication •/

for Irowl-OL ; rowKnumrowal ; rowl**) i

for Icol2-QL ; col2<nu3icols2 ,■ CO12++1 (

/* Initialize in casa mr has non-iero elamsnta ■/
{nr(rowl]j[col2] - 0;

foi (ooll-OL, cow2-0L ; Icoll<nunicol3lHHrow2<nuiiiEOws2) ;
coll*+,row2+t) (

(nr(ro-l]Hool2) f Iml Irowl]) [coll! ' Im2[row2)l [colZ] ;

) /• for •/

1 /• foe •/

) /- for ■/
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The Complete

Home Management

System
Accounting: Advanced Home Accounting System

- Multiple Accounts Checking, Savings, Credit Cards Etc.

- Definable Categories For Incomes And Expenses.

- Easy Carry Over To The Next Fiscal Period.

- Track Tax Deductible Items Making Tax Time Easier.

- More Reports Than Other Amiga Accounting Systems.

- Graphs Income Expense And Budgets.

- Fully Indexed Files, Never Any Waiting!

- Split Transactions - Periodic Compaction

- Monthly And Yearly Budgets - Account Reconciliation

Forecasting: Verify Utility And Credit Card Charges. Future

Values Of Investments. Print Complete Amortization Tables.

Inventory: Track Vital Detail On Important Household Items.

Generate Reports Showing Home & Inventory Worth.

Recipes: Manage, Manipulate And Convert Recipes.

Organize Weekly Menus & Print The Shopping List.

Address: Complete Name And Address Manager And More.

Remember Any Important Date. Prints Mailing Labels Too!

bcsKsnind
Call Or Write For More Information

Designing Minds, Inc.

3006 Nt.ri i Main, Logan, Utah B4321 (B01) 753-4947

No Copy Protection, Installs On Any Hard Dish

List Of Advertisers

Please use a Reader Service card to contact those

advertisers who have sparked your interest. Advertis

ers want to hear from you . This is the best way they

have of determining the Amiga community's interests

and needs. Take a moment now to contact the com

panies with products you wont to

And, if you decide to contact an

learn more about.

advertiser directly.

please tell them you saw their advertisement in

Amazin,
jL JL. COMPUTING'!

Advertiser

AmiEXPO

Consultron

Critical Mass Software

Dakota Corporation

Delphi Noetic Systems, inc.

Delta Graphics

Designing Minds

DigiSoft

DKB Software

FairBrother

Grapevine Group Inc., The

Grass Roots Video

Productions

Great Valley Products, Inc.

Hunter Group, The

Interactive Video Systems

Interactive Video Systems

Isom Software

M.A.S.T.

Memory Location, The

Memory Location, The

Michaelangelo Productions

MicroED Enterprises

MiGraph

MJ Systems

One Byte

Parth Galen

Pelican Software

Prographix Source

Pulsar/Oxide Industries

Pulsar/Oxide Industries

Puzzle Factory, The

Ramco Ribbon

Safe Harbor Software

SAS Institute

Software Factory, The

Software House

Telegraphies International

TTR Development, Inc.

VidiA Visual Media Tools

Virtual Reality Laboratories

Zardoz
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THE SECOND ANNUAL

WORLD OF

NEW YORK CITY
• STARRING •

THE AMAZING AMIGA
• FEATURING *

AMIGA HARDWARE • AMIGA SOFTWARE

AMIGA ACCESSORIES • SEMINARS • BARGAINS

Pier 90, New York Passenger Ship Terminal, New York NY

APRIL 5-7, 1991
Friday, Saturday & Sunday, 10 am - 5 pm

PRE-REGISTRATION (Deadline March 15):

$10 per single day, $25 for all 3 days

REGISTRATION AT THE SHOW:

$15 per single day, $30 for all 3 days

Admission includes exhibits and seminars.

World of Amiga in New York City is restricted

to persons 12 years of age and older.

WORLD OF

AMIGA
IN NEW YORK CITY

Produced by The Hunter Group. For more information

call (416) 595-5906 or fax (416) 595-5093.
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I /• HultDHatrlces -/

DOUBLE 'HultDVectorHatrixlv, m, vr, numels, numcols)

DOUBLE •«, "m, *vr)

LC?Ij nunels, nuz^cla.' /* El*94nc3 in vector", eolunna in r.itrix */

I

LCKG axov, sisal, vcol;

LONG r.uarows;

I* Shis function calculates v"m, thus u KUST be • ROW VECTOR ■/

ChfcDVacEorlvc.numegli)I

for (mcol-OL ; :occl<nurtcol3 ; mcol**) t

vr(mC0l] - 0;

vrlrocol] +- v[vcq1] • (m[mrow])[ncol];

! /• for V

I /• for •/

return vr.-

] /- MultDVectorHatrlx ■/

DOUBLE •HulECKatrixVector (m, v, vr, nunioua, nuonls)

DOUBLE "v, "m, "vr;

LON3 numels, r"'n'rh' ■ /" Elefrenca in vector, res in rrjt rix */

I

LONG numcols;

/' This function calculates m"v, thus v MUST be a COLUMN VECTOR ■/

nuoeola - numals; /• This KUST be true for multiplication */

ChkCVector(vr,numro»B] ,-

/• Initialize La case vr has non-iero elements* */

vr[iro«] - 0;

vrinrowj " Ib|hio.|I[mcol] ■ v[vro«];

1 /• for •/

I /• for •/

return vi;

I /■ KultDe.atrixvecno: •/

D0U3LE ■"•Trar.si>oseB(Utrix(DOUBLE ••a, DOUBLE ■■=£, LONG natron, LONG nuncols)

/■ m is the natrix to be t»n3po3«d

nt :.i the trsnspossd matrix

nunrofa la number of rowa in n

nufocola ia number of columr.a in n

•/

I

LONG i, j;

/• Tranapoa* ch» matrix •/

tor (i-Q ; Knumrous ; i»*l |

for (j-0 ; j<numcols i )+*) I

return nt;

/■ Trfln3pD3oDMatrl>: ■/

/■ LUDecompO breaks a matrix doun Into its lower and uppe

LOKG LUObco=¥(DOUBLE '-a, LONG n, LON3 •index)

/' a is th» roatrix to docompoi*

long i, lsax, j, ki

D0U3L5 bigjest, ifa^Vi sun. tesp:

DOUBLE "rowscale;

«le - AllocDVectorIn);

if (i •/

!oi (i-0 i l<n ; i**) I

biggest - 0.0:

for [J-0 j ]<B ,- ]t*| 1

it ((teffip-fabsl(a[i]i[j])) > biggest) biggest-toap;

1 /■ for •/

if (biggest — 0.0) return FALSE; /• Singular matrix '!

roxscsleiij - 1.0/higgest; /■ Store the scale factor •/

) /• for •/

for (1-0 ; j<n ; !♦♦) I

fOE lt-0 j KJ ; 1++1 I

sun - (a[l]> EJ]i

fot lk-0 i k<i i kt») sum— la[i]1<k]-(a(k|1[J];

(■Ii» I j] - >"=>;

\ /' for -,

biggest - O.Oi

for li-j; Kn ; i") (

sun - (»|l]UiJ;

for [k-0 ; k<3 ; *«■♦) sum— {«[i}t («) ■ I«[k]) 111»
(a[i]| [j] - aua.-

if I )duony-rowseale[i] "fabs (sun)) ■-;.:■■--. {

biggest ■ durcny;

iizax - i;

) /■ if "/

1 /• for -/

if (j !- iwx) I

tor (lt-0 i k<n i k++) [

dumny - (a (imax) ) Ik] ;

(alirnax]) [k] - («[i]| [Id)

(a[)l) [It] - aunsy:

i /• toe •!

rowscale[Imax!-rouscale[j);

rcvscalelji - dummy;

i /• if */

index[j] - iniax;

If KatlDIJ] — 0.0) return FALSE; /■ Singular matrix ■/

it (j !- In-Ill 1

dummy - l.0/la[1])[J);

for U-jH i Kn i L**) !a(i]>[J] '• duimyi

I /• if ■/

] /■ for ■/

FreeDVector{ro«scale, n);

return TRUE.-

) /' LUDecomp ■/

/' LUFwdBckSubll performs a forward and back substitution on an
LU decomposed matrix.*/

void LUF-dBckSubO0UBLE "a, LONG n, LONG •indsx, DCUBLE *b)

/• ■ -s tha LU deca.Tp03ed matrix

b is the RHS vector -/

I
LONG i, noniero 1, ip, j;

DOUBLE sun;

for (i-0 ; i<n ; lt-t) I

ip - indBxIi];

■ un. - b(ip]i

b[lp] - b[i]i

if (ttoniEro*l) I

for (1-noniero ; j<-i-l ; jt») sum— (aii)l[J]*b[J];

]

■lae if (sum) I

)

b [ i ] - aua;

) /• for •/

for (i-n-1 ; i>-0 ; i-J (

sun - b[ij;

for [j-1+1

b[i] - »uai

] /• for •/

) /• LUTwl3c!(Sub ■/

DOUBLE ■•InvercDKatrls (DOUBLE "m, DOUBLE ""mcopy, COyBLE ••«!, LONG r.umrows)

meopy is a copy of a, it vill be destroyed in the LU decDisposition

numroM3 is the number of rows and columns in jn ■/

I

DOUBLE •column-NULL;

LONG i,], ■indax-NULL;

BYTE accpyflag-FALSE,

roltlag-FALSE,

■uccess-FALSE;

/• If ncopy is hull, cli

ifl'mccpy) {

mcopy - Ai;ocDKa;rlx(

for (i-0 ; i<numrons ; 1*-*] (

for (j-0 j 3<numrons i )••) (

fncopylil) \i: - (ml

ocopyflag - true,- /• Mill be used later for deallocation •/

I /• if •/

/• Allocate index ■/

index - AllocLVector(nuBrOHS):

if Mindex) goto Exitlnvart; /• Allocation failed, abort •/

/• Allocate column •/

colunn - AllocDVector (r.ustrova):

if (Icolumn) goto Exitlnvert; /■ Allocation failed, abort •/

/- If mi is M"JLL, client vants us to allocate */

if i!ni> {

oi - AllocDHatrixInumrous, numrows);

if Call goto Exitlnvert; /• Allocation failed, abort •/

oiflag - TRUE; /• Uaed litar for deallocation •/

1 /■ if •/

/* Perform LU decomposition on ncopy ■/

i - LUDecomp(s^copy, nunrous, index);
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it (!i) goto ExitInvert; /• Matrix singular or

/• Calculate inverse one colunji at a time */

:or (i-0 ; i<nu.irovs ; i-ft) coluanli] - 0.0;

colunn[j] - 1.0;

LUFwdBckSub[ncopy, nu.tro-3, index, column):

for (i-0; KmnBxonra ; i+*) (ni[i])[jJ - coli

} /■ for •/

Exitlr.vert:

if (colucuil FreeDvector(column, nu~row3):

i£ (index) FreeLVector[index, nunrowa);

if [racopyf lag) FreeDMatrix(rocopy, numrows, nu:ni

if (success] {

if (miilag) FreeDHatrixl^i, nunnws, nu

return HULL;

LISTING 3 - File Description File for
Matrix.library

((base _Matrix

(Ibiaa 30

((public

■ LONG Functions

AllocLVector(nuraels)(DO)

FreeLVector (v.iiumols) !AO,D0)

SubI.Vector3(vl,v2, vr,nunel3) (A0Ml/A2,D0)

AddLHacriceslml,n2,mr,nu.-Mowa,nu.-ncol3) (AO/A1/A2,DO/D1)

HuIt LHat rices (cl ,m2,nr, nuairowsl, niiT.colsi, nuncols2l IA0/A1/A2, nO/Di/D2 I

Mult LMatrixUector (n, v, vr, nuairows. nuffiela) (A0/AI/A2 , DO/CD

■ DoiraLE Functions

AllocDVeccor{nurcel3) (DO!

AHoCDMatrix(nufSrow3,r.umcol3) (D0/D1)

FreeDvector(v,nu[rel3) (AO.DO)

FreeDMacrix(x,nurvrcws,nmacoi3) (AO,DO/1>1)

AddDVeccors[vl,v2,vr-, niseis) (AO/A1/A2,D01

SubDVeetor3(vl,v2,VE, nunelsl (AO/Al/AZ.DOl

AddDMatrices (ml,xa,Rr,r.u,-nian3,nijxc:ol!) (AO/A1/A2,DO/D1)

KultDHatrixVector Im, v, vr, nunrows.nu.Tiel3) (A0/Al/A;,D0/Dl|

InvertSMat rix (n,ntccpy,ci., nufnrou3 I (A0/A1/A2. DO)

((end

LISTING 4 - Prototypes for Functions in
Matrix.library

/■ HacrixProco.n

Contains prototypes for ujft; funct i-Ons in Matr' x c */

/■ Prototypes fox Kat::ix. libca^v »/

extern LONG -AliocLVeccor(LCKG(;

excetn LCNG ■■AllocLMatrixlLCNG.LONG);

extern BOOL FreeLVactor(LCNG -, LONG);

extern BOOL FreeLMatiix (LONG ■", LOKCLONG) ;

extern LONG "AddiVectors [LONG '.LONG '.LONG ",LONGI,-

oxcern LCIIG • -AddLMatriees (LOKG ■•.LONG "'.LOUS • •, LONG, LOJiG) ;

axtern LOKG "SubLMatrices (LCNG »',LONG •■,LOSG ■*,LONG,LCi;G) ;

extern LCKG "Kul^LMatrices (ICNG ",LONG ",LONS ", LONG, LONG, LOHG1;

extern LCN5 •MultLVectorMatrixlLONG *,LOKG * ■ , LONG •, LONG, LONG) ,-

extern LONG -YultLMatrixVectoc (KNG ",LOMG '.LONG *,LONG, LONG) ,-

extern LONG • "TransposeLMatrix ILCNG ",LO!«3 '•, LOHG, LONG! ;

extern DCUBLF- ""AilocDMatrix(LONG,LONG) ;

extern BOOL FreeDVector(DOUBLE ■, LONG);

extern BOOL FreeDMatrixIDOUBLE ■", LONG, LONG) ,-

extern DOUBLE -AddDVectors(DOUSLE ■,DOUBLE ',DOUBL2 -,LONG);

BXtern DOUBLE -SubDVactors iDO'JBLE ■,DOUBtE -,COU3LS «,LONG);

extern 3OI.-3LE "AddDKat;lces (DOUBLE •-,DOUBLE ".DOUBLE ••, LCKG, LONG) :

extern 3OU3LE ■■SubEKat;ices(nOU3LE ".DOUBLE •',DOUBLE ", LONG, LONG) ;

extern DOUBLE ■•KuitDKatrices (DOUBLE ".DOUBLE ".DOUBLE ",LONG,LOKG.LONG),

extern DOUBLE -KultDvectorMatrixlDOUBLE ■,DOUBLE ".DOUBLE ',LONG,LONG);
extern DOUBLE -KultDKatrixVector (DOUBLE ".DOUBLE •,DOUBLE ■,LONG,LOMG);

extern DOUBLE "TronsposeDMatrix (DOUBLE ■■.DOUBLE ",LONG, LONG);

extern DOUBLE "InvertDMatrix(DOUBLE ••,DOUBLE ".DOUBLE ",LO(JGI;

The Memory Location
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primers, scanners, memory
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Commodore authorized repair on-prcmisc. Low flat labor rate, plus parts

Circle 107 on Reader Service card.

LISTING 5 - Header File Used by Example Programs

By several programs.

display EODtillBS.

Thia code is FREELY DISTRIBUTABLE but

KOT PUBLIC DOHA1N.

(include <exec/i:ype5.h>

♦ include <aMb.h>

llnalDdB <floac.h>

(Include <nieo*aoub.h>

♦includa <stdlib.h>

(includa <scdio.h>

Matrix.h contains all tha (pragmas craatad by fd2pragma.

(include "Matrix.h"

tincluda "KatciiProco.h"

Display routine

void DispIayLVectoc(lv,nuinels)

LOHG "lv, nunals;

t

LOHG i;

printf(-Vn"l;

(or (i-Q | i<nu.™ls i 1*1-1 (

print* rtd\f, ItUD)
1 /• for i-0 •/
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1 /■ QiaplayLVeceor •/

void DiaplayDVactorldv,nuswls)

DOUBLE *dvj

LONG ni^wla:

I

LOJIG i;

print£(-\n-|.-

for li-0 i Knuaeli .- 1*+) [

princf |-l*\f, dv[l])i

I /• foi 1-0 •/

printf <-\n"li

) /- DiaplayDV«ctor -/

LONG "Ira, nunroaa, nuracolsf

(

LOSS i, j:

printf|-\n">;

for (i-0 ,■ i<numro*a ; 1-*+) !

tor l-j-0 ; 1<numcols ; j«l I

printf CtdAf, (lmlintj)}.-

I /■ for j-0 •/

printf(*\n*)i

1 /■ for i-0 ■/

I /• EisplayLMacrlx 'I

void DiaplayDMatrlxId-n, nun-.ro-a, numcoLs)

DOUBLE "dm;

LO'.'G nunroua, numcola;

f

LOKG i, j:

printf l'\n-).-

for (i-0 ; i<nu.-Er=wa ; i+*J [

for (j-0 ; 3<ni2Bcols ; j*») [

print:l-lf\t",

1 /• foi J-0 •/

printfCWlf

) /- (or 1-0 •/

) /■ DiaplayDHatiix •/

LISTING 6 - MAKEFILE for the Example Programs

dJirrny: Matrix.library TestMatLib Siir-Eqs LEReg. JnTrans

eacho " "

8acho -Htttix.library, TescHatl-lb, SicEqs, LSHaj, and 2DTt*ns eraatad.'

Hitiix.library: KatrlxLlb.o Matrix.o

blink mOH MatclxLlb.o Matrix.o TO Matrix.library ^IB lib:lcmieee.lib

libilc.lib lib;aniga.lib SC Sn NO

copy Matrix.library libs:

TesIHatLlb: TestMatLib.0

blink rRC« LIB:c.o TastMattib.o 10 I«»cKat!.ib LIB lib:lcnslae«. lib

lib:lc.lib lib:anifla.lib SC SD W3

SlirEqj: sinEqa.o

blink FROM LIB:c.o SlmEqs.o TO SL-nEqs LIB lib:lcnleee.llb
lib:le.lib lib:amicia.lib SC SD Ho

Uftag: LSPog.o

'-'-1T-.. frCm L!B:c .□ LSftea.o TO LSPac LIB lib: leniaeft-lib

lib:l=.llb llb:«miga.lib SC SD W

ZDTrans; IDTrana.o

blink FROM LIB:c.o JDTrana.o TO 2D7ran3 LIB librlCTdeee.liti

lib:lc.lib lib:ainiga.Ub SC SD KD

H4trixLib.o: MjtrixLib.a

asm -d M«Cri«.ib.«

Matrix.o: Matrix.c

lc -HI -li -ce -bO -rO -y -sc-text -sd-ctut Matrix.c

TaatKatLlb.o: T»stM«tLib.c Kacrix.h MatriiProto.h Taac.h

lc -dJ -(I -cc UstMatLib.e

SireEqa.o: SimEqa.c Macrin.h MatrixProto.h Teat.h

lc -d3 -ii -cc SimEqs.c

LSfag.o: LSReg.c Matrin.fi KatriiProto.h Teach

lc -d3 -fi -cc LSWg.c

2DTrans.o: ZDTrana.c MatciK.h MatrixPrOvO.ti Taat.h

lC -d3 -tl -ce 20Tr«na.c

Matrix.h: Matrix.ti

fdJprao&i Matrix.id Matrix.h

LISTING 7 - Comprehensive Test Program for
Matrix.library

TMtKatULb.C

Matrix.library using tpragnaa.

Thia cod* is FBEELI DISTRIBUTABLE bal NOT PUBLIC DOMAIN

Written by Handy Finch*

•/

tincludn "Tost.n"

id AAin(*Egc,argv)

int argc;

char "argv.'

LOHS 1, j, kj

LOHG >lvI3]l

LOJio ■•laI3J;

□0UBLE •dv[3];

D0UBLE >-dm[3];

DOUBLE •■invorae;

puts("\n0penin7 Matrix.library\n"l;

printf C\nMat[ix - lx\n",Matrix) ;

if(!Matrlxl |

axitIO);

1

for (i-0 ; i<3 ; i+*l I

lf(l(lv£i] - (LONG -JAllDCLVoctorK))) [

printf I'VnCould not allocate vaccor td.\n',i);

•xit(O);

I

I

printfl"\nLong v«ctora allotted.\n'1;

toe (i-0 ; i<3 ) i«+) (

il(Udv[i] - (DOUBLE MAlloeEVectorKMl I

•xitlOl;

1

I

print!|-\nCouble v»ctora allotted.\n");

for 11-0 : i<3 : 1++) I

- (WJNG **)»lloslNatrixt4,4ln (
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prir.ti ("\nCould not allocate natrix id.\n",i);

1

let (1-0 ; i<3 ; it*) I

lUMOmli] - (DOUBLE ••)AllocCMstrix(4,4l)] I

exit {OJj

]

1

piinct ["\nDouble matrices allotted.\n"l .-

lor (1-0 .- i<3 : i"> I

for (j-0 i ]<-3 : j+*l 1

Ilv[i]](j] - (LOXGHlO.O'drancHain;

(dvtij)ljl - 10.0*drand48(l;

for IU-Q : k<-3 ; lt-n-1 I

/• assign values to BICclx ele™:i;3 •/

Klmti]) tj)H*l - (LONG!110.(J'drand4B<>);

l(dm[i])[j)>[k] - lO.O'dramMBO;

1

)

1 /• (or i-0 •/

print *(*VnVoctors and rcatrlcea assigned,\n"):

AddLVector3(lv[D],lv[l],lv[2],4);

print: (~\nLorsg vectors added.\n") »■

Diaplayl,Ve=torUv[0J,4) :

Eisplay-.Ve=torUv[l],4>;

Disploy^VoocorllvlJ],4);

SubLVe=toia(lv|0:,lvIl],lv(2],4!;

DlsplayLVeccor llv [£)),<:,■

Di5plsyI.Vecto=(lv(l],$>;

DisplayLVnctoi (lv[2i ,'•) ;

AddLMatriceatlmiO],lm[l],lm(21.4,4]:

pcintf("VnLong matrices sdded.\n")j

DisplayLHatrixlImlO], 1,4)1

DisplayLHatrixdmtl], 4,4);f

Dl3playLMfltrlKllm|2],4,4);

SubLMacrices(lra[0],lm[l],lm|2],4, 4):

print.* [ "\nLong iri3tricc5 aubCEact&d- \n") #

DioplayLMatrlx llffl[0],4,4}(

Di3PlayLMaciixllmU].<,4) ;

Ditpl&yUU.tEix(lm[2],4, 41 ;

HuItLKaceico»{lra[0],lm(l],lm[2],4,4,4l,-

printf("\nLong matrices nultipliad.\n");

Di3playLMattin(lniiO],4,4) ,-

DiaplayLMattinllmll] ,A,',]:

DisplayLMatriK(lm(2],4,4)I

MultLVectoi:Katrixllv[0], lm[0], lv[2], 4, 4) ,-

piintf ("\nLon9 vector and aatrix rsaltiplied-Xn"! .■

DisplayLVector(lv[0],4):

DisplayLMatriKllmlO] ,4,4) i;

DiaplayLVeccor[lv[2J, 4) ;

MultLMatrixVeetor(lm[0),lvlQ),lv[2], 4,4);

DisplayLKatrix(ln[O], 4,4);

Dl:playI,Vectocllv[01,4) ;

Dlsplsyt-VectoEllv^},*) .-

ln(2] - ItansposeLKatrix(l.Ti[0],l.ii|2J,4,«},-

printfr\nLong matrix transposed.\n") ;

Dl3playL«atrixllni[0),4,41 |

ai3playLKatiixllr.[2),4, -il i

Add3Vec=ors(dv|0),dv[l],dv[2J,4);

printf I-XnDoublB vectors added.\n~t:

DisplayDUectorIdvIO!,4);

DisplayDVoctccldv[l!.4);

DisplayDVector(dv[2],4)i

Subnvectorstdv|0],dvil],(Jvl2],4);

pilntf("\nDouble vogtors subtracted.\n"l;

DisplayDVector(dv[0],4):

DisplayCVector(dvil],4):

DisplayDVector(dv[2J,4);

SddEKacriceslda[0}.d3:iI,da[3],4,4);

printf("\ncouble natrices added.\n") ;

DiaplayBHatrix(dmiO],4,4);

DisplayDMjitrix(dm[l],4,4) ;

DlaplayDMatrixldn[2],4, 4);

S-jbD.«atricoald.-iI0;,ds[l),d.Ti[2!,4, 4) :

□ isplai-CKfltEiK(dm[O], 4, i) .-

DlaplayDMatrix(dn[l], 4,4) .■

DlaplayCKatEixldn[2],4, 4)p

HultL;Matrieea(dn[0],dmEl],dn;(2],4,4,4i ;

print! ("\nDcuble raatrlcea multiplied.\n"l;

DisplayDKatrix<dEi{0],4,4l ;

Di3ployDKatrix(dmlIl,4,4l;

DisplayDKacrix{dffl[2],4,4l;

MultDVoctorM»trixldv[01,d.-n|0],dv[2],4,4l ;

prlnt£(-\nDoubie vector and matrix multiplied. \n") ,-

DisplaYOVector(d'/[0],4) ;

VigiSoft
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resolution,
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playDMa
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else

1

tot i

Ft

nvcrs

intil

aplty

t

i«0 ;

eeLVe

"»

Cri

Inv

a)

■\a

DM

:(dv[2]

CCOl

bit

:idn

mat

x(dm[0]

rld\'[0]

Kdv(2]

x(dra[2)

,4)

10]

rix

.4,

.4)
,4)

riie

,d
a

4)

t

4)

nd vector fnaltlpliad.\n"]

ransposed.\n"li

ortDHattix (d.T.10), NULL, HULL! t);

I

Double ut

ttix(da[0]

1O 1 l*t

Etlwti]

1 <

.41

rl

,i

x ir.vortod.Xn-);

,4) 1

)

if (invetsel 7reeOKatrix(ir.verso, 4, 41 ;

piintfr\nVoctora and Matrices (roHd.\n"l;

CloseLibrary(Matrix);

] /• nairi ■/

LISTING 8 - Output from Testl-SatLib {Listing 7)

Opening Matrix.library
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Double v*ctocs allotted.

Long Mtrlsoj allotted.

Vc-'oi; dr. J FM' ?l£tf 3

Long vectors adbed.

Long matiic addad.

0

Long matrices nultlplled.

1

9

i

49

104

ne

5

3

1

50

114

lie

162

Long

vector and oacrix multiplied.

2 S 9

3 0 5
S T 2

a a o

jltlplied.

DouDl" vector) »dd«d.

0.005651 6.311918 5.315569 1.183511

0.0622 96 3.612*6* 7.692211 5.691650

0.07214B U.9S53B4 13.007790 6.97536B

0.009854 .

0.062295

-3.052441

Dauble mactlc

1.7664Z6

5.690596

5.1S4312

7.31-19J'.

1.26462*

3.709947

9.667296

5.B6S1Q3

3.031051

9.390543

14.8216OB

13.709940

1.76*426

£.660596

S.154312

1.B44B36

1.264624

3.709947

9.667296

5.665103

0.501802

1.910649

-4.512985

1.919733

1.76642c

5.6B0596

5.154312

7.844836

1.3(4(34

3.709947

9.661296

5.865103

79.375906

28.387779

116.488163

95.834112

Doubt* v«CCOt

0.009BS4

1.16(426

5.680596

5.154312

7.B44B36

83.922330

Doubla nutria

1.1(6426

5.6B0596

5.154312

1.844B36

0.009854

38.886308

1.1((42(

5.680596

5.154312

7.S44B36

1.766426

0.913306

4.812172

4.5*4334

Doubl* matrix

1.76(42(

5.680596

5.154312

7.B14836

0.361334

-0.549834

0.166954

-0.655954

1.000000

-0.000000

0.000000

-0.000000

B.312918

3.6724H

4.640452

S3 addod.

O.S13306

0.S08319

1.184203

I.333101

1.109283

4.218346

0.1209(5

8.116888

8.(22539

4.7866(5

2.705168

11.249994

0.913306

0.308319

1.884203

2.533106

7.709283

4.278346

0.8209(5

8.711101

-6.79S9T7

-3.1700J6

1.0(3231

-I.1M703

0.913306

0.508319

1.884203

2.533101

7.709283

1.270341

0.8209(5

B.11688B

C.1376S8

72.11(884

5.315549

7.692211

-2.376643

1.872112

0.189148

5.7C6H0

3.163775

4.9*7217

6.(19786

0.142624

9.(47036

9.B393B9

6.B68934

6.446764

-.3.(3OB11

4.812172

0.189148

5.10(140

3.183715

4.9^1211

6.619786

0.742624

9.647036

-0.095045

-6.(90638

4.963516

-5.8(3261

4.872172

0.189148

5.70(140

3.783775

4.96721T

(.679186

0.742(24

9.647036

62.332459

60.519871

133.717213 124.3B6423

and sutcix sultlplled.

8.312918

0.913306

0.508319

1.884203

2.533106

17.248197

5.3155(9

4.872112

0.189148

5.706140

3.763775

36.429924

and iractot nultipliod.

0.913306

0.508319

1.B84203

2.533106

8.312918

8.81(235

0.913306

0.508319

1,014203
2.533106

5.660596

0.508319

0.189148

2.9B1972

inv.tt.d.

0.913306

0.508319

1.884203

2.533106

0.213577

-0.900B82

0.116033

-0.038968

-0.000000

1.000000

0.000000

-0.000000

4.872172

0.189148

5.70(140

3.183775

5.315569

55.694291

4.372112

0.189148

5.70(140

3.783175

5.154312

1.BB4203

5.106140

B. 152739

4.B12112

0.189148

5.706140

3.783775

-0.391682

-0.027113

-0.587945

0.788072

0.000000

0.000000

1.000000

0.000000

1.183517

5.691350

-4.508333

4.544334

2.931912

3.152739

6.809230

3.159390

8.307791

S.10168*

3.928280

7.103724

11.289163

IE.254324

10.737510

4.544334

2.9B1912

8.152739

6.B09230

3.155390

8.307791

8.101586

3.926280

:.384944

-5.325B20

0.05-.153

2.880951

1.54(334

2.961972

8.152139

(.803230

3.15J390

B.301791

8.101586

3.9282S0

70.492123

35.416646

110.193063

103.232552

1.183517

4.544334

2.931972

5.152739

6.509230

76.228949

4.544334

2.9B1972

6.152739

(.8C9230

1.163517

49.30656!

4.54433*

2.581972

8.152139

6.859230

1.844B36

2.533106

3.783175

6.609230

4.514334

2.931912

i.152739

6.63 5230

0.134005

0.194006

0.132319

-0.341870

0.000000

0.090000

0.000000

1.000000

•AC-
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(Stepper Motors, continued from page 22)

buffer in place the transistors are kept off. This allows you time

to go through the Startup-Sequence and load AmigaBASIC and

the stepper program without worrying about damaging the

computer or draining the batteries.

PROGRAMS

Each of the 3 basic programs performs a specific function.

Program 1 rotates the stepper one revolution in a CW direction.

Program 2 accomplishes the same thing in half steps. The rota

tion of the shaft is noticeably smoother in the half step mode.

Program 3 performs B scanning function, first rotating CW for

180 degrees, then reversing direction CCW for 180 degrees. The

program operates until a key is pressed.

I have placed a timing loop in each program to slow the

program down (how many times have you ever done that to a

basic program)? Without the timing loop, the rpm of the motor

in full step is approximately 100-120 RPM.

All the programs are simple, and you should be able to

modify them without any problem. You do have to watch to

make sure you keep the signals inverted. Asimple analysis of the

signal inversion section of the program might be a little sticky, so

we'll do that now.

As its name implies, the inverter IC inverts a signal. So, a

binary 1 on its input becomes a binary 0 at its output, and vice

versa. Because we are using a 4049 inverter between the parallel

port and transistor switches, we need to invert the signals to the

inverter to get the correct signals to the transistors.

In the test circuit, we simply pressed the switches SI, S2, S3

and S4 in sequence to rotate the shaft 15 degrees (4 steps x 3.75

degree/step). On the Amiga, theselines are connected to PB0 thru

PB4. To activate the same sequence, we can poke the binary

numbers 1,2,4 and 8 into the data register (dr). But wait, we must

compensate for the inverter. To turn on a particular line, we

actually have to turn it off by outputting a binary 0, while the

remaining lines must be turned off by outputting a binary 1. One

line in the program accomplishes this for us:

st = 15 - cw(i)

The number st is poked into the DR register.

TROUBLESHOOTING

If you use the stepper motor listed in the parts list, you

should not run across any problems. If you do, the first thing to

check is the diodes. Make sure you have them in properly, facing

in the direction shown in the schematic.

If the stepper motor moves slightly (quivers back and forth),

chances are the batteries are too weak to power the motor.

Replace them with fresh batteries, and be aware for now that the

batteries will wear out pretty quickly. This problem will be solved

later in this project, when we modify your existing circuit board

to use line voltage with a step-down transformer.

BRIDGEBOARD USERS!
DorTt waste money, slots, or desk space buying extra

IBM-compatible or Amiga floppy diivesl The Bridge Drive
Commander + gives you direct access to all your Internal
and external Amiga drives Irom Ihe Bridgeboard. and direct

access lo IBM lype 360K and 720K drives from AmigaDOS.
Bridge Drive Commander + is totally transparent and
automatic. Put an IBM type disk In any drive and use it just

like on any IBM compatible! Put In an Amiga disk and return

lo Amiga use! Just that simple, just thai fasti One drive can
use Amiga disks at the same time another is using IBM-

compatible disks. Disks are completely usable by other

Amiga and IBM-compatible computers. All hardware, no

software drivers to load, no precious memory or expansion
slots used up. Plugs onto motherboard at Internal dtive con

nector. (No soldering or wiling changes.) Compatible with
all Bridgeboards (8088, 802B6), SideCar, all accelerator

boards (any 680x0), hard disks and other hardware and

software.

Bridge Drive Commander+ $ 97.50

MJ SYSTEMS
Dept 10A, 1222 Brookwood Road, Madison, Wl 53711

1-800-448-4564
(24 hours MaslerCard/VISA)

Product n.imi?5 fire tradem.-uVs oi Ihoir ipspeclivp rnmpnnies

Circle 149 on Reader Service card.

GOING FURTHER

There are a number of dedicated integrated circuits available

for powering and controlling stepper motors. Use of these IC's in

conjunction with the Amiga would reduce the amount of dedi

cated lines required off the parallel port.

Parts Ust

IM-Step 3.75 Stepper Motor (6 wire)

Available from:

D1-D4 lN914diode (50/pak)

PC board terminals stackable

DB-25 PIN male connector

4049 Inverting Hex Buffer

16-pin socket for 4049

S1-S4 momentary push switch (4/pak)

Q1-Q4 NPN transistors (15/pak)

Battery holder

Battery

PC board

$10,00.plus S2.50s&h

Images Company

P.O. Box 313

Jamaica. NY 11419

Radio Shack # 276-1620

RS# 276-1388

RS# 276-1547

RS # 276-2449

RS# 276-1998

RS# 275-1547c

RS #276-1617

RS # 270-405

RS# 23-144

RS# 276-170

(listing follows)
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Program 1: stepper one

setup:

ddr - 12575489s

dr - 12574977S

POKE dr,15

POKE ddr ,255

DIM cw(4>

CW(l)-l:Cw(2)=2:Cw(3)=4:CW(4)=B

REM run stepper

FOR j - 1 TO 24

FOR i - 1 TO 4

st » IS - cw(i)

POKE dr.st

FOR t - 1 TO S0:NEXT t

NEXT i

NEXT j

POKE dr,15

END

Program 2: half step

REM Stepper-Motor

setup:

ddr = 125754896

dr = 12574977a

POKE dr,15

POKE ddr ,255

DIM cw(B)

CW(l)-l:CW<2)-3:cw{3)-2;cw(4)-6

cw(5)=4:cw(6)*-12:cw{7)=B:cw(B)-E

FOR j = 1 TO 24

FOR i - 1 TO 8

st - 15 - cw(i)

POKE dr,st

NEXT i

NEXT j

POKE dr,15

END

Program 3: scanning function

REM Stepper-Motor

setup:

ddr - 125754895

dr - 12574977S

POKE dr,15

POKE ddr , 255

DIM CW<4)

CW(l)-l:CW{2)-2:CW|3)-4:CW{4)-8

fig - 0

scan:

aS = INKSYS

IF aS <> "" THEN Finish

FOR j = 1 TO 12

IF fig - 0 THEN GOSUB CW1

IF fig - 1 THEN GOSUB CCW1

NEXT i

IF fig - 0 THEN fig - l:GOTO scan

IF fig = 1 THEN fig = 0:GOTO 3Can

POKE dr,15

END

CWlJ

FOR i - 1 TO 4

at - 15 - CW(i)

POKE dr,st

FOR t - 1 TO 50:NEXT c

NEXT i

RETURN

CCWli

FOR i - 4 TO 1 STEP -1

st - 15 - CW(i)

POKE dr,st

FOR t - 1 TO 50:NSXT t

NEXT i

RETURN

Finish:

POKE dr,15

END

•AC*

(C Notes, continued from page 68)

exit (0);

/- ■/

tifdef LATTICE

int accepted(char *lbuf,unsigned lnt count)

tclsc

int accepted Ubuf,count)

char "lbuf;

unsigned int count;

iendlf

I
char buf(BO);

if (count > 65) count = 65;

for(; count > 0; count—,lbuf+t){

printf("*c-,-lbuf);

/* this is display length*/

/* print out characters •/

/• one char at a time */

printf("\n\nls this oXay [Yes or No)?"); /• ask for approval "/

if (gets(but) != NULL)( /* get the answer ■/

if (toupper(buf[01) « >Y'] return(TRUE); /• accepted "/

return(FALSE); /■ not accepted •/

The comments in the listing should adequately explain the

functionality of the program, but here are a few side points that

may help in your implementation. First, the program should

compile equally well for both the Manx C and the Lattice C

compilers. When you compile with Lattice, the keyword LAT

TICE is automatically defined for you and, therefore, the appro

priate code is included (or excluded). Likewise, when compiling

under Manx, LATTICE is not defined and therefore the alterna

tive code is included.

The primary difference between compilers can be found in

how each one's library handles wildcard "pattern" filename

searches. Lattice uses the more common approach of separating

the "find first" and "find next" operations with the functions

dfindO and dnextO. These functions return the fi!e information

into a predefined structure. Manx's library, on the other hand,

hides these operations and simply returns a pointer to each

filename. The program only requires each filename that matches

a given pattern. Therefore, pointing at the area in the structure

that contains the name is a satisfactory alternative in the Lattice

environment.

One final point regarding the difference in how these envi

ronments handle wildcard patterns is the wildcard characters

that are supported. Manx supports the asterisk for multi-charac

ter references, and the question mark for single-character refer

ences, which are more common in the IBM PC world. Lattice

offers the same support by changing a global reference (see the

manual) but defaults to the wildcard characters supported by the

AmigaDOS environment.

Of course, other methods could be employed instead of the

one used in the program SECRET. We have just scratched the

surface in the world of cryptography. Take the program and try

it out if you like, but be careful—if you forget a password, you'll

have to develop your own expertise on the flip side of the science.

•AC*
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BACK

ISSUE
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Amiga & Atlanta Go For The Gold. p. do

[mazing/miiga

CAD ON THE AMIGA!

X'CAD Deiisnsr & Professional.

UltraDesign. A«giS Draw 2000

and mare!

- Saion

■ Pwtaci Sound » MosIh Sound

■ Shipping Loymt CXf Workbench

CommoOoie i VAR Program

% Vol. 1 No. 1 Premiere, 1986

Highlights include:

"Super Spheres", An ABasic Graphics Program, by Kelly

Kauffman

"Date Virus", by J. Foust

"EZ-Term", An ABasic terminal program, by Kelly Kauffman

"Miga Mania", Programming fixes & mouse care, by P.

Kivolowitz

"Inside CLI", A guided insight into AmigaDos, by G. Musser

* Vol.1 No. 2 1986

Highlights include:

"Inside CLI: Part Two", Investigating CLI tt ED, by G. Musser

"Online and the CTS Fabite 2424 ADH Modem", by J. Foust

"Superterm V 1.0", A terminal program in Amiga Basic, by K.

Kauffman

"A Workbench "More" Program", by Rick Wirch

* Vol. 1 No. 3 1986

Highlights include:

"Forth!", A tutorial

"Deluxe Draw!!", An AmigaBASIC art program, by R. Wirch

"AmigaBASIC", A beginner's tutorial

"Inside CLI: Part 3", by George Musser

W Vol. 1 No. 4 1986

Highlights include:

"Build Your Own 51/4" Drive Connector", by E. Viveiros

"AmigaBASIC Tips", by Rich Wirch

"Scrimp^r Part One", A program to print Amiga screen, by P.

Kivolowitz

* Vol. 1 No. 5 1986

Highlights include:

The HSI to RGB Conversion Tool", Color manipulation in

BASIC, by S. Pietrowicz

"Scrimper: Part Two" by Perry Kivolowitz

"Building Tools", by Daniel Kary

V Vol. 1 No. 6 1986

Highlights include:

"Mailing List", A basic mall list program, by Kelly Kauffman

"Pointer Image Editor", by Stephen Pietrowia

"Scrimpen Part Three", by Perry Kivolowitz

"Optimize Your AmigaBasic Programs For Speed", by Steve

Pietrowicz

¥ Vol. 1 No. 7 1986

Highlights include:

"Try 3-D", An introduction to 3-D graphics, by Jim Meadows

"Window Requesters in Amiga Basic^, by Steve Michel
"I C What I Think", A few C graphic progs, by R. Peterson

"Your Menu Sir!", Programming AmigaBASIC menus, by B.

Galley

"Linking C Programs with Assembler Routines", by G. Hull

» Vol. 1 No. 8 1986

Highlights include:

"Computers in the Classroom", by Robert Frizelle

"Using Your Printer With The Amiga"

"Using Fonts from AmigaBASIC, by Tim Jones

"Screen SaVer", Monitor protection program in C, by P.

Kivolowitz

*A Tale of Three EMACS", by Steve Poling

".bmap File Reader in AmigaBASIC", by T Jones

? Vol.1 No. 9 1986

Highlights include:

"The Loan Information Program", A BASIC program for your

financial options, by Brian Catley

"Starting Your Own Amiga-Related Business", by W.

Simpson

"Keep Track of Your Business Usage for Taxes",

by J. Kummer

"Using Fonts from AmigaBASIC: Part Two", by Tim Jones

"68000 Macros On The Amiga", by G. Hull

V Vol. 2 No. I, January 1987

Highlightsinclude:

-What Digi-View Is- Or, What Genlock Should Be!", by J.

Foust

"AmigaBASIC Titles", by Bryan Catley

"A Public Domain Modula-2 System", by Warren Block

"One Drive Compile", by Douglas Lovell

"A Megabyte Without Megabacks", An internal megabyte

upgrade, by Chris Irving

* Vol. 2 No. 2, February 1987

Highlights include:

"The Modem", Efforts of a BBS sysop, by Joseph L Rothman

"The ACO Project....Graphic Teleconferencing on the

Amiga", by S. R. Pietrowicz

"Flight Simulator II: A Cross Country Tutorial", by John

Rafferty

"A Disk Librarian In AmigaBASIC", by John Kennan

"Creating And Using Amiga Workbench Icons",

by C. Hansel

"Build Your Own MIDI Interface", by Richard Rae

"AmigaDOS Operating System Calls and Disk File

Management", by D. Haynie

"Working with the Workbench", by Louis A. Mamakos

* Vol. 2 No. 3, March 1987

Highlights include:

"An Analysis OfThe NewAmiga PCs (A2000 & A500>", by J.

Foust

"Subscripts and Superscripts in AmigaBASIC", by 1. Smith

"AmigaTrix", Amiga shortcuts, by W. Block

"Intuition Gadgets", by Harriet Maybeck Tolly

"Forth!", Put sound in your Forth programs, by Jon Bryan

"Assembly Language on the Amiga", by Chris Martin

"AmigaNotes", No stereo? Y not?, by Rick Rae

* Vol. 2 No. 4, April 1987

Highlights include:

"Jim Sachs Interview", by S. Hull

TheMouse That Got Restored",byJerry Hulland Bob Rhode

"Household Inventory System in AmigaBASIC", by B.

Catley

"Secrels of Screen Dumps", by Natkun Okun

"Amigatrbt II", More Amiga shortcuts, by Warren Block

* Vol. 2 No. 5, May 1987

Highlights include:

"Writing a SoundScape Module", Programming with MIDI,

Amiga and SoundScape in C, by T. Fay

"Programming in 68000 Assembly Language", by C. Martin

"Using FutureSound with AmigaBASIC", Programming

utility with real digitized STEREO, by J. Meadows

"Waveform Workshop In AmigaBASIC, by J. Shields

"Intuition Gadgets: Part II", by H. MaybeckTolly

t Vol.2 No. 6,June 1987

Highlights Include:

"Modula-2 AmigaDOS Utilities", by S. Faiwiszcwski

"Amiga Expansion Peripherals", by J. Foust

■What You Should Know Before Choosing an

Amiga 1000 Expansion Device", by S. Grant

"68000 Assembly Language Programming", by Chris Martin

* Vol.2 No.7,July 1987

Highlights include:

"Video and Your Amiga", by Oran Sands Hi
"Amigas & Weather Forecasting", by Brenden Larson

"Quality Video from a Quality Computer", by O. Sands

"Is IFF Really a Standard?", by John Foust

"All About Printer Drivers", by Richard Bielak

"68000 Assembly Language", by Chris Martin

K Vol. 2 No. 8, August 1987

Highlights include:

"Amiga Entertainment Products"

"Modula-2 Programming"

"Assembly Language"

"Disk-2-Disk", by Matthew Leeds

"Skinny C Programs", by Robert Riemersma, Jr.

* Vol. 2 No. 9, September 1987

Highlights include:

"Modula-2 Programming", Raw console dev. events, by S

Faiwiszewski

"AmigaBASIC Patterns", by Brian Catley

"Programming with SoundScape", by T. Fay

"Bill Vo!k, Vice-President Aegis Development", inlerview

by Steve Hull

"Jim Goodnow, DeveloperofManx'C'", interviewby Harriet

M Tolly

I Vol.2 No. 10,October 1987

Highlights include:

"Max Headroom and the Amiga", by John Foust

Taking the Perfect Screen Shot", by Keith Conforti

"Amiga Artist Brian Williams", by John Foust

"All About On-line Conferencing", by Richard Rae

"Amiga BASIC Structures", by Steve Michel

"Quick and Dirty Bobs", by Michael Swinger

"Fast File I/O with Modula-2", by Steve Faiwiszewski

"Window I/O", by Read Predmore

* Vol. 2 No. 11, November 1987

Highlights include:

"Jez San Interview", StarGlider author speaks!, by Ed

Bercovitz

"Do-it-yourself Improvements To The Amiga Genlock"

"AmigaNotes", Electronic music books, by R. Rae

"Modula-2 Programming", Devices, I/O, & serial port, by S.

Faiwiszewski

"68000 Assembly Language", by Chris Martin

"The AMICUS Network", by John Foust

"C Animation: Part II", by Mike Swinger

"SoundScape Part III", VU Meter and more, by Todor Fay

"Fun with Amiga Numbers", by Alan Barnett

"File Browser", by Bryan Catley

* Vol. 2 No. 12, December 1987

Highlights include:

The Ultimate Video Accessory", by Larry White
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"The Sony Connection", by Stewart Cobb

"CLI Arguments in C", by Paul Castonguay

"MIDI Interface Adaptor", by Barry Massoro

"Modula-2", Command line calculator, by S. Faiwiszewski

"AmigaNotes", Audio changes made in the A500 &A2000, by

Rick Rao

"Animation for C Rookies: Part III", by M. Swinger

"The Big Picture", Assembly language programming, by

Warren Ring

"Insider/Kwikstart Review", RAM & ROM expansion:

Comments & installation tips, by Ernest 1'. Viveiros, Sr.

"Forth!", DumpRPort utility for your Mulli-Forlh toolbox, by

Jon Bryan

* Vol.3 No. 3, January 1988

Highlights include;

"AmigaNotes", Amiga digital music generation, by Rich Rae

"C Animation: Part IV", by Michael Swinger

"Forth", Sorting out Amiga CHIP and FAST memory, by John

Bryan

The Big Picture", CLI system calls and manipulating disk

files, by Warren Ring

"6SO00 Assembly Language Programming", Create a multi

color screen without using Intuition routines, by Chris Martin

"Modula-2 Programming", by S. Faiwiszewski

"The Ultimate Video Accessory: Part II", by L. White

"FormatMuter. Professional Disk Formatting Engine", by

C.Mann

"BSpread", Full featured AmigaBASIC spreadsheet, by Bryan

Catley

* Vol. 3 \'o. 2, February 1933

Highlights include:

"Laser Light Shows with the Amiga", by Patrick Murphy

"The Ultimate Video Accessory: Part III'", by L White
"Hooked On The Amiga With Fred Fish", by Ed Bercovitz.

"Photo Quality Reproduction with the Amiga and Digi-

View", by Stephen Lebans

"Balancing Your Checkbook With WordPerfect Macros", by

S.Hull

"Solutions To Linear Algebra Through Matrix

Computations", by Robert Ellis

"Modula-2 Programming", Catching up with Calc, by Steve

Faiwiszewski

"68000 Assembler Language Programming", by Chris Martin

"AiRT", Icon-based program language, by S. Faiwiszewsk!

* Vol. 3 No. 3, March 1988

Highlights include:

"Desktop Video: Part IV", by Larry White

"The Hidden Power of CLI Batch File Processing", by J.

Rothman

"A Conference With Eric Graham", edited by John Foust

"Perry Kivolowite Interviewed", by Ed Bercovitz

"Jean "Moebius" Giraud Interviewed", by Ed Fadigan

"PAL Help", A1000 expansion reliability, by Perry Kivolowitz

"Boolean Function Minimization", by Steven M. Hart

"Amiga Serial Port and MIDI Compatibility forYourA1000",

by L. Ritter and G. Rentz

"Electric Network Solutions the Matrix Way", by Robert Ellis

"Modula-2 Programming", The gameport device and simple

sprites in action, by Steve Faiwiszewski

"The Big Picture", Unified Field Theory by Warren Ring

% Vol.3 No.4,April 1988

Highlights include:

"Writing A SoundScape Patch Librarian", by T. Fay

"Upgrade Your A1000 to A500/2000 Audio Power", by H.

Bassen

"Gels in Mulli-Forth", by John Bushakra

"Macrobatics", Easing the trauma of Assembly language

programming, by Patrick J. Horgan

"The Ultimate Video Accesory: Part V", by Larry White

"The Big Picture, Part II: Unified Field Theory", by W. Ring

H Vol. 3 No. 5, May 1988

Highlights include:

"Interactive Startup Sequence", by Udo Peraisz

"AmigaTrix III", by Warren Block

"Proletariat Programming", Public domain compilers, by P

Quaid

The Companion", Amiga's event-handling capability, by

P.Gosselin

The Big Picture, Unified Field Theory: Part III", by W. Ring

"Modula-2", Termination modules for Benchmark and TDI

compilers, by Steve Faiwiszewski

"68000 Assembly Language", Peeling away the complication

of display routines, by Chris Martin

"The Command Line: The First Installment", by Rich

Fslconburg

If Vol.3 No. 6, June 1988

Highlights Include:

"Reassigning Workbench Disks", by John Kennan

"An IFF Reader in Multi-Forth", by Warren Block

"Basic Directory Service Program", Programming alternative

to the CimmeeZcroZcro, by Bryan Catley

"C Notes from the C Group", A beginner's guide to the power

of C programming, by Stephen Kemp

An Amiga Forum Conference with Jim Macknz

The Amiga market as seen by the "Stepfather of intuition."

The Command Line: Exploring the multi-talented LIST

command", by Rich Falconburg

* Vol.3 No. 7, July 1988

Highlights include:

"An Interview with'AnimMan,'Gary Bonham"by B. Larson

"Roll Those Presses!", The dandy, demanding world of

desktop publishing, by Barney Schwartz

"Linked Lists in C", by W. E. Cammill

"C Notes from the C Group", The unknown "C" ofbasicobject

and data types, by Stephen Kemp

V Vol. 3 No. 8, August 1988

H igh 1 igh Is i n c Iude:

The Developing Amiga", A gaggle of great programming

tools, by Stephen R. Pietrowiez

"Modula-2 Programming", Libraries and the FFP and 1EE

math routines, by Steve Faiwiszewski

"C Notes from the C Group: Arrays and pointers unmasked",

by 5tephen Kemp

TrackMousc", Converting a standard A:ari trackball into »

peppy Amiga TrackMouse, by Darryl Joyce

"Amiga Interface for Blind Users", by Carl W. Mann

Tumblin' Tots", Assembly language program, by D. Ashley

Plus—A Look At Amiga Entertainment

* Vol. 3 No. 9, September 19S6

Highlights include:

"The Kideo Tapes", A Georgia elementary school puts

desktop video to work, by John Dandurand

"Speeding Up Your System", Floppy disk caching, by Tony

Preston

"Computer-Aided Instruction", Authoring system in

AmigaBASIC, by Paul Castonguay

"Gels in Multi-Forth, Part II: Screenplay", by John Bushakra

"AmigaNotes: How IFF sound samples are stored", by

Richard Rae

"C Notes from the C Group", Operators, expressions, and

statements in C uncovered, by Stephen Kemp

* Vol.3 No. 10,October 1988

Highlights include:

The Command Line:NEWCLI: A painless way to create a

new console window", by Rich Falconburg

"Record Keeping for Freelancers: A Superbase Professional

Tutorial", by Marion Deland

"On The Crafting of Programs", Optimization kicks off our

series on programming savvy, by David J. Hankins

"Bob and Ray Meet Frankenstein", Create, animate, and

metamorphose graphics objects in AmigaBASIC, by R. EfAsto

"Digital Signal Processing in AmigaBASIC", Perform your

own digital experiments with Fast Fourier Transforms, by

Robert Ellis

"HAM & AmigaBASIC", Pack your AmigaBASIC progs with

many of the Amiga's 4096 shades, by Bryan Catley

"CAI—Computer Aided Instruction: Part II", by Paul

Castonguay

1 Vol. 3 No. 11, November 1988

Highlights include:

"Structures in C", by Paul Castonguay

"On The Crafting of Programs", Speed up your progs, by D.

Hankins

"Desktop Video VI: Adding the Third Dimension", by L

White

"More Linked Lists in C Techniques and Applications",

Proceduresfor managing lisis,storing diverse data types in the

same list,and puttinglists to work in your programs, by Forest

W. Arnold

"BASIC Linker", Combine individual routines from your

program library to create an executable program, by B. Zupke
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* Vol. 3 No. 12, December 1988

Highlighls include:

"The Command Line: What lo do when the commands of

AmigaDos fail", by Rich E:alconburg

"Converting Patch Librarian Files", by Phil Saunders

"The Ctcalion of Don Bluth's Dragon's Lair", by R. Linden

"Easy Menus in JForth", by Phil Burk

"Extending Amig»Basic", The use of library calls from within

AmigaBASIC, by John Kennan

"Gelling Started In Assembly", by Jeff Glalt

"C Notes From The C Group: Program or function control

coding", by Stephen Kemp

"AmigaDos, Assembly Language, And FileNotes", Weapons

in the war against file overload; accurate, descriptive file

naming, by Dan Huth

t Vol. 4 No. 1, January 1989

Highlights include:

"Desktop Video", by Richard Stan

"Industrial Strength Menus", by Robert D'Asto

"Scrolling Through SupcrBitMap Windows", by Read

Predmore

"Sync Tips: Dot crawl, the Amiga and composite video

devices", by Oran |. Sands

"Stop-Motion Animation On The Amiga", by Brian Zupke

"The Command Line: New and Improved Assembly

Language Commands", by Rich Falconburg

"Pointers, Function Pointers, and Pointer Declarations in C,

by Forest W. Arnold

"Death of aProcess",Devolopinganerror-handlingmoduIein

Modula-2, by Mark Cashman

* Vol. 4 No. 2, February 1989

Highlighls include:

"Max Morehead Interview", by Richard Ran

"A Common User Interface for the Amiga", by Jim Bayless

"SPY:Programming Intrigue In Modula -2", by Steve

Faiwiszewski

"Syne Tips: Getting inside the genlock",by Oran Sands

"On Ihe Crafting of Programs: A common standard for C

programming?",byDJ. Nankins

"C Notes from the C Group: An introduction to unions", by

Steven Kemp

"The Command Line: Your Workbench Screen Editor", by

Rich Falconburg

"An Introduction to ARexx programming", by Steve

Faiwizewski

V Vol.4 No. 3. March 1989

Highlights include:

"Fractal Fundamentals", by Paul Castonguay

"Image Processing With Photosynthesis", by Cerald Mull

Benchmark It Fully Utilizing The MC688S1", Part I:

Turbocharging Ihe savage benchmark, by Read Predmore

"Breaking the Bmap Barrier", Streamline AmigaUASIC

library' .iccess with Quick—Lib, by Robert D'Asto

"Double Play", AmigaBASIC program yields double vision,

by Rota) D'Asto

"The Video Desk: The Amiga meets Nikon Camera", by

Larry White

i' Vol.4 No.4,Aprill989

Highlights include:

"AmiEXPO Art and Video Contest Winners", by Steve Jacobs

"Adding the Not-So-Hard Disk", by J P. Twardy

The Max Hard Drive Kit", A hard drive installation project,

using Palomax's Max kit, by Donald W. Morgan

"Sync Tips: A clearer picture of video and computer

resolutions", by Or.in J. Sands

"Passing Arguments". Step-by-slepon how to pass data from

the CLI to AmigaBASIC, by Brian Zupke

"Creating a Shared Library", by John Baez

* Vol. 4 \'o. 5, May 1989

Highlights include:

The Business of Video", by Steve Cillmor

"An Amiga Ad venture". The globetrotting Amiga in Cologne,

Germany, by Lorry White

"Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS), Part I", by 5. Bunder

"Building Your Own Stereo Digitizer", by Andre Theberge

"MIDI Out Interface", by Br. Seraphim Winslow

"Digitized Sounds in Modula-2", by Len A. White

"SyiicTips: The secrets hidden beneath the flicker mode", by

Oran J. Sands

"Insta Sound In AmigaBASIC", by Greg Stiingfellow

"C Notes from the C Group: Formatted output functions", by

Stephen Ki:mp

If Vol.4 No.6,June 1989

Highlights include:

"Adventures in ARexx", by Steve Gillmor

"At Your Request: Design your own requesters in

AmigaBASIC", by John F. Weiderhim

"Exploring Amiga Disk Structures", by David Martin

"Diskless Compile in C", by Chuck Randoms

"(UPS), Part IT, by Steve Bender

"Programming the '881 Part II", A discussion on how to

calculate Mandelbrot & Julia sets, by Read Predmore

"C Notes from the C Group: Ways lo avoid problems when

passing parameters between functions", by Stephen Kemp

* Vol. 4 No. 7, July 1989

H ighligh t s ind ude:

"An Inside look at UltraCard', by Steve Gillmor

"Adapting Analog Joysticks to the Amiga", by David Kinzer

"Using Coordinate Systems: Part II of the Fractals series

addresses the basis of computer graphics", by P.Castonguay

Plus—A Look At Amiga Entertainment

¥ Vol. 4 No. 8, August 1989

Highlights include:

"Getting Started in Video", by Richard Starr

"C Notes: Directing programs via the Command Line", by

Stephen Kemp

"ExecutingBatch Files in AmigaBASIC",by Mark Aydellotte

"Building a Better String Gadget", by John Bushakra

"On Your Alert: Using System Alerts from BASIC", by John

F. Wiederhim

If Vol. 4 No. 9, September 1989

Highlights include:

"Digitizing Color Slides And Negatives on the Amiga", by

Ron Cull

"Improving Your Graphics Programming", by R. Martin

"Cell Animation In Modula-2", by Nicholas Cirasella

"More Requesters In AmigaBASIC", by John R. Wiederhim

"DeluxePaint III — The Inside Story", EA's Dan Silva tells

how DeluxePaint HI evolved, by Ben & Jean Means

"Amiga InDesklop Presentation", Presentation techniques to

enhance your meetings and seminars, by John Steiner

"Multitasking In Fortran", by Jim Locker

"Gels In Mulli-Forth: Part III", by John Bushakra

* Vol. 4 No. 10, October 1989

Highlights include:

"Belter TrackMouse", A true one-handed trackball mouse, by

Robert Katz

"Conference with Will Wright and Brian Conrad of SimCity

fame", edited by Richard Rae

"A1000 Rejuvenator, Conference with Gregory Tibbs".

edited by Richard Rae

"APL it the Amiga", by Henry Lippert

"Saving l&-to1or pictures in high-resolution". Part Three of

the Fractals series, by Paul Castonguay

"More requesters in AmigaBASIC", by John Wiederhim

"Glalt's Gadgets", Adding gadgets in Assembly, by Jeff Glatt

"Function Evaluator in C", by Randy Finch

"Big Machine On Campus", Humboldt State University in

Northern California goes Amiga, by Joel Hagen.

"Typing Tutor", by Mike"Chip" Morrison

* Vol.4 No.ll,Novemberl989

Highlights Include:

The Amiga Hardware Interface", by John lovine

"The Command Line: Examine the features in the

AmigaDOS 1.3 Enhancer software package", by Rich

Falconburg

"C Notes from the C Group: Creating your own libraries in

C", by Stephen Kemp

"APL it the Amiga, Part II", by Henry Lippert

"FastPixtt", A faster pixel-drawing routine for the Aztec C

compiler, by Scott Slcinman

"64 Colors in AmigaBASIC", by Bryan Catley

"Fast Fractals ", Generate Madelbrol Fractals at lightning

speed, by Hugo M.II. Lyppens

"Multitasking in Fortran", by Jim Locker

¥ Vol. 4 No. 12, December 19S9

Highlights Include:

"The MIDI Must Go Thru", by Br. Seraphim Winslow

"View From the Inside: Bars&Pipes", Bars&Pipes designer
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gives a tour of Blue Ribbon Bakery's music program, by

Melissa Jordan Grey

"ARexx Part II", by Sieve Cillmor

"A CLI Beginner's Questions Answered", by Mike Morrison

Trees and Recursion", by Forest W. Arnold

"C Notes from the C Group", A look at two compressing dala

techniques, by Stephen Kemp

"The Command Line: Exploring commands in AmigaDOS",

by Rich Falconburg

"Amiga Circuits", The techniques required to input

information via Ihe parallel port, by John lovine

* Voi.5 No. I.January 1990

Highlights include:

"The Making Of The 1989 BADGE Killer Demo Contest

Winner, The Sentinel", by Bradley W. Schenck

"Animation For Everyone", by Barry Solomon

"Animation With Sculpt-Animate 4D", by Lonnie VVatson

"Animation? BASICally!", Using Cell animation in

AmigaBASIC, by Mike Morrison

"Menu Builder". Buildingmunus with Intuition,by T. Preston

"Facing the CLI", Disk structures and startup-sequences, by

Mike Morrison

"Dual Demo", Programming an arcade game, by Thomas

Eshelman

"Scanning The Screen", Part Four in the Fractals series, by

Paul Castonguay

"It's Colder Than You Think", Calculating the wind chill

temperature, by Robert Klimaszewski

* Vol. 5 No. 2, February 1990

Highlights include:

"A Beginner's Guide to Desktop Publishing OnThe Amiga",

by John Steiner

"A Desktop Publishing Primer", Clearing up some of [he

mystery surrounding printers.

"Resizing Ihe shell/CLI Window", by William A. Jones

"Call Assembly Language from BASIC", by Martin F. Combs

"You Too Can Have A Dynamic Memory", flexible string

gadget requester using dynamicrm;mory allocation, by Randy

Finch

"An Amiga Conundrum", An AmigaBASIC program for a

puzzle-like game, by David Senger

"View From The Inside: Scanlab", ASDG's President shares

the development of ScanLab, by Perry Kivolowitz

"AMIGANET", by Ernest P. Viveiros, Jr.

* Vol. 5 No. 3, March 1990

Highlights include:

"Screen Aid", A quick remedy to prolong the lift? of your

monitor, by Bryan Catley

"An Introduction to MIDI", by R Shamms Morrier

The Other Guys' Synthia Professional", review by David

Duberman

"Passport's Master Tracks Pro vs. Blue Ribbon Bakery's

Bars&Pipes", by Ben Means

"Microillusions' Music-X", review by Rob Bryanton

"Diemer Development's C-ZAR", review by R Shamms

Mortier

"Dr. T's Keyboard Controlled Sequencer", review by Phil

Saunders

"MusicTitler", Generating a litler display to accompany the

audio on a VCR recording, by Brian Zupke

« Vol. 5 No. 4, April 1990

Highlightsinclude:

"Handling MS-DOS Files", Adapting your Amiga to MS-

DOS using a 5.25" disk drive, by Jim Locker

"Bridging the 3.5" Chasm", Making Amiga 3.5" drives

compatible with IBM 33" drives, by Karl D. Belsom

"Bridgeboard Q & A", by Marion Deland

"Handling Gadget & Mouse Intu [Events", More gadgets in

Assembly, by Jeff Glatt

"Ham Bones", Programming in HAM mode in AmigaBASIC,

by Robert D"Asto

"Gambling with your video, Amiga-style", Problems with

trading genlocks with your friends, by Oran Sands

"Distant Suns", review by Mike Hubbart

■%■ Vol. 5 No. 5 May 1990

Highlights include:

^Commodore's Amiga 3000", preview

"Newtek's Video Toaster", preview

"Getting started With Deluxe Video 111", tutorial by David

Johnson

"Do It By Remote", Building an Amiga-operated remote

controller for your home, by Andre Theberge

Turn Your Amiga 1D0O Into A ROM-based Machine", by

George Gibeau Jr. & Dwight Blubaugh

"Super Bitmaps In BASIC", Holdings graphics display larger

than the monitor scrtsn, by [ason Cnhill

"Rounding Off Youi Numbers", by Scdgcivick Simons Jr.

"Faster BASIC Mouse Input", by Michael S. Fahrion

"Print Utility", by Brian Zupke

* Vol. 5 No. 6, June 1990

Highlights include;

"Convergence", Part Five of the Fractal series, by Paul

Castonguay

"C++: An introduction to object-oriented Amiga

programming", by Scott B. Steinman

"APL and the Amiga: Primitive Functions and Their

Execution", by Henry T. Lippert

"Amiga Turtle Graphics", by Dylan McNamee

"Building A Rapid Tire Joystick", by John lovine

'The AM 512", Upgrade your A500 ton 1 megabyte machine,

by James Bentley

"i'ageStream 1.8", review by John Steiner

"WordPerfect Macros", by Mike Hubbartt

"Mail Order Macros", Addressing envelopes using

WordPerfect macros, by Armando Cardenas

"DigiMate 111", review by Frank Me Mahon

* Vol.5 No.7,Julyl990

Highlights include:

"Commodore announces CDTV"

"Apples, Oranges, and MIPS: 68030-based Accelerators For

The Amiga 2000", by Ernest P. Viveiros, Jr.

"Pixound", review by R. Shamms Mortier

"Hyperchord", by Howard Bassen

"Exceptional Conduct", Quick response to user requests,

through efficient program logic, by Mark Cashman

"Poor Man's Spreadsheet", A simple spreadsheet program

that demonstrates manipulating arrays, by Gerry L. Penrose

"Tree Traversal and Tree Search", Two methods for

traversing trees, by Forest W. Arnold

"Crunctiy Frog II", by Jim Fiore

"Getting to the Point: Custom Intuition Pointers In

AmigaBASIC", by Robert DV\sto

"Synch ronlcity: Right & Left Brain Lateralization", by John

lovine

"Snap, Crackle, it POP!", Fixing a monitor bug on

Commodore monitors, by Richard Landry

* Vol. 5 No. 8, August 1990

Highlights include:

"Mimelics' FramcBuffer", review by Lonnie Watson

"The VidTcch Scanlock", review by Oran Sands

"Amigas in Television", The Amiga in a cable television

operation, by Frank McMahon

"Desktop Video in a University Setting",The Amiga at work

at North Dakota State University, by John Steiner

"Credit Text Scroller", review by Frank McMahon

"Graphic Suggestions", Other ways to use your Amiga in

video production, by Bill Burkett

"Title Screens That Shine: Adding light sources with

DeluxcPaint III", by Frank McMahon

'The Amiga goes to the Andys", by Curt Kass

"Breaking the RAM Barrier", Longer, faster, smoother

animations with only one meg of RAM, by Frank McMahon

"Fully Utilizing the 6S881 Math Coprocessor Timings and

Turbo_Pixel functions", by Read Predmore

"APL and the Amiga: Part IV", by Henry T. Lippert

"Sound Quest's MidiQuest", review by Hal Belden

* Vol.5 No-9,September 1990

Highlights include:

"Dr.Ts Keyboard Controlled Sequencer 3.0 ", review by Phil

Saunders

"Acting On Impulse", A visit to Impulse, by John Steiner

"3-D Professional", review by David Duberman

"How Professional is 3-D Professional", review by Frank

McMahon

"Programming In C on a Floppy System", Yes even a stock

A500 with a512K RAM expander, by Paul Miller

'Time Out", Accessing the Amiga's system timer device via

Modula-2, by Mark Cashman

"Stock Portfolio", Here's and original program to organize

your investments, music library, mailing lists, etc., G.L.

Penrose

"Voice-Controlled Joystick", by John lovine

"C Notes from the C Group", by Stephen Kemp

"FrameGrabber", review by Lonnie Watson

"KARAfonls", review by R. Shamms Morlier

"Gradient Color Dithering on the Amiga Made Easy", by

Frauds Guardino

"Sculpt Script", by Christian Aubert

"The Art Department", review by R. Shamms Mortier

"Scene Generator", review by R. Shamms Mortier

"Breaking the Color Limit with PageRenderfD", review by R.

Shamms Morlier

* Vol.5 No. 10,October 1990

Highlights include:

"Notes on PostScript Printing with Dr. Ts Copyist", by Hal

Belden

"BioMetal", Make the Amiga flex its first electric muscle, by

John lovine

"Atlanta 1996", Will Atlanta host the 1996 Summer Olympics?

Their best salesperson is an Amiga 2500.

"Be A VAR!", With Commodore's new Value Added Resaler

program, creating specialized Amiga applications could make

you a VAR.

"CAD Overview: X-CAD Designer, X-CAD Professional,

IntroCAD Plus, Aegis Draw 2000, UltraDcsign", by Douglas

Bullard

"Saxon Publisher", review by David Duberman

"AutoPrompt", review by Frank McMahon

"Centaur's World Atlas V2.0", review by Jeff James

"Sound Tools for the Amiga", Suitrize Industries' Perfect

Sound and MichTron's Master Sound, reviewsby M. Kevelson

"ProMotion", review by Michael Dispezio

"Stripping Layers Off Workbench", Remove unneeded files

on your Workbench tomakeroom for other programs,by Keith

Cameron

"Audio Illusion", Produce fascinating auditory illusions on

your Amiga, by Craig Zupke

"Call Assembly Language From Modula-2", Integrating

small, fast machine language programs into BASIC, by Martin

Combs

"Koch Flakes", Using the preprocessor !q perform selective

compilation, by Paul Castonguay

"New Products and Other Neat Stuff", Walt Disney

animalion comes to the Amiga, Alaska on videodisc, more.

"Snapshot", Journey through NYC with the Teenage Mutant

Ninja Turtles and more, by R. Brad Andrews

"PD Serendipity", A look at SID VI.06 a directory utility for the

Amiga, by Aimee Abren

"Bug Bytes", Upgrades Ihis month include: F-BASIC 3.0,

ProWri!e3.1, and shareware program GeoTime 1.2, by John

Steiner

"Roomers ", Will those people who bought an Agnus upgrade

for their A2000 have tobuy it again to get thenewDenise chip?,

by The Bandito

"C Notes from the C Group", A program that examines an

archive file and removes any files that have beer, extracted, by

Stephen Kemp

* Vol.5 No. 11,November 1990

Highlights include:

"Getting a lot for a Little", A comparison of the available

Amiga archive programs, by Greg Epley

"Amiga Vision", Commodore delivers multimedia with every

new Amiga, by John Steiner

"Video Expo New York", The Cammp multimedia show and

Commodore in Manhattan

"High Density Media Comes to the Amiga", A look at Applied

Engineering's AEHD drive, by John Steiner

"Fixing The Flicker", MicroWay's Advanced Graphics

Adaptor 2000, by John Steiner

"The KCS Power PC Board", If you have an Amiga 500, and

need IBM PC/XT software compatibility, the KCS Power PC

Board can help, by Emest P. Viveiros, Jr.

"Build an Amiga 2000 Keyboard For The Amiga 1000", Get a

better-feeling keyboard for under S7.00, by Phillip R. Combs

"Looking Beyond the Baud Rate", The Baud Bandit 2-100 &

Baud Bandit MNP/ Level 5 Plus modems, by Ernest P.

Viveiros, Jr.

"New Products and Other Neat Stuff, Draw 4D, A-MAX 11,

and the GVP Series IIRH-5500 top this month's list

"Snapshot", The popular board game, Pictionary, plus

BrainBlastcr, a dual game release from Electronic Arts, by

Bradley Andrews

"Bug Bytes", The DeskJet 500 has been released by Hewlett-

Packard. And there is a bogus version of VirusX on People

Link, by John Steiner

"PD Serendipity", more updates to the Fred Fish library. Plus,

a look at SuperView 3.0, an IFF display program, by Aimee B.

Abren

"C Notes From The C Group", Programming with definitions

known as "enumerated" data types, by Stephen Kemp

"SAS/C Compiler", The name is not the only thing thal's

different with the former Lattice C Compiler, review by Bruce

M. Drake

"Mindwarc's 3D Text Animator", You no longer have to

purchase a "do-all" animation system if all you want to do is

spin some 3-D graphics, review by Frank McMahon

"A Little Closer to Excellence", Kim takes us through the

highlights of Micro-Systems Software's excellence!2.0, review

by Kim Schaffer
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The Fred Fish Collection
Due to the increasing size of the Fred Fish

Collection, only Ihe latest disks are repre

sented here. For a complete lisl of all AC,

AMICUS. and Fred Fish Disks, cataloged and

cross-referenced for your convenience,

please consult the current AC'S Guide To The

Commodore Amiga available at your local

Amazing Dealer.

3DTi:TacToe A ihree-dimensional 'lour-in-a-cow' V o!

TieTacToe. human against computer. Vi.2. binary

only. Author Ron Chartton

DosErrar A small CL1 utity that will rea/n a slgTfJy more

rertose description or a COS emy code Ban tot

relumed by the Syaem. Can save a trip totie manual

to vague or untanJiar eno> codes. V2.0. rdurJes

source m assembly.Author Robert Lang

htrfacs An intution r.ieriace lhal handles the importanl

funebons ol owing, rseflmg. eitractng md Wing

Ms lor throe popular archiving utklies: ARC. ZOO

and LHAHCViJW, binary only. sharewae.Author.

MatWasZopi

LoanCafc E-. ■;, keyboard driven mortgage unity. ABhough

similar programs enst, this one s triqus in mat it is

designed to track Open' mortgages Dai allow any

sim payment n be made at any sme as well as

providing an amortization table lor fued mortgages

with monihly. semi monthly, bi-weekly andweeMy

papint schodiioi. Vl.2.oinaryoriy. Autior: Robert

Bromley

PhoneWonl lakes a Ml or partial telephone rxnber and

attempt} to create a word tram the various

"alphabedigir combinations. Includes source .Author:

RonCliaritOn

UnjumWe may be useful m solving the Sunday marring newspa

per 'Scramble". Includes source.Author: Ron

ChartKm

MeMeter A small utMy lor morwonno. me Amiga's memory

usage. Unique snapshot facility allows youW store the

Current numbers, launch a program, sea how much

memory it requires, end [he program, and see it it

returns all Hie memory. V2.1. cmary only. Author

Caylan Walls

NDebt Aniusing.butsaddering.lhlsprogramoperisasmal

window that isplays a eonlinuousry updaed ta3y ol

America's naSonal debt, based on its hstoricaly

phenomenal growth rale. Vt.l, irtuws scute. Au

thor; Ron Chanion

PrirtStuSoVwy nice utuDon-based general purpose print uWiry

7j: priris teiiwf: a variety ol options. Pruts several

graprtc lorrnas witi yet more Opoons. Pnrt any pafl

ot a picftre. prrt screens and windows, save screens

and windows as IFF hies, modify color palettes.

charge pming parameters and bis mere! V12.

bnary trty. shareware. Aushoc Andreas Ktbs
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Enigmas fifty graptJC SmJaion of ire World War I German

Enigma-Machine, a message encodrfvjflecorjng

device that produced eiremely dtfiaii to crack

cryptographic code, arary only. Author Gaylan

Walls

GwPmt An intuition-Used ten file print utity. Oilers a wide

selection of ad|iislable features for conioting. pagi-

naton. headers, trailers, margns. dale and page-

numbenng and various pmt styles/siies. V2.0, binary

Only, shareware. Aulhor: Gaylan Walis

HyperDaJer Database lor names and addresses, fun intu-

ilion Interlace Dynamically allocated, with

conlijurablo schpl startup fto. Iconfies 10 tillebar con.

Search, sod. insert, delete, Ml Ale requesters. Uses

modem to control dialing ol multiple, phone numbers.

Binary only, shareware, with source available Irom

aulhor. Author: David Plummer

SCM Soeen Coer Modifier, a palette program lhal alows

Ihe rjianging.'saving.'1oacSng ol a screen's colors. In

cludes z separate loader program that can be used in

batch fifes to set a screen's cotes to predefned values

after a program has been launched. VI 9. bnary

onlyAulhor: Jean-Marc Nogier

SuperView A shareware lie-newer mat d'SfWys al types ol IFF

ties kT. man) leaLjres '■■.'. Workbench support, al

display modes. auB overscan, color cycle |CRNG,

CCRT). AmigaBaSc ACBM files, first eel in and ANIM

sie. Type 5 annatcrts and mom. Wnnen nassembty.

pure code to residency under U. V3.0, binary

onlyAuthor David Grolne

Tncfcy Another ol Peter's innovative and addenve games.

Son of a ■woeo-bowlinr/ concept where the object S

D wipe out groups of 'computemed* symbo sm sucti

a tashon roi me last iiem ni becomes me target lor

WneilbaJ (wlha fewtncW olcousel). Lotsol levels

aid [he usual level edtor mat accompanies mast cf

Pews games. Binary onlyAffwr Peier Handel
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Elements Very nice interaclva display ot the the Periodic Table

Ol Elements. This is V2.0. an update to FF297. This

version adds general row and column information,

plus a test mode where the program asks sped Ac

questbns aboul the selected element or rowtolumn.

Binary only, shareware. Author: Paul Thomas Miller

GraphicsPak A set ol functions for general graphics op

erations such as toies/lnes, Hitting, and opening'

dosing Ihe libraries, ft is used by both of the PopMeru

and LislWindow lest programs. Includes

source .Author: Paul Thomas Miter

Ula A shareware utiSty that alows you to print listnjs or

other leu ■■'■:; on Posiscripl printers, with header.

page numbers, and muttoolumn pages. Can print m

portra;! or lanoscape oneroation. V89I 2a, binary only.

By Berlrand Gros

LsrWindcw Gives simple inniatuaSon. handling, and

treeng of Madnfosh-Ske list-windows." These are

user-sizeable whdows with a scroBabe 1st ol Bit

Strings. optaiaSy sorBbb. The bl can be scraled

with a scrol-oar. up and cown arrows, arrow keys, or

a SH IFT.key comtmaSonwhchmidm lor tie Ht

occurance ol tie specified key. Souxe and a sample

program rdudedAJhor Paul Thomas Mfter

NewEi An assembly program to replace icon. IconX and

smiQr u.i >;e. Unique r the lad that it uses a

WorkBench Tool" icon instead ol a 'Project' icon.

THs atoms workbench stara* ot program s lhal could

ordnarSy only be started by the CU. VI .1. includes

assembly source Author: KJeil Cederfeldl

PopMenu A set ol functions tor the setting up. drawing, art)

handing of pop-up menu: lhal are affined to windows.

Cicking on the menu coi area win open up me lul

menu, with the Wt ol meru Items insrte. Soiree and

a sample program ncluded. Auftot: Paul Thomas

WMr

SuperMenu An information cisplay system you can use to

quickly and easily display led files land sections of

test Eles] with the pre ss ol a button. V!.O. shareware,

binary onty.Author; Pad Thomas Miller

Syslnlo A program which reports interest ng inlorm aion about

the configuration of your machine, inducing some

speed comparisons will other configurators, ver

sions of the 0 S soflware, etc. V1.4. binary only.By Nic

Wilson

Today Amiga impiementaSonol IBM PU1 history program.

Tel s you important events and brmdays on currenl or

specified day. Command ine options include once-

per-day Sefeg for sBrfup sequences. V0S1. bnary

only, shaieware.Autr«: David PWnmer. data lies

onginaly from an ISM VHCMS version by Uke

BuMr
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AQOala Hormabon to aid users In updating B. Lennai

Otsson's Aquanum Vi. 12 database, includes ntor-

maUon on risks up to number 360. Author: (toward

rU

Fip AnoiherprogrtnntfielorgtraiJMnotsaeenhacks.

Bun it and see what happens. Bnary onfyAJxir.

Andreas Schidoacii

Ble (sifipfed), by lea or vwa. New version wi work

trom the Workbench or CU. VJO4g. update to FF311.

source inducted. Aulhor: George Kerber

Spy A program that tracks cats to AmgaCOS and Eiec

tuncMns. reporiing them to the screen, along with

their calng parameters and Ihe results. VI.O, n-

durJes sourceAuthor Feoerico GiarrtO

VAXtem A VT220 termrnal emulaCT that is close to the real

VT2E0 terrainal n bolh supported lacBites and user

interface. Designed pnmanlyforconnecbonto VAX/

VUS. it should work with any lust computer wilh

VT220 terminal support Supports fie transferring lor

ASCII files by means Ol DCL commands. V2.4. in

cludes source. Author: Tiomo Mickelsson

XprTranunrt XprTransmit is a Clibased command lhal

albws you to easily access to any Xpr Library without

having to worry about cal -back-function e I cetera. I! is

able to access every 'serial.device'-Ute eiec-deice.

Only Sttle documentatjon. VI.O, binary only.Author:

Andreas SchJobach
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EKsh A ksh-tke shell for the An^a. Some Ol its features

include command substjuton. shell functions win

parameters, aiases. local vanaties. local functons,

local aiases, pcwerfJ control structures and tests,

emacs style line ecUng and hstxy functions. LD

recSreeSsn, pipes, large variety ol budt-in commands.

Unii style widcards.Unii style Slenamecomertions.

Sename compfeKirx and coeiiaence with scripts

from other shells. Very wefl Ooeumerted, Vti. an

update loFF342.Hewfeaues nclude user defnaUe

keymaps. an ARen port many new inlema! and

eilemal commarws. selective dsabtng ol widcards.

peparsing ol senpf Hes, bjg lies, and more.Author

Sieve Keren
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Fractals A Fractal generator that generates many ditlerent

types ol fractals based on the neralon ol complei-

valued lormulas. The program can generate the

Mandelbrol andJulasets.aswellasthesetsolmore

unusual formulas such as lambda'COS(Z) and

Newton-R. Version S.t, induces source andsome

sample creations. Author: Ronrie Johansson.

LockOevice A package to protect filing devices fram being acd-

dentally lormatlad. Can be usedwiBi my fling device

andfile system. Version 1.0, indudessource. Autror

OafBarthel

PorE Sample C program slowing row to conTOI a mouse

corrected »the second mouse.'p)3iick port. Et-

oculabie cream a second mouse porter that is

contrUM by a mouse plugged into port 2. Version

ID.ndudessource. Author OalBaflhel

PPU3 A shared, runtime library »ak] in Biedevelopij! en! o I

[mgrarrs tel need la decrunch Bes crunched witn

Power-Packer. Versbn 34.1 ireJease 1.1). bnary

orty. Author Nco Francos

PPWte A "more" reptacemeni progran ihat reads normal

asdi leit lilts at well at ties crunched wiln

PowerPacker. The ennched iles can resun ai consid-

erable tu space 53.-055 Verson 1.7, update to

version on cHk runber 334, binary crty. Author. Nd

Franc^iJ

PPSnw A ■snowprogram kxromal IFFIL£MHesor 1LEM

SlesouichedwffliPovferPseter. Thedeaunchingis

done auo- maticatly as the file is tesl. Version 12.

update b version on disk number 334, binary onry.

Author; Nico Francois

PPType A "print" program that wB print rormal asci Bes or

lies crunched wim PowerPacker. Several nice tea-

tures such as page headers and numbers, adjustable

tabsiies.pageiifo taken Irom prelerences and more.

Versiont.i.bnaryonly.Audw: NcoFrancois
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Magnetic_Pages A sofware package Ihatallovis you to create

and display a disk-based magazine. The magazine

produced is of a similar format to tha'. of a trarftona!

paper magaiine. You cancombrie lest and graphics

on a single page, branch b different sections by

d eking on icons and play sound and music. Features

a full Intuition driven interface. Version 1.0.

shareware, tuvry only. Aumor. Mail Giaddng,

PLW Phone-Line-Watcher. For users ol Hayescompare

modemi. Monlors me serial pod aid records al

incoming cats. Atows a remote user c torjn, receive

and leave a message, and transfer ties via Zmooem

01 either direction. Two level DOS access, Disabled

DOS-requesBrs an) more. Greaty enhanced ver

sion ol Intel release on rJ»3S3. Version Z&, binary

onlf. AuTdt ChnsianFnes

Remaplcsn A utdty to remap icons 10 be exchanged behieen

Kckstan JO and rOcksian UU Workbench envi

ronments. The con enages are remapped to reflect

IB a Beers colour paietB used by te Workbench

releases. Version j.O.inauctessource.Aumor OBJ

Ettrnri
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MJlipiot An iniusve daa pkimng pror/am feauing liaise

input opsais, artmrary ten adcison. aulomatx: scal-

ng, 100m and slide win dipping 3[ tounoanes. a

range ol output 1. e tormals and puUcabon quality

pnnled cutpul Workbench printers are supported via

transparent use of the PIT: device. This is version

XLNc.an update to the version on diSkiiS. IrdiBes

many new lealures, a nicer user interface, and lew

memory opfions alowing it to be used in half mega

byte maatnes. Includes source. Authors: Alan

Bailer, Ton Mooney, Bch Champeauj, Jim Miller

Fred Fhh Disk 3T4.

IPOevea Pipes lor Power People. A ppe«e DOS device that

passes data mmedaiely rather than waiting unsl a

buffer is Ul. II also alows multiple niters to a single

channel, maintained connections, and piped con-

necions to a Shell. Binary only. Author: Pete

GMdM
Mat A comprehensive String-Searcfi'PatBm-Malch Util

ity ky boti te« files and directones. A powerU

command ine synlai alknvs automatic l?e ecotrg,

construoonolcor.nandscripts, and soon. Ejarncfe

She! SCrpts are included. Binary only (a much en-

tarctdwsionol the original on DsktlOZj. Aulhor

PeteGoodeve.

PcpArt Wuton based image data oeneraBf and an-TSlef.
nduoes souse. Aurhon Phlip

ScftSpan Soft Span BBS program, injaive. cemmand-ine

based mem sysem «ji message bases, uploads,

downbads. fie crectt system, extensive help system.

«, Versbn 1.1, an updas »that ci disk runber

343. indjdes bug fces and some emancesienB.

Binary only. Amhor: MarkWcflskehl

A brush to C code mage conveier. Ths is version

U. an update to version 1.0 on disk number 164.

Contains bug Sues and support lor Amigaftisic. Bi

nary only. Author; TerryGmu

CardUaker Aprogrammer'sadlorcreatingcaraimagedatalhal

can be used In any card game that uses Ihe standard

52carddeck. Ths is versi on 2. t, an update to version

1.0 on disk numbe: 184. Conans bug fies and

Support for AmigaBasic. Binary only. Author. Terry

Gintz

Part! Parameterable Menu. ParU allows you to Euid

menus to run programs in either the CLi or

WorkBench environment. ParM can have its own itrje

wodow. or attach rrenus » theCLlwindcwyouare

running it from. Vtniont.i.indudessoo'ce.Aurioc

Syfva*i Rougier. Pierre Carrene

TeitPUis A word processor for to Amiga, with ton German

and English versions. TeitPius enables you c wite

letters. Cooks, programs etc n a very easy and

cantortabta way. Version 2.2. an update to version

20 on ask nuntBi 359, Now includes tul source.

Author: ManriSWpclK

AUKMp An Arp package tiied to wont win TO SO release of

IwAaecCcompier. TheonoralManjsuppori'Jes

were reompete, corea*w3 bugs, arcnaa !he wrong

IrterlorrnaL This ii in upttle to the version on disk

runber 353. Tnirg a ccrjpleot bugs and adding some

new useful feaiures. Includes source. Author: Oil'

Barthel

tfj'.-.i Solves systems of linear equatons. incUdes both

PAL and NTSC versions. Version 1.00. includes

source. Author: Rudger Dreier

Poier A hvo-Oimensona1 mathemaKal function polling

program. Ircludes Bolh PAL and NTSC versions.

Version 3.71. indudes sourts. AulTer: Hurjger

Dnkt
TociUcra^ A shared library lo; me Amioa. Contains some math

ematical (eva'ualcr; ol smngs} and Wul:ofi (menus.

requester) functions. Version 1.06, includes swee.

Aulhor: Rudiger Dreier.
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AnuFlead2 Bndges Ihe gap between IBM art Amirja ANS< O)

dspiaying IBM ANSI Kit and graphic anmawns (as
usually captured Irom bulletin boards) in their lul

Intended colors and motion. Includes several

samples. Version 0.2, binary Only, shareware Au

thor: Glerm Kauflman

Fomaser A disk brmalting program with an intution interface

which supports wnte voification. disk inslaJatkjn, last

brmattmgandautonatc start. Fonratsa3i'ifAin

a muituskng envtwment in about 136 ~. :,-.i

(withvenfy|jned«i).vefslon!,4a,<iclujessoi/ce.

Author: C"af Banhel

Kon2C A simple tool loturr any Workbench con He ir* 'C

soi/cecode. similar 10 the program of TO same rum:

oy Carolyn Scneppner on disk wnoer 56. This

version has an arp interlace ana offers support br

KWiStan 2.0 icons. Versbn \2, induces soute.

Author: Olaf BartW

E An ton ediW which can create and motiry icats up

10 64fli2Mpieliin size laiso dual render). Bcanset

slack sue. postjoncl icon fatso Iree-ftoamg), delaufl

lool.iOtooltypesanjcontroloveiopenedwrtow. n

can also general* the C source code beiwa the icon

far program inclusori. NciwreadsvmteslFFiilesand

harxfes * or 8 coour eens. Version 2.0, updala to

version on disk number 312, swjrce available, trom

author. Author. Peter Kiem

intutponEd tntuifjon based utilty mat creates C source woe for

screen, window, border and toil structures.

IntuitionEd can also write ins code lor several func

tions required for the opening and ctoslrvj ol lhase

structures. The cotHcanthenboccmpledbyeitier

Maru and Lattice. Shareware donawn 10 the autior

will receive an enhanced verston capable of wriing

gadget structures as well. Version 10. binary only.

several samples included. Author: Wets Thorwiiti

PowrLOGO An experimental programming language

based on Usp and LOGO. It is versatile, higHy

interaclvB, organiits programs as coHeclmns ol

procedures, and Includes lists as irst-dass data

oIjBCts. Version 1 no, binary only. Author: Gary

Teachout
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Adapt CUuilitytnatconrt-tsspecaiGermancharaciersin

Bes imported ftom US-LXDS systems into me njht

Amiga codes. Can easily be changed to wont with

ofier languages. Version 12, ndudes source. Au-

rhor: Lars Eggert

ANSI MaslerANSI edlor thai provWsTOU IBM lont set and octor

capability. VeryuseUbrtnedesionofcustomANSI

screensgraprics lot telecommunicatons. Verson

1U.bnaryorty.Amrnrs: JamesOavaandJo«Ha.-n,

J:.
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DevRen A DEVice RENamer. orgnaly designed o alto* Ihe

renaming ol an eismai drive on an A2Q00 [always

recognized as OF2 ] kj Be D FI: However,won s viith

any mounled device such as RAD:RAM:RAW: CON:

ale. as king as the original and renamed verskjnhave

the- same character length. Version IS, includes

source. Author: Stalan Rosewig

JO(Lh Bold a InWune version aid 3 shared library ol Joy-

Stick routine s leauraig a technique «h£h prDves Id be

enremety las! on 5S0t 0 or higher processors, and sol

taster than moS d Ihe other loutnes on sHndaid

processors. InOuOes souxe lot ioraff in Assembler

and te demonsjaion program in C. Auihar; Orm

Wagner

Macnill A "t.ojw accsisnloi' jrogram rial also ntAi

noWp. Die leawes e! sun mouse, dicMotom.

popdL We bar Oocfcwitri abbs ortfne charge jceu-

raialor. Aren support and much more. This is

version 3.0. an i#lale lo verson 2.6 on dsk 254.

Binary only. Author: Bran Moali ana Polyglot solt-

MuchMore AnoTer program IM ■more', less', "pg". ec. TTis

one uses us own screen to snow tne leitusing a slow

scrol. Includes bu I-in help, commands to search Tor

texLandcommaresiopnnilheieiL WorWwtoPAL

or NTSC. in normal or overscan modes. Supports 4

color iett «i bold, italic, underlined, or inverse fonts.

Version 2.7, this is an update lo version 2.5 Iron; dik

253. IncludessoutceinOberonandassemblycode.

Aulhor; FridtfjISieberl

MuchltorePoPa Extended version ol MuchMore V2.7. Dis

plays tails Inal have been packed with PcwerPacker.

Version 2.7. reiudes source «i Oberon and assembly

code. AuTOr: Fndtjot S«Derl

Observer Wcrtng eiaupe tor a Lattice LSR program. Opens

a small mtndovf and displays «*jme names al al

insertedi*Sks(DF0:ihroughOF3). trOuJesjouce

inLancet Author: Otier Wagnef

TheGunj Ar*og^M3brngneGinjbackiitoKicWtan!.0,

to those wnowHmssn [was soru anyway 1. Version

ID.binaiycrty.Autnor. fira Francos
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Arstm CLIuBSty thatalowj you lo *ec!y append one or

more files B another without having lo use [he

rouidabcul meircd! necessary with tie AmigaDOS

■Join' command. Version 1.0, rOuOes souxe, Au-

inor: Oliver Enselng

FleEncrypt Another inlulion based file encryptorlo enable you lo

scrarnda your riglty secret, hard earned source code

and prevent your co-workers Irom Bkng Credit lor it1

Indixles(iiriscramWeci)EQurce.Au11xii:UrefuWiesl

LLSort Replacement tor the AmigaDOS SOU! command.

Pure oil set are) nay be made resident. Fea-tres

COLSTAHT and FIELDS parameters and sols in

either ascendngdescending order. Also sorts win or

*ith5utcasesensitiv;iy. Binary only. Aulhor: lesletsl

ThaAEWPackage A comprehensrve erraJatr'ulilily package lo

assist Commodore 64 users n upgrading lo the

Amija. Accenting la Ihe auior. uns package com

pares ■; cr surpasses the commercially avaiacfe

packa^s oi Be same nature. Many ol tie utJiSes

reqiirB a rarOware interface Oat allow me Anga to

access C&i cercora's such as disk drives ana

printers. The hardware interface is tee «lh a

shareware donation a the auJw. Version 109,

bnary orJy. Author: CkK Dugin, OueiTroru

Xnura A useyCLI conversion utility thai takes a dedmal,

Ci.'i".. octal or hei number as input and displays the

number in al lour formats. Binary only. Author: Oliver

Ensaing

Yawn' Asmai WorkBencn siding block puzzle to keep your

minj and lingers tusy while your coupler is busy

crunching away on your highly secret, hard earned

source code fliat you hopefully remembered B un

scramble firsll Features selectable size Irom Stt lo

7i7 and European, Hindi or Arabic numerals, h-

cluoes source, Au-flor: Loreru Wiesl
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Oberon A freely distrbulable dems version ol a powerU

Oberon compiler. OOeron is a modem, ob|eO. on-

ensd language develoBed by Piol. Dr. MWaus With

ol ETH Ziich in Sw.t2erland as a successor lo

Modiia-2. Trissrgie pass compiler creates starea-tf

Amiga OSiect Wes. uses a large vanety ol optmiia-

Kms 10 crea:e lasl code, supports wntng of reentrant

programs, aEows you lo cal coda torn other lan

guages lie C and Assembler, etc. The packaje

includes tne comber, an eater, a ir* uliity, a pro

gram io display compialion errors and sortie demo

programs.Versicni. 16.bJiaryenly.Authgr fiiOtfil

Sieberl
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SKsn AkshJ*a stieB kr Die AJtiioa. Sorneolia features

induce command suostituion, shell lunctons with

parameters, abases, bcal variables, local functions,

local alases. pnve.1ul control stmcturas and tesis.

emaca style line edmng and hiswry WKlons, 10

redirecion, pipes, large wrier/ of buI;-in commands.

Unit style wJucarcs .UniislyBBIename conventions,

filename completon, and coer.stence witfi scripls

frwn otner Shells. Very well documenled. Version IB,

an updale lo version 1_5onSS*;37D. IndWes several

importan:bugfnesani]a1evfmtno(newfealures such

ascommandlinecutandpasle. B-naryonly, Ajthor;

Steve Koran
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CrossDOS A Iryware' versam ol a mountaUe MS-DOS N«

system kx ihe Amiga. Trislsasonnareproducinat

allows you »read and wrl» MS-DOSTC-DOS and

Alari ST hrnianed disks (Version 2.0 or higher) it'

recUy trom AmigaDOS. This iryware version Is a

'readonly' version, which does not allow any mi las lo

the disk. A hi y functional version is available lor a

very reasonable pnea from CONSULTRON. This is

versbn 4J»o, an upjate to version 3.05o on dak 252.

Brary only. Author: CONSULTHON, Lwnart Poma

Msh An Amiga fila system harder hat handes MS-DOS

ItmanerJriaettes Version'i 30'(ReleaMlpaxh

3i YoucanuseUnonsuchdiiUtnalrriosleiaclry

ins same way as yoa use lies on nalw AmigaDOS

risks. This Is a toy funewal, read1*™ version, Tial

SJttxnt 8. 9. or 10 sector dsk$ of SO to&s. and

snoiM also vmk on 40 track drives and haril risks

wlh 12 or 16 MFAT of any oirneftson tho FAT allows.

Update to version 15" (Release 1] on disk 327.

Inckjdes source. Author: Dial Seiben
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LHArc An antive program t*e aic and Zoo. with a heavy

emphasis maiimum compression for minimum

;■■;-■< size, using LZHUF mmpmssion. Ths is

vBrsion lit. an update to version 1.10 on disk 312.

Binajyonly. Author: PaokiZibelt

LbraryKiler A small unity thai allows you to remove libraries mal

a.'en'tuseo1 any more. Version i.O.indudes source in

assembly. Author Roger Fischlm

MandelMountains A program thai renders three-dimensional <n-

ages of blowi.-ps ol tne ManKIWol set includes

several example Images. This Is verscn 2.1, an

updale O wrson 2,0 on disk 354. The mosl slgmti-

cant enriarcemeni for ins version is thai is Is two to

three Erneslasier due C inclusonol a spodaCyturwd

tied point ariUxnelc juOagt. Shareware, brary

coly. Author: Mafias Ormam

Pcopy An intuSon based disk copier tor AmigaDOS disks

featnng nigh speed dskcopy win write venty, data

recovery from damaged tracks. U muTmasking com-

paSCiity.andauserlriendyinwiaee. Trisiivoriicn

2.11, an ipSB aversion 2.0 on A» 243, with new

dafi recovery mimes and some minor bug toes,

friary only. Aufton DikReiSig
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Conact Demo version of a fnp-uo' program tor managing

personal contacts. Altnvs vou lo k&ep a name and

address isl along with phone numbers and com

ments. Can print maiing labels with a couple ol

mouse c6cks (supports PoslScfipt printers). Names

and address can be 'clipped1 into olher programs

such as word processors, and Contact can even dial

your modem lor you. Version 1.0, binary only. Author:

Craig Fisher. CMF Soltware

Elements Very nee inieractve display ol the me Periodic TaUe

o( Elements, l.iduOes general raw and cokjmn m-

tormawn. pijs a lest mode where the program asks

specific questions about me selected element or row/

coUnn. This is versbn 23. an updale to version 2.0

on risk 363. Eira.7 only, sfdrewi-e. hiVnr Paul

Thoi^as MJlet

SorSC A teefy recteviuabie progrirnfnfig package Con-

airtng al Be programs required tor dtvetopmj in C.

Eased on me SomOon LU C compUer, Charlie Gift's

assemDier. t* 5otwa.-e DtstMrys Inker, and pc-

together and added some enfcancemems in [Tie po-

cess. Triisisi«rsionlZani«idaleloversionl.1on

cjsk353. Changes indudeeitraeiamples. many bug

foes, further documentation and some improve

ments. Theenvironmenl is sullied Compressed and

unpacks to wo disks. Partial source is IncWJed.

Auffior: Sieve Hawtin, Charlie Gibbs, Soio&an Lid,

The Software QsWary and many ollws.

Fred Fish Dlik 385

MortCaic Yelanolherloancaicuialor.bulthisonewaswrliten

withaccuracyinmind. Themonthtypaymenlstimes

me number of monins shouW batanee tie total piin-

cpal pti;s tnlsiesL :o me cent. Version 25, freeware,

source incUded. Aulior: Mia* Lalierte

XUspStat A sassScai Droyam Based on David Be'X XUsp, It

ooes sortie ol Ihe most advanced dynamic sacswa.'

traWrcs. indaded bms-Ting, linking, ana30 ratawis.

Menus an} reQjeslors can be creaied dynamcafty

*;"i simple isp cennands. and treated as isp ob

jects, so that ihe pragra.ii caid be used tor many

other non- statistical purposes, such as msiadw

expen systems. XUsp-Siat has an AReo port so ihai

an edtor may be used to prepare lisp programs ard

send them erectly la XLsp-Stal 10 be eietuted.

Commands, as character strings, may also be sen;

frm XLisp-Stal wrch tra 6sp Kmmand. 'are"". A»

gra>ics produced maybesavedlof.lesfllFFformat.

Tfis version of XLisp-Slat [12.1, release 1) has been

forted \a tne Amga by James Lindsay, Irom the Mac

version supplied By Luke Tiemey. Requres a numeri

cal coprocessor (U666aiiW6ae«2) and an WWW

1.168030 processor. This disk contains the

eieculaMes.manual.arWispdies The sources can

ba bund on dsk 3S£. AuJur; David Ben, Luke

Tiemey, James Undsey

Ftpd Fish DUk 386

Saipack Demo versbn ol i statistics and data manpJation

program. Version 31. binary only. Author. James

Undsey

XLispSlal A statistical program based en David Set1 Xlisp. II

does some 0! the most advanced dynamic sta tstica!

graphics, inctjded brushing, linking, and a □ rotatons.

Menus and requestors can be created dynamically

with simple ksp commands, and treated as Isp 00-

jects. so thai the program could be used tor many

other non- s'-abslea] purposes, such is interactive

expert systems. XLJsp-Stat has an ARe« port so thai

an editor may be used lo prepare lisp programs and

seW nem oSrecBy to XUsp-Stal to W executed.

Cora-nands. as charaaer stnnjs, may also be sent

torn XLisp-Stal with the isp commard, "area". Al

graphics proouceC may be saved to ties in FFiormaL

This version olXLisp-Stal(vZ1,relejsel]has been

polled;; re a.-^ if James Lindsay. Irom r>? Mac

version supptel by Lute Tnmey. Reqiires a nu

merical coprocessor 1'.■■:■;:' v;;:;;. and an

UEB02(lMEa030 processor. This risk cerams the

sources. The executatfes. manml. and tsp fJos can

be found on dsli 385. AuWc David BOB, Luke

Temey. James Undsey

Fred Rah Dtek 33?

EHtte^and AnnterestnacePularautomaiaprogramriatgetsrts

roots trom a ■sample'. Knguing to wath. tncfudes

assemfy source. AuSwr: Wke Creult

EilFuncProc Eilemal Function Process. Alow; eiecuton

of any library lutKBon from simple tasks ewn il these

luncBons require a process environment. Foreipe-

rienced frogarnmers only because there Isn't any

documentation wriiten yet but only an example.

EnFuncProcisusedbyGMC. It mis under KS 2.0,

Brary only. Autfor: Goeu Mueller

GUC A console hanoier with command ire edong and

lumtionkey support. GMCprovWeseiieTdedcom-

mara ine editing, function key assignment In lour

levels, edended command kneftstory.onlne help tor

tjxl!onsinlhehander.andanicontylun:lion. This

is versed 9.2. an update lo «rswi *.O on disk 29t.

wth many new teaiures, nctiing an output twfler

(cUnp id pmtr and wndow). Blename compieler.

script function, undo function, prompt beeper,

pamna-n e in «f*»Me, dOM gadget for US 2.0, etc

S.1arewarB. brary oriy. Auttia: Goeti Ujeler

H21 Translates C ndude We s into assembler incwe lies.

Useful lor programmers thai use both C and assem

bler code in the same program. Helps B keep the

structure definitions consistent. Version 1.1,

Shareware, bnary only. Author: Goetz Mueller

UandAnm A Mandabct Animation program that allows you lo

easily generate series of b-res'16-coior pictures.

Features ful mouse and'or keyboard operation,

zooms, autt'Save, high (cheat} speed, ccnuation.

efc. The generated pictures aB remember their po-

Simons and settings so they can bs re-loaded. Version

1.1, binaryonly. Author: EkkeVerheul.

l/andeiffiiu Very fast Mandelbrot plotter with lots ol handy func-

:cr.s such as color cy;:..i;. zoom. speoal pa'«tla

coniroi, se reoyestois and more. Version 1.0, binary

only Autnor: Nico Francois

Menu A last-access menu system conhguraUe Aa a scnpl

S!e shat aTons the usei run seeded programs. Ver

sion 2.0, binary only. Author: Stelan Mfirohag

NT5C-PAL Two pregrarrs mat give A5OO/A2OO0 Owrws wW the

new ECS 1»* Ajms instated the abity B boot nto

eiJieraNTSCorPALerwronment. ■Very'uselullB

con HTSC and PAL cwners ai*e Version 1.1,

includes assembly source. Author: Nico Francois

Wreq Replace "popifl' requestors win ine-oriented re

questers (srnlar ti those loind in an us DOS envi-

renmen;) vex can be easSy handled from the key

board. If there is no interactive console [or the

process, she reouesar wont appeal. Includes as

sembly source. Author: Tuomo Wickelsson

Frtd Fish Disk 388

Calc Ashel style, com mand-lnecateulator, CaCdoesnol

have a lancy keypad di splay as many oltwr calculator

programs do. Instead, il is capable ol taking its input

Irom a tile, te keyboard, or a command line and

output- traits resulls to a fie or the screen Itcanalso

apply a singl; equatkw to al of De values stored in a

tie (or fles). It haWes all common mstnemaical

eipressons, tan opionaSy predefne physical ton-

SB.isa.Td s'o.re i-anaMes. Version 2a. tmary only.

Aiffor: Bil Dmm

Ddock A-&xibClcc>i"uriiytiateispiayjth«oaHandtnis

in me Workbench screen tie bar. TNjis version 1.27,

arn*caieversion1.12oHkraTfter325. Uanymcre

usedi erftanamenls.tx>] Sues. irKWnc an ADeii

irsrfsM. Induces sauce, fiuxar. Olal Barthel

DEd AfuS-screenAMSledlOrindutrqanaiwnaSonuUtty.

Frovj*5PALandNTSC«nWtW7. Many useful

features sucti as ncnzontal and vervcal btock a."

pastng coercions, Ifie-TWxfc&creencenervng, save

de&uils and more. Version 2.4, binary only. Aulhoc

P-ERaue

Fret Display how much liee space [bytas or Uocksl you

have on any or afi ol you mounted dis* volume).

Runs (ram CLI oray. Based on 'Free' by Tom Smyths

on Fish Disk 55, but totally rewmien and enhanced.

Version 1.01. Includes source. Airthor; Daniel Jay

Barred

KeyMapEd Alows you lo change the KeyMaps used wuhSeiMap.

Ths is a U! featured edlor providing supcon br

normal, strrg and dead keys. The keyboard repre

sented is Irom an A3O0O'A200O.1A500 but it a luiy

compalbtt ** AiKJO keytoaros. TKs Is version

1.'.!.an LptJiS Aversion 1.02ondokrumber 193.

binary orty. Autior Tun Friest

SnoopO:s AL-SityformonitoriiigAniijaCOScalls. Inparjcular,

it alkws you 10 see wha: libranes, devices, ions,

envirorrnenl variables or stanup files a program is

looking for. Very uselJ *hen you're tryng to Install a

new application. Version 10. includes source in C

Aumer: Eddy Carroll

Kb! Another screen hack, specifically (or A5OO.1A2n00

owners. I don't want to scoJ any surprises Out re-

portatfy causes sosie nacrines to crash. Binary

oriy. Author: Tony Solomon, Paul Foitr

PCi A 3-0 Uicton potSrg progra.ii wiSi provisions tor

coordinate translatcn on bo'Ji aies. parametric

equations, and sa-iJardiied rwiaton ol the pow

Union (i*y—wt»ch now wisVs as specified.). This

is version 5.1. an updas 13 verson 4. Ion disk 175,

with some enhancements and bog fiies. Bnany crty.

Author: Terry Gn-j

Po^Sys An enenoad version ol ne OL-sysiem (sauig levrat-

ing) described -■ The Science of Fractal taages

letSBdbyPietgenandEajpe). TheDasicaiewi3m

has been eipanded and notfSed eiienavery, and

looping commands stmar to those louna In oJKr

Turtle graphics system s (logo, etc) have been added.

Support lor three-dimensional drawing, with per

spective, is also included. Vers-on 1 0. binary ordy.

Author: Terry Ginlz

Retab Useful command-line lab ta-spjee' and 'space-to-

tab" expansion ualty. Several command-Sne options

lo spedly siie/senngs aid the abi&<y to protect ma

terial enclosed by delimiters (quoas, brackets, carals.

etc.) Irom expansion. Vetsion 1.03, binary only.

Author: PaulKSnk

ZPkil Graphs lormutas basec 3n *■□ compiei ni/rber

planes. ZPbl currenlly sopors trie Mandelbrot saL

JJia sets, and Phoenu cur«s. wi Ji over 500 mapping

variations. The math IjncMns SkVponed iKljSt

Sn(!], EiWKi). z'l, e"L i'n, sqr(zj, cos(z). coshfz).

Hn(z), tartyz), bg(z), lr<z) and n'z. Version \M,

tirsry orty Author: Terry Sum

Fred Fish Dip 390

Flp Atows you to quefchy an) easily switch betireen

various screens. Can Oose screens, pulmem up. and

activate wixtons. Has he inique fearjre of sorting

screens in a way mat al ttle bars are visible al one

tme. This is version 2.0, binary only. Autror: Lars

Eggert

ReadmeMasler A ntty little database tor Ending those pro

grams that you know eiist somewhere (???) in Ihe

AmigaLibDisklibrary. Mairtains 3 keyword dictionary

ol the Contents descripbons that allows searching by

disk number, program li'Je, author's name, or some

otheroesoipiiveword. Cunenttysupponsdisksl-

360. an update 10 the verson en d.sk number 163.

Bnary only. Author: Haro'dMorash

BMOOGI A utlrty to set or read Ihe .TaroNvare cSxk on a Epirn
Technology memory eipanscn board. Woiksina

manner simJar la the Set3ock utj ly wnch 1 s supplied

by Commodore win A.ngas Nt have hardware

clocks as standard equproen tncLxles source in

PCQPascal End assembler. Author: Wii Kuscha

SM Smallutiilyioc£R!erihedESp^y. Recoded version of

'ScreenShilt' by Arson Mail Ids* S8), only nail the

tne. Incfudes sourra. Kitor: Anson Hah, Latsce

V5.04 recoding by Oliver Wagner

To Be Contmed..-.

To the best of our knowledge, the materials in

this library are freely distributable. This

means they were either publicly posted and

placed in the public domain by their authors,

or they have restriclions published in their files

lo which we have adhered, l! you become

aware of any violation of the authors' wishes,

please contact us by mail.

IMPORTANT NOTICE!

Thislist is compiled and pjblished as aservice

to the Commodore Amiga community for infor

mational purposes only. Its use is restricted to

non-commercial groups enly! Any duplication

lor commercial purposes is strictly forbidden.

As a part of Amazing Computing™, this list is

inherently copyrighted. Aiy infringement on

this proprietary copyright without expressed

written permission of the publishers will incur

the full force of legal actions.

Any non-commercial Amiga user group wish

ing to duplicate this list should contact:

PiM Publications, Inc.

P.O.Box 869

Fall River, MA 02722

AC is extremely interested m helping any

Amiga user groups in non-commercial support

lortfieAmiga-

94 Amazing Computing



&miga AC GUIDEAmiga
Name

Address

City State

Charge my

Expiration Date

□ MC #_
MasterCard VISA

Signature

Please circle if this is a New Subscription or a Renewal
PROPER ADDRESS REQUIRED. In order lo expedite and guarantee your order, all large Public Domain Software orders, as well as most Sack

Issue orders, are shipped by United Parcel Service. UPS requires Uiat all packages be addressed lo a street address lor correct delivery.

PAYMENTS BY CHECK. All payments made by check or money order must be in US lunds drawn on a US bank.

One Year

Of
Amazing

One Year

ofAC

SuperSub!

Two Years

Of
Amazing

Two Years

ofAC

SuperSub!

Save over 49% □
12 monthly issues of the number one resource to the Commodore Amiga, Q

Amazing Computing at a savings of over $23-00 Off the newsstand price! □

Save over 46% □
12 monthly issues of Amazing Computing PLUS AC* GUIDEJtoMIGA Q

2 Product Guides a year! A savings of $31.30 off the newsstand price.

Save over 59% □
24 monthly issues of the number one resource to the Commodore Amiga,

Amazing Computing at a savings of over $56.80 Off the newsstand price!

Save over 56% □
24 monthly issues of Amazing Computing PLUS AC GUJDEj&MIGA
4 Complete Product Guides! A savings of $75-60 off the newsstand price.

$24.00 U.S

$44.00 Foreign Surface

$34.00 Canada and Mexico

$36.00 U.S

$64.00 Foreign Surface

$54.00 Canada and Mexico

$38.00 US

(sorry no foreign orders

available at this frequency)

$59.00 US

(sorry no foreign orders

available at this frequency)

Please circle anv additional choices below: (Domestic and Foreign air mail rates available on request)

Back Issues: $5.00 each US, $6.00 each Canada and Mexico, $7.00 each Foreign Surface.
1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 2.10
2.11 2.12 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.7 3.8 3.9 3.10 3.11 3.12 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5

4.6 4.7 4.8 4.9 4.10 4.11 4.12 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.5 5.6 5.7 5.8 5.9 5.10 5.11 5.12

Back Issue Volumes: Volume 1-$19.95" Volume 2-S29.95" Volume 3,4,or 5-S29.95* each
'All volume orders must include postage and handling charges: $4.00 each set US, 57.50 each set Canada and Mexico,

and $10.00 each set for foreign surface orders. Airmail rates available.

)NLYIntroducing: AC TECHAMIGA Due January 1991. Special $11.95
until 12/15/90. After December 15,1990, use this form to order

AC'S TECH at the regular cover price of $14.95.

Freely Distributable Software:

Subscriber Special (yes, even the new ones!)

1 to 9 disks $6.00 each

10 to 49 disks $5.00 each

50 to 100 disk $4.00 each

100 or more disks $3.00 each

$7.00 each for non subscribers (three disk minimum on all foreign orders)

Amazing on Disk: ACSl. . .Source & Listings V3.84 V3.9 AC#2.. .Source S Listings V4.3 8 V4.4

AC#9.

.Source S Ustings V4.5 & V4.6

.Source & Listings V4.9

.Source & Listings V4.12 8 V5.1

.Source & Ustings V5.4 a VS.5

InNOCKulation Disk: I■:■■■:...Virus protection

AC#4.. -Source S Ustings V4.7 8 Vd.8

AC*6.. .Source S Listings V4.10 & V4.11

AC#S.. .Source & Listings V5.2 & 5.3

AC#10 ..Source a Listings V5.6 & 5.7

AC#11 ..Source & Listings VS.8,5.9 & 5.10

ACH12 ..Sources Listings V5.11 & 5.12

Please list your Freely Redistribuatable Software selections below:

AC Disks
(numbers 1 through 12)

AMICUS
(numbers 1 through 26)

Fred Fish Disks

(numbers 1 through 390: Please remember Fred Fisb Disks 57, 80, & 87

have been removedfrom the collection)

Subscription:

Back Issues:

AC'S TECH.

PDS Disks: $

Total:

Complete Today, or Telephone 1-800-345-3360

Please complete this form and

mail with check, money order or

credit card information to:

PiM Publications, Inc.

P.O. Box 869

Fall River, MA 02722-0869

Please allow 4 to 6 weeKs for delivery



r III

The Need for a National Amiga Users Association

Sometimes a single voice can produce

results thatrender historical events. Inmost

cases, however, it seems that many voices

banded together can make a much greater

impact. Like you, I have heard the rumors

of the new computers from various other

manufactures (other than Commodore

Business Machines). These rumors weigh

heavy on my mind. Have I got the right

computer, will it do all that I want it to do,

or are the other guys supplying the better

answer?

In an attempt to find out what is going

on, I decided to visit a few different com

puter stores just to see if the advertising

The voice that the

Amiga has is not

being heard, and

we need to turn

up the volume.

was a small voice or a combined power

voice. I was amazed: the other computers

were for the most part slow,and they didn't

have a great quantity of software. I found

that there were several titles all doing the

same thing, while the cost for the most part

was much higher than the Amigas. I spe

cifically asked about products for multime

dia, many of the sales people claimed that

they had these products. However, when

pressed for a demo they fell short of the

mark. They either didn't have the software

or weren't capable of giving me a demon

stration of these alleged new powers.

As the day came to a close and the fuel

tank in my car became depleted, I realized

that the real story of how powerful the

Amiga computer really is has not made it to

the masses. Wouldn't each of the sales

people, that I spoke with, be surprised to

see the power of a multitasking computer

that deals with visual communications as

easily as a bird does flying.

The voice that the Amiga has is not

being heard, and we need to turn up the

volume. It is incumbent on each of us to let

the other guys know that we have a real

power base of hardware and software that

makes the others pale by comparison. The

Amiga may have not sold as many units as

the others have, but the reality is that the

Amiga has delivered on the promise of

being the computer for the creative mind.

We can help the cause. It is time to join

our voices in one song. I am asking each of

you who take the time to read this open

letter to send a SASE for more information

about the Amiga Developers Association

(ADA) and the National Amiga Users As

sociation to Impulse, Inc. (address follows)

You can become a member of the first na

tional computer organization dedicated to

the promotion and continuation of the

computer platform, namely the Amiga.

With your help the National Amiga Users

Association can attack several problems

that are present in the market.

1. Let business men and women know

that there are other ways of communicat

ing ideas and concepts with the use of the

Amiga. No more slide projects, use multi

media to convey the bottom line.

2. Help Commodore reach a greater

awareness through other formats of the

media, that have not seen or been told ofthe

power of the Amiga.

3. Assist dealers with training tapes and

hypermedia demos that show the power of

the Amiga to potential buyers.

4. Create a clearing house for users who

have problems and need help either with

hardware or software related concerns.

5. Position our group in a positive light

with Commodore and take advantage of

the unique investment opportunities that

exist for all of us.

6. Set up a grant program for new devel

opers to help them bring better products to

market.

7. To take full advantage of the new tech

nologies coming: CD ROM and Video Net

working.

8. To make our combined voice heard

throughout the world. To make a differ

ence.

Become part of a positive solution,

help yourself and your friends grow in the

Amiga marketplace. Let's get more and

better products for this "power" computer,

the Amiga. The success of this notion is

based entirely on your involvement. Show

your support for the Amiga by joining our

forces today.

Send SASE for more information to:

National Amiga Users Association

c/o Impulse, Inc.

6870 Shingle Creek Parkway #112

Minneapolis, MN 55430

Attn. Mike Halvorson

WANTED!

Elite Amiga Game Programmers!

The Nickelodeon cable network is looking

to hire several elite Amiga game

programmers, in a work-for-hire basis

IMMEDIATELY! The work will be used in

the production a nationally televised show.

The job is not language specific, and does

require programming straight from rigid

design specifications. If you are a Top Gun

Amiga game programmer, have previous

programmingexperience,majorreferences,

and want to get national exposure, call

Karim Miteff at (407) 363-3403.

Send your resume package to :

Karim Miteff

c/o Nickelodeon Studios

1000 Universal Studios Plaza

Orlando, FL 32819

or FAX (407) 363-8661/(407) 363-8590

Besuretoincludeadaytimephonenumber.

Amazing Comfltixc



Sapphire 68020/68881 Unbeatable Retail price of $399.00!

Fits in the Amiga 1000, Amiga 500 and Amiga 2000 computer systems.

Fits snugly in 68000 processor socket!

Easy installation - Included Is a disk with pictures, a text file reader,

and benchmark software to help with installation!

Factory installed 12 MHz 32-bit 68020 and factory installed

12 MHz 32-blt 6HH81 processors!

Speed increases of up to 2.4 times the speed of a normal Amiga in

integer, 3.2 times the speed in floating point!

Small, compact size makes it the smallest accelerator yet

- Only 3 1/H" x 4 1/4" x 1/2" total size!

Not a psuedo accelerator, hut a true 32 bit accelerator card using 32 bit processors!

A full, one year warranty!

Workbench Management System

Only $44.95

The Workbench Management System (WMS) is a revolutionary

idea in software for the Amiga! WMS is based on a button concept

where a simple click of a button launches your applications!

"tt'Itfi' is one ofthe most simple and elegant systems for using the Amiga

that we bare seen!" - Amazing Computing - August 1990

Eight pre-programmed buttons including a text editor, calendar

w/rerninder, plume book with dial, and more!

UNLIMITED programmable buttons!

Buttons can lie assigned to any application on a floppy, hard drive, or

network!

Launches multiple programs as fast as you can click - no longer

do you have to wait for application to load!

Free updates to all registered users - First major upgrade is also free!

MrBackup Professional

Outstanding value at $54.95

MrBackup is the first full featured backup system for the

Amiga utilizing the full potential of the Amiga! With over 60

ARexxMI commands, MrBackup gives the user the power to

reach beyond standard backup capabilities! The first full

featured hard drive back up system with built in tape drive

capabilities.

Will back up to floppy or SCSI streaming tape - tested with

Commodore's A2091.

Full ARexx™ integration - Over 60 usable commands!

Utilizes the option to use standard AmigaDOS formats or our

own Fast DOS format!

Has full built in file compression to save disk space -

User selectable!

Uses AmigaDos intuition for full compatibility and ease of use!

User can back up their system to four floppy drives!

System is compatible with versions 1.3 and 2.(1 Amiga operating

systems!

Memory Challenge Series 1

Now only $39.95

Memory Challenge is a new educational system for children ages 3

and up which helps teach memory retention and memory

recognition! Allows for the use of our supplementary data disks. It

also allows parents to configure and enhance the program for

their child's specific needs!

Easy to use point and click system - even the hard drive install is built in!

Has many different possible combinations for payability!

The first part of the system has children match the blocks by sight.

sound and shape.

The second part of the system lets the children put together the pieces of

a picture just like a puzzle!

Has a built in help system in case the chile! gets stuck putting pieces

together!

Allows parents to add their own special winning messages and standard

IFF pictures!

Brigade! Great price of $44.95

A new revolution in gaming software for the Aniiga! Most

war games work on a turn by turn basis. Brigade brings

you another step forward in quality by implementing real

time action! Brigade offers excitement not found in other

war game simulators. If you do not pay attention, you may

lose the battle. You may take a break, but the computer

does not. As you issue orders to units, the enemy may be

bombarding!

Real-time game play—-The action never stops!

Buill in scenario/campaign editor— create your own vehicles,

weapons, platforms, aircraft, maps, and more!

Oversize map system allows battlefield to be as large as possible!

Full digitized sound and animated weapons firing!

Full control over units, their orders, and missions!

Editor creates maps, unit spec sheets or full scenarios that can be

traded with friends.

For more information on these and other exciting products, contact your local dealer or call:

TTR Development, Inc.

1120 Gammon Lane, Madison, Wl 53719

608-277-8071 FAX 608-277-8073
Circle 164 on Reader Service Card



Let's see, this is what it

looks like...

Now, where did I file it?

IImm, bone...no. Yard, no, no.

Uh...bone.2, no. Cat...Yeah...No!

Doggone!! Sure wish I had

i
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For the Amiga

Not just a graphics utility...a graphics necessity!

Have you ever loaded a graphics file

only to discover that it wasn't the one you

wantedZWell, now there's ImageFindg

fiuuler is a program that

creates a pictorial catalog of all your

graphics files automatically. When you

want to find a particular picture, pop up the

window and browse through

the miniatures.

Double-click on the one you want

and watch asTM| B^^pes the name

into the file requester for you.

Do you have too many pictures to

look through? ImageFinder makes it

simple by letting you sort by name, size an<

depth. You can also sort by primary ;

secondary color.

supports both ILBM

and ANIM files, allows multiple index files

and will even update the index as you creat

new images.

Give : a try and you'll

wonder how yon ever found images without

it!

ASK YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR DETAILS

Zardoz Software, Inc.*6114 LaSalle Avenue Suite 304*Oakland, CA 94611

Ph: 415-339-6280 Fax: 415-339-6862

ImageFinder is a trademark of Zardoz Software, Inc.. Amiga is a registered trademark of Commodore-Amiga, Inc.


